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ABSTRACT 

Economic theories of decision making under uncertainty 
have experienced a rapid development in recent years and 
this has resulted in a significant contribution to our 

understanding of economic behaviour. The subjective 

expected utility (SEU) paradigm has dominated much of this 

research and it has been characterised by the increasing 

realism of the assumptions that describe the task 

environment surrounding economic agents. Concomitant with 
these developments has been the growing concern about the 
behavioural assumptions implicit in the neoclassical 
framework of analysis. 

The work of Herbert Simon has been at the, forefront in 

questioning the validity of the neoclassical paradigm as 
an appropriate framework for studying economic behaviour 
in complex and uncertain task domains. Following Simon's 

work, this thesis views economic agents as information 

processing systems. Specifically, we advocate an inter- 
disciplinary approach to the study of economic behaviour 

and we illustrate and evaluate the application of 
techniques from information processing psychology to 

economics. 

The main contribution of this thesis is the presentation 
of a framework of analysis for the development of 
behavioural process models in economics. In adopting a 
process perspective we highlight the need to study actual 
decision making behaviour through the combined use of 
laboratory experiments and verbal protocol analysis. 
Within this framework we can study the way economic agents 
structure decision making problems and also examine the 
differences in strategies between decision makers. We 
illustrate and evaluate our approach with reference to 
business decision making and present the results of 
analysing the behaviour of subjects who participated in an 
experimental decision making exercise. 



INTRODUCTION 

Economists have modelled behaviour in a wide range of 

environmental conditions and increasingly this has 

included uncertain task environments. In this respect, 

contemporary microeconomic theory has progressed 

considerably since the pioneering work of von Neumann and 

Morgenstern (1944) and SEU theory has become the 

established paradigm in economics for modelling behaviour 

under conditions of risk. 

The SEU framework is not without its critics and an 

extensive debate has developed in the literature regarding 
the value of neoclassical methodology for studying 

particular aspects of economic behaviour. The majority of 
this criticism has come from economists sympathetic to the 

behavioural approach to economics. However, despite the 

extent of the behavioural literature, a large proportion 
has been concerned with discussing methodological 

criticisms of neoclassical economics and as a result no 

widely accepted framework for developing behavioural 

process models in economics has emerged. 

The major criticism of neoclassical economics has been the 

assumption that economic agents are able to optimise 
* 

in a 

given decision making situation. It is argued that the 

substantively rational framework of neoclassical economics 
is inappropriate for two main reasons. First, the nature 

and structure of many real world decision making tasks 

makes the identification of optimal choices impossible. 

Second, even where the structure of a decision problem is 

well-defined (in some objective sense), its complete 
specification by the neoclassical economist fails to 

recognise the limited information processing capacity of 
economic agents. 

The research presented in this thesis is behavioural in 

tradition and complements orthodox neoclassical analysis 
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by emphasising the need for the economist to consider both 

the nature of real world decision making tasks and the 

information processing constraints on human behaviour. 

The inter-disciplinary nature of behavioural research 
highlights the contribution of this thesis in terms of 

establishing important conceptual links between 

information processing theory and the nature of 
behavioural process models. Specifically, we shall 
introduce production system (PS) models and demonstrate 

their potential contribution for modelling behavioural 

processes. PS models have a close association with the 
information processing theory of human behaviour put 
forward by Newell and Simon (1972). 

The intellectual inspiration for this thesis owes much to 

the research of Herbert Simon, particularly his joint work 

with Allan Newell in the 19701s. A major contribution of 

Simon's work has been the signposting of possible 

methodologies f or the study of procedural rationality in 

economics. Simon has argued that economists should 

examine the research methods and results on decision 

making f rom other disciplines. Particular emphasis is 

placed upon research in artificial intelligence, cognitive 

psychology and management science. With f ew exceptions 
behavioural economists have been slow to respond to 

Simon's initiatives and this thesis provides a 

contribution (albeit a small one) to the task of applying 
ideas and techniques from other social science disciplines 

to economics. 

While the work of Newell and Simon (1972) provides a clear 
statement of the theoretical framework that underpins this 

research, it is the work of Bouwman [see for example 
Bouwman (1983,1985)] which has guided our application of 
PS modelling outside the field of cognitive psychology. 
Though we adopt a similar research methodology to Bouwman, 

we can contrast the present work in terms of our study of 
decision making. behaviour in ill-structured task domains. 
Bouwman's research involved the study of actual decision 

making behaviour for a well-structured experimental 
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financial diagnostic task. 

The emphasis upon procedural rationality in behavioural 

research implies a need to observe and model human 

decision processes. However, one limitation of the 

substantively rational framework of neoclassical economics 
is that it does not provide the economic researcher with 
the necessary tools to study actual behaviour and model 
decision processes. The intellectual re-tooling we 

advocate for conducting the kind of research presented in 

this thesis demands a sympathetic view as to the role of 
inductive research methods in economics. For this reason 

we explore the use of laboratory experiments and verbal 

protocol analysis in behavioural research. Laboratory 

experiments provide a great deal of scope and opportunity 
for the study of actual decision making behaviour. 

Protocol analysis offers a structured approach to the 

recording and analysis of high density behavioural process 
data. Protocol analysis is a technique that has been 

widely used in the cognitive psychology literature and 

underpins the use of PS modelling. 

The use of laboratory experiments and verbal protocol 

analysis in economics is not without problems. For 

example, the uncertainty surrounding how to proceed in the 

application of non-standard research methods. Moreover, 
in breaking from the orthodox framework of economic 

analysis we face high risks in terms of achieving 

academically satisfying output as well as results that are 
likely to be of interest to economists not sympathetic to 
behavioural research. In this respect the research 

presented in this thesis has an important contribution to 

make in terms of identifying the difficulties and problems 

of new and novel research methods. our discussion of 
these issues will, hopefully, be of value to others who 
follow a similar research method in the future. 

In sum, the exploratory nature of this research will 

probably raise more questions than it answers. However, 
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in embarking upon this research our intention was to 

investigate a particular problem. Behavioural economics 
focuses upon procedural rationality in contrast to the 

substantively rational tradition of neoclassical 

economics. This requires that we study and model the 

decision processes resident in the 'black box' which 

characterise the psychology of economic agents. However, 

there is no clearly established framework of analysis to 

which the behavioural economist can turn to conduct this 

type of research. It is this issue which has been of 

central concern in this thesis. 

In addition to making a methodological contribution we 

also present an application of human information 

processing theory. While the behavioural process model 

which results from our research is interesting in its own 

right, there is much scope for development and refinement 

of our basic experimental application. However, we are 

also able to examine the advantages and disadvantages of 

using laboratory experiments and verbal protocol analysis 
for this type of behavioural research. We conclude that 

there is considerable scope for extensive research in 

economics using the information processing framework 
introduced in the early chapters of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 1 

eNxTVI: )XTT17W 

1.1 INMODUCTION 

The study of decision making is central to the research 

effort of many disciplines, including: artificial 
intelligence; behavioural decision theory; cognitive 

psychology; economics; operations research and many more. 
While the focus of research in each discipline is 

different there are some common themes that emerge 

regarding the nature of human behaviour [see for example 
the survey work of Slovic, Fischoff and Lichenstein (1977) 

and Einhorn and Hogarth (1981)]. For example, it has been 

observed that human behaviour is adaptive and 

characterised by constraints on human information 

processing capacity. These findings (and others) are 
just beginning to become incorporated into the study of 
economic behaviour. 

A major theme of Herbert Simon's work [see, for example, 
Simon (1978b, 1979a)) is that economists should explore 
more fully the use of ideas and techniques from other 
disciplines. The substantively rational framework of 
neoclassical economics is challenged as a framework for 

the study of behaviour in complex and uncertain task 

environments. Instead, Simon highlights the role of 
procedural rationality as a basis for the study of 
decision processes in behavioural research. Following 
the work of Simon the research in this thesis has been 

conducted with the belief that the study of economic 
decision making demands an inter-disciplinary perspective. 

In this chapter we shall first outline our basic research 
philosophy. Second, we assess the relevance of this 

research and summarise our methodology. Finally, we 
outline the design of the thesis. 
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1.2 RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY 

As economists, we still know very little about the 

decision making activities of the agents whose behaviour 

we purport to model. How are decisions actually made? 

How do economic agents perceive and structure decision 

problems? What information is used during decision making 

and how is it processed? How can we distinguish between 

good and bad decision making strategies? How can decision 

making be improved? What is the role of learning in 

understanding decision making behaviour? The nature of 
these questions emphasises the importance of studying the 

process of decision making. 

The above questions have received attention in the 

economics literature but there remains much work to be 

done. Moreover, these questions are not simply the 

concern of the behavioural economist. There are many 

areas of neoclassical economics where the failure to 

examine the process of decision making has highlighted the 

limitations of orthodox theory. The economic theory of 
the firm is one example of where extensive criticism of 

neoclassical analysis has been made [see for example, 
Winter (1986)]. 

Answering the questions posed above requires a detailed 

knowledge and understanding of the thought processes 
involved in decision making. However, economists are not 

particularly well equipped to carry out research of this 

type. Indeed, the neoclassical framework of analysis 

provides strong justification for avoiding the necessity 

of studying behavioural decision processes. This thesis 

presents a structured framework for the study of human 

decision processes in economics. It provides some 

guidelines on how we might begin to answer the questions 

posed above and presents an operational framework for 

future behavioural research. 

The basic research philosophy of this thesis is to view 
decision makers as information processing systems. The 
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work of Newell and Simon (1972) is recognised as one of 

the definitive expositions of the human information 

processing perspective and it has dominated the study of 

human behaviour in the field of cognitive psychology. The 

significance of this theory for current research is the 

view that we can study and model human behaviour in terms 

of information processing activity. The ability to 

process information (symbol structures) is the basis for 

humans displaying intelligent behaviour (ie. expertise). 

one implication of adopting an information processing 

perspective in this research is that we focus upon certain 

aspects of economic behaviour that otherwise would not be 

investigated. The extent of this effect will become fully 

apparent in later chapters but one obvious difference is 

the ability to observe decision processes in some detail 

rather than simply decision outcomes. 

A further important impact of adopting an information 

processing philosophy will be in terms of the design and 

structure of behavioural models. Information processing 

models are dynamic in the sense of focusing upon the 

adaptive behaviour of systems. Simon (1980) has called 
this the study of adaptive systems. A natural formalism 

for representing information processing models is that of 

a program (a set of symbolic relationships) [Newell and 
Simon (1972)]. one particular form of information 

processing models that dominates research in the cognitive 

psychology literature is that of production system (PS) 

models. The architecture of PS simulation models is 

closely associated with the information processing theory 

of Newell and Simon. Later we illustrate the suitability 
of PSs for modelling the behaviour of adaptive systems. 
In brief, the structure of a PS model is particularly 
appropriate for capturing the nature of symbol processing 
behaviour and is easily transformed into a computer 

simulation model. 

Information processing theory is largely concerned with 
the construction of models of individual behaviour [ see 
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Newell and Simon (1972) p 10]. This has two important 

implications. First, individual differences in decision 

making behaviour can be investigated in some detail. This 

seems of fundamental importance for the type of decision 

making tasks that are the focus of behavioural research, 

eg. strategic decisions. Second, the possibility of 
developing generalisations about decision making behaviour 

are limited within an information processing framework. 

As this research demonstrates, the number of subjects 

whose behaviour can be studied is typically very small. 

However, the building of a behavioural process model for 

an individual subject is an important step towards 

generalising about the behaviour of other subjects. 
Importantly, the information processing perspective does 

not assume away differences in behaviour between subjects. 

Finally, an essential feature of the information 

processing theory paradigm is the collection and analysis 

of large amounts of data concerning what information has 

been used and how it has been processed by a subject 

during problem solving. In this context, the analysis of 

verbal protocols has become the hallmark of information 

processing theory. 

1.3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In adopting the procedurally rational framework of 
behavioural economics, we f ace two important issues that 

are central to this research. First, is there an 

appropriate theoretical language for modelling behavioural 

process phenomena? Second, how should actual decision 

making behaviour be studied for the purpose of capturing 
the richness of detail necessary to develop behavioural 

process models? 

As a first step in this research we examine the nature of 
PS models and assess their value as a theoretical language 

for modelling important relational concepts in behavioural 

economics. This establishes the important case for 

studying decision processes in economics because of both 
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the structure of different types of decision making tasks 

and the nature of information processing limitations on 

human behaviour. 

in going beyond a simple I black-box' analysis of decision 

making behaviour we shall f ocus upon the need to observe 

actual behaviour and collect data on the processing of 
information that takes place during decision making. This 

requires a consideration of the conditions under which 
behaviour can be observed and also how detailed 

behavioural process data can be collected and analysed. 
The combined use of laboratory experiments and verbal 

protocol analysis of f ers a very important direction f or 

research in behavioural economics. The design and running 

of experiments and the collection and analysis of verbal 

protocols are resource intensive research methods. 
However, they offer the opportunity for the collection of 
high density behavioural data. Moreover, it needs to be 

remembered that behaviour central to the focus of 
behavioural research is typically associated with those 
decisions that are difficult to observe (in a process 

sense) in the 'real world'. 

The successful completion of this thesis essentially 
involves two tasks. The first, which we have just 

outlined, is the presentation of a framework of analysis 
f or a structured approach to the study and modelling of 
human decision processes. The second task is concerned 

with the application of this framework and involves the 

study of subject behaviour in an experimental decision 

making task. The detailed analysis of our subjects' 
information processing behaviour is demonstrated for the 

purpose of developing a PS model of decision making 
behaviour. 

Developing a behavioural process model of subject 
behaviour for our decision making task will proceed f rom 
two directions. First, we present a global model of 
subject behaviour against the background of the structure 
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of the task environment. To support this analysis we 

shall examine the behaviour of other subjects who 

participated in our experiment and present a 

classification of the different generic strategies that 

were used. This preliminary analysis is important in 

providing reference points for a more detailed analysis of 

individual subject behaviour. 

The second level of analysis builds upon the f irst stage 

and attempts to def ine a set of information processing 

operators used by an individual subject. Essentially, 

this involves specifying a set of decision rules that have 

been "revealed" by the subject in the protocol evidence 

collected during the running of the experiment. Protocol 

analysis requires subjects to 'think aloud' while problem 

solving. These thoughts are recorded for subsequent 

analysis. , 
It is important to recognise here the 

validity of using protocol analysis as a technique for 

eliciting information processing behaviour. 

Typically, protocol analysis provides an incomplete 

picture of subject behaviour since it is highly unlikely 
that a subject will provide a complete record of all their 

thoughts during a particular task. However, caref ul 

experimental design has an important role to play in 

facilitating the ability of subjects to reveal fully their 
information processing activities when giving verbal 
reports. An important role of protocol analysis is to 

minimise the need for the researcher to incorporate I ad 
hoc' decision rules (information processes) when 
developing a behavioural process model of subject 
behaviour within a PS framework. Arguably, protocol 
analysis is the most effective technique for providing the 

volume of detailed behavioural data required for the study 
and modelling of human decision processes. 

The final phase of developing a behavioural process model 
is the building of an executable simulation program and 
comparing its behaviour with that of an individual 

subject. Given the strong similarity between an 
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information processing system and a computer (in a symbol 

processing sense) , PS models can appropriately take form 

in the shape of computer simulation models. The 

comparison between the simulated behaviour generated by 

the PS model and that of the actual subject can take place 

at a variety of levels. First, the behavioural model 

should be capable of generating the type of behaviour 

displayed by the actual subject. Second, the model should 

be able to simulate the decisions of the subject on which 
it was based. Finally, we can assess the model in terms 

of its capacity to simulate the information processing 

activities that characterise a subject's behaviour in the 

task. It is important to note that building PS models of 
the type developed in later chapters is an iterative 

process. Inevitably, there will be scope for further 

improvement and refinement. 

1.4 DESIGN OF THE THESIS 

The design and structure of this thesis reflects upon the 

previous discussion regarding our research philosophy and 

methodology. 

In Chapter 2 we discuss the nature and role of behavioural 

economics as an alternative framework of analysis to 

neoclassical economics. Inevitably, this chapter reflects 
upon the origins of the present research and in particular 
concern with the study and modelling of decision 

processes. We introduce some important concepts from 
information processing theory and examine the nature and 
role of PS models. Finally, we present an introductory 

application of the PS modelling framework, highlighting 
the architecture of PS models and illustrating their 

suitability for modelling learning behaviour. 

Chapter 3 considers the problems associated with the 

observation and modelling of human decision processes. 
Specifically, we consider the problem of collecting 
detailed behavioural process data. It is difficult (if 

not impossible) to observe actual behaviour in many real 
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world tasks. For this reason we consider the combined use 

of verbal protocol analysis and laboratory experiments as 

an approach to observing actual human behaviour. An 

important link is developed between the use of protocol 

analysis and laboratory experimentation in terms of 

satisfying the necessary conditions to validate the use of 

verbal reports as behavioural data. 

The remainder of this , thesis presents a detailed 

application of the methodological framework we have 

constructed in Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 4 describes the 

design and structure of a business decision making 

exercise developed for this research. This was a 
laboratory-based simulation exercise run on IBM micro- 

computers. The decision task facing subjects was 

characterised by complexity and uncertainty. It was 
designed to capture important elements of strategic 
decision making behaviour in business. 

In Chapters 5 through 7 we present a detailed analysis of 
the verbal protocols collected during the running of our 

experiment. Chapter 5 provides an examination of the 

behaviour of a single subject. At this stage of 
development the behavioural process model is 'global' in 

nature. In Chapter 6 we analyse the protocol data at a 
lower level of aggregation and consider the protocol data 

of other subjects. This provides an insight into the 

nature of the decision rules (production rules) that 

reflect the various decision making strategies used by 

subjects in our experiment. Finally, Chapter 7 completes 
the final stage of developing our behavioural process 
model. We return to the case of subject S7 and contrast 
the output of our computer-based PS simulation model with 
the actual behaviour of S7. 

In Chapter 8 we summarise our main findings and highlight 

some limitations of our research method. 
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CHApTER 

MODELS OF ECONOMIC BEHAVIOUR: THE UNDERPINNINGS OF A 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Economic theories of behaviour under uncertainty have 

largely developed over the last 40 years within the SEU 

framework of von Neumann-Morgenstern. While there are 

alternative perspectives to the study of economic 

behaviour under uncertainty [see for example, Shackle (eg 

1972); Earl (1984); Heiner (1983); Machina (1987)], the 

general acceptance of SEU theory has led Schoemaker (1982) 

to argue that it has been the major paradigm of decision 

making research since the Second World War. Despite the 

elegance and rigour of SEU theory and the generality of 
its predictions, its achievements have been accomplished 
by the use of extreme assumptions about the behaviour of 

economic agents in the face of complexity and uncertainty. 

Critique of the substantively rational framework of 

neoclassical economics has been particularly directed at 
the information processing constraints that limit the 

ability of economic agents to compute optimal decisions. 

Since the late 1950's behavioural economists have 

challenged optimisation theory as an acceptable 

explanation of economic behaviour in complex and uncertain 

environments. The early work of Simon I see f or example, 
Simon (1959) ] and Cyert and March (1963) provides a clear 

methodological statement of the behavioural approach to 

studying economic behaviour. Of particular note is the 

emphasis upon modelling economic behaviour as a process 

and the empirical base of behavioural theories in terms of 
the need to observe how economic agents actually make 
decisions. Despite this common purpose, there has emerged 

a variety of different approaches amongst behavioural 

researchers [see for example, Gilad and Kaish (1986)]. In 
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this research we link some of the important ideas f rom 

early behavioural research with the findings from the 

fields of artificial intelligence and cognitive 

psychology. Specifically, we establish the value of 

production system modelling for developing behavioural 

process models in economics. In this sense, the ideas 

discussed in this chapter will firmly establish the 

origins of our research in what might loosely be called 
the 'Carnegie School' of behavioural economics. 

In this chapter we present a brief summary of the critique 

of neoclassical economics as a framework for studying 

economic behaviour in complex and uncertain environments. 
Second, we review some elements of the behavioural 

approach to modelling behaviour under uncertainty. 
Specifically, we consider the implications of focusing 

upon issues of procedural rationality. We then introduce 
information processing theory as a framework for 

underpinning many of the important concepts and ideas in 
behavioural research. 

In the f inal sections of this chapter we introduce the 

nature of production system (PS) models and examine their 

origin in the AI and cognitive psychology literatures. We 

complete our discussion with an illustration of PS 

modelling and present the results of a model that 

simulates the learning behaviour of a firm operating in a 
duopolistic market environment. Many of the arguments 
discussed in this chapter will be concerned with the study 
of business decision making. 

2.2 NEOCLASSICAL ECONOMICS: THE LIMITATIONS OF 
: 5Ub: 5*XANT AJLlTY 

Orthodox theories of economic behaviour have been 

extensively criticised for their failure to grapple with 
the empirical realities of actual decision making 
behaviour. Much of this criticism has been directed 
towards the theory of the firm and in particular the 
inability of neoclassical economics to explicitly account 
for the impact of uncertainty on business decision making 
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[see for example, Shubik (1970); Morgenstern (1972); Cyert 

and Hedrick (1972); Loasby (1976); Simon (1978a) and 

Nelson and Winter (1982)]. It is very difficult to add 

any original or novel insight to what are now well 

established criticisms of neoclassical economics. In this 

section we review some important issues for the discussion 

in later sections of this chapter. The discussion 

reflects not only a general critique of orthodox economic 
theory but also the specific problems of studying the 

economic behaviour of firms. In both cases the 

limitations of not considering process phenomena are 
highlighted. 

The role of the firm in neoclassical theory is well 

established in terms of an alternative resource allocation 

mechanism to that of the market [Coase (1937)]. The 

firm is an abstract concept that is assumed capable of 

maximising a well specified objective function by 

transforming inputs into outputs subject to market and 
technological constraints. This holistic or 'black box' 

view of the firm bears little resemblance to business 

firms in reality; indeed it was never intended that it 

should. 

The confusion over the distinction between an economic 
theory of the firm and the neoclassical theory of the firm 
has led to much misguided discussion in the literature. 

For example, Cyert and Hedrick (1972, p 409) concluded: 

11. .. there is a great diversity of views about 
the proper objectives of a theory of the firm. The 
fundamental difference centres on the question of 
whether the theory should explain actual decision 
making in firms. " 

However, the dominance of positivist methodology in 

mainstream economics leaves very little doubt amongst 
orthodox economists as to the role of the f irm. Machlup 
(1967, p 9) presents one of the clearest statements of 
this position; the f irm in economics is a hypothetical 

construct which: 
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"is not, as so many writers believe designed to serve 
to explain and predict the behaviour or real f irms; 
instead it is d. esigned to exýlain and predict changes 
in observed prices as ef f ec s of particular changes 
in conditions. " 

Machlup's argument is, of course, in the tradition of the 

"as-if" framework of positive economics. It emphasises 

the methodological position that the critical test of a 

theory is not the realism of its assumptions but its 

ability to predict [Friedman (1953)). 

The critique of this orthodox position has been on two 

fronts. First, it is argued that the underlying 

assumptions of orthodox theory deny the very existence of 

a genuine theory of choice in economics. The classic 

presentation of these arguments can be found in the work 

of Shackle (1972,1979). second, criticism has been 

directed at the predictive content of orthodox economic 
theory. As Heiner (1983, p 561) argues in relation to the 

unfalsifiable predictions of orthodox economics: 

"Suppose we really asked to see the list of clearly 
implied, unambiguous predictions that have been 
derived from our basic optimisation models. 
The answer to this que3ýy, one that would be admitted 
by many practitioners in the field, is that at best 
we have developed a very short list. " 

The study of business decision making in economics is 

notably absent of unambiguous predictions. How do 

business firms operate and develop strategy? How are 
investment, financing and dividend decisions actually 
made? How do firms develop effective competitive 
strategies? These questions (and many others) are of 
central concern to economic theory. However, 

neoclassical economics does not lend itself to the study 
of decision processes within firms and, in consequence, it 
is limited in its capacity to consider the type of 
questions posed above. 

The rejection of economic theory as a theory of choice is 
founded upon the orthodox assumption of substantively 
rational behaviour. Simon (1976) distinguishes between 
two concepts of rationality: substantive rationality and 
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procedural rationality. Substantive rationality refers to 

the ability of economic agents to achieve goals within the 

constraints and conditions imposed by a particular task 

domain. In contrast, procedural rationality is a much 

broader concept and refers to behaviour that is the 

outcome of appropriate deliberation. In sum, procedural 

rationality of behaviour depends upon the process that 

generates it, while substantive rationality depends upon 

the output of rational choice. 

The substantively rational framework of neoclassical 

economics has been described by Latsis (1976) as a 

research programme of "situational determinism". Given 

the goals of economic agents (eg profit maximisation, 

utility maximisation), rational behaviour is determined 

entirely by the characteristics and structure of the task 

environment. In essence, the assumption of substantively 

rational behaviour implies that economic agents have the 

ability to optimise in a particular task domain, 

irrespective of the complexity of the task. Heiner (1983) 

has referred to this ability of economic agents in terms 

of the absence of a C-D (competence -di ff iculty) gap. In 

consequence, decision outcomes (choices) have no 
behavioural content since they can be logically deduced 

from the assumptions specified about the nature of 
economic problems and the ability of economic agents to 

solve them. 

While abstraction is central to economic theorising and 
model building, it is important to consider whether the 

process of abstraction fundamentally alters the nature 
of the problem that is being investigated. This has been 

the basis of Herbert Simon's critique of economic theories 

of uncertainty [Simon (1979a)). SEU theory assumes that 

economic agents are capable of identifying all possible 
future states of the world and all possible choices, 
together with the associated consequences (outcomes) for 

each of these states. Essentially, the economic agent is 

Presented with a highly structured and well-defined 
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environment in which a single decision problem exists. 

Even within models which incorporate Bayesian learning 

there is a highly structured and known environment in 

which learning takes place and, given the rationality of 

economic agents, the existence of a single best (optimal) 

strategy. The basis for rejecting the notion of 

substantively rational behaviour in complex and uncertain 

environments is essentially twofold. 

(a) Limited Information Processing Capacity 

First, it is argued that the information processing 

capability of economic agents is limited. This view is 

associated with the work of Herbert Simon and with his 

concept of bounded rationality [see Simon (1955)]. There 

is also an extensive literature in the field of cognitive 

psychology that provides experimental evidence supporting 
the view that human behaviour is boundedly rational. For 

example, the work of Tversky and Kahneman (eg. Tversky and 
Kahneman (1974) and Kahneman and Tversky (1984)] has 

questioned whether individuals behave according to the 

axioms of SEU theory and the Bayesian principles of 
learning. Their work is also important for providing 

support for the view that cognitive simplification 

mechanisms are an important feature of decision making 
behaviour. Hogarth (1980) presents a summ ary of some of 
the different types of judgmental biases that have been 

identified in experimental work and the decision making 

situations prone to such biases. Of particular concern 

within the orthodox framework of economic analysis is the 

role of cognitive heuristics influencing the ability of 
decision makers to perceive the structure of decision 

problems. 

The unwillingness of orthodox economists to abandon the 

concept of substantively rational behaviour effectively 
reduces the impact of limited information processing 
capacity to its treatment as any other constraint on 
behaviour. Paradoxically, the behavioural (psychological) 
impact of limited processing capacity is eliminated by 
increasing the computational ability of economic agents 
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and, thereby, moving economic models further away f rom 

the experimental evidence on human behaviour. 

In highlighting the importance of limited information 

processing capacity cognitive psychologists emphasise that 

decision outcomes cannot simply be deduced from some 

objective specification of the decision problem. Simon 

(1978a) argues that it is both the task environment and 

the cognitive characteristics of the decision maker that 

determine behaviour. Heiner (1983) has used this argument 

as a basis for predicting behaviour in complex and 

uncertain task domains. The presence of a C-D gap arising 
from limited information processing capacity results in 

the emergence of regularities in human behaviour in the 

form of heuristic decision rules. In contrast, 

substantively rational behaviour implies the ability of 
decision makers to completely adapt to every change in the 

task environment. Modelling such behaviour merely 

provides insight into the task environment and not the 

underlying (regular) processes that characterise economic 

phenomena. 

Limited information processing capacity of economic agents 
is now a well established critique of neoclassical 

economics and underpins much of recent behavioural 

research. However, in recognising the inability of 

economic agents to optimise in complex decision making 
tasks, we are presented with the difficulty of how 
information processing constraints can be incorporated in 

models of economic behaviour. How can we study their 
impact upon decision making and develop models of economic 
behaviour that capture important cognitive features like 

problem perception? We explore these issues more fully 
below. 

(b) The Nature of Business Decision Making Tasks 

A second critique of the assumption of substantively 
rational behaviour f ocuses upon the nature and structure 
of different decision making tasks. Within mainstream 
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economics a distinction is not generally made between 

dif f erent classes of decision in terms of their impact 

upon the process of decision making. Indeed, given the 

assumption of substantively rational behaviour such a 

distinction has no significance. However, the business 

and management literature views such a distinction as 

essential to the understanding of business behaviour. In 

particular, the contrast is made between operational 

decisions and strategic decisions and it is argued that 

they are so fundamentally different that they require a 

different method of analysis. For example, consider the 

alternative approaches to the study of decision making 

behaviour in the operations research literature and the 

business policy and corporate strategy literature. 

Numerous schema have been proposed for classifying 
decisions. For example, Ansoff (1968) distinguishes 

between strategic, administrative and operating decisions. 

Simon (1960) has classified decisions in terms of 

programmed or non-programmed and Gore (1964) presented a 

classification in terms of routine, adaptive and 
innovative. Mintzberg et al (1976) provide a similar 
dichotomy to the later work of Simon (1973) and 
distinguish between structured and ill-structured 

decisions. 

It is clear that there is an element of commonality 
between the alternative classifications noted above. What 
is important is not the terminology one uses but the 
implication of the different types of decision for the way 
actual decisions are made and also f or the approach that 

should be adopted in studying each type of behaviour. For 
the remainder of the discussion we shall adopt the 

oPerational-strategic classification. This is the most 
common distinction made in the study of firm behaviour in 

a number of different disciplines (though not generally in 

economics). 

Operational decisions are routine and often repeatedly 
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taken in business, eg production scheduling; inventory 

control; invoicing customers; payment of wages and so on. 
These decisions are typically handled with a high degree 

of certainty and are characterised by low cost decision 

processes with the emphasis upon concepts of efficiency 

and optimisation [Harrison (1981)]. 

In contrast, strategic decisions are ill-structured 

problems that are characterised by novelty, ambiguity and 
ignorance [Mintzberg et al (1976)]. In the context of the 

theory of the firm, strategic decisions are concerned with 
the scope of the firm's activities and often involve 

change of a significant nature. An important feature of 

strategic decisions is that the environment and resource 

position of a firm are not given and will be shaped by the 
firm, 's own strategic decisions (and those of competing 
firms). In the business policy literature strategic 
decisions are viewed as being concerned with the adaptive 
behaviour of the firm to its environment. In these 

circumstances, it is not uncommon to observe highly 

skilled management teams pursuing quite different 

strategies in what appear to be similar environmental 

conditions. 

Strategic decisions are "messy problems" [Ackoff (1970)] 

and their ill-structured nature denies the relevance of 
the substantively rational concept of optimality. 
Strategic decisions cannot simply be reduced to the 

optimal choice of a strategy from a pre-determined set of 
alternatives. As with the significance of limited 
information processing capacity it is difficult to see how 

the logical consistency of the deductive techniques that 

characterise neoclassical economics can incorporate 
(meaningfully) the nature of strategic decision making 
tasks. 

The distinction between operational and strategic 
decisions is not generally made in the mainstream 
economics literature. However, the similarity between the 
description of strategic decisions that can be f ound in 
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the business policy literature and the discussion of the 

'true' nature of uncertainty (if such a concept has 

meaning) in the economics literature can, we believe, be 

usefully developed [see Loasby (1976)]. In highlighting 

the significance of strategic decisions we are able to 

recognise the variability of human behaviour. It is 

possible that two individuals will behave differently in 

the same environmental conditions and that any one 
individual may behave differently in the same 

circumstances at different points in time. In the 
business policy literature the concept of a strategy is of 
importance because it highlights that there is some degree 

of choice in a particular task situation, ie. there is no 

pre-determined optimal strategy. 

Economics has a theoretical f ramework for the study of 
uncertain behaviour (albeit based on a particular 
interpretation of the meaning of uncertainty). Rather 
than challenge this theoretical framework in terms of the 

meaning of uncertainty [see for example, Loasby (1976)], 
it may be productive to complement the existing approach 
with a framework that gives explicit recognition to 

strategic behaviour. This is, of course, the realm of the 
behavioural economist. However, what must be stressed is 

the opportunity for economists to explore the research 
findings and methods of the business policy and corporate 
strategy literature, notably the focus upon studying 
decision processes and the observation of actual 
behaviour. 

Some attempts have been made to incorporate strategic 
aspects of firm behaviour in economic theory. For 

example, the work of Baumol, Panzar and Willig (1982) 
introduced the notions of 'market contestabilityl and 
'economics of scope' and made some attempt to study 
strategic problems of the multi-product firm. Earl (1984) 

abandoned the neoclassical framework of analysis to 
develop a theory of corporate strategy that explained how 
firms make mistakes. Other interesting work which 
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considers strategic aspects of economic behaviour can be 

found in Porter and Spence (1982); Rao and Ruttenberg 

(1981); Klein and Leffer (1981) and Moss (1981). 

From the discussion above it is clear that one implication 

of the substantively rational framework of neoclassical 

economics is to view all decisions "as if " they were 

operational decisions. We define an operational decision 

as a problem that has sufficient structure to determine an 

optimal outcome. The Economics of Uncertainty, 

underpinned by the SEU framework, has extended the concept 

of substantive rationality beyond the boundaries of static 

optimisation under certainty [Simon (1976)]. This has not 
been without cost. Even without giving recognition to the 
impact of information processing constraints, the 

methodological underpinnings of substantive rationality 

essentially abstract away the very essence of a major set 

of economic problems. As Kuhn (1970 p37) has noted: 

"A paradigm can for that matter, even insulate the 
community from iAiose socially ilnportant problems that 
are not reducible to the puzzle form, because they 
cannot be stated in terms of the conceptual and instrumental tools the paradigm supplies. " 

A good example of where the neoclassical concept of 
substantively rational behaviour breaks down is the 

economic theory of oligopoly. Shubik (1970, p415) has 
described oligopoly theory as "one of the clearest 
examples of the malaise in microeconomics" and Simon 
(1976, pl4l) refers to economic theories of imperfect 

competition as a "scandal". It is not possible to 
identify a theory of oligopoly in economics and there are 
many different models of oligopolistic behaviour that 

attempt to address similar questions to those examined 
when investigating the behaviour of perfectly competitive 
markets. However, the precepts necessary for the 

application of the neoclassical framework of analysis are 
not satisfied within the context of ol igopolistic markets. 
Simon (1976, pl4l) has argued: 
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"There remains ... *a lingering relu. ctance to 
acknowledge the impossibility of discover 
'The Rule' of substantively rational beha'v'iFqi; r -foi 
the oligopolist. Only when the hope of that 
discover has been finally exýinguished will it be 
admitted that understanding im erfect competition 
means understanding procedural rationality. " 

one distinctive f eature of oligopolistic markets is the 

interdependencies between the decision making behaviour of 
different firms. In addition, the fundamental 

characteristics of strategic decisions noted above can be 

clearly identified with oligopolistic market situations. 
Game theoretic models [eg Green and Porter (1984); 

Rotemberg and Saloner (1986) ] provide an attempt to take 

account of how economic agents consider the possible 

reactions to their own decisions by other economic agents. 
However, such models have been extensively criticised [see 

for example, Winter (1986)] as highlighting the 
limitations of the orthodox concepts of equilibrium and 

optimality when studying the strategic behaviour of firms. 

The need to complement the substantively rational 
framework of neoclassical economics with an approach to 

modelling procedural rationality is a central concern of 
behavioural research in economics. We now discuss some 
possible directions for future research on procedural 
rationality in economics. 

2.3 BEHAVIOURAL ECONOMICS: SOME IMPLICATIONS OF 
MUDElsimINU k? JKUk; hDUlUQG-=I0NAJUlTY 

Research in behavioural economics covers a broad range of 
approaches to the modelling and study of decision 

processes. As such it is probably usef ul not to view 
behavioural economics as a separate field in economics but 

as an alternative way of examining traditional areas of 
economics research [Gilad and Kaish (1986)). A major 
force in influencing the direction of this alternative 
approach to studying economic behaviour has been the work 
of Herbert Simon and the research presented in this thesis 
builds upon many of the arguments put forward by Simon. 

In shifting from models of substantive rationality in 
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neoclassical economics to models of procedural rationality 

that characterise behavioural research, we require a 

change in research method. The change is quite 

fundamental and one that requires economists to explore 

more fully concepts and techniques employed in the study 

of decision making outside the domain of economics [Simon 

(1978a)]. The elements of a framework f or the study of 

procedural rationality can be found in disciplines such as 

artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology and business 

policy. There has, of course, been progress in developing 

such a framework for behavioural research in economics 
[see Gilad and Kaish (1986)) but a considerable amount of 

work remains to be done. This much is clear by the 

diversity of different styles and approaches to 
behavioural research. 

In contrast to orthodox economists, behavioural theorists 

adopt an inter -di sc iplinary perspective in the study of 
decision making behaviour and emphasise the need to 

observe actual behaviour. The focus upon studying 

actual decision processes takes on increasing significance 

where the substantively rational choice for a particular 
task or problem is neither defined nor obvious given the 
behavioural limitations that constrain problem solving. 
In these circumstances, problem solving is non-trivial and 
will typically involve economic agents gathering and 
processing information in an attempt to determine a 
satisfactory solution to a problem. 

One difficulty facing the behavioural researcher is our 
lack of knowledge about human decision processes. The 
deductive reasoning that characterises neoclassical 
economics is not f ounded upon the understanding of human 
behaviour that we require for developing behavioural 

process models. In general, inductive research methods 
are uncommon in the discipline of economics. Attempts by 
behavioural economists to investigate the contents of the 
'black box' requires consideration of two particular 
Problems: 



What is an appropriate theoretical language for 
modelling behavioural process phenomena? 

(b) How sh * oUld the actual decision making behaviour of 
economl. c agents be studied for the purpose of 
caEturing the richness of detail necessary to develop 
be avioural process models? 

In the next section of this chapter we shall consider the 

first problem as we look at information processing theory 

and the role of PS models. We examine the second problem 

in the following chapter. It is useful at this stage to 

consider the central ideas and themes of behavioural 

research in economics. This is important for providing an 
insight into the appropriate form of theoretical language 

for modelling decision processes. 

The original work of Simon (1959) and Cyert and March 

(1963) are probably the best examples of the key ideas 

that underpin much of the subsequent research in 

behavioural economics. The following themes appear common 
to a variety of behavioural research studies (particularly 

those conducted from the 'Carnegie School' perspective): 

- the. study of behaviour in complex and uncertain 
environments demands the e. -ýarpination of decision 
t rocesses. That is, decision making is non- 

rivial and is the result of considerable 
deliberation (ie procedural rationality); 

a re]ection of orthodox concepts notably 
equilibrium and optimising, bellaviour isee Gilad 
afid Kaish (1986)] except in simple task domains 
where the process Of decision making is trivial; 

an emphasis uppn studying actual decision makiny 
processes. This focus upon inductive methods o 
research is ý-n contrast to the deductive reasoning 
that underpins neoclassical economics. From a 
practical perspective this has a number of 
implications; for example the collection of 
detailed process data by stuý(ying actual behaviour 
typically demands observing individual behaviour; 

research in behavioural economics is an inter- 
disciplinary study and attempts tq be consistent 
with the t-indings of other disciplines in the 
study of decision making [Gilad and-Kaish (1986)]; 

an explicit. consideration is given to elements of 
human behavi. our as variables which are thefsuMct 
of analysis eg cognitive simpli ica ion 
mechanisms. Iýhis emphasises the significance of 
information processing constraints in determining 
behaviour. 
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An important issue facing the behavioural economist is the 

adoption of an appropriate language f or representing and 

modelling decision processes in a meaningful way for 

studying important behavioural relationships. The 

rigorous use of mathematical analysis in neoclassical 

economics has provided the formal language for developing 

substantively rational models. However, from our 

previous discussion it is not clear that mathematics is 

the most suitable language for behavioural modelling 
[Nelson and Winter (1982)). 

Cyert and March (1963) addressed the issue of identifying 

an appropriate theoretical language for behavioural 

process modelling. They suggested this language problem 

might be resolved through the use of computer simulation. 
Computer simulation models present a potentially rich 
theoretical language within which complex dynamic models 

can be represented. Indeed, over two decades of 
behavioural research has established computer simulation 

as an important tool for modelling and testing theories in 

economics [see Simon (1979a) and Nelson and Winter 
(1982)]. 

Whilst Cyert and March introduced the importance of 

computer simulation in behavioural research, they did not 
present a structured approach to computer based modelling. 
Thus, they failed to establish important conceptual links 
between the form of the natural language they adopted and 
the behavioural phenomena that underpinned their theory. 
Arguably, these links still remain to be established with 
regards the role of computer simulation in economics. In 
the next two sections we develop the links between a 
Particular formalism of computer simulation models, 
notably PS models, and some important relational concepts 
that are central to behavioural research. In sum, we 
argue that there do exist theoretical underpinnings for 
the use of computer simulation programs as a formalism for 

representing procedurally rational models of human 
behaviour in economics. 
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The choice of an appropriate f ormal language is not a 

trivial issue. The rigorous mathematical analysis of 

neoclassical economics has underpinned the important 

concepts of equilibrium and optimality. In the process of 

economic theorising the nature of any abstraction in model 

building is fundamentally influenced by the choice and 

structure of the f ormal language used to represent the 

economic phenomena of interest. In part, the criticism 

of substantive rationality as misrepresenting the reality 

of actual decision making reflects the limitations of the 

orthodox economist's formal language - mathematics. While 

computer simulation allows a much richer and more detailed 

representation of economic behaviour than formalised 

mathematical modelling, the latter is much more general. 
The behavioural economist, attracted by the need to 

observe and model detailed decision processes, has 

rejected the analytical techniques of the neoclassical 

economist as a formal language and resorted to the use of 

computer simulation and detailed case based analysis [Earl 

(1984); Nelson and Winter (1982); Eichner (1983)). 

The classic examples of the use of computer simulation 
models in behavioural research are the departmental store 
price. mark-up model of Cyert and March (1963); Bonini's 

accountancy and management information system model 
[Bonini (1963)1; and Clarkson's protocol based model of 
the behaviour of an investment trust officer [Clarkson 
(1962)]. More recently, the seminal work of Nelson and 
Winter (1982) used computer models to simulate 
evolutionary processes for establishing the conditions 
necessary to generate industry equilibrium. However, it 
is a notable feature of the behavioural research 
literature that computer simulation still plays a 
relatively small role. 

Any formal language has limitations in terms of its 

ability to capture interesting phenomena and relationships 
relevant to describing various aspects of system 
behaviour. Computer simulation models have been used to 
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provide a rich and detailed insight into behavioural 

process phenomena;. f or example, the modelling of learning 

and adaptive behaviour; the study of heuristic decision 

rules; the role of multiple goals and conflict resolution. 

Moreover, as the work of Nelson and Winter illustrates, 

simulation models can also yield many of the same 

predictions that emerge from standard neoclassical 

analysis. However, it remains an important task of 

behavioural research to establish the link between the 

structure of computer simulation models as a formal 

language and their role for modelling behavioural process 

phenomena. Information processing theory provides the 

opportunity for establishing this link. 

2.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING THEORY AND THE ROLE OF 
FRUDUCTION bYbTEM MUDKI; S 

An important aspect of this research is the application of 
ideas and techniques from the fields of artificial 
intelligence and cognitive psychology to economics. 
Cognitive psychology is concerned with the study of 
knowledge and how people use it during problem solving. 
As a study of aspects of human behaviour, eg perception; 
problem solving; judgemental processes; thinking; and so 

on, cognitive psychology is concerned with generalising 
about the way individual decision makers process 
information. Indeed, the dominant approach to cognitive 
psychology is based on the view that man is an information 

processing system (IPS) [see Simon (1979b)]. The seminal 
work of Newell and Simon (1972) in provides a good 
historical summary of the development of the information 

processing perspective of cognition. It is not 
appropriate to review the origins of the information 

processing perspective in detail here other than to note 
some important aspects of its development. 

The impact of the computer was fundamental to the 
development of information processing theories of human 

cognition. Indeed, computer programming languages have 
become a formalism for information processing models 
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[Simon (1979b)]. The development of computer based 

simulation models in the 1950's and 1960's [see for 

example, Newýll, Sbaw and Simon (1958)) began the process 

of integrating the findings from information processing 

psychology with the techniques of simulation modelling. 

An important aspect of this research was recognition of 

the similarity between man as an information processor and 

the computer as a symbol processor. Indeed, it is this 

view that has provided the basis for a wide variety of 

research in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) 

[see Waterman and Hayes-Roth (1978) and Davis and Lenat 

(1980)]. 

While there are strong links between the f ield of AI and 

cognitive psychology, it is important to distinguish their 

different perspectives with regards developing models of 

procedural rationality [Simon (1978b)). AI is a 
discipline concerned with normative aspects of procedural 

rationality. For example, the development of expert 

systems as a field of research has been influenced by the 

normative perspective of the AI literature. AI is 

concerned with the programming of computers to behave in 

an intelligent (and human) manner, though not necessarily 
using the same information processes. In contrast, 
cognitive psychology is more concerned with how humans 

perform complex tasks. In this sense, cognitive 
simulation can be viewed as a positive science of 
procedural rationality and is characterised by the 
development of simulation models that capture the 
information processes actually used by humans during task 

performance [Simon (1978b)]. A formalism common to both 
AI and cognitive psychology for modelling and simulating 
Problem solving strategies is the use of PS's and we shall 
describe these more fully below. It should, however, be 

noted that production rules are not the only form of 
knowledge representation adopted in the AI literature. 
Alternative schema include frames, semantic nets and 
scripts [see Garnham (1988)]. 

In addition to the use of computer simulation models in 
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psychology research, there also emerged in the 1950's and 

1960's a substantial body of research in information 

processing psychology. For example, the importance of 

limited capacity in human memory was addressed in the work 

of miller (1956). Miller made a distinction between 

short-term memory (STM) and long-term memory (LTM) and 

provided evidence that STM is of a notoriously small 

capacity with a low level of information recall. The 

behavioural significance of limited capacity'in STM can be 

appreciated in the context of Simon's concept of bounded 

rationality. Bounded rationality can be attributed to the 

operation of cognitive strain, where the limited capacity 

of the decision maker produces a state of information 

overload [Svenson (1979)]. Miller introduced the 

importance of chunking and pattern recognition as 

mechanisms which aid learning and help overcome the 

limited capacity of STM. The concept of STM is also of 
importance in our discussion of protocol analysis in the 

following chapter. 

Information Processing Theory 

The information processing systems perspective is not 

unique to cognitive psychology nor is it the only approach 

adopted by cognitive psychologists. The survey work of 
Slovic, Fischoff and Lichenstein (1977) and Einhorn and 
Hogarth (1981) provides a good overview of the variety of 
research methods in the fields of behavioural decision 
theory and cognitive psychology. However, the information 

processing framework is the dominant approach to research 
in cognitive psychology [see for example Lindsey and 
Norman (1982)],. The work of Newell and Simon (1972) is 

arguably the most articulated and developed version of 
information processing theory. They illustrate how models 
Of human behaviour can be developed from the analysis of 
decision rules observed to have been used by individuals 
in experimental and field settings. Extensive use is made 
Of computer simulation as a central tool for developing 

and testing these theories [Simon (1979a)]. The inductive 
base of information processing theory provides support for 
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it as a study of how individuals tackle complex and 

uncertain problems (ie. it is a positive theory of 

procedural rationality). 

Hogarth (1975) identifies two important conclusions to 

emerge from research on human information processing 

theory. First, that individuals have limited information 

processing capacity and, second, that decision makers can 
be viewed as adaptive systems. An important implication 

of these conclusions is that human behaviour is determined 

by both the structure of the task environment and the 

cognitive characteristics of the decision maker. Within 

the orthodox framework of neoclassical economics it is 

assumed that the information processing system (the 

economic agent) has the ability to discover appropriate 

adaptive behaviour. To predict behaviour in these 

circumstances simply requires information about the 

external environment and the system's goals (as defined by 

the inner environment). Significantly, orthodox economics 
breaks the link between substantive and procedural 

rationality by assuming the economic agent is always 

capable of selecting the right course of action. 

Cognitive psychologists have a fundamentally different 

model of behaviour. Given the complexity and uncertainty 
that characterises the external environment and the 
limitation on the internal environment to process 
information - adaptation is problematic. The link between 

substantive and procedural rationality becomes significant 

and processes as well as outcomes are important to gaining 
an understanding of decision making behaviour. Indeed, an 

optimal or best strategy may simply be unknowable. In 
these circumstances it becomes meaningless to study 
behaviour by focusing upon the content of a particular 
decision without examining information about the way the 
decision was made. 

It is against this background that Newell and Simon argued 
that the behaviour of intelligent systems can be examined 1 
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by means of an information processing theory. The 

abstract model of man as an information processing system 
introduced by Newell and Simon emphasises that intelligent 

behaviour involves the processing of symbolic information. 

The model is, of course, an abstraction and assumes that 

man can represent the internal and external environment of 

a problem by symbols. A basic set of elementary 
information processes (eip's) for transforming symbol 

structures are recognised and provide the basis for 

intelligent and adaptive behaviour. Newell and Simon 

identified four key propositions in their theory: 

a few characteristics of human information processing 
behaviour are invariant over task and decision maker. 
The identification of these invariants allows the 
t ossibility of finding regularities in behaviour and, 

herefore, the making Of general predictions; 
ii) these characteristics are sufficient to determine 

some important features of human behaviour. For 
example, a small set of basic eip's have been 
identified as sufficient for describing and 
ex laining behaviovr. These eip's capture the Mormation 

processing behaviour of an individual in 
the context of the problem space perceived by the 
decision maker. Decision making taxes place within 
an individual's perceived problem space; 

iii) the structure of the task environment determines the 
structure of the problem space; and 

iv) the structure of the problem space determines 
possible decision strategies selected by an 
individual. 

The important distinction between a task environment and a 

problem space underpins the role of perception in 

understanding human behaviour. The task environment can 
be viewed as the omniscient observer's interpretation (if 

such an interpretation has meaning for complex and 
uncertain tasks) of the decision problem. The problem 
space represents the abstraction of the task environment 
as perceived by a particular decision maker. Given the 

presence of uncertainty and the limited information 

Processing capacity of individuals, problem space 
representation is problematical. It should not, as is the 

case with the substantively rational framework of 
neoclassical economics, be an aspect of behaviour that is 

simply assumed away. 

The importance of the problem space concept to 
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understanding human behaviour is emphasised by Simon's 

distinction between ill-structured and well-structured 

problems [Simon (1973)]. A problem is ill-structured if 

it lacks definition in some sense, eg a clearly specified 

goal. However, Simon argues that the ill- 

structured/well-structured distinction lacks objective 

meaning. The significance of the problem space concept is 

that all problems are ill-structured until they are given 

meaning and structure by a particular individual through 

the internal representation of the problem space. This 

argument is important for understanding the value of the 

information processing paradigm to studying behaviour in 

complex and uncertain task environments and is the basis 

for identifying regularities in human problem solving 
behaviour. 

The problem solving and decision making behaviour of an 
individual can be viewed as a path through their perceived 

problem space. Essentially, the particular problem space 

used by an individual determines what information is 

available and how it can be processed. The behaviour 

pattern of the subject can be seen in terms of a sequence 

of knowledge states, eachýlof which represents the 

subject's total knowledge about a problem at any point in 

time. These knowledge states are related to each other by 

operators, which represent the information processing 
behaviour of the individual. As we shall explain more 
fully below, operators can be viewed as macroscopic 
representations of eip's. In sum, the behaviour of an 
information processing system (IPS) is simply the 

execution of a sequence of eip's. However, it is the 

macroscopic representation of eip's which allows an 
overall picture of individual behaviour to be observed in 
the form of decision making strategies (ie. sets of 
decision rules). 

In-formation Processing Systems 

An important aim of this section is to introduce PS models 
as one form of representing the behaviour of an IPS. 
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Before starting this task we shall briefly define the 

elements of an IPS. This provides an important 

understanding of the structure and design of PS models. 

Newell and Simon (1972, p 20) define an IPS in terms of: 
a rocessor that controls the sequencing of 
eip'? s. The processor consists of: 
(a) a set of basic eip's 
(b) a STM that acts as a buffer for input/ 

output knowledge states 
(C) an intýerpreter or inference engine that 

determines the control sequence of eip's; 
effectors and reflectors that provide 
communication between the internal and external 
environment. 

a LTM (or data base) that contains symbol 
structures that are stored in the form of 
production rules, ie condition-action pairs. An 
information process is siMply defined as an input-output relationship between a pair of 
syfinbol structures. 

The link between this definition of an IPS and the 
description of humans and computers as symbol processors 
is important to the arguments of this chapter. In 

particular it underpins our view that PS models can be 

viewed as a theoretical language for developing computer 
simulation models of procedural rationality in economics. 
Many of the elements of Newell and Simon's definition of 
an IPS will take form in our description of the OPS 

production system language discussed in the next section. 
At this stage we simply wish to focus upon the concept of 
eip's and their relationship with the idea of production 
rules. 

An important element of the IPS paradigm is the view that 

an individual's problem solving behaviour can be 
decomposed in terms of a set of basic information 

processing activities. Indeed, Newell and Simon (1972, p 
29) identify seven primitive eip1s: 

discrimination; the ability of the system to 
alter behaviour on the basis of the content of STM; 

test and coMparison- the ability to be able to 
compare symbols anýf identify different symbol types- 
sSfnboi creation; the ability to create new 
sý, mbols; 
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writin(j of symbol structures- the ability to 
add, change and delete symboi structures from 
memory; 

reading and writing externally; the ability to 
communicate symbol structures between the 
internal and external environment; 
designating symbol sf-ructures; the ability to 
ensure S 01 structures do not become 
inaccessib e; 

storing symbol structures; the ability to record 
symbol Structures for later use. 

These eip's are at the most basic level of information 

processing activity. From these it is possible to 

construct macroscopic operators that, in the context of a 

particular task, may provide a more meaningful 

description of an individual's behaviour. It is important 

that these eip's are observable at a sufficiently 

disaggregated level so as not to hide the procedural 

aspects of how problem solving is being carried out. Of 

course, at what level one chooses to model depends upon 

the purpose of the research and the level of detail at 

which information processing behaviour has been observed. 

For example, Bouwman (1978,1983) has developed cognitive 

process models for a financial diagnostic task using 

operators that are more aggregated than Newell and 

Simon's basic eip's. Bouwman used information processing 

operators such as: compute a simple trend; compare with 
internal norm; explain; summarise and so on. While these 

operators could be decomposed into Newell and Simon's 

basic eip's, their meaning in the context of Bouwman's 

work related to the characteristics of the task 

environment facing subjects in his experimental work. 

In sum, while Newell and Simon provide a sufficient set of 
basic eip's to model the full generality of information 

processing behaviour, they are likely to be considered too 
detailed for the purpose of procedural modelling outside 
the field of cognitive psychology. Task related operators 
are likely to provide a more meaningful interpretation of 
subject behaviour. This view is reinforced by recognition 
in AI and expert systems research that expertise is task 

sPecific [Hayes-Roth, Waterman and Lenat (1983)]. 
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An important element of Newell and Simon' s theory is the 

ability to capture the behaviour of an IPS in terms of a 

set of rules called a program. This program determines 

the sequence of eip's to be executed as the contents of 

STM change over time. The effect of eip's is captured 

through the production rules that reside in LTM. The 

matching of symbol structures in STM with the left hand 

side (LHS) conditions of production rules results in a 

particular eip sequence being activated (ie the right hand 

side (RHS) action of the rule). In sum, the program of 

rules provides us with a description of the information 

processes used during the solving of a problem. Such a 

program is known as a PS model and it is a formal approach 

adopted by cognitive psychologists for modelling 
information processing systems. 

It should be clear f rom the discussion above that the 

adaptive nature of information processing systems is 

captured through the interaction of the short-term and 
long-term memories of the system. Indeed, there is no 
direct relationship between individual rules stored in 

LTM. This ability to process and manipulate symbols and 

symbol structures and, thereby, change the contents of 
human memory has enabled production systems to emerge as a 
formalism for the modelling of both human and computer 
intelligence. We shall now conclude this section with a 
discussion of PS models. 

Production System Models 

PS models have a long history in mathematics, linguistics, 

cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence. In the 
field of formal logic the work of Post (1943) is 

associated with the use of PS models as a general 
computational mechanism and in developing algebraic models 
of language. The research of Chomsky (1957) provides an 
illustration of the application of PS models for 

representing the differences between classes of languages. 
Following the work of Newell and Simon, PS's have become a 
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formalism for describing information processing models in 

the cognitive psychology literature (see for example Klahr 

and Wallace (1976)]. 

PS's are rule-based models in which the control structure 
typically f ollows a simple recognise-act paradigm. A PS 
is simply a set of rules that describes what an individual 

does under what conditions and, therefore, captures the 

regularity in problem solving behaviour. There are three 

elements to a PS model [see Davis and King (1976) and 
Waterman and Hayes-Roth (1978)1: 

a set of production rules 
a data base 
an interpreter. 

The similarity between this structure of PS models and the 
definition of an IPS given by Newell and Simon should be 

clear to see. 

The PS model for a particular task is an information 

processing model of an individual's cognitive processes 
and expressed in a form capable of simulation as a 
computer program. The rules are of the general form: 

Conditions Actions 

IF [Cl, C2 ... Cn] THEN [Al, A2 An] 

where Cl to Cn represent lef t hand side (LHS) conditions 
and Al to An are right hand side (RHS) actions. The 

conditions or LHS of a production rule are symbols stored 
in the data base. Typically, these would be the 

conditions that exist at any time in the external 
environment. The data base corresponds to the STM of an 
IPS and for this reason its capacity to store symbol 
structures may be restricted in line with Miller's 
"magical number 7, plus or minus 211 [Miller (1956)). The 

actions or RHS of a production rule generally result in 

the manipulation of the symbols stored in the data base 
(STM). In brief, production system execution involves 

scanning the LHS of each rule until a successful match is 

achieved with the contents of the data base. The firing 
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of a rule is also known as rule instantiation and involves 

transforming the contents of the data base (STM or working 

memory) into a new problem space knowledge state. This 

sequence of matching conditions and firing rules is known 

as a recognise-act cycle and Figure 2.1 illustrates the 

basic execution process. 

The third element of a PS is the interpreter or inference 

engine. This has direct correspondence to our use of the 

term in relation to the processor described in the 

definition of an IPS and provides the control structure 
for the recognise-act cycles. An important role of the 

interpreter is conflict-resolution - the process of 
determining which satisfied rule is to be fired when the 

LHS conditions of more than one rule match the contents of 
the data base. Another important and related role is 

providing the mechanisms for pattern matching. Different 
interpreters can impose different control structures on 
the recognise-act cycle. We shall demonstrate one such 

control structure in our discussion of the OPS4 
interpreter in the next section. 

Figure 2.1 

Data 
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P3: Cl and C3 ---- > A3 
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P5: C5 ---- > A5 

P2: C3 ---- > A2 
P3: Cl and C3 ---- > A3 
P5: C5 ---- > A5 

P2: C3 A2 

The architecture of PS models corresponds closely to the 
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previous description of an IPS. As Newell and Simon 

(1972, p892) summarise: 

1ýpy events "the production system was one of those ha 
that historians of science often tal about: a iaýher well-pr9paired formulation, sitting in wait for 

a scientific mission". 

The explicit assumption that an IPS is organised as a PS 

is central to Newell and Simon's theory of human 

behaviour. The basis for this representation is argued on 

a number of grounds, though as they acknowledge, there is 

no proof as to the correctness of their belief. Some 

important features of PS models are: 

the modularity of PS rules as independent 
components of behaviour allows f or the ease of 
creating and deleting rules. Th' * ortant for the modelling of adaptive'sa'nd 

'Tpearning 
behaviour. In sum, production rules in LTM are 
related only through the data base (STM); 

PS's can display the nature of the cognitive 
rocesses that characterise human behaviour. 
or example, the dynamic nature of the data base 

corresponds closely to STM as the collection of 
information an individual is aware of at a 
particular point in time. This is important for 
understandýng the role of protocol analysis 
described in the following chapter. Similarly, 
PS's offer a possible model of LTM; 

as a modelling framework PS's are not limited by 
the standard -f low of control that characterises 
the conventional use of hierarchicall organised 
programming languages , eg BASIC, Foffran; 

the recognise-act framework of PS's is 
sufficiently flexible to capture important 
elements and findings of stimulus-response 
psychology. 

Newell and Simon pioneered the early application of PSI s 
for cognitive modelling in the task domains of chess and 
cryptarithmetic. There have also been applications of PS 

modelling techniques for the development of performance 
orientated models. These knowledge based expert systems 
have been extensively discussed in the Al literature [see 
for example Winston (1984)). The most well-known system 
is MYCIN, a PS model developed to provide consultative 
advice on the diagnosis and therapy of infectious diseases 
[see Shortliffe (1976)]. Another example is DENDRAL, a 
system designed to examine spectoscopic analysis of an 
unknown molecule and predict the molecular structures that 
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could account for that particular analysis [see Li. ndsay et 

al (1980)]. 

There are two distinct classes of PS models in the 

literature [Davis, Buchanan and Shortliffe (1977)]. 

First, the application of PSI s to cognitive modelling. 
Much of this research is based on Newell and Simon's work 
that views PSs as a theory of human behaviour. The 

purpose here is to simulate the behaviour of an individual 

with a minimal set of production rules. The production 

rules capture the regularity in an individual's 

information processing behaviour. In this use of PSs the 

researcher is concerned to try and reproduce all aspects 

of an individual's behaviour. 

A second class of PS models is concerned with developing 

performance orientated models (ie. expert systems). They 

can be classified as 'impure' PS models which simply use 

rules to represent knowledge about a particular task 
domain. Similarity between actual human behaviour and the 
behaviour of the system is not important. The field of 
expert systems adopts this perspective in the application 
of PS models though, as we noted above, other f orms of 
knowledge representation are also used in experts systems 
modelling. The production rules of a knowledge based 

expert system will typically be constructed from observing 
the behaviour of several experts in a particular task 
domain. No attempt is made to build a cognitive model of 
a particular individual but simply to develop a system 
that displays competent behaviour comparable (and 
hopefully better) than that of a human expert. An 
important aspect of an expert system model is its ability 
to reason and explain its behaviour. 

In this research we are concerned with the use of pure PS 
models for developing models of procedural rationality. 
However, it needs to be recognised that the building of 
Pure PS models may also have a number of spin-offs with 
regards developing expert systems. For example, in the 
Process of developing a pure PS model the researcher will 
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typically gain an insight into the nature of problem 

solving expertise and judgement for a particular task. In 

the field of business decision making, where so little is 

understood about management decision making processes, 

exploratory research in building pure PS models is likely 

to benefit the longer term development of expert systems. 

In the next section we shall illustrate the use of PS 

models for simulating adaptive firm behaviour. However, 
first we shall briefly examine the role of PS models as a 
theoretical language for underpinning the use of 

simulation for developing behavioural process models in 

economics. 

The close link between the information processing paradigm 

of human problem solving and the concern of behavioural 

economists with procedural rationality has been 

highlighted above. PS's have emerged as a methodology 
for modelling procedural rationality because their 

structure corresponds closely to the elements of human 
information processing theory. Moreover, the ease of 
translation of PS models into computer programs has 

reinforced their value in cognitive modelling. Within 

Newell and Simon's theory of human problem solving 
regularities in behaviour emerge through the creation of 
heuristic decision rules (production rules) that reflect 
the particular expertise, skills and goals of the decision 

maker. Different decision making strategies can be viewed 
as a self-contained collection of decision rules. 
Moreover, decision strategies can adapt and change over 
time. 

The condition-action structure of production rules 
captures the adaptive nature of human behaviour. Which 
particular sequence of rules fires depends upon the 
environmental conditions that are perceived and stored in 
the data base at any point in time. The set of production 
rules (or program) guides the problem solving behaviour of 
the model and represents the problem space search activity 
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that drives an individual decision maker to achieve a goal 

state. The limited set of production rules that describe 

the behaviour of an IPS highlight the significance of 
bounded rationality. The modularity of PS models 

provides a flexible framework within which adaptive 
behaviour can be modelled by the addition of new 

productions to the rule base. 

The operators (information processing activities) that 

form the RHS actions of production rules are made up of a 

set of eip's. The work of Huber (1980) and Johnson and 
Payne (1985) provides a good illustration of the 

development of Newell and Simon's theory regarding the 

decomposition of heuristic choice strategies into a set of 
basic eip's. For the behavioural economist, the concept 

of a heuristic decision rule or strategy is likely to be a 

more meaningful representation of behaviour than the use 

eip's. However, the concept of an eip is significant for 

a number of reasons. 

The information processing activities implied by Newell 

and Simon's basic eip's correspond closely to the symbol 
processing capabilities of computers. The ability of 

computers to read, write, compare and move symbols in 

memory can be translated in terms of the previous 
discussion of the role of eip's in information processing 
theory. one consequence of this is the ease with which PS 

models can be represented in the form of computer 
simulation models. This argument underpins the use of 
computer simulation as a theoretical language for PS 

models and follows from the symbol processing similarity 
Of humans and computers. of course, it is still 
recognised in the AI and cognitive psychology literatures 
that humans can still do things which computers can not. 

The concept of eip's is also of value in terms of 
Providing an underpinning for the interpretation of a set 
of decision rules as a model of human behaviour. In 
brief. decision rules can be thought of as sequences of 
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information processing activities which are applied as an 
individual moves from one knowledge state to another in a 

problem space. This perspective might also be helpful for 

developing measures of decision making performance eg. 

measuring the information processing effort implied by 

different combinations of eip's (decision strategies). 

In applying the PS framework of modelling, behavioural 

economists face a number of difficulties and problems. 
First, there exists a range of different PS methodologies 
in the literature. Simon (1979b) presents a discussion of 

some different approaches that have been taken to PS 

architecture in information processing research. Some 

important issues are concerned with the specification of 

conflict resolution strategies, algorithms for pattern 

matching and the level of detail at which knowledge state 

operators should be specified. Many of these issues 

relate to the control structure that resides in the PS 

interpreter and, despite extensive discussion in the AI 

and cognitive psychology literatures, there has not 

emerged a consensus on the design structure of PS models. 
A similar problem exists with regards the programming 
languages that have been used to model PS's. Indeed, from 

outside the fields of artificial intelligence and 

cognitive psychology it is difficult not to view this 

problem as reflecting differences in programming style 
between researchers. Important experimental research 
into the cognitive psychology of economic agents is 

beginning to generate the kind of evidence that will allow 
the future development of PS interpreters specifically for 

modelling economic behaviour. This is likely to be an 
important direction for future research. 

A second difficulty in developing PS models is the 
identification and representation of production rules. 
This is an issue that is pertinent to behavioural research 
in general and we address the problem in the next chapter. 
One approach is to incorporate hypothetical rules based on 
the output of theoretical models, eg the expected value 
rule. The work of Johnson and Payne (1985) provides an 
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illustration of this approach. However, following our 

earlier discussion, an important characteristic of 
behavioural research is the elicitation of production 

rules from the direct observation of behaviour. In the 

cognitive psychology field PS modelling is associated with 
the analysis of verbal protocols collected while observing 
human problem solving behaviour. Protocol analysis 

provides a framework of analysis for extracting production 

rules from recordings of verbal thought processes. The 

methods of protocol analysis are introduced in the next 

chapter. Importantly it is a technique that supports the 

PS framework of modelling discussed in this chapter. 

A development of the previous point is that it must be 

possible for the behavioural researcher to be able to 

observe and write such judgemental rules. This requires 
that decision makers are able to report their knowledge 

and experiences in a form that allows the researcher to 

express it as rules. It is unlikely, therefore, that 

every task domain will support the use of PS rules as a 

means of modelling human behaviour. We explore this issue 

in the next chapter but there are some obvious points 
worth making at this stage. For example, trivial tasks 
that are highly formalised are unsuitable for PS modelling 
[Davis, Buchanan and Shortliffe (1977)]. Equally, tasks 

should not be so complex and ill-structured as to deny 

some level of formalism; since subjects would be unable 
to bring expertise or skill to the problem and regular 
Patterns in behaviour would be difficult to observe. 

This completes our discussion of the nature of PS models. 
PS's have an architecture which, in general terms, 

corresponds closely to the elements of information 

Processing models of behaviour. However, information 

Processing theory emphasises the adaptive nature of 
decision making. As Simon [(1979b), p3711 argues: 
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"ProdVction systems also show great promise for modelling 
learning processes, for it is not hard to construct 
adaptive production systems that are capable of generating 
new productions and adding these to the system. 

We demonstrate this point in the next section and use this 

as an illustration of the application of PS simulation 

modelling to economics. 

2.5 PRODUCTION SYSTEM MODELS: AN APPLICATION TO 
islr. ýJLNU 

Adaptive Production Systems and the OPS4 Environment 

The discussion in this section is based upon a relatively 

simple simulation model developed in Rae and Reynolds 

(1983). The adaptive PS model presented in this section 

is of af irm making pricing and output decisions in a 

duopolistic environment. We describe the behaviour of the 

f irm in terms of a changing set of decision rules which 

reflect the dynamic nature of the market conditions in the 

simulation model. 

PS models provide a particularly powerful framework for 

the modelling of learning behaviour in economics. Within 

HIP theory individual decision makers are viewed as having 

a collection of production rules (condition-action pairs) 
that reside in long term memory (LTM). These rules have 

been f ormed as a result of their past experience in a 

particular task domain. For some task domains it is 

conceivable that the content of LTM remains static, 

reflecting the simple and unchanging nature of the 

environment. However, many real world decision making 
tasks are not of this nature and in these circumstances we 

can view the PS rule base as being dynamic. 

For the modelling of learning behaviour we need a 
framework that allows for the creation of new symbol 
structures (ie the RHS and LHS elements of production 
rules) and their storage in LTM. In this way the 
behaviour of an IPS includes its ability to add, modify 
and delete rules from LTM. Learning in this context can 
be associated with the rate of change of the rule base and 
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the ability of the system to create appropriate rules in 

response to knowledge states for which the PS model has no 

previous experience (ie no production rules currently 

exist in the rule base). 

An early example of the feasibility of modelling learning 

using PS's can be found in Waterman (1970,1974). 

Waterman's work was concerned with the development of 

adaptive PS models for learning to play the game of poker 

skilfully. The important f eature of PS models is that 

production rules represent independent components of 
behaviour and it is this modularity that makes the 

creation and deletion of rules from LTM straightforward. 
Given the structure of production rules, there are a 

number of possibilities for different types of rule 

adaptation and we - can view the impact of learning as 
taking place in three principal ways: 

create new rules 
delete existing rules 
modify existing rules. 

Moreover, the modification of existing rules covers a 

variety of different types of learning. For example, 

modification could include the changing of only LHS 

conditions - either totally or partially. Similarly, 
learning could be restricted to modifying only RHS 

actions. The potential for exploring a variety of 
different learning mechanisms opens up the opportunity for 

much interesting work beyond that described below. We 

shall discuss possible future developments at the end of 
this section. 

Modelling learning within a PS framework simply requires 
that there are production rules with RHS actions that are 
not restricted to modifying the contents of working 
Memory. In essence, it must be possible f or the PS to 

remove elements from working memory and assemble them into 

Production rules which can then be added to the existing 
rule base. McDermott and Forgy (1978) have stressed the 
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important role of the PS interpreter for ensuring both the 

sensitivity and stability of the system in self 

modification. There are numerous conflict resolution 

strategies that have been used to guide a PSI s learning 

ability, eg priority ordering, special case rules, recency 

rules and so on. Moreover, a variety of PS languages 

have been developed for the purpose of modelling cognitive 
behaviour and, as each has generally been built around a 
different control structure, they all have different 

capabilities in terms of self -modification. Some well- 
known examples of PS languages are PSG [Newell and 
McDermott (1975)]; ACT [Anderson (1976)1; and OPS [Forgy 

(1979)]. 

The model described below was developed using the OPS 

production system language developed by Forgy at Carnegie- 

Mellon University, Pittsburgh USA. We shall now briefly 

describe some important features of the OPS PS language. 

This description of OPS is based on a version known as 
OPS4 which was obtained from Carnegie-Mellon University 

and implemented at the University of York (UK) on a DEC-10 

system. OPS was developed as a PS interpreter for 

modelling human behaviour and cognitive processes. The 
framework for translating and firing production rules in 

OPS is a forward chaining system (ie antecedent driven) 

with the rules expressed in a simple IF-THEN format. 

Rules are stored in 'production memory' (this performs a 
similar function to LTM described above) and the data 
(symbols) against which production rules are matched is 
held in 'working memory' (equivalent to the previous 
description of STM). The inference engine for OPS follows 

the familiar recognise-act cycle and provides the control 
mechanism for pattern matching and conflict resolution in 

the firing of production rules. 

OPS4 is implemented in MACLISP, a dialect of LISP. For 
the purpose of modelling with OPS it is necessary to 

obtain a good working knowledge of LISP - particularly'the 
nature of LISP data types and the handling of strings. We 
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shall not describe further the syntax of either LISP or 
OPS. The interested reader should consult Winston and 
Horn (1984) for a thorough discussion of LISP programming 
techniques. Forgy (1979) provides a detailed account of 
the OPS production system language. 

The basic advantage of languages like LISP (and also 
PROLOG) for Al and cognitive modelling is the facility to 

write programs that can easily manipulate logical 

expressions and lists. This provides a number of 

advantages over languages like BASIC and FORTRAN for 

developing symbolic computer programs. In particular, the 

structure of LISP code is identical for both functions and 
data so that data symbol structures can be programs and 

vice versa. Production rules can be simply viewed as 
lists of symbol structures which can generate new symbol 

structures to be placed in either production or working 

memory. In the former case we have*rules that are capable 

of generating new rules. This facility of LISP to treat 

data and program code as lists of symbols has been the 
basis for research in developing computer programs that 

are capable of generating the code of other computer 

programs. 

While languages such as LISP and PROLOG have dominated AI 

research, it is clear that PS models can be given 

equivalent form in a number of different programming 
languages. A good illustration of this point can be found 
in James (1984) where the application of AI techniques for 

the development of expert systems is illustrated using the 
BASIC programming language. Another example is the expert 
system shell Leonardo that has been developed by Creative 
Logic (UK) and written in Fortran. However, a notable 
deficiency of these conventional language based PS 
frameworks is their inability to model learning. 

The OPS4 interpreter incorporates two functions through 
which a PS model can modify the contents of PS memory. 
These two functions are <BUILD> and <EXCISE> (all function 
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calls in OPS are represented in angular brackets). The 

<BUILD> function takes one or two arguments and will 

typically include a production name and a list which 

evaluates to a production rule that is compiled and added 
to production memory. The <EXCISE> function takes any 

number of arguments which evaluates to production names 

that are removed from production memory. Both the <BUILD> 

and <EXCISE> functions are central to our model of firm 

learning behaviour described below. 

Finally, it is useful to describe the conflict resolution 

strategies that are built into OPS4. These determine 

which instantiated rules from any conf lict set will be 

fired. Given the modularity of production rules and the 

fact that they reside in production memory in an unordered 
fashion, conflict resolution is an important part of the 

OPS4 control structure. An important feature of OPS4 is 

the tags kept on the age of working memory elements and 

production rules. This allows the interpreter to monitor 
the most recent elements that have been added or 

reasserted to working memory. The basic algorithm in OPS4 
is to make the PS attend the most recent data in working 
memory and give preference to productions that are more 
specific with regard to the LHS of the rules. To sum, 
Forgy's OPS4 interpreter chooses which rule to fire by 

applying in order the following five conflict resolution 
rules: N 

(a) order conf lict set instantiations on the basis of 
the. age of working memory elements; if no rule dominates then - 

(b) order remaining rules on the basis of the number of 
condition elements contained in a production rule's 
LHS. Production rules with a greater number of 
elements dominate; 

(c) if no dominant rule results f rom (b) then rules 
are ordered on the basis of the number' of constant 
symbols contained in a production rule's LHS; 

(d) should no rule dominate after (c), then the 
production rule most recently added to production 
memory dominates; 

(e) final 1 he failure to identify a dominant rule to 
fire &omt (a) - (d) results in the interpreter 
selecting an arbitrary rule to fire. 
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it is not difficult to see how PS languages developed to 

model firm behaviour might incorporate conflict resolution 

strategies that reflect cultural, political and 

organisational factors in their control structure. 

A Production System Model of Firm Learning Behaviour 

The PS simulation model described below was developed 

using the OPS4 production system language and contained 
three basic elements: 

(a) Dynamic Market Environment: the model simulates the 

pricing and output behaviour of an entrant firm in a 
duopolistic market environment. The market environment is 

dynamic and changes over the 400 period cycle of the 

simulation. 

The entrant firm is competing against three other f irms 

which are operating a price cartel. All f irms in the 
industry produce a single homogeneous product and the new 

entrant does not have any advantage or disadvantage in 

terms of cost and technology relative to the firms in the 

cartel. In sum, there is no possibility for product 
differentiation in the model or for firms to exploit 
differences in cost structure. Given the oligopolistic 
nature of the market environment these are aspects of 
corporate behaviour that could usefully be iýcorporated in 
further development of the basic model. The dynamic 

nature of the market environment is captured through the 

uncertainty surrounding the behaviour of the cartel and 
the nature of market demand. 

The function representing market demand is a logistic 

curve and its specif ic f orm captures the ef f ect of both 
the product lif e cycle concept and the impact of consumer 
price expectations on market demand. Specifically, total 
market demand goes through three broad phases: a product 
development phase; a growth phase; and a product maturity 
Phase. There was no market decline phase incorporated in 
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this particular simulation model. Consumer price 

expectations were captured by shifts in the logistic curve 
depending on whether firms in the industry priced at 
below, above or equal to the expectations of consumers. 
For the purpose of this model, the price expectations of 

consumers declined over the length of the product life 

cycle. This seems plausible and implies that high price 

strategies might be sustainable in the growth phase of the 

life cycle by being successful in terms of achieving 

market share and satisfactory profits. In contrastl the 

mature phase of the life cycle would suggest stable or 

even declining price strategies being the 'norm' for firms 

operating in the industry. While we would expect this to 

be the case, the entrant firm has no a priori knowledge of 

what pricing strategy rules are likely to be successful in 

particular market conditions. 

The pricing behaviour of the cartel is modelled as being 

reactive and non-aggressive. This simply involved 

adjusting the previous period's price according to whether 
the cartel's market share in the previous period had 
increased, decreased or remained constant. This was a 

mechanistic pricing strategy that did not allow for the 

possibility of the cartel trying to anticipate the pricing 

and output strategy of the entrant firm or for collusion. 
Equally, the entrant firm's behaviour was not modelled 
with any assumed knowledge of the behaviour of the cartel. 

In sum, market share f or the entrant f irm was a function 

of total market demand, level of production, the number of 
firms in the industry and the price strategy of the 

entrant firm relative to that of the cartel. If the 

entrant firm and cartel priced equally, market share would 
be identical for all firms in the industry. While this is 

valid for the simple conditions incorporated in the 
present model, it is clearly a gross over-simplif ication 

Of oligopolistic market conditions in reality. 

(b) Accounting and Performance Information System: both 
the entrant firm and the cartel faced a complex and 
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uncertain market environment and there was relatively 
little feedback information. For the illustrative purpose 

of this simulation model, the information elements that 

provided feedback to both the cartel and the entrant firm 

were restricted to: 

profit performance 

market share 

market price data 

cost and production data 

stock levels 

These knowledge elements essentially provide the structure 
to the problem space 'perceived' by the firms in the 

industry. It also reflected upon the assumed objectives 

of a satisfactory level of profits and the maintenance of 

market share. While the detail is not crucial to our 
discussion here, it needs to be stressed that the 

specification of these knowledge elements (together with 
defining what possible decision strategies can be made) 
has the effect of restricting the type of learning that 

can be modelled. For example, we have limited (quite 

deliberately) the set of possible knowledge elements that 
form the LHS conditions and RHS actions of production 

rules. Clearly, there is scope for developing much richer 

models of learning behaviour than that presented here. 

(c) Decision Rules: the entrant firm was required to make 
pricing and output decisions f or each period of the 400 

Period simulation run. Production rules for output 
decisions were 'given' to the entrant firm. Failure to 

match production with demand resulted in the entrant firm 
incurring stockholding costs or loss of market share. 
Output was simply increased, decreased or held constant 
With the objective of maintaining a 10% buffer stock in 

relation to the previous period's level of sales. 

The main f ocus of the simulation model presented in Rae 
and Reynolds was upon the learning behaviour of the 
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entrant f irm with regards pricing strategy. on entering 
the industry, the entrant firm had no experience as to the 

likely success of different pricing strategies (described 

below). The entrant f irm is required to learn and adapt 
its behaviour to changing environmental conditions. The 

nature and extent of any learning behaviour would be 

reflected in changes to the firm's rule base. Clearly, in 

a highly dynamic and uncertain market environment we would 

expect the rule base to change regularly as the firm 

adapts its behaviour. In contrast, an unchanging 

market environment would be characterised by a relatively 

stable rule base. S 

For illustrative purposes structure was placed upon the 
form of learning by the entrant firm. H owever, this could 
be relaxed in a more complex model. The possible price 

strategies of the entrant firm were limited to: 

increase price by 10% 

hold price constant 
decrease price by 10%. 

While the role f or standard pricing rules in business is 

well established in behavioural research, the choice of 
the 10 per cent rule in this case is not based on direct 

observation. Clearly, it would be very straightforward to 
increase the range of possible price changes that could be 

considered by the entrant firm. This simply has the 

effect of expanding the set of possible RHS actions that 

can be used to define production rules. Moreover , the 

Present model could be extended to allow f or the entrant 
f irm to learn an appropriate percentage rule to apply in 

particular market conditions. 

With regard to the LHS condition elements that the entrant 
firm considered in forming pricing strategy production 
rules, we again simplified the range of possibilities. 
For this purpose the entrant firm evaluated a pricing 
strategy in terms of its impact on the level of sales. In 
this sense, the model defines which elements of the firm's 
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environment are relevant to determining its behaviour. 

An interesting development of the basic model would be for 

the entrant firm to learn which knowledge elements should 
form the LHS conditions of production rules. In the 

present model it is the current price and sales conditions 

and their relationship to previous conditions which form 

the basis of the LHS conditions of production rules. 

From Figure 2.2 below we can see there are nine possible 

combinations of environmental conditions for which the 

entrant firm can develop pricing strategies. Together 

with the three different pricing strategies (RHS elements) 
there are in total 27 possible production rules that could 
be developed by the entrant firm. However, given the 

unlikely circumstances of market sales ever remaining 

constant in a period, there were only 18 different 

production rules likely to be developed. As we shall see 
below in discussing the results from the simulation run, 

only 15 of these rules were actually developed during the 
400 period simulation. 

Figure 2.2 Possible LHS Condition Elements of 
Production Rules 

Knowledge Element 

Pricing Policy Change in Sales 

LHS 1 INCREASE INCREASE 
2 INCREASE DECREASE 
3 INCREASE CONSTANT 
4 DECREASE INCREASE 
5 DECREASE DECREASE 
6 DECREASE CONSTANT 
7 CONSTANT INCREASE 
8 CONSTANT DECREASE 
9 CONSTANT CONSTANT 

The LHS conditions presented in Figure 2.2 are the basis 

for the entrant firm recognising the current "state of the 

world" and developing an appropriate response in terms of 
pricing strategy. Initially, the entrant firm has no 
experience or indication as to the likely success of any 
of the pricing strategies and in consequence is assumed to 
behave randomly. This is a rather simplistic view and is 

adopted to highlight the discovery aspect of the entrant 
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firm's behaviour. 

In applying a price strategy to a new environmental 

situation, a price rule is established which is stored in 

production memory using the OPS4 <BUILD> function. This 

new rule will then be retained in production memory 

providing that when it is f ired it achieves the entrant 
firm's objectives of maintaining or increasing sales and a 

satisf actory level of prof it. If the application of a 

price strategy rule is unsuccessful (a reduction in sales) 

on three consecutive firings, it is then removed from 

production memory by the <EXCISE> function in OPS4. The 

excised rule is then replaced with an alternative price 

strategy rule for these particular environmental 

conditions. While this is a simple learning mechanism it 

serves to illustrate the use of the PS f ramework f or 

modelling adaptive behaviour. 

An example of the basic structure of the pricing strategy 

production rules developed by the entrant firm is given 
below: 

(G279 Pd 154) 

IF 

PRICE LAST PERIOD = CONSTANT; AND 
SALES = DECLINED 

THEN 

PRICE THIS PERIOD = CONSTANT 

All rules that were generated in the simulation run were 
of this format: G 279 is the rule identifier; Pd 154, the 

Period in which the rule was built; the remaining 
information is the familiar LHS conditions and RHS actions 
of the rule. 

Early in the simulation run new LHS conditions were 
experienced and this resulted in the creation of new 
Production rules. only one price strategy was employed by 
the entrant firm f or a given set of LHS conditions. As 

/ 
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unsuccessful rules were excised from the rule base, new 

rules with the same LHS conditions were generated but with 

a different RHS action. The PS model for the entrant firm 

had a 'memory' in the sense that if a particular RHS 

action (strategy) was unsuccessful, it was replaced with 

one of the remaining strategies that had not been tried 

for that set of LHS conditions. If all three alternative 

price strategies had previously been tried then the cycle 

starts again with a random selection. A more 

sophisticated mechanism could have easily been 

incorporated; for example, allowing the entrant firm to 

generalise upon its past experience and develop a smaller 

rule base of more general and successful rules. 

From the previous discussion it should be clear that at 

any one time six production rules were held in production 

memory by the entrant firm. Moreover, given the dynamic 

nature of the market there was the possibility of 

previously excised rules being re-introduced into the 

entrant firm's rule base. No rule, therefore, was 

permanently excised from the rule base. 
_ 

This seems 

reasonable given that strategies are likely to be 

successful under different environmental conditions and at 
different points in time. 

Finally, it needs to be stressed that the entrant firm did 

not have any a priori notion of what was a good or bad 

pricing strategy under particular market conditions. The 
firm had to discover this through experience. Rules that 

survived for long periods of time and were fired 

successfully under different market conditions could in a 
sense be viewed as being robust rules. However, the 
incorporation of a greater range of possible strategies 
available to the entrant firm would have allowed more 
meaningful inferences to be made on the nature of good 
and bad pricing strategies. 
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A Production System Model of Firm Learning Behaviour: 
Results 

The output from the simulation model described above 

provided a number of different insights into the behaviour 

of the entrant f irm. Detail can be found in Rae and 

Reynolds (1983). In this section we shall limit our 

discussion to the behaviour of the entrant firm's rule 

base and how this changed over the simulation period. 

Given the description of the model, it was expected that 

learning (adaptation of the rule base) would reflect the 

level of uncertainty in the market environment. This was 
indeed the case over the 400 period simulation with the 

rate of change in the rule base declining as market 

conditions stabilised. In total, the entrant firm built 

some 38 production rules during the simulation run with 32\ 

of these being excised at some point from the rule base. 

The random elements of market demand and the cartel's 

pricing strategy ensured that the entrant firm changed its 

rule base throughout the simulation. The rule base 

changed at a constant rate for the second, third and 
fourth one hundred period blocks -8 rules per one hundred 

periods. As we expected, the entrant firm had to adapt 

and learn at a rapid rate in the first one hundred 

decision periods. This was the period when market 
conditions were at their most dynamic. During this stage 
a total of 14 rules were built in an attempt to find rules 
that produced satisfactory levels of market share and 
profits. Figure 2.3 provides a summary of the price 
strategy production rules that were built by the entrant 
firm during the simulation. This figure also provides 
insight into the frequency with which particular rules 
were fired and the length of time they resided in the rule 
base. There were in total fifteen types (different LHS 
conditions) of price strategy rule built by the entrant 
firm. 
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Fiaure 2.3 Production Rule Firinas Durina Learnin 
moge-L zilmuiation xun 

LHS Conditions RHS Action No of No of 
Times Periods 

Price Sales Price =u -e Rule 
M -a- nge -CTFa-nge St-Fategy F-1-r-ed S-UrVived 

CONSTANT INCREASE INCREASE 11 65 
CONSTANT CONSTANT CONSTANT 11 28 
CONSTANT INCREASE DECREASE 67 301 
CONSTANT DECREASE INCREASE 6 27 
CONSTANT DECREASE CONSTANT 57 225 
CONSTANT DECREASE DECREASE 44 127 
DECREASE INCREASE INCREASE 6 24 
DECREASE INCREASE CONSTANT 56 254 
DECREASE INCREASE DECREASE 43 125 
DECREASE DECREASE CONSTANT 6 354 
DECREASE DECREASE INCREASE 6 6 
DECREASE DECREASE CONSTANT 18 136 
DECREASE DECREASE DECREASE 62 247 
INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE 6 275 
INCREASE INCREASE DECREASE 1 118 

From Figure 2.3 we can gain an insight into the pricing 

strategies that were more robust for the entrant firm 

given market conditions and the simple learning mechanism 
incorporated in the model. This could be done using a 

number of different measures, eg the length of time the 

rules for a particular price strategy survived in 

production memory or the number of periods a particular 

price strategy rule fired. For example, 54.5% of rules 
fired were for decreasing price and 38.5% for rules that 
held price constant. only 7% of rules fired resulted in 

increases in price. 

In considering the pricing strategy rules f ired by the 

entrant f irm it can also be seen that two sets of market 
conditions appeared to determine the strategic behaviour 

of the firm: 

Market Condition Number of Rules 
Ditterent Bulif 

Price Constant/Sales Increase 13 
Price Decrease/Sales Increase 9 
Price Constant/sales Decrease 6 
Price Decrease/Sales Decrease 7 
Price Decrease/Sales Decrease 1 
Price Increase/Sales Increase 2 

In terms of RHS actions some 14 rules were built for 
decrease price; 14 rules f or hold price constant and 10 

rules for price increase strategies. 
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Despite the very simple trial and error learning strategy 
incorporated in this simulation model, the behaviour of 
the entrant firm appears intuitively quite reasonable. 
The significance of pattern recognition and feedback in 

identifying satisfactory decision rules is clearly 
illustrated by examining the match between LHS conditions 

and RHS actions in the rules built by the entrant firm. 

Not surprisingly, increasing price was the least 

successful strategy. This is reflected in both the short 

period of time for which price increase rules resided in 

memory and in terms of the rules left in the rule base at 
the end of the simulation. one half were for decreasing 

price and the remainder for holding price constant. Given 

the nature of the product life cycle, this is exactly the 

type of behaviour we would have expected the entrant firm 

to discover. 

The results from the simulation model of the entrant 
firm's behaviour are not surprising and they do not yield 

any novel insight into actual decision making behaviour. 

However, the discussion above does provide an illustration 

of the richness of a PS modelling framework for 

behavioural research. For example, if the. nature of the 

market environment or the behaviour of the cartel had been 

different, we might expect the adaptive behaviour of the 

entrant firm to change, eg converge towards a different 

set of relatively successful rules. PS models of this 

type may prove useful for discovering the robustness of 
particular strategies for a variety of different 

environmental conditions. 

There are a number of directions in which the PS model 
described above could be extended. For example, we have 

taken a rather limited perspective of the nature of the 
learning mechanism assumed for the entrant firm. We 

restricted the range of knowledge elements that formed the 
LHS conditions of production rules and, therefore, 
determined the behaviour of the firm. A more complex 
model might have incorporated learning mechanisms for 
determining which elements of the environment should be 
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scanned each period. This is an important feature of firm 

behaviour in the real world and highlights that good 
decision making strategies are not simply about RHS 

actions but are also concerned with identifying the 

relevant environmental variables to monitor. The ability 
to discriminate between various environmental stimuli is 

an important aspect of problem perception. 

similarly, the RHS actions of the entrant firm were 
restricted to simply increasing or decreasing price by 10% 

or holding price constant. The set of price change 
strategies could have been expanded, as could the range 
of decision strategies in general. For example, the 

entrant firm might have been modelled to learn about an 

appropriate price adjustment factor in different market 

conditions rather than simply apply the standard 10% rule. 
We could also extend the range of strategies to include 

other marketing mix variables eg. advertising expenditure. 

A more ambitious development, and one that seems quite 
feasible within a PS framework, is the exploration of how 

corporate strategy develops within firms. There are a 
number of interesting features of PS models that make such 
research possible. In the context of oligopolistic 
markets this would allow the behavioural economist to 

explore important issues regarding market processes and 
structure. For example, the modelling of the adaptive 
behaviour of several firms could be achieved by 'dividing' 

the working and production memory within an OPS4 type 

environment. This opens up the possibility for modelling 
rivalrous behaviour where competing firms are not only 
adapting to a changing market environment but also to each 
other. The PS framework could also open up the 

opportunity for studying organisational behaviour. 
Departments or groups within an organisation could be 

modelled as separate production systems and conflict 
resolution could be incorporated to reflect the various 
cultural and power relationships in the organisation. 
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The adaptive PS framework may also provide the opportunity 
to investigate good and bad strategic decision making 
behaviour within firms. An important theme in the 
business policy and corporate strategy literature is the 

need for firms to adapt to changing environmental 

conditions. There is extensive anecdotal and case 

evidence that provides examples of the good and bad 

implementation of corporate strategy. With the PS 

modelling framework presented in this chapter we could 

examine this area in a number of interesting ways. For 

example, bad corporate decisions could be related to both 

the structure of production rules, the adaptive nature of 
the rule base and the control structure implicit in the 
interpreter. Differences in problem perception could be 

reflected in the content and form of the elements that 

make. up the LHS and RHS of production rules. We shall use 
this feature of PS models to consider problem perception 

much more explicitly in later chapters of this thesis. 

The - failure of firms to adapt to changing environmental 
decisions can be captured through a static rule base, ie 

when learning stops or an adaptive mechanism that is 

deficient relative to other firms in the industry. For 

example, we might associate experience and skill with the 

ability of firms to generate more robust and general rules 
rather than a rule for every set of circumstances 

experienced. In the simple entrant model this was not 
done. However, a more complex model might incorporate 

rule generalisation as one mechanism for representing how 
firms capture experience in a relatively small rule base. 

In sum, PS models provide the scope f or investigating a 
host of economic phenomena that are conventionally 
excluded f rom orthodox economic modelling, eg competitive 
market strategies; industry and market evolution; 
corporate mistakes and so on. We do not claim that these 
issues cannot be examined using models developed within 
alternative frameworks. However, PS models and their link 

with information processing theory provide a very rich 
modelling framework (as we have demonstrated with respect 
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to learning) f or studying procedural aspects of decision 

making in economics. 

2.6 CONCLUSION 

in this chapter we have examined the implications of 

moving from the substantively rational framework of 

neoclassical economics to adopting the procedurally 

rational framework of behavioural economics. We have 

argued that there are two related issues of concern in 

behavioural research. First, computer simulation has 

emerged in the literature as a language for representing 
behavioural process models in economics. Despite the 

early use of computer simulation in behavioural research 
its role as a theoretical language for behavioural 

economics has not been fully developed. 

Drawing upon information processing theory we have 

introduced PS Is as af ramework f or developing models of 

procedural rationality. We have illustrated the 
flexibility of PS models for studying important 

behavioural phenomena, eg learning. PS's provide an 
underpinning for computer simulation as a theoretical 
language f or representing behavioural process models in 

economics. 

A second and related issue concerns the need to observe 
actual decision making behaviour. This is important if we 
are to discuss how individuals use and process information 
in decision making. However, the structure and content of 
PS models suggests the need for detailed behavioural data 
(ie. to observe production rules). How are we to collect 
such data? Under what conditions are economists able to 

observe behaviour in such detail? We address these issues 
in the next chapter and examine the combined role of 
protocol analysis and laboratory experiments in economic 
research. 
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OBSERVING ECONOMIC BEHAVIOUR: THE ROLE OF PROTOCOL 
ANALYS1.6 AL4D=0RNlYJXY KýEKIMIMT: 5 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter we introduced the information 

processing paradigm of human behaviour as underpinning the 

role of PS's as a theoretical language for modelling 

procedural rationality. An important element of a PS 

model is the set of production rules that describe an 
individual's behaviour in a particular task domain. if 

models of procedural rationality are to have behavioural 

content we need to be able to derive a set of production 

rules from observing the problem solving behaviour of 

actual decision makers. 

The need to study human decision processes is central to 

the behavioural research programme in economics. The 

early work of Cyert and March (1963) emphasised the 
importance of studying actual decision processes as a 
basis for providing empirical content to behavioural 

models. More recently Gilad and Kaish (1986, p xix) have 

argued that: 

"Economic theory should concentrate on and be able to 
explain real observed behaviour. This shift in 
emphasis to what actually happens rather than the 
logical conditions necessary for things to happen 
unites behavioural economists in a quest for a 
stronger descriptive base to economics". 

Similarly, Winter (1986, p 152) in discussing the research 

programme on the behavioural theory of the f irm, argues 
that one of the most significant characteristics of this 

area of inquiry is: 

" "asking businessmen what they do"I that is, finding 
out how things are done. by asking those who are 
closely involved in doing itIT. 

In this chapter we examine the difficulties and problems 
associated with building PS models by deriving production 
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rules from the direct observation of actual decision 

processes. Two particular and related problems are of 

central concern. First, the need to model human decision 

processes within a PS framework requires a high density of 
behavioural data. In addition to a method for collecting 

such data, we require a structured approach to its 

analysis. The output of such an analysis should be an 
information processing model of subject behaviour that can 
be represented in the form of a PS model and simulated on 

a computer. In the next section we shall introduce the 

technique of protocol analysis and examine its 

relationship with PS modelling. The link between the 
information processing paradigm and protocol analysis in 

cognitive research is central to the arguments developed 

in this and the previous chapter. We also examine the 

limitations of protocol analysis and consider the 

necessary conditions for the validity of verbal protocols 

as behavioural data. 

A second problem faces all behavioural researchers 

concerned with observing actual decision making processes. 
That is, under what circumstances should 'real' behaviour 

be observed? For example, in studying firm behaviour 

there are a number of possibilities: structured 
interviews of management; scrutiny of internal documents 

and memoranda; questionnaire and survey research; case 

study analysis; and the 'unobtrusive' observation of 

actual management behaviour in the laboratory or the 
field. Clearly, behavioural research will progress by 

the use of alternative approaches to observing behaviour 

and no single method can be said to dominate any other in 

all circumstances. However, in what sense are some of the 

methods noted above concerned with the direct observation 

of actual behaviour? To what extent are they able to 

provide the process detail necessary for developing PS 

models? Is simply asking businessmen what they do 

sufficient for developing the type of information 

processing models of human behaviour that we described in 

the previous chapter? 
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Af ter introducing the technique of protocol analysis we 
link its role with the use of laboratory experiments in 

economics. The precedent f or this relationship can be 

found in the cognitive psychology literature. 

Specifically, we argue that the conditions validating 

verbal protocols as behavioural data are more likely to be 

satisfied within the controlled environment of a 
laboratory setting. While laboratory experiments have 

their limitations, they also provide an important vehicle 
f or the unobtrusive observation of actual behaviour. In 

sum, an important theme in this thesis is to bring 

together PS models, protocol analysis and laboratory 

experiments as an approach to developing models of 

procedural rationality in economics. 

3.2 PROTOCOL ANALYSIS AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH PS 
MODEbbiNg- 

The focus upon procedural rationality in behavioural 

research requires the use of techniques to aid the study 

and modelling of human decision processes. Verbal 

protocol analysis is one example of a range of process 
tracing techniques that are concerned with identifying the 
information processing regularities in decision making 
behaviour. Other examples include recording eye movements 
during problem solving [eg Russo and Rosen (1975)) and 

explicit information search techniques such as using 
information display boards [eg Payne (1976)]. Verbal 

protocol data can either be collected concurrently during 

the actual performance of a task [eg Newell and Simon 
(1972)] or retrospectively after the task has been 

completed [eg Nisbett and Wilson (1977)]. In the research 
described in later chapters we have, following the 

arguments of Ericsson and Simon (1984), made use of 
concurrent verbal protocols. 

Protocol analysis has been used extensively in cognitive 
psychology research and it is a methodology that is 

associated with Newell and Simon's information processing 
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theory of human behaviour. The collection of verbal 

protocols requires asking a subject whose behaviour is 

being observed to 'think aloud' during the performance of 

a task. No attempt should be made to direct the verbal 
data to be produced by a subject. For example, it is 

inappropriate to ask a subject to explain or theorise upon 
his/her actions. The researcher should provide brief and 

simple instructions asking decision makers to verbalise 

whatever thoughts emerge during problem solving. 
Typically, these verbal thoughts are tape recorded for 

subsequent analysis and provide the basis for building 

information processing models of behaviour. 

While the application of verbal protocol analysis has 

largely been restricted to areas of cognitive psychology, 

artificial intelligence and expert systems, there have 

also been recent examples of its use in the business and 

management literature [see for example, Bouwman (1985); 

Bouwman, Frishkoff and Frishkoff (1987); Schweiger (1983); 

and Isenberg (1986)]. For example, the study by Isenberg 
(1986) involved 12 general managers from large US 

corporations thinking aloud while solving a short business 

case study. This and other studies provide strong support 
for the use of protocol analysis as an approach to 

understanding the information processing activities of 
decision makers performing complex and ill-structured 

tasks [Bouwman, Frishkoff and Frishkoff (1987)). 

Protocol analysis is generally acknowledged as a resource 
intensive and time consuming activity. However, it is 

arguably the best available technique for making a 
detailed observation and study of human decision 

Processes. In contrast to other techniques employed in 
behavioural research (eg regression models), protocol 
analysis provides a high density of process information 
for the development of behavioural simulation models. 

Protocol analysis is a technique that has been the source 
Of much criticism and confusion in the literature. Of 
notable concern is the possible effect that verbalisation 
has on a subject's performance during a task. Moreover, 
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are human experts able to provide a complete record of the 
information processing activities they perform during a 
task? In addition, the researcher faces the difficulty of 
trying to ensure objectivity in the subsequent coding and 

analysis of verbal protocols. Before considering these 
issues in detail, we shall briefly outline the various 

steps of protocol analysis. However, it needs to be noted 
that protocol analysis is a non-standard technique and 
difficulties on how to proceed face the researcher using 
the technique for the first time. The work of Waterman 

and Newell (1971) and Newell and Simon (1972) provide the 

reference points for our description of protocol analysis. 
Good recent examples of the application of these basic 

ideas can be found in Bouwman (1985) and Bouwman, 

Frishkoff and Frishkoff (1987). 

The exposition of protocol analysis here is closely linked 

with Newell and Simon' s theory of human problem solving 
introduced in the last chapter. Problem solving is viewed 

as a path -a series of inter-connected knowledge states - 
through a problem space. A problem space is defined as 
the subject's internal representation of a particular 
task. Verbal protocols collected during problem solving 

can be used to study the information processing behaviour 

of a subject. Bouwman (1985) suggests that protocol 

analysis can be used at a number of different levels: 

Scanning the protocol for simple anecdotal 
evidence about -behaviour. This can provide a broad overview of problem solving that could 
support other methods of analysis [see for 
example, Hey (1981)]. 

! ýcoring the freque4cy of use of certain types of 
information or activities. An analysis of this 
type piýovides an insight into the important 

rocessing activities of decision making 
ehaviour [see for example, Bouwman, Frishkoff 

and Frishkoff (1987)]. 

Global modelling of the decision making process. 
This involves putting some initial structure to 
the knowledge state sequences that characterise behaviour. Analysis of this type will involve 

a the researcher conducting a de ailed coding. of 
the protocol. Insiqht into detailed decision 
makin strategies will begin to emerge [see for 
exampYe, Stephens (1980)]. 
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Uv) PS model/computer simulation. As the work of 
Bouwman (1985) demonstrates, this is the most 
detailed level of protocol analysis and reqVires 
a complete as possible study of the decision 
making process. The description of protocol 
analysis below lends itself to this 

ýevel 
of 

analysis. PS modelling of this type is 
particularly useful for conducting exploratory 
research, eg contrasting differences in decision 
making strateqies between subjeqts; hypothesis 
testing; development of intdlligent computer 
programs (eg expert systems). 

Protocol analysis ia an iterative and searching process 
that demands considerable research time. The work of 
Ericsson and Simon (1984) provides a good overview of the 

psychological underpinnings of the technique. As codes 

of practice develop, it is likely that automation of 

protocol analysis will follow. Indeed, early attempts at 
this can be found in the literature [see for example, 
Waterman and Newell (1971) and Bhaskar and Simon (1977)). 

The following steps outline the generally accepted 

approach to protocol analysis: 

Step 1: Analysis of the Transcribed Protocol Into Thought 
Units 

The f irst step is to take a complete transcript of the 

verbal protocol f rom the tape recording. This can, of 

course, be carried out at different levels of detail by 

complementing the analysis with timing information, 

syntactic information and so on. It is to be expected 
that the literal translation of a tape, certainly for a 

complicated task, will appear confusing and disjointed on 
first examination. For example, the grammar structure may 
be incomplete and it might be difficult to determine 

whether particular statements were made as questions or 
facts. Unfortunately, hours of study of the transcribed 

tape will typically be required before detailed analysis 

along the lines described in the following chapters can 

start. 

The prime purpose of analysing the protocol is to place a 

structure on the information processing behaviour of a 

subject. We are, therefore, looking for regularity and 

patterns in a subject's verbal comments. Bouwman (1983, p 
655) has summarised: 
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"Protocol analysis is a time-consuming search for a 
workable. compromise between, on the one hand, 
eliminating non-relevant information, thqr9by 
increasing the accessibility of the remainin 
information and, on the other hand, retaining ang 
structuring as much information as possible to avoid 
discarding information which is essential for a 
proper understanding of the underlying thought 
process". 

A useful initial step is to break the transcribed 

protocol into "thought units" or "topic elements" - 
discrete steps that represent a single idea used by a 

subject during decision making. The purpose here is to 

facilitate the assessment of what information a subject is 

heeding at a particular point in time during decision 

making and how it , 4as being processed. Some writers [see 

for example, Bouwman (1983)) suggest that the analyst can 

also 'clean up' and edit the full protocol at this stage 
to remove any irrelevant comments by a subject. This, 

however, should be done very carefully. 

There is clearly scope for the analyst to place his/her 

own interpretation on what constitutes a thought unit or 
topic statement. This element of subjectivity is of 

concern and one solution is the use of an independent 

analyst. However, in simple and well-structured tasks it 

is unlikely that there will be a need for independent 

analysis. of course, the ultimate test of any protocol 

analysis will be the ability of the PS model to faithfully 

capture the behaviour of an individual subject. 

Step 2: Protocol Coaing and Problem Space specification 

Once the protocol has been broken up into thought units it 

is then possible to code each topic statement in terms of 
the elements that make up the subject's perceived problem 
space. We have seen in Chapter 2 that the concept of a 
problem space is central to Newell and Simon's information 

processing theory and involves specifying the knowledge 

elements and operators that define a subject's perception 
of a particular task. Knowledge elements simply represent 
some state of knowledge in the problem space and state 
what the subject can know during problem solving. 
Operators correspond closely to the concept of an eip 
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. 
introduced in the previous chapter. Operators take 

existing states of knowledge as inputs and produce new 

states of knowledge as output. Essentially, operators 

capture the information processing behaviour of subjects 

and, conceptually, function incrementally - adding, 

deleting or modifying knowledge states during problem 

solving. 

The coding of thought units in terms of knowledge elements 

and operators can be done in a grammar-like way using 
Backnus-Normal Form (BNF) notation [Newell and Simon 

(1972)). In Chapter 5 we illustrate this representation 

and introduce the BNF form of notation. 

The particular coding scheme used by the researcher will 
depend upon the structure of the decision making task and 
the purpose of the particular research [Payne, Braunstein 

and Carroll (1978)). once again the interpretation of the 

researcher is likely to be important in determining the 

choice of codes and the use of an independent analyst is 

recommended to resolve ambiguity and increase the external 

validity of the protocol analysis. For simple and well- 

structured tasks the specification of knowledge elements 
and operators is straightforward and can be done with 
confidence as to its objectivity. Indeed, in these 

circumstances there are likely to be only small 
differences between the problem space and the task 

environment representation of a problem. - 

An important issue in the coding of problem space 
operators is the level of 'granularity' used. In the 
previous chapter we noted that information processing 
activities are theoretically decomposable in terms of 
Newell and Simon's eip's. To a large extent the level of 
the operator specification will reflect the nature of the 
task and the degree of detail captured in the verbal 
protocol. Also of relevance are the particular research 
objectives since different levels of operator coding 
capture different aspects of decision making behaviour. 
For example, the analysis of verbal protocols from the 
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perspective of a cognitive psychologist is more likely to 
be characterised by detailed information processing codes, 

probably disaggregated to the level of eip's. Whatever 

level of detail is adopted, it is important to stress that 

operators can usefully be described in terms of knowledge 

inputs and knowledge outputs. Hence, a natural form for 

their representation is the use of production rules. 

Step 3: Problem Behaviour Graph (PBG) 

The PBG describes the trajectory of the subject's 
behaviour through the problem space. It can be viewed as 

a flow chart that provides a summary of a subject's 
information processing activities. In complex decision 

making tasks the PBG provides valuable insight into the 

frequency and sequencing of knowledge state operators 
(defined in the problem space) used during problem 

solving. 

The notation and architecture of PBG's has generally 
followed the work of Newell and Simon and is illustrated 

below in Figure 3.1. 

Each node of the PBG represents a state of knowledge 

achieved by a subject during problem solving. In Figure 
3.1 KS1 ... KS6 define different knowledge states. A 
branch connecting knowledge state nodes represents the 

application of an operator to a previous knowledge state 
(input) and results in a new knowledge state (output). In 
Figure 3.1 we have defined two problem space operators 01 

and 02. The flow of the diagram is from left to right and 
downwards, reflecting the decision making process of the 

subject over time. 

The graph in Figure 3.1 is divided up in terms of the 

operators defined in the problem space. While this is not 
conventional in the literature, we have found it a useful 
way of examining the protocol for recurring patterns 
within each operator code, eg for examining the specific 
combination of knowledge elements that are input to an 
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operator. A break in a particular operator sequence is 

illustrated by a double branch with the previously fired 

operator identified below the second branch. It should 

also be noted that in presenting PBG's it is often 

necessary to use abbreviated notation to aid the clarity 

of the diagram since all of a subject's accumulated 
knowledge cannot be summarised in each node of the 

graph. 

Figure 3.1 Problem Behaviour Graph 

KS(INITIAL) 01 KS1(INPUT) KSCINPUT) 

>>> 
KS1 KS2 KS5 

01 KS5(INPUT) 

> 
KS6 

02 KS2(INPUT) 

01 

d 

KS3 

02 1 KS3(INPUT) 
----> 

KS4 

In sum, the PBG is a useful vehicle f or summarising the 

behaviour pattern of a subject that emerges from the 

coding of protocols. At this stage the structure of a 

subject's information processing behaviour should begin to 

emerge and the exercise of constructing PBG's provides the 

analyst with a great deal of information about the content 

of the production rules that appear to have been used by a 

subject. Despite the simplistic images that may appear to 

result from constructing PBG's, their development is a 

very valuable part of protocol analysis. 

Ste-P 4: Production. System Model 

The PBG does not provide a structured logic that is 

capable of simulation in a computer program and the final 
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step to this representation is the development of a PS 

model. This involves developing situation-action (if- 

then) rules that link knowledge state inputs and outputs 

via the operators specified in the problem space and 

summarised in the PBG. The aim is to develop a set of 

production rules that fully describes the information 

processing behaviour of a subject. The construction of 

production rules fundamentally depends upon being able to 

observe repetition in subject behaviour. As Newell and 
simon (1972, p 191) argue: 

11 ... if each situation called forth a unique 
process, then we could never verify that the proposed 
process was in fact the one used". 

Given the inability of decision makers to be substantively 

rational, the emergence of regular patterns in behaviour 

(heuristic decision rules) is central to the IPS view of 
behaviour. Heiner (1983,1985) has also put forward this 

view as an explanation of the origins of predictable 
behaviour in complex and uncertain environments. 

The discussion above also emphasises that PS's are a 
natural form of representing the behaviour of an IPS. The 

coding of verbal protocols and the development of PBG' s 
underpins the view that we can model human decision 

processes in terms of a set of correspondences between 
knowledge states and the actions that follow (ie 

production rules). 

The actual f orm the PS model takes will depend upon the 

objective of the research and the availability of 
modelling languages. In the previous chapter we 
illustrated the development of a PS model using the PS 
language OP S4. of particular interest there was the 
modelling of learning behaviour and hence the need f or a 
LISP based language capable of transforming data symbol 
structures into program symbol structures (ie creation of 
new production rules). Where the adaptive nature of PS 
models is not the f ocus of research, the use of expert 
System shells and conventional languages like BASIC, 
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FORTRAN and PASCAL could be used. For example, in the 

experimental work reported later in this thesis our 

concern was with building PS models to capture subject 

task performance in a complex and uncertain environment. 

In sum, a PS model involves the detailed specification of 

problem space operators in the f orm of production rules 

and, if necessary, an ordering of the productions for 

resolving conflict in rule instantiation. 

Step 5: Production System Model Trace 

A final phase of protocol analysis is to trace the 

behaviour of the PS model in terms of its ability to 

generate knowledge states and apply operators while 

simulating subject behaviour. This allows the researcher 
to address the following important questions: How much 
does the model explain? What is the predictive content of 
the model? 

To date, the application of PS modelling and protocol 

analysis has largely been restricted to well-defined and 

rather simple decision making tasks. See for example, the 

work of Clarkson (1962); Payne, Braunstein and Carroll 
(1978) and Bouwman (1983) and the discussion in Bouwman, 
Frishkoff and Frishkoff(1987). Moreover, the criteria for 

validating such models are not well formulated. 

Payne, Braunstein and Carroll (1978) suggest three 
dif f erent tests of the validity of behavioural process 
models: 

Does the model generate the type of behaviour of interest and that was observed from the 
protocol? This has been labelled a "sufficiency 
criterion" [Bouwman, Frishkoff and Frishkoff 
(1987)]. 

How powerful is the model in terms of being able 
to match (predict) the final decisions made by a 
subject? This criterion focuses upon. the 
ability of the model to simulate aecision 
outcomes. 
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Does the model generate a subject's behaviour in 
a similar behavioural. process to that followed 
by the subject? This is a much strongeX process 
criterion and demands of the model builder the 
necessity for understanding behaviour and not just simply being able to describe it. 

The first criterion is much weaker than (ii) and (iii). 

it is conceivable that behavioural models could be 

developed to satisfy this criterion without the use of 
detailed information processing data eg. the statistical 

analysis of decision output data. A similar argument 

could be made with regards the second criterion. 
Moreover, Payne, Braunstein and Carroll's predictive 

criterion is somewhat weaker then the predictive 

criterion applied in orthodox economics. 

However, the third (process) criterion is much stronger 
than any behavioural criteria by which substantively 

rational models in neoclassical economics are tested. The 

use of decision output data is likely to be an inadequate 

basis for developing models to meet this criterion. There 

are a number of possible ways the process criterion could 
be applied. For example, the PS model could produce a 

simulated protocol so that the reasoning of the model 

could be compared with the reasoning displayed by an 

actual subject in his/her verbal protocol. We could test 
for the frequency and sequencing of problem space 
operators by comparing the PBG produced by the PS model 
with the actual PBG's of the subject. 

It is also possible to develop a fourth criterion: 

Does the model . predict the behaviour of the 
sub ect in a similar (but different) set of 
conAitions and/or the behaviour of other 
subjects? 

This fourth criterion corresponds more closely to the 

notion of prediction in orthodox economics. However, just 

as the third criterion may be inappropriate f or testing 

orthodox economic models, this fourth criterion could also 
be inappropriate when testing behavioural process models. 
Clearly this will depend upon the circumstances in which 
Problem solving behaviour is being observed. It is also 
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important to recognise that behavioural process models may 

provide different types of predictions. For example, in 

highly complex and uncertain decision making tasks 

behavioural process models may provide insight into 

differences in behaviour between subjects and provide a 
taxonomy of 'good' and 'bad' decision making strategies 
for a particular task. The prediction of optimal choices 
in these circumstances is unlikely to provide an insight 

into actual decision making behaviour. 

Limitations of Protocol Analysis 

To complete our discussion in this section we shall 

consider some of the methodological concerns that have 

been expressed about the validity of verbal protocols as 
behavioural data. To a large extent the discussion 

reflects the debate between Nisbett and Wilson (1977) and 
Ericsson and Simon (1980). For a complete review of the 
issues surrounding the role of protocol analysis see 
Ericsson and Simon (1984). 

The criticisms of verbal protocol analysis are essentially 
threefold. First, it is argued that individuals have no 
direct access to their higher mental processes and often 
have no conscious awareness of what they are doing. As 

Nisbett and Wilson (1977,233) argue: 

"People often cannot report accurately on the effects 
of particular stimuli on higher order inference- 
based responses. Indeed, sometimes 'they cannot 
report on the existence of their respqnses, and 
sometimes cannot even report that an inferential 
process of any kind has occurred. " 

Nisbett and Wilson's conclusion is drawn from an extensive 

review of research studies that have used verbal protocol 

analysis. Given the inability of direct introspective 

awareness, Nisbett and Wilson go on to consider the 

Possible source of an individual's verbal report. They 

provide a number of suggestions. For example, verbal 
reports may be based upon an a priori theory about the 

connection between stimulus and response or simply a 
description of what an individual believes their mental 
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processes to be. In these circumstances, the extent to 

which such a verbal report is accurate can only be by 

chance or because of the incidental and correct 

application of an a priori theory. In either event, we 

can question the use of verbal protocols as behavioural 

data. 

Nisbett and Wilson's paper prompted a response from 

several writers sympathetic to the use of verbal protocol 

analysis; see for example, Smith and Miller (1978); 

Ericsson and Simon (1980; 1984). 

The arguments of Ericsson and Simon are particularly 
important for providing an understanding of when the use 

of verbal protocol analysis is likely to be successful and 

valid. Ericsson and Simon argue that individuals, in 

response to the instruction to think aloud, will verbalise 
information that is stored in STM. The important argument 
in Ericsson and Simon's thesis is that only the most 

recently heeded information in STM is available for 

further information processing (ie generation of verbal 

reports). This conclusion follows from the limited 

information processing capacity of STM proposed by Miller 
(1956). 

While the details of Ericsson and Simon's argument focus 

upon the understanding of memory, attention and 

recognition provided by human information processing 
theory, their conclusion is quite simple. They provide a 
theoretical justification for the validity of verbal 

reports as data. Given a limited set of conditions the 

process of verbalisation produces information that is 

actually stored in STM and can be revealed without 
interfering with other information processing activities. 
In these circumstances Ericsson and Simon argue that 

verbal data is a valid basis for understanding the 
information processing characteristics of a subject's 

other (non-verbal) behaviour. 

Ericsson and Simon (1980) also challenged Nisbett and 
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Wilson's interpretation of the research results from 

studies using protocol analysis. The majority of the 

studies reviewed by Nisbett and Wilson involved the use of 

retrospective protocols or required subjects to report on 
information that would not normally be heeded while 

performing a particular task (and hence not stored in 

STM). In contrast to concurrent protocols, retrospective 

reports require a subject to verbalise their thoughts 

after completion of the task. There are two difficulties. 

First, the time lag between task performance and verbal 

recall may result in not all the relevant information 

being retained in STM. Moreover, as Newell and Simon Is 

theory of human problem solving suggest, retrieval of 
information from LTM is f allible and of ten results in 

recollection of inappropriate information. Second, the 

nature of retrospective probing is suspect. For example, 
the posing of questions that require a subject to provide 

an interpretation of his/her behaviour rather than simply 
describe what was done or requesting the reporting of 
information that was never heeded in the task. 

In sum, the accuracy with which subjects can produce 

verbal reports of their behaviour depends upon the 

experimental conditions in which the reports are elicited. 
The use of inadequate procedures f or conducting verbal 

protocol analysis will clearly produce verbal data that is 

highly suspect. However, given certain experimental 
conditions (outlined below), it is argued that information 

held in STM will be available for recall by a subject. 
Within the framework of human information processing 
theory, the discussion in the previous chapter regarding 
the interplay between STM and LTM is very important for 

validating the use of verbal protocols. The LHS and RHS 

symbol structures that characterise production rules 
should be "observable" (when fired) through the verbal 
reports that recall the contents of STM during the 

Performance of a task. Effectively, the verbal protocol 
should reveal a map of the various knowledge states that 
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characterise a subject's problem space and their path 
through that space during problem solving. These 

knowledge states represent inputs and outputs to problem 

space operators. Of course, Ericsson and Simon 

acknowledge that even if their conditions for the validity 

of verbal protocols are satisfied, the verbal protocol 

report may be incomplete. This might be due to the 
inability of subjects to access their thoughts or becuase 

information that was heeded to (and, therefore, in STM) 

was simply not reported. 

A second methodological criticism of verbal protocol 

analysis is that the process of verbalisation interferes 

with task performance. This effect has two Potential and 

possibly related sources. First, there is the behavioural 

motivation of subjects who may react to the process of 

observation. There may, of course, be no deliberate 
intention to change behaviour patterns but simply the 

physiological reaction to operating in a controlled 

environment. In contrast, there could be a deliberate 

attempt to change behaviour, eg enhance performance or 

mislead researchers as to real behaviour patterns. It is, 

of course, not possible to eliminate the presence of such 
effects when observing actual behaviour, particularly in 

an organisational context. However, this is a problem 
that confronts all research concerned with studying actual 
behaviour and is not restricted to the technique of 
protocol analysis. 

A second source of interference has its origins in the 
limited information processing capacity of STM and is 

particularly relevant to our discussion of the use of 
Protocols. Does the process of verbal reporting inhibit 

the processing capacity of STM and, therefore, alter the 
behaviour of a subject? With the use of concurrent 
Protocols, information processing theory suggests that 

verbalisation will not alter the underlying thought 

Processes given certain conditions. As Ericsson and Simon 
(1980, p226) conclude: 
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"When the ub ects articulate information directl 
that is 

Salrejad 
available to them the modeY 

predicts that tXinkinq aloud will noý change the 
course and structure of the cognitive processes". 

Ericsson and Simon provide evidence of 
that have explicitly studied the effec 
task performance; see for example, 
Carroll and Payne (1977). Their 

supports the view that information 

predicts verbalisation does not affect 

a number of studies 
ts of verbalising on 

Karpf (1973) and 

sample of studies 

processing theory 
decision processes. 

A third criticism of protocol analysis concerns the 

subjectivity of the coding and modelling process. This is 

an acknowledged difficulty given the current state of the 

art of protocol analysis. However, we prefer to view 

protocol analysis as a technique that attempts to minimise 
the impact of the researcher's own subjective 
interpretation of subject behaviour. The acceptance of 
this role of protocol analysis would be enhanced greatly 
by researchers providing a detailed description and 
discussion of the particular protocol analysis techniques 

used in a study. combined with the protocol transcripts 

such a discussion would allow others to assess the 

reasonableness and validity of the particular approach 
taken and allow a similar research procedure to be 

followed in future work. 

Another obvious way to improve the external validity of 
protocol analysis is through automation and/or the use of 
independent analysts. Given the time and resource cost of 
protocol analysis, both these alternatives may seem 
unattractive to the individual researcher. The work of 
Newell and Waterman (1971) and Bhaskar and Simon (1977) 

provide examples of attempts to automate and semi-automate 
the coding of protocols. Bouwman, Frishkoff and Frishkoff 
(1987) illustrate the value of using an independent 

analyst when coding protocols. As the methodology of 
Protocol analysis matures it is likely that some of the 

Problems of automating protocol coding will be overcome 
(eg coding of ill-structured tasks) and enhance the 

acceptability of such automatic coding packages. Two 
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major benefits will follow: first, it will increase the 

objectivity of coding; and, second, it will reduce the 

research cost of employing verbal protocol analysis. 

In responding to these methodological criticisms of 

protocol analysis, Ericsson and Simon (1980) identify a 
number of conditions that need to be met for concurrent 

verbal protocols to be a valid source of behavioural data. 

These conditions, it is argued, ensure that subjects are 

able to give verbal reports that are not epiphenomenal and 
do not change the cognitive processes that are demanded of 

a subject in a particular task. They were also an 
important consideration in the design of the laboratory 

experiment described in the following chapter: 

Instructions q? -vpn to subýects should be clear, 
SI le and eliminate ossible ambigilities in the im 
tast. Subjects should 

ge 
asked to. 'think aloud' and 

not theorise or explain their behaviour. 

(2) Ericsson and Simon argue that the information to be 
verbalised should be that which would normally . 

be 
heeded during the performance of the task. Asking 
subjects to retort information that is not central to 
a task may dis, ort information processing behaviour. 

(3) Cognitive overload (eg excessive information 
processing) may result in subjects providing 
incomplete verbal protocols. 

(4) Given the limited capacity of STM, it is important 
there are no significant time gaps between cognitive 

rocessing (task performance) and-verbalisation. The 
imitations of recall from LTM are likely to result in incomplete verbal reports when retrospective 

protocols are collected. 

(5) High familiarity with a task may result in the 
co? nitive processes required for a task being 
au omatic, eg repetitive decisions. In this case, 
STM may not be in active use and verbal protocols 
will be very sketchy and of limited value. 

(6) The re-working of task related information leg via 
written reports or visual stimuli) will result in a 
slowing clown of task performance and may 
substantially influence cognitive behaviour. 

The conditions highlighted by Ericsson and Simon emphasise 
the need for the researcher to consider *carefully the 

experimental circumstances in which behaviour is observed. 
Within the framework of human information processing 
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theory, the reliability and validity of verbal protocols 
depends upon the structure of the task performed by 

subjects and the circumstances in which their behaviour is 

observed. This requires that the researcher has some 

element of control in the way human decision processes are 

observed. It is against this background that we discuss 

the role of laboratory experimentation in the next 

section. We are not suggesting that protocol analysis 

and laboratory experimentation are not of value as 
independent methods of research. However, their combined 

use for the study and modelling of human decision 

processes can be viewed as an important direction for 

future behavioural research. Finally, it should be noted 
that other data (eg. decision output data) about how a 

subject performs a task is also likely to be available in 

addition to protocol data. However, protocols have 

particular relevance to the discovery of LHS and RHS 

elements of production rules that describe a subject's 
information processing behaviour. 

3.3 THE ROLE OF LABORATORY EXPERIMENTATION IN 
BMAVIOURAL IUý51SAKL; ki 

In this section we complete the discussion of this chapter 
by briefly considering the role of experiments in economic 

research. one of the main reasons why we have developed 

a laboratory experiment to study human decision processes 
in this research should be clear from the previous 
discussion. The methodological development of protocol 

analysis has resulted in a clearer understanding of the 

necessary conditions for verbal protocols to produce valid 
behavioural data. The laboratory setting allows the 
behavioural researcher greater opportunity for creating a 

problem solving situation that satisfies these conditions 
[Ericsson and Simon (1984)]. There are also, of course, 

more pragmatic reasons for the use of a laboratory 

setting. These reflect upon the difficulties of observing 
the behaviour of economic agents (particularly firms) in 

practice. 
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Whilst economics cannot be regarded as an experimental 

science, there has been a notable increase in the use of 

experiments in behavioural research [Gilad and Kaish 

(1986)]. The survey work by Plott (1982), Smith 

(1979; 1982) and more recently Forsythe (1986) provides a 

useful insight into the variety of research studies in 

economics that have used experiments for generating 
behavioural data. We shall not review this material here; 

the references quoted in the three survey papers above 

provide an extensive overview of the existing literature. 

Further, there is a good review of the use of laboratory 

experiments in economics in Roth (1987). Instead, we 
focus upon the reasons for using an experimental setting 
in this research and some of the methodological problems 
that this presented. 

The experimental economics literature is varied and is 

largely concerned with the use of experiments to study 

market processes as well as aspects of individual choice 
behaviour. Some good examples of the use of experimental 

research in the study of market processes can be found in 

the two edited volumes by Smith- (1979; 1982). Much of 
this work [see for example, Smith (1976; 1982a); Plott and 
Sunder (1982) and Plott (1982)) has involved the creation 

of small-scale microeconomic environments (eg experimental 

markets) for studying the relationship between the 

preferences of individual economic actors and the market 

and institutional parameters within which choice takes 

place. One of the important results from this research 
has been the identification of a number of conditions [see 

for example, Wilde (1981) and Smith (1982a) I that are 

sufficient for validating a laboratory experiment in terms 

of a controlled and well-defined microeconomic 

environment. 

Experimental research on individual choice behaviour has a 

strong psychological base [see f or example, the work of 
Tversky and Kahneman (1974) and Grether and Plott (1979)). 

One important direction for this kind of research has been 

the study of the way in which individuals process 
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information when faced with complexity and uncertainty. 
For example, Schoemaker (1982) provides a good review of 

some of the experimental research that has f ocused upon 
the study of individual behaviour to test the descriptive 

validity of the axioms of SEU theory. 

our use of experiments in this research is not concerned 

with the study of experimental markets or the testing of a 

specific behavioural assumption, eg Bayes rule. However, 
in common with previous experimental research in 

economics, we are using a laboratory setting to provide 
the appropriate conditions for the controlled study of 

phenomena relevant to this research, ie human decision 

processes. The investigation of human problem solving 
behaviour at the level of detailed information processing 

activity is usually carried out in laboratory settings 
JSimon et al (1987)] and often involves the use of the 

technique of protocol analysis. Typically, this requires 

studying the behaviour of a small number of subjects for a 

relatively short period of time - about one hour. Good 

examples of this kind of experimental work outside the 
discipline of economics can be found in Newell and Simon 
(1972); Payne, Braunstein and Carroll (1978); Bouwman 
(1983) and Isenberg (1986). 

In this thesis we return to the more complete cycle of 
behavioural research by emphasising the need for the 
direct observation of decision making processes. The 

concern with the need to study what goes on inside the 
black box presents a number of difficult rese arch 

problems. For example, in what circumstances can actual 
behaviour be observed? The problems of observing 
behaviour has hindered the development of behavioural 

research in economics, particularly with regards the study 

of firm behaviour. A careful search of the literature 

does provide some recent illustrations of the in-depth 

study of decision processes in the tradition of 
behavioural research [see for example, Earl (1984) and 
Bromily (1985)]. However, in general, behavioural 
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research has tended to be theoretical, building upon the 

early behavioural relationships of Cyert and March and 
Simon [see for example, Nelson and Winter (1982)]. 

Given our previous discussion of PS modelling and protocol 

analysis, we are essentially faced with the alternative of 

studying behaviour in a 'real world' setting or an 

experimental setting. The use of questionnaires, primary 

company data, structured interviews or case studies will 

not provide the richness and density of behavioural data 
for developing PS models that is required within the 
information processing paradigm. Moreover, our earlier 
discussion suggests that the conditions required for 

validating verbal protocols as behavioural data are 

unlikely to be met in a real world setting. This is not 
to say that verbal protocol analysis in these 

circumstances is of no value but simply that the approach 
is unlikely to result in anything more than the analysis 

of tape recordings of structured interviews. That said, 
the development of many expert system models has 

progressed in this way. 

There are, however, reasons other than the use of protocol 
analysis for conducting the detailed observation of 
behaviour in a laboratory setting. A central aim of field 

research is to allow the unobtrusive observation of 
behaviour so that it remains 'natural' and is not 
influenced by the process of observation. In the context 

of studying the strategic decision making behaviour of 
f irms it is dif f icult to see how the conditions f or such 

unobtrusive observation are likely to be satisfied in 

practice. There are a number of obvious reasons for this. 

A major problem is the availability and cost of access to 
the study of actual decision making processes in f irms. 

Field studies are time consuming and require a high level 

of co-operation from a company's senior management. 
Typically, this would involve the researcher spending a 
considerable number of months 'on site'. This may or may 
not coincide with the occurrence of the process or 
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phenomena that is the focus of the research. The 

business and management literature is characterised by a 

considerable lack of detailed observational data in the 

area of strategic decision making. What data is 

available [ see for example Mintzberg et al (1976) ) is 

highly aggregated or largely anecdotal. This is not 

surprising given the sensitivity surrounding a company's 

corporate strategy and the fact that such observation 

requires the co-operation of individuals whose prime 

concern is with making strategic decisions. The study by 

Bromily (1985) provides an example of a recent behavioural 

field study concerned with the modelling the capital 
investment decisions in firms. 

Even if it were possible to obtain the co-operation and 
agreement of management to such research, there remains 
substantial practical difficulties in observing the 
detailed aspects of a firm's strategic decision making 
process. For example, consider a major investment 
decision such as a new product . 

launch or a corporate 
takeover - good examples of strategic decisions. To 

observe such behaviour is likely to be prohibitively 
expensive, involving the need to study behaviour over 
lengthy periods of time and possibly at a variety of 
levels in the organisation. The generation of observer 
created artefacts cannot be ruled out and it becomes 

questionable whether observing behaviour in a 'natural' 

setting is possible. Moreover, in these circumstances it 
is difficult to see how such observation would contribute 
to the direct study of decision processes rather than 

observing the outcome of decision processes. Furthermore, 
the use of techniques of retrospective probing of 
management are likely to be subject to all the problems we 
noted earlier with regards protocol analysis. 

Camerer (1985) has discussed the role of field study 
research in the business policy and management literatures 

and has criticised its contribution in terms of developing 

general theories of business behaviour. Camerer argues 
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that f ield study observation has resulted in ambiguous 
concepts, checklists on business practice and anecdotal 
case evidence that does not appear to have any theoretical 

underpinnings. However, Camerer's concern with the 

problems of field research can be contrasted with the 

views of those who support the use of f ield studies in 

management research [see for example, Mintzberg (1977) 

Earl's study of corporate mistakes demonstrates that it is 

possible from evidence collected in field studies to 
identify broad patterns of behaviour that characterise 

organisation decision processes [Earl (1984)]. 

Direct field study is unlikely to be appropriate for 

developing behavioural process models within the PS 

modelling framework we have previously described. In 

studying human decision processes using the technique of 

protocol analysis, the necessary conditions for validating 

verbal protocols as data require the researcher to exert 

control over the design and structure of the task to be 

performed by subjects. Laboratory experiments provide the 

researcher with the opportunity for the controlled 
measurement of behaviour [Festinger (1953)]. The stated 

advantage of laboratory experiments is widely agreed to be 

that the laboratory ensures that "adequate control can be 

maintained and accurate measurement of relevant variables 

guaranteed" [Wilde (1981, p138)]. Despite this widely 

acclaimed purpose of laboratory experiments, it is only 

possible to achieve an approximation to this degree of 

control given the currently available techniques for 

conducting experiments in the social sciences. 

Laboratory experiments can vary in design, complexity and 

structure and their exact form depends upon the purpose of 
the particular research study and the ingenuity of the 

experimenter. In economics there is no theory of how to 

conduct laboratory experiments and Smith (1982, p 923) has 

argued: "... learning to run experiments is like 
learning to play the piano - at some point you have to 

start practising". While there may be an element of truth 
in this view, the work of Wilde (1981), Smith (1982a) and 
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Plott (1982) provides good examples of where a number of 

precepts have been established for validating the use of 
laboratory experiments in economic research. In the 

previous section we established some important principles 
that have guided the design and use of experiments for 

this research into the study and modelling of human 

decision processes. 

The critique of laboratory experimentation is contained in 

a well -established body of literature on research methods 
in the social sciences [see for example, Simon and 
Burstein (1985)]. Their arguments apply equally to the 

use of experiments in economics [see the discussion in 

Plott (1982)]. The major criticism of the use of 
laboratory experiments is that they are artificial and 
their results are not representative of the real world 
[Anshen and Guth (1983)]. It is argued that laboratory 

experiments, by their very nature, are an approximation to 

any real life situation and, therefore, one should only 

generalise findings to the real world with extreme caution 
[Chapanis (1967)). As Mintzberg (1977, p93) argues in 

relation to the use of laboratory experiments for studying 
business behaviour: 

11 ... the very complexity of phenomena determines 
the organisation's behaviour ... processes such as 
strategy formulation are characterised b) the 

n inheren complexity and dynamic nature ol the 
environments in which they operate; re-creating these 

rocesses in artificially siMplified environments in 
he laboratory eliminates the very characteristics 

that determine the organisation's responses". 

This is an argument against experimentation in general and 
fails to acknowledge that the lack of realism represents a 
deliberate abstraction on the part of the researcher. As 

Festinger (1953, p 10) argues: 

"A laboratory experiment need not ansd should, not, be 
an attempt to duplicate a real life tuation'. 

Clearly, if one wanted to observe behaviour in the f ull 

complexity of a real-life situation (with all the 

attendant difficulties noted above), it would eliminate 
the need to develop a laboratory experiment. 
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An important counter-argument to the artificiality of 
laboratory experiments is the distinction between mundane 

and experimental realism [see for example, Carlsmith et al 
(1976) and Henshel (1980)]. Mundane realism refers to the 

extent to which an experiment can he said to be realistic 
in terms of incorporating processes found in the real 

world. Experimental realism is concerned with the design 

and structure of an experiment and its impact on 

encouraging subjects to participate in the experiment for 

the purpose of observing 'natural' behaviour. 

Experimental realism is clearly important for any 

experiment and criticising an experiment for lack of 

mundane realism may be misleading. In this context, we 

can associate the conditions identified for validating the 

use of verbal protocol data with the requirements for 

achieving experimental realism. 

An important implication of the previous discussion is 

that a high level of mundane realism is not necessary for 

a high level of experimental realism. This is clearly 
illustrated with reference to the experimental work in 

economics [see Plott (1982) and Forsythe (1986)]. 

Moreover, achieving high levels of mundane realism runs 

counter to the purpose of conducting experimentation and 

could be at the cost of reducing the generality of the 

results from the experiment. For example, one problem 

might be that subjects abbreviate and edit their behaviour 

because of perceived familiarity between the experiment 

and some real world task. The result is that behaviour 

could be characterised by loverlearned rules' and appear 
'smoothed' with much of the behavioural detail the 

experiment was designed to elicit being removed from 

direct observation. In the context of the previous 
discussion, verbal protocols would be disjointed and thin. 

Henshel (1980) has argued that artificiality, in the sense 

of low mundane realism, may be deliberately maximised in 

experiments that are designed for the purpose of discovery 

and theory construction. Experiments used for 

verification and hypothesis testing may require a high 
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level of mundane realism f or the comparison of observed 
behaviour in the laboratory with that in a comparable 

real I world setting. Smith (1982a) makes a similar 

argument in providing a methodological classification of 

experiments in economics. 

Given our earlier discussion on protocol analysis, it is 

apparent from the arguments above that realism (in a 

mundane sense) may be sacrificed in certain circumstances 
for the purpose of achieving visibility in the study of 
behaviour. Cambell (1957) emphasised this point by making 

a distinction between the internal and external validity 

of an experiment. For any experimental design it is 

likely that there will be a trade-off between internal and 

external validity. Internal validity refers to whether 
the experimental setting has a significant impact upon the 
behaviour of a subject, whilst external validity indicates 

the degree to which the experimental results can be 

generalised to other populations. While internal validity 

was an important consideration in the design of the 

experiment described in the next chapter, we are cautious 
in accepting the view expressed by some authors that 
internal validity is more important than external validity 
[see for example, Carlsmith et al (1976)]. 

A second problem in the use of laboratory experiments in 

economics to study firm behaviour is whether 'real world' 
managers behave in the same way as the subjects used in 

experiments [Plott (1982); Holt (1985)). Typically, the 

subjects of experimental research in economics have been 

students. For example, Plott and Sunder (1982) used 
students from the Graduate School of Business in Chicago 
to study experimental security markets; and Holt (1985) 

used subjects from undergraduate economics classes at the 
University of Minnesota to investigate the consistent- 
conjectures hypothesis in oligopoly theory. 

The convenience and low cost associated with employing 
student subjects makes their use attractive in academic 
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research. However, to what extent are students I real I 

economic agents? The evidence on this issue is limited 

and mixed. For example, Anderson and Murphy (1973) 

compared student and household subject groups in consumer 

choice experiments and concluded that students' response 

patterns did not accurately reflect those of other 

consumer classes. In contrast, an earlier study by Babb 

et al (1966) found no significant difference between the 

behaviour of students and businessmen during a business 

gaming exercise. 

Plott (1982) argues that differences between classes of 

subjects ought not to be taken as a criticism of 
laboratory experimentation but as a need for more 

experimental research using different classes of subjects. 
In some task domains this may be a relatively 

straightforward task; however, our previous discussion has 

highlighted the difficulty of using actual business 

managers (particularly senior management) for experimental 

research. Moreover, it needs to be recognised that the 

academic community consists of a diverse set of 
individuals with a wide variety of backgrounds and 

experience. It is unlikely that the population of 
'friendly' academic subjects available for a particular 

experiment consists solely of undergraduate students. 

The careful selection of academic subjects for 

experimental research may also provide a number of 

advantages over the use of real economic agents (managers) 

to study firm behaviour: 

the cost of, and access to, appropriate 
subjects; 

-ýhe possible increased need f or mundane realism 
in an experimental desi (at the cost of the 
experiment's internal vaYnidity); 
the extensive skill and nertise of real 
subgcts in a pArticular task omain may r9sult in he observation of unexpected artefacts ie. a higher likelihood of observation bias; 

(iv) non-academic subjects may lack the familiarity 
and sympathy with the objectives of academic 
research. 

In sum, the decision regarding the choice of subjects 
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requires a balancing of issues between the pragmatics of a 

particular experimental exercise and the objectives of the 

research. With regards the study of f irm behaviour, the 

evidence from reviewing previous experimental research in 

economics suggests the use of corporate senior management 
is both impractical and raises difficulties concerning the 

trade-off between the internal and external validity of an 

experiment. At the other extreme, the use of 

undergraduate students to study business behaviour 

introduces serious doubt the external validity of the 

experimental results. 

Finally, there are two procedural problems that f ace the 

researcher in using laboratory experiments. These 

concern the role of instructions and the provision of 

monetary payments (incentives) to subjects. Instructions 

serve two important roles [Plott (1982)]. First, 
instructions should be simple and unambiguous and, if 

necessary, be used to minimise the impact of artef acts 

created by the experimenter giving instructions to 

subjects as to what the experiment is intended to 
demonstrate. Fromkin and Streufort (1974) discuss this 
issue and argue the case for concealing the true purpose 

of an experimental study from subjects. 

A second important use of experimental instructions is to 

enhance the external validity of an experiment and allow 

other researchers to follow similar experimental designs. 

Furthermore, we noted above that Ericsson and Simon (1980) 

advocate a specific role to experimental instructions as 
one of a set of necessary conditions to validate verbal 
Protocols as behavioural data. In this context, 
instructions play a crucial role in establishing the 
internal validity of an experiment. 

The issue of whether monetary payments are necessary in 

experimental research is still an open debate in the 
literature. There are clearly doubts about the motivation 
of subjects in experimental settings where there are no 
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monetary rewards in proportion to subject task 

performance. This may be particularly important in 

experiments involving a lengthy period of subject 

observation. The result maybe subject fatigue or boredom 

and this could encourage random behaviour or the 

mechanical application of a particular pattern of 
behaviour as the subject dwells on things other than the 

experiment. 

Whilst it can be argued that monetary payments provide 
incentives in an experimental setting, there appears to 
have been no rigorous empirical test of this issue. There 
has also been interesting experimental work in economics 
that has not involved monetary payments in a formal reward 

structure [see for example, Witt (1986)]. Moreover, 
inclusion of monetary rewards (eg in the form of a complex 

payment structure) could distort subject behaviour in a 

particular task by violating the Ericsson and Simon 

conditions noted earlier. Indeed, there seems to be no 
distinction in the literature between the significance of 

payments to subjects as a reward for participation in an 

experiment and payments linked to task performance during 

an experiment. Once again, as with other aspects of 

experimental design, the impact of incorporating monetary 

payments can be viewed in terms of its ef f ect on both 

mundane and experimental realism. We shall comment 
further on this issue in discussing our experimental 
design in the next chapter. 

3.4 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has focused upon the implications of adopting 
the procedurally rational framework of behavioural 

economics, in particular the need to study human decision 

processes. The study of actual behaviour is an important 

element of the behavioural research program in economics 
and demands techniques for producing a high density of 
behavioural data. 

A key element of PS models introduced in the previous 
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chapter was the PS rule base which captures the decision 

making skill and expertise of an individual decision 

maker. Protocol analysis provides a methodology for 

eliciting and representing heuristic decision rules within 

a PS framework. Following the work of Newell and Simon, 

the combined use of PS models and protocol analysis has 

become an important approach to developing information 

processing models in the cognitive psychology literature. 

Ericsson and Simon (1980,1984) identified a number of 

necessary conditions to validate verbal reports as 
behavioural data in terms of accurately capturing a 
subject's information processing activity. We have argued 
that satisfying these conditions is closely associated 
with the study of human problem solving behaviour in 

laboratory settings. There are also other important 

reasons for the study of complex economic behaviour in 

experimental settings particularly firm behaviour. 

These reasons relate to both methodological and practical 
issues that face behavioural researchers in studying 
actual decision making behaviour. 

In the remainder of this thesis we shall explore more 
fully the application of the approach to behavioural 

research we have developed in this and the previous 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER 

A STRATEGIC DECISION MAKING EXERCISE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

in this chapter we describe the design, structure and 

operation of a laboratory experiment developed for the 

purpose of studying and modelling human decision processes 
in a business decision making task domain. The 

experiment required subjects to make decisions for a 
hypothetical firm operating in a competitive and uncertain 

market environment. The task that confronted subjects 
during this exercise appeared complex and ill-structured 

and was developed in the form of a computer simulation 

model. Decisions were made over a number of consecutive 

periods before the exercise was terminated at some unknown 
future period by the computer. In total, ten subjects 

participated in the exercise and all had practical 
business experience. Two of the subjects were practising 

managers studying on an MBA programme and the remainder 
were academic staff at Sheffield Business School (UK). 

All the academic staff were actively involved in 

consultancy with local firms, advising on general business 

matters and financial and marketing strategy. 

In the next section we review some of the issues relating 
to our experimental design and in particular, the decision 

to use a laboratory setting and our choice of task domain. 

We then provide a discussion of the structure and design 

of the experiment. This is followed by a brief outline of 
our experimental procedure. We also consider whether our 
experimental design satisfied the conditions necessary to 

validate the use of verbal protocols as behavioural data. 
These conditions were discussed in Chapter 3. Finally, 

we reflect on some limitations and problems of our 
experimental setting and suggest possible directions its 
development in future research. 
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4.2 RATIONALE FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 

The study of business behaviour is a particularly good 
illustration of where models of procedural rationality 
have an important role to play in economic research. In 
Chapter 2 we noted that the strategic decisions of firms 

are not easily analysed within the substantively rational 
framework of neoclassical economics. Strategic decisions, 

however, are an important determinant of corporate 
behaviour and, yet, the economics and management 
literatures reveal only a limited insight into the 

strategic decision making process within firms. For 

example, Black (1976) and Myers (1984) both criticise the 
theoretical and empirical research in the financial 

economics literature for failing to provide insight into 

how firms actually make dividend and financing decisions 

and account for how strategies can vary so widely between 
firms in the same industry. 

In contrast, Simon (1980) has emphasised that we should 
expect to observe different (information processing) 
systems employing different strategies to perform the same 
task. This has important implications for decision making 
research; as Simon (1980, p42) argues: 

"I am not aware that any theorems have been proved 
about the uniqueness of good, or even best, 
strategies ..... 
Hence, research on the performance of adaptive 
systems must take on a taxonomic and even a 
sociolo? ical aspect. We have a greaý deal to learn 
about he variety of strategips, and we should 
neither disdain nor shirk the painstaking, sometimes 
pedestrian, task of describing that variety. " 

In the remainder of this thesis we contribute to what 
Simon has labelled the 'Painstaking task' of studying and 
modelling decision making strategies. our prime purpose 
is to explore more fully the value of the information 

Processing methodology introduced in the previous 
chapters. We illustrate how decision making strategies 
can be represented in the form of information processing 
rules (ie. production rules). We identify these rules 
from observing the actual decisions of our subjects and by 
using the technique of verbal protocol analysis. 
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A second objective is to provide insight into the 

characteristics and nature of the particular decision 

strategies used by subjects in our experimental task. 
While our sample of subjects was relatively small and our 
experimental design limited the period of observation for 

any individual subject, we are able to draw some tentative 

conclusions about the issues raised by the kind of 
questions posed in Chapter 1. For example: What 
information was used during our experimental decision 

making task? Can we distinguish between good and bad 
decision making strategies? How are decision tasks 

perceived and structured? 

In conducting the remainder of this research we were faced 

with two tasks. First, to determine the setting in which 
subject behaviour was to be observed (ie. lAoratory or 
field); and, second, to select the task domain for which 
subject performance was to be studied. In Chapter 3 we 
presented a case for using laboratory experiments to 

conduct the type of detailed study of human decision 

processes required for developing models of procedural 
rationality. 

The use of laboratory experiments in behavioural research 
can be viewed as an approach that occupies the 'middle 

ground' between the abstract and theoretical models of the 

neoclassical economist and the anecdotal use of case 
evidence and field research that characterises the 

management literature. In studying and modelling 
procedural rationality there is a need to go beyond simply 
describing the behaviour of specific industries or firms. 
To understand more about the 'how' and 'why' of decision 

making we require the controlled observation of actual 
behaviour in stylised task domains where multiple 
observation and simulation of behaviour is possible. 

The adoption of a laboratory setting f or this research 
reflects both the methodological framework discussed in 
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Chapters 2 and 3 and the practical problems associated 

with observing decision making processes in firms. 

However, in designing a laboratory experiment the 

researcher is faced with the difficulty of trying to 

ensure that the experimental task captures the essential 

nature of the decision making problem under investigation. 

Moreover, a sufficiently high degree of experimental 

realism is required to elicit the appropriate behavioural 

processes that are characteristic of the particular task 

being studied. 

The design of any experimental setting will by necessity 

simplify the complexity and uncertainty that 

characterises a real world task. In using experiments to 

study business behaviour it is not possible, nor is it 

desirable, to replicate reality in all its detail. 

Indeed, this is an important argument for the use of the 

laboratory as a research setting. However, this also 
brings disadvantages since any particular experimental 

setting will present limitations and problems for the 

researcher with regard to the drawing of general 
inferences about human behaviour. This makes the design 

and running of experiments a very difficult exercise, 

particularly as problems often emerge after the experiment 
has been completed e. g. during protocol analysis. We 

shall discuss aspects of our experimental setting later in 

the chapter. 

Given the exploratory nature of this research, the design 

of our experiment. was not directed towards the testing of 

a specific behavioural hypothesis. Instead, our prime 

concern was with demonstrating the methodology introduced 

in Chapters 2 and 3 and exploring its role for studying 

strategic behaviour within firms. The focus on strategic 
behaviour followed from the importance of developing 

models of procedural rationality for studying behaviour 

in complex and uncertain task environments. Strategic 
decisions are characterised by ambiguity and ignorance and 

with firms adapting to dynamic market conditions (but not 
in some optimal sense). Firms develop 'reasonable' 
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strategies in response to unexpected changes in market 

conditions and it is most unlikely that a single best 

strategy can be identified. 

The characteristics and nature of strategic decisions are 

described fully in the business policy and corporate 

strategy literatures [see for example, Hofer and 

Schendel (1978) and Johnson and Scholes (1987)]. In 

Chapter 2 we noted the high degree of similarity between 

the description of strategic decisions in the business 

literature and the 'true' nature of uncertainty described 

by some economists [e. g. Shackle (1972); Loasby (1976)). 

Arguably, the distinguishing feature of strategic 

decisions is the importance of managing a firm's 

competitive position [Porter (1980)]. This view reflects 

both the discussion in the management literature and the 

casual observation of firms in the 'real' world. For 

example, the use of relative measures of performance by 

corporate management e. g. market share, emphasise the 

importance attached by firms to their competitive 

position. 

In designing the laboratory experiment f or this research 

we attempted to capture some important characteristics of 
the strategic decision problems that face firms. For 

example, our decision exercise involved subjects managing 

a hypothetical firm for which there was uncertainty 
regarding market demand and the behaviour of a competitor 
firm. Thus, relative competitive position was an 
important aspect of the exercise that subjects could have 

considered when making decisions. We shall describe more 
fully the detailed design of our laboratory experiment in 

the next section. 

Af urther consideration in determining the nature 
' 

of the 

experimental task to be performed by subjects was our use 
of protocol analysis. Protocol analysis provides a high 
density of behavioural data and involves a detailed study 
of individual information processing behaviour. We were, 
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therefore, limited as to the length of time we could 
realistically expect subjects to seriously participate in 

our decision making exercise. Research in the cognitive 

psychology literature using the technique of protocol 

analysis has generally involved the study of behaviour in 

decision making tasks for about one hour [Simon et al 
(1987)). This factor needs to be balanced against the 
importance of observing repetition in information 

processing behaviour when analysing protocols. In sum, 

we required a decision making task that allowed subjects 
to make a number of consecutive decisions in a relatively 

short period of time. 

Considering the issues above, it was important to develop 

an experimental task that was generic to a number of 
businesses but was also independent of the circumstances 
that apply to a particular firm or industry in practice. 
Thus, subjects were not required to recall specific 
information about an industry or market environment but 

could simply respond to the circumstances that develop in 

the simulated experimental setting. Inevitably, this 
involves reducing the degree of mundane realism captured 
in the experiment. 

The pricing and product decisions of firms was chosen as a 
task domain that we believed would allow us to achieve the 

experimental conditions required for this research. 
Corporate pricing and product strategy is central to 

management decision making in most firms and is an area of 
firm behaviour that is studied extensively in the 

economics literature. The strategic significance of 
pricing and product decisions is underpinned by 

uncertainty regarding market demand and the policies of 
Competing firms. 

The basic structure of an experimental design of the type 
described below can be established fairly quickly. 
However, the detailed aspects of building and refining an 
experimental setting are costly in terms of time and 
effort. In the case of complex simulation tasks these 
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costs are likely to be unavoidable if a high level of 
experimental realism is to be achieved. In addition to 
the problem of the trade-off between experimental and 
mundane realism, the researcher faces the difficult issue 

of when should model refinement stop and experimentation 
begin? The laboratory experiment described in the next 
section was developed over several months before a final 

version of the model emerged. It seems an important 

objective that experiments of this type are portable so as 
to allow their use by others in further research. 

An important aspect of designing our experiment was 
testing the simulation model in trial runs with subjects 
who were not to be used in the experiment proper. The 
testing of the simulation model provided important 
feedback, particularly about the perceived nature of the 

experiment by subjects and the form in which information 

was presented on the computer screen. Over a long period 
of development it becomes difficult for the researcher to 

view the experiment from the perspective of the 'novice' 

subject. of course it is not possible to optimally design 

an exercise of this type and it remains a difficult 

problem to identify how further improvements could be made 
without actually running the experiment extensively. The 

only way to minimise these types of problems is through 

more extensive pre -experimental testing. This, however, 
is a resource and time intensive activity and involves the 

use of valuable and willing subjects. 

In hindsight it should not be surprising that we can find 

aspects of our experimental design where further 
development and improvement could be made. However, it is 
difficult to quantify what impact such improvements might 
have had on our final analysis and results. Ultimately, 
the researcher needs to judge when development work must 
stop and it is only by experience in research of this type 
that we will improve our judgement on these issues in the 
future. What is important is for individual researchers 
to discuss fully the details of the specific experimental 
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setting used in a research study. in this way it will be 

possible for others to improve and develop previous work. 
In the next section we provide a detailed description of 

our laboratory experiment. 

4.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE LABORATORY EXPERIMENT 

This section is important for understanding the discussion 

of the next three chapters where we analyse and interpret 

our subjects' decision making behaviour. With over 3000 

lines of program code the simulation exercise is complex 

and we shall not describe the fine detail of its design. 

Instead, we restrict our discussion to providing a broad 

overview of its constituent parts. 

The reader may f ind it useful to read the instructions 

distributed to subjects participating in the experiment 
before reading the detail of this section. These 
instructions can be found in the Appendix to this chapter. 
The basic structure of the experiment reflects the 
discussion in the previous section and for development 

purposes the simulation was broken down into four modules: 

(a) market environment module 
(b) competitor firm's strategy module 
(c) subject's decision making module 
(d) accounting information and performance module 

Modules (c) and (d) f ormed the basis of the exercise as 

viewed by the subjects, whilst modules (a) and (b) 

represented the simulation model of the market environment 

and the behaviour of the competitor firm. 

(a) Market Envirorment Module: 

To capture the richness of strategic product/market 
decisions, the market environment for our laboratory 

experiment was developed around the Lancastrian framework 

of consumer demand [see Lancaster (1971)]. The 
Lancastrian model of consumer behaviour is based on the 

premise that goods are valued for the attributes they 

possess and that differentiated products are essentially 
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different packages of attributes. 

Lancaster's model provided an appropriate framework for 

operationalising the notion of competing products in our 
laboratory setting. Within this framework it was also 

relatively straightforward to incorporate the possibility 

of launching new products and withdrawing products from 

the market ie. developing a product\portfolio strategy. 
For the purposes of this experiment we restricted the 

simulation to where consumers' utility was assumed to be a 
function of two characteristics. These were defined as C1 
(characteristic 1) and C2 (characteristic 2). 

Subjects were not asked to assume that the product market 

simulated in the experiment related to a particular 

consumer or industrial market with which they were 
familiar e. g. the consumer 'white goods' market. The 

reason for this was to increase the likelihood of 

satisfying the Ericsson and Simon conditions for 

validating verbal protocols as behavioural data. It was 
important that subjects responded to the specific 
information cues generated by the simulation exercise. 
This was an attempt to avoid subjects displaying automatic 

responses to particular environmental conditions or using 
their past experience of particular market conditions. 

Clearly, there is scope for experiments which are designed 

and fine-tuned to a particular market environment, e. g. 
for studying the success of particular 'industrial 

recipes' [see Grinyer and Spender (1979)]. However, the 

design of such experiments would involve a substantially 
longer period of development than is feasible for the 

purposes of this research. The generic environmental 

setting adopted here is appropriate for the exploratory 

research in this thesis and reflects both pragmatic 

reasons and the need to meet the conditions for the valid 

use of protocol data. 
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Sales and market share achieved by subjects in any period 

was determined by a number of factors. The distribution 

of consumer expenditure depended upon the prices of all 

competing products and their relative mix of the two 

characteristics C1 and C2. Within the Lancastrian 
framework it is straightforward to relate the demand for 

any product to its consumption technology (ie its mix of 
C1 and C2) and its price in relation to other products on 
the market. In brief, each product can be represented as 

a 'strategy point' in characteristic space. The 

simulation model simply allocated consumer expenditure 

amongst competing products by 'plotting' each product on 
the market in characteristic space (strategy space). The 

model then 'constructs' the efficiency frontier given the 

price and characteristic mix for each product. Each 

product's position (strategy point) in relation to the 

efficiency frontier determined its level of consumer 
demand for the period. 

Subjects were not provided with any explicit information 

about the Lancastrian model of consumer behaviour. Given 
the background of all but one subject it was unlikely that 

subjects would have had an appreciation of the model 
underlying consumer demand in the experiment. Indeed, 
this is supported by evidence in the protocol data that we 

analyse in the following chapters. Subjects were informed 

that the relative mix of C2 to C1 for each product 
determined how consumers perceived 'similar' products in 

the market and that it was possible to imitate products 
already on the market by launching a new product with an 
identical mix of C1 and C2. 

Subjects were also informed that consumers in the market 
had perfect knowledge. Thus, consumer expenditure was 
allocated amongst the various products cost-effectively to 

obtain the desired amounts of characteristics (Cl and C2) 

according to aggregate consumer preferences. The 

structure of the Lancastrian model defines a maximum 
price for which a product can be located on the 

efficiency frontier and be demanded by consumers. Given 
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the significance of relative prices in this framework, it 

was important for subjects to monitor the price levels of 

products available on the market in any period and the 

degree of similarity between products in terms of their 

mix of CI and C2. 

Finally, the level of sales for a product on the market 
depended upon the total level of consumer expenditure in 

any period and its distribution in terms of preferences 
for the characteristics C1 and C2. A further element of 

uncertainty regarding demand was introduced by assuming 
that the market followed a product life cycle. Around 
this long-term trend (the product life cycle), consumer 
demand in any period also shifted randomly. 

At the start of the exercise subjects were faced with a 
product market that had gone through the introductory 

phase of the life cycle and the decision periods simulated 
in the experiment proper covered the growth and maturity 
phases of the life cycle. All participants of the 

exercise were familiar with the product life cycle 

concept, though no information regarding the parameters of 
the cycle were revealed to subjects before the exercise. 
Moreover, there was no opportunity for subjects to conduct 

market research other than indirectly by feedback from the 

market environment. In sum, it was very dif f icult f or 
subjects to identify any detailed trend in market demand 
from period to period. However, most subjects were able 
to perceive the broad trend of growth in market demand 

from the notes distributed prior to the exercise and the 
data generated during the simulation. 

It is not difficult to see how the basic Lancastrian model 
adopted for this exercise could be modified and made more 

complex by introducing additional product characteristics, 
alternative consumer preference distributions and allowing 
a broader range of marketing mix decision variables to be 
included (e. g. advertising). More sophisticated models 
could be developed by simulating particular market 
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environments or industries, though there is always a 

trade-off in an experiment of this type between its degree 

of complexity and the perception of this complexity by 

subjects. Evidence from our subjects' protocols suggests 

that they found market demand relationships very 
difficult to predict. Moreover, experimental realism 

could be substantially reduced if relationships in the 

exercise became so complex as to discourage subjects from 

attempting to explore and understand the nature of these 

relationships during decision making. In this situation, 

random behaviour may result and reduce the value of any 

protocol data collected. 

In sum, the relationships we have simulated in our 

experiment between demand, price and product 

characteristics are complex at a technical level, but 

relatively simple at a conceptual level. This was an 
important consideration in trying to enhance the degree of 

experimental realism in our laboratory setting. 

Competitor Firm's Strategy Module: 

An important aspect of any firm's corporate strategy is 

the monitoring and response to the decisions of its 

competitors. In the design of our laboratory exercise we 

captured this aspect of strategic decision making by 

simulating the behaviour of a single rival firm. The 

behaviour of the competitor firm was kept deliberately 

simple and unsophisticated. In particular, the competitor 
firm's strategies were reactive with no attempt to 

anticipate subject behaviour. 

In modelling the strategic pricing and product behaviour 

of the rival firm it was important that its decision rules 
did not take advantage of information relating to the 
design of the experiment that would not be available to 

the novice subject facing the exercise for the first time. 
This was a difficult task, though the trial runs of the 

experiment did provide some useful parameters for how 

sophisticated our modelling of the competitor firm's 
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strategy needed to be. In simulating the rival firm's 

behaviour the objective was to both maximise the degree of 

experimental realism and provide a mechanism for 

stimulating active decision making on the part of 

subjects. Moreover, it should be noted that the 

competitor firm's rule base included a variety of pricing 

and product strategies and as a result a number of 
different market structures evolved during the running of 

our experiment with different subjects (see the discussion 

in Chapter 6). 

It is important to note that the decisions of the 

competitor firm were determined simultaneously in each 

period with the decisions made by the subject. There were 

no communication mechanisms that allowed the competitor 
firm and subject to 'inform' each other about their 

strategies (ie. no possibility of collusion) . Thus, the 

competitor firm could only "observe" the decisions taken 

by the subject after the performance and results data had 

been generated for the period. This is identical to the 

situation with which we presented subjects in our 

experiment. In sum, the competitor firm's decisions were 

modelled on the basis of its historical relative 

performance and after consideration of its own previous 
decisions and those of the subject. 

The use of straightforward rules to model the competitor 
firm's behaviour reflected our concern that subjects 

should not perceive that the competitor firm had a 

strategic advantage. However, the mechanistic rules of 
the competitor firm did result in some subjects [see for 

example the protocol of subject S7 in Chapter 53 

perceiving a degree of rigidity in the behaviour of the 

competitor firm, particularly, in the later stages of the 

exercise. This was evident when one or two subjects 

attempted to develop more sophisticated strategies e. g. 
anticipating competitor moves or suggesting the 

possibility of collusive behaviour. These are limitations 
in our experimental design that need to be recognised when 
interpreting the behaviour of our subjects. 
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The competitor strategy module can be sub-divided into 

three elements: 

(i) Product Withdrawal Strategy 

With regard to the product withdrawal strategy of the 

rival firm the focus was upon monitoring the market share 

and profitability for each product in its portfolio. The 
basic decision rules were that the competitor never 

withdrew totally from the market in any period and could 

not withdraw more than two products from its portfolio in 

any period. These conditions were also imposed upon each 

subject during the experiment. These conditions impose 

constraints on the nature of the strategic behaviour that 

we could study in our experimental setting. For example, 
there was no opportunity for the rival firm or the subject 
to enter new markets. 

The rules for selecting products to withdraw were 

straightforward. A product would be withdrawn if it had 

no market share for two periods and/or the operating 

profit for the product had been negative for three 

periods. In the event of conflict, the length of time a 

product had been part of the competitor firm's portfolio 

was the criterion for determining which product would be 

withdrawn. More sophisticated strategies could have been 

modelled. However, we believe that for the relatively 

small number of decision periods for which subjects were 
to participate in the exercise, it was unlikely that 

complex tactical strategies, e. g. loss-leading, would he 

developed. Indeed, this proved to be the case f or the 

majority of subjects. 

(ii) New Product Strategy 

The competitor firm's new product strategy was more 

sophisticated though it still f aced the same constraints 

as those imposed on subjects in the experiment. In 

essence, new product strategy was driven by market share 

objectives and the identification of "strategic gaps" in 

the market. The competitor firm's strategy was dynamic 

and this made it difficult for subjects to forecast 
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exactly what the competitor might do in any period. This 
is an important aspect of competitive market strategy in 

practice. Incorporating this aspect was straightforward 

and involved changing certain "trigger points" (see bleow) 

for different periods in the exercise. A similar approach 

was used in modelling the pricing strategy of the 

competitor. As we shall discuss later, there was a 
tendency for the competitor firm to become more aggressive 
in the later periods of the simulation. 

The decision to li 

firm was triggered 

(1) relative 
(2) presence 
(3) "static" 

level 

aunch a new product by the competitor 
by the following factors: 

market share 

of "strategic gaps" in the market 

market share below a certain target 

As we have noted above, (1) refers to the notion that the 

rival firm employed targets for market share which changed 
during the exercise in response to a particular subject's 

pricing and product strategy. For example, the competitor 
f irm was programmed to incrementally increase its target 

market share towards a maximum of 70% during the exercise. 
The rival would not launch any new products if it 

"dominated" the market according to the target share that 
had been set for a particular period. 

In addition to its target market share objective, the 

competitor firm was also modelled to identify the 

presence of "strategic gaps" in the market. A "strategic 

gap" was defined in terms of differences in characteristic 

mix between products that were available on the market in 

the previous period. Essentially, this involved 

'measuring' the distance between the 'strategy points' 
that represented products available on the market. These 

gaps were viewed in relation to the total level of market 
demand in the previous period. This was not a 

sophisticated decision rule but was based on the 

expectation that subjects would also develop new product 
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strategies by giving consideration to the similarity of 

products marketed in the previous period (ie by reference 
to the C2/C1 ratio). 

As we shall see in the following chapter some subjects 

also adopted generic strategies that reflected this type 

of thinking. The rival launched new products in market 

segments which provided the largest potential for gaining 

market share. There is a large body of research in the 

marketing and business strategy literatures which 
highlights the importance of market share in determining 

successful business strategies [see for example the work 

on the PIMS data base e. g. Buzzel et al (1975)]. 

As with our subjects, the rival was exposed to the risks 

of random movements in market demand, shifts in consumer 

preferences, as well as the possibility that a subject 

may also launch a new product onto the market for similar 

reasons. A simple rule was assumed for the competitor 
firm. A new product would not be launched if the 

potential market share for the product was estimated to 

be less than 25%. This estimate was crudely based on 

product sales in the previous period. one further 

refinement in the competitor firm's new product strategy 

was to limit the gaps considered for product launch to 

those market segments in which the subject had a product. 
The competitor firm would not launch a new product that 

competed directly with one of its own products. This is 

similar to the 'pincer' strategy used by subject S7 and 
described in Chapter 5. 

Finally, if the competitor firm's market share fell below 

40% and remained static f or two consecutive periods then 
its product strategy became highly aggressive. This was a 

positive strategy aimed at attempting to improve market 

share. In these circumstances, the competitor firm 

launched a new product that imitated a successful product 
in the subject's product portfolio. This strategy was 

rarely activated and was included to provide a realistic 

response by the rival to the emergence of successful 
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products introduced by subjects. This was a strategy that 

was also adopted by a number of our 'successful' subjects 
[see the discussion in Chapter 6). 

When launching a product the competitor f irm pursued an 

aggressive strategy when defining the consumption 
technology for a new product. The mix of C1 and C2 for a 
new product was chosen to make it competitive with 

products marketed by the subject and, as we have noted 

above, in extreme cases the competitor firm would actually 
imitate a successful product of the subject. This aspect 
of the rival's product strategy was not modelled using 
information on the distribution of consumer preferences 
for the purpose of determining an optimal mix of 
characteristics for a new product [see Baumol (1967)]. 

The strategy simply reflected information about total 
demand and the characteristic mix of competing products on 
the market last period. 

In sum, the rule of thumb employed by the competitor firm 

was simply to launch products that were more likely to 

compete with a product of the subject in a particular 

market segment rather than any of its own products. Once 

again, the degree of aggressiveness assumed of the rival 
firm increased with the time period of the exercise. This 

reflected the expected increase in significance of 
market share in influencing strategic decision making 
during the later stages of the product life cycle. 

(iii) Pricing Strategy 

The price strategy of the competitor firm was not modelled 
to be optimal in any sense, but reflected what appear to 
be reasonable rules of thumb given the cost and market 

conditions incorporated in the experiment. As the cost 

conditions were identical for both the subject and the 

competitor firm, it was the dynamic conditions regarding 

market demand and subject behaviour which led to changes 
in the competitor firm's pricing decisions. The price 
decisions of the competitor firm were modelled to reflect 
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three key sources of information: 

(1) variable cost of the product 
(2) market share of the product 
(3) the subject firm's pricing strategy 

New products were launched and priced according to the 

variable cost of the product and the price mark-up 

strategy used by the subject in previous periods. No 

products were priced at below variable cost as this would 

result in operating losses and increase the probability of 
bankruptcy (the probability of this, though, was very 
low). However, the competitor firm priced its products 

competitively subject to minimum target levels for price 

mark-up. once again, the level of these target mark-ups 
for new products varied according to market conditions. 

With regard to the pricing of products which were already 

on the market, the competitor f irm set prices using its 

target levels for market share and its objectives 

regarding profits. It was, thus, possible for the 

competitor firm to increase, decrease or hold constant 

product prices depending on whether a product's market 

share for the previous period had fallen within an 

acceptable target range. This combination of cost-based, 

competitor-based and market-based pricing seems 
intuitively reasonable. It also reflects our 

expectations with regard to the behaviour of the subjects 
in our experiment. As the discussion in Chapter 6 will 
demonstrate, a similar classification of pricing rules 

emerged from studying our subjects' behaviour. 

(C) Subject's Decision Making Module: 

An important consideration in designing the subject's 
decision making module was the development of an effective 
and efficient interface between the subject and the 

simulation environment. The nature of the subject's 
contact with the computer simulated environment was vital 
for ensuring that we could satisfy the necessary 
conditions identified by Ericsson and Simon (1980). our 

--I 
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concern was to provide an unobtrusive mechanism for 

recording the decisions of each subject and also reporting 
their performance relative to the rival f irm on a period 
by period basis. Clearly, it was important that the 

procedural aspects of communicating with the computer had 

a minimal influence on subject behaviour. 

In addition to providing an interface between the subject 

and the decision making environment, this module played an 
important part in the experimental setting by providing a 
degree of control and structure to the way subjects 

performed the decision making task. Specifically, certain 

constraints were imposed on our subjects' pricing and 

product decisions. These were outlined in the 

instructions distributed to subjects prior to running the 

experiment. 

The overriding concern in designing this module was to 

ensure that the procedures followed by subjects when 

entering their decisions for each period were 

straightforward and free of ambiguity. Within reason, a 

number of error checking facilities were introduced to 

prevent simple key stroke mistakes. We also provided 
the opportunity for subjects to revise their strategy at 

various stages in the process of entering their decisions 

onto the computer e. g. where a subject may have had 

"second thoughts" about a particular strategy or have 

simply typed a figure wrongly. There is no evidence from 

the protocols of our subjects that they experienced any 
difficulties in this respect. 

Subjects were allowed, at various stages in the exercise, 
to review historical market data relating to the previous 

period. There was no facility for recalling data beyond 

the last decision making period. This was largely to avoid 

any problems created by a subject attempting to conduct 

excessive historical analysis. This ref lects one of the 

conditions identified by Ericsson and Simon (1980) in 

terms of eliminating the possibility of cognitive 

overload. Subjects could have kept their own written 
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records. However, no subject attempted to do this. 

Moreover, given the dynamic nature of the market 

environment, historical data was of relatively little 

value for decision making purposesbeyond representing a 
history of performance to date. The majority of subjects 

appear to have appreciated this point in their decision 

making. 

Performance data presented to subjects at the end of each 
period included information relating to the current 
decision period as well as a historical summary of 
perf ormance to date. Subjects were not provided with a 
'hard copy' of this information. They were advised that 
they could, if they wished, record any key variables they 

considered important for decision making. One or two 

subjects commented on the inability to refer back to 
detailed performance data beyond the previous period. 
However, we do appear to have avoided problems that 

might have been created by subjects having too much 
information and spending excessive amounts of time trying 
to establish meaningless relationships (through the re- 
working of data) implicit in the computer model. This 

satisfies one of the conditions of Ericsson and Simon in 

terms of avoiding subjects, having to rework large volumes 
of data. In brief, we attempted to design and structure 
this exercise so as to eliminate the need for subjects to 

perform any additional information processing activity 
beyond that required as part of the decision making task. 

In summary, we have attempted in this laboratory 

experiment to strike a balance between the information and 
data provided by the computer model and the analysis that 

was required and expected of subjects. If too much 
guidance had been given as to the type of analysis 

expected of subjects, this may have imposed a structure on 
their decision making behaviour, the observation of which 
was the very purpose of this exercise. This issue was 
very difficult to judge and it is apparent that the mix of 
experimentally generated information to that produced by 
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individual subjects did vary from one subject to another. 
Hopefully, the analysis in the next three chapters will 

support our interpretation that we do appear to have 

captured in our subjects' verbal reports the essential 

elements of problem formulation and decision making that 

characterised the structure of our experimental setting. 

(d) Accounting Information and Performance Module: 

The f inal module of our experimental simulation captures 
the important accounting relationships that generated 

performance data. These relationships determine the 
impact of the decisions taken by the subject and 

competitor firm and the current state of the market 

environment on the financial performance of both the 

subject and the rival firm. The more detailed aspects of 
these relationships are described in the notes distributed 

to the subjects prior to the exercise (see the appendix to 

this chapter). 

The interpretation of financial performance data was an 
important aspect of our experimental design since it 

provided valuable insight into the knowledge state 

structures perceived by subjects in their problem space. 
In turn, these knowledge state structures form the input 

and output elements that define the problem space 

operators. The accounting relationships incorporated in 

the exercise were simple and reasonably transparent and 
followed widely accepted business conventions. This was 
important for the purpose of increasing experimental 

realism and also for ensuring that subjects had the 

confidence to use the performance information as a basis 

for their decisions. 

The accounting and 
both the hypothetic 

competitor f irm. 

for the competitor 

notes distributed 

exercise. These 

cost relationships were identical f or 

, al firm managed by the subject and the 

Initial financial position statements 
firm and subject were provided in the 

to subjects prior to starting the 
initial statements referred to three 
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periods prior to the start of the exercise proper and 

served two main purposes. First, to give subjects a feel 

f or the exercise and provide them with a sample of the 

type of information generated during the exercise. 
Second, to provide subjects with a brief history of the 

market environment in which they were to make decisions., 

For example, this information showed that the competitor 
firm had recently introduced a new product which had been 

successful. Importantly, these initial statements also 

provided subjects with an insight into how market demand 

was growing. 

It can be seen from these initial results that the 

competitor f irm has a marginally advantageous position. 
Marketing two products against the subject's single 

product, the rival had achieved a slightly better 

performance in terms of market share, profitability and 

return on capital employed (ROCE) . In part, the reason 
for presenting this scenario to subjects was to increase 

their awareness about the changing nature of the market 

environment and stimulate active decision making behaviour 

from participants early in the experiment. In addition, 
it highlighted the harshness of the market environment 
that followed from our adoption of the Lancastrian 

framework for modelling consumer demand. 

This harshness in the market environment was an important 

consideration in the design of our experimental setting. 
While we have modelled a market environment that might be 

regarded as over-sensitive to changes in decision 

strategies - it is a feature, we believe, that enhanced 

experimental realism. Given the necessity of running the 

exercise over a short period of time, it was important 

that subjects could observe clearly the impact of their 

decisions on their own performance and the performance of 
the competitor firm. This does not mean that subjects 

were able to identify clear and unambiguous relationships. 
Comments in the protocol data discussed in the next two 

chapters clearly demonstrate that this was not the case. 
However, the high sensitivity of market relationships to 
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the decisions taken by subjects and the rival firm did 

assist in ensuring subjects provided a rich amount of 
behavioural detail in their verbal reports - despite the 

short period of observation. 

The financial performance data reported to subjects during 

the exercise included a variety of performance measures 

e. g. ROCE, market share, profitability and so on. Many of 
these variables are related and highlight the complex 
issue of measuring business performance in practice. 
While subjects studied the full range of performance 

measures there was a strong tendency to focus upon 

profitability and market share. These two measures 
dominate the assessment of business performance in 

practice. While other performance variables were 

commented on by subjects their significance in terms of 
their influence on decision making is difficult to 
determine from the protocol data. 

Subjects were not briefed to pursue a particular objective 
in the exercise and there were no financial incentives or 

rewards linked to particular performance variables. This 

reflects our discussion in the previous chapter regarding 
the specification of objectives as part of the task of 
defining a problem space. As we observe in practice, 
firms pursue a variety of objectives the emphasis on which 

change with market conditions. Clearly, different 

strategies are developed for pursuing different 

objectives. 

Given the background and experience of our subjects, all 

were aware as to the significance of the various 

performance measures included in the exercise. With the 

exception of share price movements, subjects could have 

easily calculated and checked the performance results 

reported at the end of each period. No attempt was made 
to do this and it would appear that subjects interpreted 

the performance information at face value. Indeed, there 

was only one occurrence of a subject expressing concern in 
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their protocol about whether the computer had 
'miscalculated' a set of financial results. In this 
instance it was a subject who was 'disappointed' about 
the result of a particular set of decisions. 

An earlier design of the exercise had presented 

performance results for the competitor and subject in the 
f orm of simplified profit and loss and balance sheet 

statements. However, trial runs suggested that subjects 
found too much information being presented for 
interpretation and this was reflected in the amount of 
time these subjects spent on this phase of the decision 

making process. Further comments received during the 

exercise proper suggested that some subjects found 

difficulty in interpreting the financial data and there 

was evidence from the protocols to suggest subjects did 

not fully use all the available information provided at 
the end of each decision period. It is dif f icult to 
determine whether this was through lack of understanding 

or represented a deliberate cognitive mechanism to limit 

the amount of information attended. 

In sum, while perf ormance evaluation is an important 

element of the decision making process, we did not want 
this activity to dominate the decision making behaviour of 
subjects in our exercise. The detailed financial 

relationships in the exercise were kept deliberately 

simple so that subjects did not see the financial data as 
coming from some "black box". The instructions provided 

subjects with an intuitive feel for the financial 

relationships in the simulation model and emphasised that 
they did not need to understand their full detail, but 

simply use and interpret the information in a conventional 

manner. 

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND THE VALIDITY OF VERBAL 
kcKpURTS 

In this section we outline the operation of the experiment 

and discuss whether we are likely to have satisfied the 

conditions specified by Ericsson and Simon (1980) for 
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validating the use of protocol analysis. 

The basic structure of our experimental procedure was as 
f ollows: 

Distribute a set of instructions and a descript' of , ýLon 
our decision making task to all sub? ects. This was done 

. at least 10 days prior o running the 
experiment. To the best of our knowledge there was 
no contact between subjects on the matter of the 
experiment. 

(2) : ýubjects werp provided with an . opportunity 
immediately prior to starting the exercise proper to 
clarify any issues relating to experimental 
procedure. 

(3) A 'training period' was included in the simulation 
which allowed sub3ects to become familiar with how 
the exercise operated. The training part of the 
exercise could be repeated with the base data being 
the same for each training period. 

(4) Subjects then participated in the exercise proper. 
Thinking aloud prýotocols were collected for each 
subject. The exercise was terminated randomly by the 
computer between the sixth and eighth period of decision making. 

Given our discussion in the previous chapter, there are 
two issues regarding our experimental procedure that are 

worthy of further comment. 

Choice of Subjects 

The first concerns the selection of subjects. Clearly, 

the availability and choice of subjects has an important 

influence upon experimental design and also the nature of 
the behaviour that the experiment can be used to 
investigate. The focus of behavioural research on 

procedural rationality requires the detailed observation 

of information processing behaviour. The study of firm 

behaviour by asking business managers what they do poses 

a number of difficulties [Winter (1986)). The need for 

a high density of behavioural data limits the 

circumstances under which such data is likely to be 

collected. In advocating the combined use of an 

experimental setting with the methodology of protocol 

analysis, it was necessary to give consideration to the 
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type of subjects employed in our research. While access 

and availability of subjects was an important issue it was 

not the prime determinant in our choice of subjects. 

The concern with experimental realism and the need to 

satisfy the conditions for validating the use of verbal 

protocols suggested the need for a compromise in the 

choice of subjects. It was also important that the 

inferences we would be able to draw about the strategic 
behaviour of our subjects would have broad application to 

actual business practice. our choice of subjects 

reflected these factors. Selecting ten subjects from 

Sheffield Business School (UK), we were able to use 
individuals with practical business experience (both past 

and present) while at the same time ensuring that our 

experimental setting was perceived to have a high degree 

of experimental realism. 

Given the mixture of practical business experience and an 

academic background, the majority of our subjects appeared 
to adapt to the structure of the exercise with relative 

ease. Not surprisingly, a number of subjects found the 

process of thinking aloud difficult. However, there is 

no evidence to suggest that this influenced their actual 
decision making behaviour. At most, the aspect of giving 

verbal reports appears to have occasionally slowed down 

the behaviour of our subjects and/or possibly resulted in 

a less than complete verbal report of their decision 

making behaviour. 

Monetary Payments to Subjects 

A second important issue in our experimental design 

concerned the payment of subjects. Once again, there are 

a number of conflicting issues here. The main reason for 

not incorporating monetary payments as part of our 

experimental design was to avoid defining the objectives 
to be pursued by subjects. Linking a monetary reward to 

market share or profitability would have influenced the 

behaviour of our subjects in a way that does not appear to 
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characterise the strategic behaviour of firms in practice. 
In the context of mundane realism we are, of course, open 
to the criticism of what motivates subjects in our 
laboratory experiment. However, given the nature of our 
decision making task, it is unlikely that a realistic 

reward structure (in a mundane sense) could have been 

developed for this particular experimental setting. 

A second reason for not including monetary rewards as part 

of our experimental design was to avoid this becoming the 

f ocal point of attention during decision making. Given 

the range of performance variables included in the 

simulation, any reward scheme would necessarily be complex 

and could move a subject's attention away from more 

strategically significant variables, e. g. the behaviour of 
the competitor f irm. While it might be argued that some 

prof it sharing schemes have such a role in practice, it 

was not an issue that was of concern in this research. 

What was of concern was whether the absences or presence 

of a monetary reward scheme would fundamentally influence 

the degree of experimental realism achieved in our 
laboratory experiment. on this issue we believe that our 

choice of subjects was an important factor in minimising 

any detrimental impact from not including monetary 

payments as part of our experimental design. Indeed, we 

were pleasantly surprised at (and very grateful for) the 

enthusiasm and commitment displayed by all of the subjects 

who participated in our experiment. While it was 

expected that the experiment would run on average for 

about one hour per subject, two subjects took considerably 
longer. one subject took just over two hours and another 

one hour and forty minutes. Many subjects found the 

exercise stimulating and the absence of monetary payment 
does not appear to have been a major limitation. 

The Validity of Verbal Reports - Satisfying the Ericsson 
and Simon Conditions: 

We shall now complete the discussion in this section by 

briefly relating the design and operation of our 
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laboratory experiment to the conditions outlined in 

Chapter 3 for validating the use of concurrent verbal 

protocols. As we have argued, one of the reasons f or 

adopting a laboratory setting was to validate the use of 

protocol analysis as a technique for developing models of 

procedural rationality within the information processing 

paradigm. We consider each of Ericsson and Simon's 

conditions described in Chapter 3. 

(a) Instructions to subjects: 

As we have described, subjects were provided with a clear 

set of instructions regarding the experimental task. 

While these were unavoidably long, they were also 

comprehensive so as to eliminate any possible ambiguities 

and misunderstandings. In addition to these written 
instructions, subjects also had the opportunity to ask 

questions before the exercise and complete a number of 
test runs before making any decisions in the exercise 

proper. 

Importantly, our instructions to subjects simply asked 
them to "think aloud" and not theorise or explain their 

actions. The reason for this was to ensure that a 

subject's focus of attention was directed towards the task 

per se rather than any requirements included in the set of 
instructions distributed beforehand. 

(b) Information that is verbalised should he that which is heeded during the task: 

If subjects are asked to produce information that is not 

normally available while performing a task, then the 
information processing paradigm predicts that this could 
bias cognitive behaviour [Newell and Simon (1972)3. In 

designing our experiment we have deliberately made all 
information clearly available to subjects on the display 

screen of the computer. No specific request was made to 

subjects for reporting particular items of information - 
heeded or otherwise. Moreover, there was no obvious 

necessity for subjects to re-work information generated by 
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the simulation model. 

It should, however, be noted that some subjects did 

comment about information that was not available for use 
in decision making. For example, market research data; 

the opportunity for developing strategies not included in 

the design of the experiment, e. g. takeover and collusion. 
This provides the researcher with an insight into 

information that subjects would normally perceive to be 

available for- consideration in a given decision making 

situation. These comments, however, were few in number 

and largely restricted to the later periods of the 

exercise. 

(c) cognitive overload: 

An important consideration in designing our laboratory 

experiment was to avoid the possibility of introducing 

cognitive overload by design limitations in our 

experimental procedure. For example, asking subjects to 
do more than simply produce a verbal report of their 

behaviour could result in information processing 

activities not directly associated with the decision 

making task. If subjects had been asked to report in a 

written form this may well have had this effect. 

The need for subjects to enter their decisions into the 

computer is an example of the type of act that could 

generate cognitive overload. It is difficult to measure 
the effect on behaviour of subjects keying in their 
decisions. The occasional comment by some of our 

subjects suggested difficulty in "finding a particular 
key" or "deleting a wrong entry". However, the stylised 

nature of our experimental design did limit the amount of 
key stroking required of subjects. If there had been more 

widespread comment about the difficulty of using the 

computer it might have raised questions about its possible 

effect on subject behaviour. 
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(d) Concurrent rather than retrospective reports: 

Given the limited capacity of STM and the difficulty of 

recalling information from LTVI, it is concurrent rather 
than retrospective reports that provide valid behavioural 

data. As is clear from our discussion above, there was no 

reason to anticipate time gaps between the occurrence of 

an information process and its verbal reporting by a 

subject. Verbal reports were concurrent. 

(e) Automation of task behaviour: 

Tasks with which subjects are very familiar may result in 

highly automated performance. In these instances the 

protocols become sketchy and provide very f ew statements 

about the information inputs and outputs of production 

rules. As the analysis in the next three chapters 

reveals, this does not appear to have been a serious 

problem with our experimental setting and for very obvious 

reasons. While all our subjects had knowledge and 

expertise of our experimental task domain, their 
familiarity with the particular form and pattern of 
information stimuli was limited. This partly reflected 
the stylised f orm in which the experiment was designed. 

In brief, they were not actively involved on a day to day 

basis with a decision making task that was structured in 

the same form as our laboratory experiment. 

Clearly, as familiarity with the task increased in later 

periods of the exercise, there is evidence that some 
subjects' protocols became shorter. However, the 
dynamic and complex nature of our experimental task 

reduced the extent to which decisions made by subjects 
became automatic as a result of practice and familiarity. 

This also reflected the limited time period over which 
behaviour was observed. 

(f) Re-working of task related information: 

We have partly addressed this aspect of our experimental 
design already. Our experiment presented subjects with 
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information in a clear and concise manner through the 

medium of the computer display screen. Variables central 
to the decision making task, e. g. market share, were 

presented in a form that did not require calculation. 

However, it is most unlikely that our experimental design 

was complete in this respect. For example, there is 

evidence of one or two subjects in the earlier periods of 
the exercise recording information because of what appears 
to be unfamiliarity with the screen displays (despite the 

trial periods). Another subject 'checked' figures in one 

of the early periods to confirm his interpretation of 
features in the exercise. 

Again, it is difficult to assess whether these instances 

of subjects re-working information were significant. 
Their lack of occurrence suggests they may not have been 

important. From the protocols it appears, if anything, to 

have simply resulted in a slowing down task performance. 

In sum, it appears that our strategic decision making 

exercise broadly satisfies the conditions identified by 

Ericsson and Simon. This, however, does not guarantee 

complete verbal reports in all circumstances. We are, 

nonetheless, confident that we substantially reduced the 
impact of poor experimental conditions on invalidating the 

verbal reports collected during the running of our 

experiment. There are, of course, other aspects of our 

experimental design that create difficulties in 

interpreting the behaviour of our subjects. We examine 
these issues in the next section. 

4.5 LIMITATIONS AND PROBLEMS OF OUR EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

To complete the discussion in this chapter we consider 

some of the limitations and problems of our experimental 

setting. The discussion in this section is important for 

two reasons. First, the issues we examine have 

significance for our interpretation of subject behaviour 
in the next three chapters. Second, we identify aspects 

of our experimental setting that could be developed and 
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improved by further research. 

We focus upon two particular problems. The first concerns 
the nature of the competitive relationships incorporated 

in our experimental design. The second highlights a 
limitation concerned with the number of decision periods 
for which we are able to observe subject behaviour. 

An important feature of our experimental setting, as with 

real world oligopolistic markets, is the interdependence 

between competitor firms. The result of any decision made 
by a subject depended upon the decisions made by the 

rival. Uncertainty regarding the pricing and product 

strategy of the rival presented subjects with a very 
difficult task of trying to predict the competitor firm's 

behaviour. This is af eature of oligopolistic markets 
that has been the source of extensive research in the 

economics literature. 

The description of our decision making experiment- above 
highlighted its focus upon the introductory and growth 

phases of the product life cycle. In these conditions it 

has been assumed that neither the subject nor the rival 
had extensive knowledge regarding the strategic behaviour 

of each other. For example, the competitor firm was 

modelled as a reactive firm which adopted 'aggressive' or 
'friendly' tactics in response to the decisions made by 

our subjects. There was, as we noted, a tendency for the 

competitor firm to become more aggressive as the product 
life cycle moved towards the maturity phase. 

While these behavioural assumptions regarding the 
interdependence between f irms in an oligopolistic market 
are reasonable, they are also limited in terms of the 

strategic and competitive behaviour they imply. As 
Chapter 6 demonstrates, a number of different market 
structures emerged f rom running our experiment; however, 

the emphasis upon aggressive market behaviour is 
illustrated strongly in the protocols. Moreover, while 
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there are instances of subjects attempting to conjecture 
the likely response of the competitor firm to a particular 
decision, the majority of our subjects developed reactive 

strategies to the rival. 

The comments above highlight both the limitations of our 

experimental design and possible directions for future 

research. For example, incorporating a variety of 
different reaction patterns for the competitor firm would 
be an interesting extension of the present experimental 

setting. This could usefully be developed to include 

signalling mechanisms for indicating aggressive or 
friendly strategic tactics. In either case it suggests 
there may be a need for a longer period of observing 

sub3ect behaviour than that used in the present study. 
This, however, introduces a number of difficulties given 
the research methodology we have adopted. 

Another aspect of oligopolistic interdependence absent 
from our laboratory experiment was collusion. There was 

no explicit opportunity for communication between the 

competitor firm and the subject. Part of the dif f iculty 

arises f rom the competitor f irm not being I live I and, 
hence, any response to friendly signals initiated by a 

subject would be delayed because of the need for the rival 
to interpret market signals. Also the relatively few 

observation periods limited the scope for identifying 

friendly and aggressive tactics. This problem was 

compounded further by the fact that the competitor firm 

and subject made decisions simultaneously. 

In sum, despite the nature of our experimental exercise 

characterising a non-zero sum game situation, the role for 

collusion was limited. Tacit collusion, while feasible, 

was unlikely to emerge in the conditions of our 

experimental setting. In fact, the competitive and 

uncertain nature of the market and the aggressive 

characteristics of the competitor firm presented subjects 

with a situation closely resembling that of the Prisoner's 

Dilemma [Luce and Raiffa (1957)). That said, there were 
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instances in our experimental runs where subject and 

competitor firm behaviour were not characterised by 

aggressive price cutting strategies and low Profit levels. 

However, uncertainty about the behaviour of the competitor 
firm and the inability to effectively communicate co- 

operative behaviour tended to encourage aggressive 
behaviour on the behalf of our subjects. 

of course, market environments do exist that display 

similar characteristics to the scenario presented to 

subjects in our experiment. For example, the UK travel 
industry is a particularly good illustration of where 
during the 1980's a strategic gaming situation developed 

that resulted in aggressive pricing and product strategies 
being implemented by firms. Despite the repetitive nature 

of this 'game' situation and the opportunity for studying 
the behaviour of other firms, strategically timed 

aggressiveness has paid off for firms in the industry. 

An important development of our experimental setting 

would be to construct aI live I gaming situation in which 

subjects competed against each other. Indeed, the basic 

structure of our laboratory experiment would lend itself 

to a straightforward adaptation for this purpose. For 

example, networking two microcomputers would allow the 

creation of a duopolistic market situation with a 'live' 

subject replacing the competitor firm's strategy module 
described above. The scope for a more thorough 
investigation of oligopolistic interdependence between 

firms and its effect on strategic behaviour in this 

experimental setting should be apparent. 

A second limitation of our experimental setting concerns 
the length of time over which the experiment was allowed 
to run. From our discussion above it should be clear 
that the length of experimental run was influenced by a 
number of factors. The two most important were our use of 
protocol analysis and the nature the decision making 
task. 
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The detailed study of human decision making processes 

using the technique of verbal protocol analysis has 

generally involved the study of subject behaviour in 

experimental settings for relatively short periods of time 
[Simon et al (1987)]. Typically, this has involved 

observing subject behaviour f or highly structured tasks 

or problems. Examples of studies using protocol analysis 

outside the field of cognitive psychology lend support to 

this view. See for example, the work of Payne, Braunstein 

and Carroll (1978), Bouwman (1983) and Isenberg (1986). 

Bouwman provides a full description of his experimental 

method in which 16 subjects were each given four financial 

diagnostic cases for evaluation. All the cases were 
hypothetical and the experiment required subjects to 

provide verbal reports as they considered each case for 

between 10 and 15 minutes. 

The possibility of studying subject behaviour in a series 

of independent observation sessions is clearly one 

approach of extending the length of experimental run. 
However, the opportunity for this type of observation also 
depends on the type of task to be performed. For example, 
in the studies quoted above [Payne et al, Bouwman and 
Isenberg] subjects were presented with a series of 
independent cases as their decision making task. The 

continuous observation of an evolving decision making 
strategy was not of concern in these particular studies. 
Moreover, the structure of these experimental tasks made 
it feasible to observe subjects at a later period in time 
(though this was not done). However, for this research 

our strategic decision making exercise does not lend 
itself to this type of extended observation. There would 
be a number of difficulties in interpreting subject 
behaviour if our experimental procedure had involved 

subjects 'continuing' the decision making exercise at some 
later point in time. 

One possibility for extending the present research to 

allow a longer period of subject observation would be to 
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observe a subject in a variety of different competitive 

and market conditions. In this research we have chosen to 

focus upon studying a number of different subjects given 

our interest in contrasting the strategies of different 

decision makers. In either case it highlights that the 

use of protocol analysis has generally resulted in 

researchers restricting the sample size of observation 
[Isenberg (1986)]. This reflects both the high cost of 

coding and transcribing protocols and the volume of 
behavioural data that is produced from collecting just a 

small number of protocol transcripts. Inevitably, the 

richness of detail captured from a small sample of verbal 

reports is at the cost of being able to make broad 

generalisations about behaviour. 

In sum, previous uses of protocol analysis f or studying 
decision making behaviour has largely been restricted to 

task domains that have been we 11- structured. Typically, 

these tasks have been viewed as a series of independent 

cases to be performed by a subject. The application of 

protocol analysis to ill-structured tasks where 
information is extensive and often ambiguous and decision 

making is a continuous process is not widely reported in 

the literature [Bouwman, Frishkoff and Frishkoff (1987)). 

In moving in this direction our strategic decision making 

experiment necessarily involves a limited period of 

observation. This problem is not unique to this 

particular application of protocol analysis as a review of 
the previously quoted studies will reveal. However, it 

does nonetheless raise some difficulties about our 
interpretation of subject behaviour in the next three 

chapters. 

Two particular problems raised by the length of run of our 

experiment warrant further comment. First, it limited the 

number of decision periods over which subject behaviour 

could be observed. Second, given the dynamic nature of 
the competitive and market environment in our experimental 

setting, there is the possibility that behaviour patterns 
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would change if the exercise were allowed to continue for 

further periods. 

The limited number of observations highlights two issues. 

First, concern over whether there were a sufficient number 

of decision periods to observe regularities in information 

processing behaviour. Second, the limited range of 

conditions under which behaviour was observed. The first 

issue will ultimately be reflected in our ability to be 

able to identify a limited set of production rules capable 

of simulating a subject's behaviour. While regular 

patterns of behaviour are important for identifying such 

rules, their behavioural validity is not established by 

the statistical significance of their occurrence. The 

second issue has already been commented on above and 

reflects the limitation of the present study in terms of 

observing subject behaviour for a restrictive set of 

market and competitive conditions. 

To some extent these latter issues reflect the almost 
inevitable consequence of the need for the behavioural 

economist to study detailed human information processing 
behaviour. The methodology outlined in the previous 

chapters calls f or a more extensive research programme 
into studying the behaviour of a variety of subjects in a 

range of different task domains. Broad generalisations 

about economic behaviour are unlikely to emerge as a 

consequence of any single study using the research methods 
described in Chapters 2 and 3. However, as behavioural 

research studies are developed and extended then qualified 

generalisations will emerge from describing the variety of 

strategies that characterise behaviour in complex and 

uncertain task domains [Simon (1980)]. 

A second problem raised by the length of our experimental 

run is the possibility that we were unable to observe the 

emergence of complete decision strategies. For example, 

statements in one subject's protocol (described in Chapter 

6) provides evidence of a shift in strategy from reacting 
to the rival f irm to attempting to anticipate competitor 
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moves. This change in strategy occurred towards the end 

of the exercise possibly reflects the subject's increasing 

experience and familiarity with the task. However, the 
inability to observe the operation of this anticipatory 

mechanism on more than one occasion provided insufficient 

detail in the subject's protocol for this aspect of 
behaviour to be modelled in the form of production rules. 

Given the structure of our experimental decision making 
task, there was no natural termination point when the 

observation of subject behaviour should stop. The nature 
of our research method and the practicalities of running 
an experiment of this type required constraining the 

period of observation. In this respect observation in 

this type of behavioural research is always likely to be 
incomplete. It remains to be assessed in the following 

chapters whether our study of individual decision 

processes provides valuable insight into the phenomena 
that were the main purpose for observing behaviour in our 
particular -experimental setting. In sum, our limited 

period of observation is an acknowledged weakness of the 

present research but one that is likely 
. 

to f ace 
researchers who conduct similar experimental research 
focused on studying real world decision making tasks - 
particularly the strategic behaviour of firms. This, 
however, is a characteristic of the type of task domains 

that are the focus of behavioural research in general and 
not just the limitations of our particular approach to 
behavioural research. 

4.6 CONCLUSION 

The behavioural f ocus of our methodology highlights the 
importance of studying actual behaviour. There are 

various ways we could have observed actual decision making 
behaviour for this research. At one extreme we could have 

studied professional managers doing their actual job and 

asked them to 'think aloud' as they made decisions. We 
have rejected this approach for a number of methodological 
and pragmatic reasons discussed in this and the previous 
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chapters. 

Instead we have designed an experimental decision making 
task. Inevitably, our experimental task is a 

simplification of a real business setting, though 

hopefully it captures some essential characteristics of 

strategic pricing and product problems facing many firms 

in practice. Given that we know very little about 

managerial decision making processes [Isenberg (1986)], it 

is inappropriate for an exploratory study to deal with the 
full complexity of a real world decision making task. 

In designing an experimental setting that simplifies 

reality we are also reflecting the particular research 

methods employed in this thesis. The concern with 

studying behaviour at a highly detailed level reflects our 

application of the information processing paradigm to the 

study of behaviour in ill-structured tasks. A laboratory 

environment provides the opportunity for the researcher to 

minimise the effect of poor experimental conditions on 

validating the use of verbal reports. Early behavioural 

research using protocol analysis [see for example 
Clarkson (1962)) demonstrates the difficulties of 
isolating the task f rom its context when observing the 
behaviour of subjects in their real world setting. 

The stylised nature of our experimental setting inevitably 

brings limitations in the way we can observe and study 
behaviour. Two particular problems of the present 

experimental setting are: the nature of the reactive 
behaviour assumed between our subjects and the simulated 
behaviour of the competitor firm; and also the limited 

number of decision periods for which behaviour was 
observed. It is important these problems are highlighted 

for the purpose of interpreting subject behaviour in the 

next three chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4- APPENDIX I 

This Appendix contains the instructions distributed to 
subjects prior to the start of our exercise. A sample set 
of performance data. displayed to subjects at the end of 
each period of decision making is also included at the end 
of this Appendix. 

(a) Subject Instructions: 

A Business Decision Making Exercise 

Introduction 

I am most grateful for you agreeing to. co-operate in this 
computer based decision makin exercise. The exercise 
should take about one hour YR14r time and does not 
require you to have any computer ski ls. All that you are 
required to do is read -this explanatory ýIocument in 
advance of the actual decision making exercise. There 
will also be ap opportunity for you to ask questions before the exercise starts. 
The exercise requires you to make decisions in a hyýothetical business situation. In essence, you are 
as ed to imagine yourself as a manager of Ia 

Eirm f or 
which you are responsible f or making pricing and new 
product decisions where there is uncertainty about future 
market demand. The exercise has not been designed to 
replicate. real#y (indeed, this would be impossible) 
however, it is intended to characterise in a simplif ied 
manner a decision making situation that faces many businesses in a variety of different industries ana 
markets. It is also. important to stress that I am not 
concerned with assessing your individual competence as a decision maker. The exercise has been designed such that 
there is no optimal way to behave and it is not possible 
to do anything silly or wrong! 

The Exercise Procedure 

For this exercise ou will be required to sit in front of 
an JBM coTputer 

Yerminal 
and enter price and product decisions for a number of consecutive decision periods. 

The machine will terminate the exercise at some future 
period and it will record all your decisions for 
subsequent anaýysis. The purpose of this exercise is to 
analyse decision ma)cinq procesýses using methods and techniques from the field or cognitive psychology. 
In addition to observing what decisions you make, I would 
also find it helpful to rind out why. you have decided to 
make a particular decision. To -Mis end, you will be 
provided with a tape recorder for the purpose of recording 
your spoken thoughts. . You will be asked to "think aloud 
as you. are making your decisions. This is possibly the 
most difficult part of the experiment. 
Please do not feel intimidated or inhibited by the 
presence of the tape recorder. You shall be in a room on 
your own and these recordings will be confidential. I-ý is 
most important that you keep. speaking during tNe ecercise, 
even it you are only repeating the messages the computer is printing on the screen. Please trv to relax and 
verbalise your thoughts in as natural a way as possible as 
a good tape recording of your spoken. thoughts. iS probably 
the most valuable outcome of this exercise for my 
research. 
As ou make your decisions f or each period the computer 
wilf simulate the market envirionment and report your financial results. There is one major competitor in the 
market and the outcome of your decisions wi-il also depend 
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upon the decisions made by the competitor firm. The 
decisions of the competitor firm are made at the same time 
as your own decisions and it does not have any additional information that is not available to you. In sum, decisions in this exercise will need to be made on the 
basis of past information and anticipated behaviour of the 
competitor firm and the market environment. 
All the information e ented to you durin( s- C1 I the exercise 
will be displayed on3M com uter screen. Please remember 
to verbalise your thouglipts when interpreting this 
information. Pen, paper and a calculator are also 
provided should you wish to record iTportant items of 
information or conduct any further analysis. The model does, however, pKovide a summa: ry of your results at the 
end of each decision making period and this will allow you 
to compare your relative performance from one period to 
another and with the comDetitor firm. 

During the operation of the exercise, the computer will 
roviae instructions at all stages and there is no need 
or any technical knowledge regarding how to operate the 

computer terminal. Within reason, the exercise has been 
error-checked so that you cannot enter "unexpected" 
responses to questions. However, gi,; ýen thp continuous 
nature of the decision making exercise, it would be 
impractical for me to have the machine check every sin le 
figure that you enter. it is therefore, important Nat 

you enter your answers carefUlly and check them before 
pressing the <Return> key. If you want to change your 
answer to a question and you have not pressed the <Return> 
key,, simply use the. <Del> key to ffo-ve the cursor back and 
overwrite your previous answer. Once you have entered the 
response to a question and pressed the <Return> key, the 
machine only checks for obVious errors, eg a price of 
S1,000 f(5-r-a product that costs E7.50 to produce. 
You will be provided with an. opportunity to have a TEST 
RUN at the start of the exercise. This will allow you to 
gain familiarity with the exercise procedure and this can 

e repeated if you wish. There now follows a description 
of the scenario ýipon which the exercise is based. You 
will also find in the A ýpendix recent performance and 
market data which shoulT be studied carefully before 
starting the exercise. 
The Decision Making Exercise 

As indicated earlier, this decision making exercise is not 
meant to represent aýny particular market environment, but 
has been designed with the intention of characterising a business situation that faces many firms developing 
product/market strategies. It is inevitable that an 
exercise of this type will lack elements of reality. 
Please do not become frustrated with this since it was 
necessarV for me to structure the exercise in a manner 
that will help my subsequent analysis. That said, I have 
attempted to capture what I believe are realistic elements (albeit at a high level of qenerality) of the pricing and 

roduct decisions taken by firms in practice. however, it 
as been necessary to stylise aspects of the exercise so 

that you do not come with apy pre-conceived ideas or ast 
experiences which you believe are relevant to 

this 

particular decision problem. 
Your role, is to assume that you are managing a firm that 
pr9duces and markets a consumer product. There is one 
ma3or competitor in the market, a firm that currently 
produces and markets two products (one of which has been 
recently introduced to the market). The exercise distingVishes between products on the market in terms of 
their mix of two characteristics. It is not essential to 
define what-these characteristics are, but if you find it 
helpful you may,,, for example, refer to them as "reliability" ýLnd attractiveness" of the product. All 
the exercise is trying to do here is to enable the 
marketing of new products which are different with respect 
to their relative mix of the two characteristics compared 
with products already on the market. 
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Consumers I expenditure is inf luence by the mix of the two 
characteristics and thettrice of the product compared with 

e cornpeting products on e market. You do not have an information as to which of the two characteristics thN 
consumers regard as most important. For the rest of this 
document, I shall simply refer to these two 
characteristics as "Characteristic 111 (Cl and "Characteristic 211 C2). The mix of C1 and,, C2 

lor 
any 

roduct shall be( described as its consumption Uchnology". 

You have no information as to the likely behaviour of the 
competitqr firm in the exercise and you can only observe 
past decisions in an attempt to judge the competitor's 
strategy.. It is important to stress that the competitor firm is in an identical position regarding your decision 
making behaviour and does not have access to any 
additional information in helping it make decisions. 

Theogoducts on the market are in the early stages of the 
r uct life cycle' and demand is uncertain. It is" ýEerefore, 

not possible to forecast future dema-nd with any 
accuracy and total market demand in a period can fluctuate 
randomly around any long term trend. In allocating their 
expenditure aroongst competing products on the market, 
consumers examine the following information: 

The relative mix of the characteristics C1 and C2 
for each product. 
The price of each product. 
The information in (i) and (ii) f or all products 
available on the market in any period. - 

In sum uncertainty regarding market demand is with regard 
to botA the level and structure of consumer expenditure in 
any _period. 

Consumers can be assumed to have perfect knowi-edge about all products available on the mar-K-e-f-In 
any period. As such, there is no role for advertising 
expenditure other than that which is implicit in the costs 
of launching new products onto the market. Consumers do 
not have any brand loyalty to particular products. 
For each per. iqd of the exercise you will be required to 
make two decisions: 

(a) Product Decisions 

For each period you will be required to outline your 
strategy regarding the products you wish t. o introduce onto 
the market and also those products you wish to withdraw. 
You can of course leave your product portfolio unchanged if you wish. The 'rules' ol the exercise are fairly 
straightforward: 

The maximum number of. products that can be 
introduced or withdrawn in-a period is two. This 
reflects the entry and exit costs in tM-industry. 
It should also be noted that you cannot withdraw from the market totally i%ýnry -Prffl-od. Each 

roduct has an identifying n le eg. Product No. Y, 
and so on. At the start of the exercise the 

roduct your firm is marketing is identified as 
roduct -Number 2 hile the competitor firm's 

products are 1 Andw 3. As new products are 
introduced onto the market they will be assigned a higher number and the product numbers of those 
products withdrawn will be eliminated from the 
exercise altogether so as to avoid confusion. 
ý11 new products launched must have their 

consumption technology' defined in terms of their 
mix of C1 and C2 - the two characteristics that 
influence consumer demand. For each new product 
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you launch you will be asked to define the 
roduct in terms of so many I units of CI and C2. Rll 

new products launched onto the market must have a. postive amount of each characteristic. For 
convenience you will be asked to define each 

roduct in terms CI and C2 using the scale 0.1 to 
0.0. However ' what is im is not the 

C , Y)ortant 
absolute amounts of C1 an but their relative 
amounts. Finally, a new product must remain on the market f or at least one period before it can be withdrawn. 

In addition to definin 
Cy 

the nature of the product 
the mix of Cl and also determines the cosý 
structure of a product from the pprsDective of the 
firm. The relationship here is simple, since each 
unit of Cl and C2 adds ZO. 50 to the variable cost 
of the product. For example the existing product for your firm (ie. Product YumEer 2) is defined in 
terms of 3.0 units of Cl and 3.0 units of C2 
2iving a variable cost per unit f or Product 2 ot 3.00. This cost structure is identical for the 
competitor firm and you will be reminded of the 
variabl(ý gost of each product at the time you make 
your pricing decisions. 

It is important to stress that consumers are 
repared to buy both expensive pKoducts (ie. high 
evels of C1 and C2) and inexpensive products (ie. 

low levels Of C1 and C2). However, because of 
uncertaintY regarding the level and structure of demand you have no information in the exercise 
about the distributioiý of expenditure amongst 
expensive and inexpensive products or the way this may change in the future. 

(iv) In addition to variable costs, there are also f ixed costs of productioiý associated with each 
product of E750. OD per period. These are incurred 
no matter what the level of demand is for a 
product. There are no problems of holding stocks 
or capacity constraints since production f or an individual product is always set equal to the 
level of demand. 

(v) When making product and ricing decisions for any 
period you will have t? ey opportunity to review 

roduct and market data for the previous period. 
or example when you start the exercise the 

following information will be shown on the screen: 

***MARKET DATA: LAST PERIOD*** 

Prod. No. Cl C2 C. Ratio Price Sales(Rev) 

1 4.00 1.00 0.25 3.20 15300.67 
*2 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.60 19088.08 

3 1.00 5.00 5.00 3.75 15111.25 

The figures above refer to the krevious period and an i di ' d d i d n cates your company s uc s. pro More eta le data 
relating to the state of the market is contained in the 
notes to the exercise. 
Press RETURN to continue. 

Similar information is available at various stages in the exercise. The columns C1 and C2 ref er to 
the number of 'units' of C1 and C2 that defines 
the product and the Price and Sales (Rev) figures 
are in Els. The C. Ratio column represents the 
ratio of units of characteristic 2 to units of 
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characteristic 1 Sie C2/Cl). This information is 
useful for comparing products since the closer the 
ratio for. any two products the more similar they 
are perceived to be by consumers. 

(vi) The launching of new ypoducts and the withdrawal 
of products trom your lirm's product portfolio has 
a financial impact ugon the company. Product 
launch costs are E7 00.00 per product and are treated as capital expenditure for accounting 
pur oses. The I salvage I value of withdrawing a 

roguct is E2500.00. These values are identical ? 
or the competitor firm and 'depreciation' 

charges only affect profitability in the 
steriod when a product is withdrawn. The co s of launching a new product are met out of 'cash 

balances. Investment in new products is still 
possible even if cash balances for the firm are 
negative though this iMplies an increase in the 
long-term liabilities of the firm. 

(b) Pricing Decisions 

After determining your product portfolio decisions for the 
eriod ou will be asked to outline. our pricing strategy 
or eacl product. The computer wiR remind you of the 

price you charged for the product last period (unless it 
is a new product) and also the variable cost per unit of 
the product (as determined by its mix of C1 and-C2). You 
will be asked to confirm the price of each product so as 
to minimise the impact of error. 
The , ce entered will be in EIs. thoq%h you do not need to epnrt3e-r the E symbol. For exc; -ýnple, if you enter 3.50 
the computer will interpret this as E3.50. You will not be allowed to enter zero or negative prices. 
Finally, please remember during decision making to 'think 
aloud' no matter how trivial your thoughts mighl seem. 

Financial Performance and Results 

Af ter completing your product and pricing decision, 
. 
the 

computer will simulate the impact of your actions, given 
the conditions in the market and the decisions taken by 
the competitor firm. It is important to stress that there 
is no objectively correct set of decisions to make during 
each period of the exercise. However, you should note 
that the exercise has been designed to encourage active decision making during the short period of time in which 

ou _participate, 
thereb allowing ipe tq maximise the 

enefit of your help. L 
such, it is quite possible for 

either f irm to dominate the market in apy onq period and this will be reflected in the reported financial results. 
The Appendix to this note contains the "results" of the 
three previous periods, with Period 3 being the most 
recent (ie the last period). When you start the exercise 
t roper the computer will display information relating. to 

his Iliast period", though for thq purpose of the exercise 
your. decision making activity will actually start f rom 
TrPeriod 111. During the test run the model utilises the 
data for Period 3 contained in the Appendix. 
The financial results are relatively straightforward to 
interpret and it is important that you 'think aloud' during your analysis and interpretation. Should you need to do any calcu'lations please use the pen, paper and 
calculator provided. Iý would be useful for you to 'talk 
through' any additional analysis that you carry out. 
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The financial results are broken down into two sections: 
(a) Your firm's results; and 

(b) The competitor firm's results. 

For both your f irm and the competitor you are -provided with a summary of perf ormance f or the period and then a 
report which summarises performance to date. You will not 
be allowed to recall these result screens once you h-ave 
pressed the <Return> key, so please interpret them 
carefully before moving on to the next screen display. 

The results and performance information will also inform 
ou of the products marketed in the period in terms of heir characteristic mix and price. In addition, for the 

competitor firm, you will be informed of any new products 
launched - their characteristic mix and price.. and also 
any products withdrawn from the market in the period. 
The performance information reflects accountin? 
relationships implicit in the exercise but it is no important that you understand these except in ver 
general terms. I shall now briefl expiain the terms thaY LYay 

of the results and will be used in the screen disP 
performance data: 

Sales Revenue: this simply refers to the number of units 
sold for each product multiplied by its price. 

Share of Market Revenue: indicates the market share of 
your firm or EN-e comperitor firm in terms of market 
revenue. It is measured in percentage terms. 

Operating Prof it/Loss: this is calculated by deducting 
Variable and MeM q sts for each product from its sales 
revenue. The cost structure is identical for both firms. 

Total 
- 

Prof it/Loss: this includes both operatin 
rotit/ioss and an adjustment for interest ang 
epreciation. Interest charges/receipýs are 8 per cent of 

the cash balance. Ifý you are carrying a positive cash balance you receive interest, and if you have a cash liability 
_yoiý will pay interest. Depreciation charges 

simply ref-Lect the dEfference between the launch cost of a 
B roduct and its 'salvage' value (ie S5000.00). 

epreciation is set of f against prof it in the period a 
product is withdrawn. 

Return on Capital Employed 
, 

(ROCE) : this ref ers to the 
total proilt or loss for-a-period expressed as a 
percentage of capital employed. For sipplicity, capital 
employed can be referred to as the sum of fixed assets and 
cash assets (or liabilities). 

Cash Balance at End of Period: this depen(ýs upon the 
opening cash Balance; 

_prozif/Ioss 
for the period and any 

new products or product withdrawals. -Negative cash balances are allowed within the exercise (eg because of loss making 
_products 

or excessive investment in new 
products). However, the exercise does allow for the 
possibility of bankruptcy if negative cash balances become 
excessive relative to the asset base of the company. The 
probability of bankruptcy, however, is extremely low. 

Share Price: share price movements are also recorded for 
both companies - The relationship governing share price 
movements is complex (as it would be in practice) and is 
meant to reflect the stock marketlp assessment of the 
relative per. formance of both coqipanies. In sum, phare 
price behaviour can be assumed to reflect a firm's 
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performance with respect to market share, profitability, 
return on capital employed, as well as random fluctuations 
in the stock market. 

it is important to stress that the relationships which 
determine the values for the performance variables 
mentioned above are identical for both your firm and that 
of the competitor. It is not important that you 
understand these relationships in detail býit. you should 
use and interpret the information during decision making. 
The interpretation. of your performance and that of your 
competitor is an important part of the exercise though 
you are not required to pursue a rti-ular objective eg 

opaa, 
c 

maximise prof its. The variety rfer t performance 
variaPles discussed above are clearly not unrelated and 
are incorporqtqd to allow the possibility of multi- 
objective decision making. 
After interpreting the results for a period the exercise 
will then continue to the next period. You should not try 
to make d9cisions with a view to some terminal point in 
the exercise as the computer will. stop the exerci. se at 
some randomly selected tuture riod. It is envisaged 
that each period's decisions wilT take about five minutes 
or so - including the interpretation of the financial 
results. However, please take your time and complete the 
exercise at your own pace. 

Sumnary 

Read this document carefully in advance. Bring the 
document with you to the exercise in ca-se you nqed to 
ref er to it. There will be af ive minute brief ing 
period before the exercise starts to discuss any 
points of clarification. 

2 The computer program explains things as it goes alon 
and ou will have the opportunity to carry out a teN 
run 

More 
you start the exercise proper. You do not 

need any computing experience in order to participate. 
3 Please make sure that the tape recorder is switched on 

at all times and that ou talk aloud during the 
experiment - no matter 

ýow'j 
trivial some of your 

comments may seem to you. This is probably the most important aspect of the exercise. 
4 Please take your time; I have attempted to provide 

certain ýypes of information in a format which should 
not require excessive additional analysis. However, 
it You feel that further analysis of some information 
is necessary, please use the'ýen, paper and calculator 
provided. This analysis hould be deliberate so 
please try to provide an explicit verbal account of 
what you (0. 

5 Thank you. very much for your help. I hope you find 
the exercise Tenjoyable' and I shall inform you at a later date of the outcome of this research. 

Sample Performance Data 

The following is a sample set of performance data as displayed to subjects at the end of each period on the 
computer screen: 
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***cOMPANY RESULTS : PERIOD 7*** 

The following data summarises your trading results 

UNIT SALES OPERATING 
PRODUCT C1 C2 PRICE SALES REVENUE PROFIT 

4 2.0 5. o 3-. 65 18310. 66832.02 1996.52 
12 6.0 3.0 5.00 0. . 00 -750.00 
13 3.0 7.0 5.20 0. . 00 -750.00 

Total sales revenue for period : 66832.02 

Total profit/loss (incl. int. & depcn) for period -6653.04 

Company share of market revenue for period(%) 12.27 

ROCE for period(%): -12.92 

Cash balance of company at end of period 28977.45 

Share price at end of period : . 50 

The following is a summary of performance to date 

MKT SHARE RETURN ON SHARE 
PERIOD REVENUE REVENUE(%) PROFIT CAP. EMP. (%) PRICE 

1 36125.77 60.82 3881.15 7.16 1.46 
2 . 00 . 00 -3361.10 -6.61 . 91 
3 . 00 . 00 620.01 1.20 . 89 
4 199406.50 64.97 8079.60 13.56 1.10 
5 149338.70 37.71 503.20 . 84 . 76 
6 70477.41 12.27 -1947.44 -3.35 . 5o 
7 66832.02 12.27 -6653.04 -12.92 . 50 

Average profit/loss per period 160.34 

Average ROCE per pe riod (%) : -. 02 

***COMPETITOR FIRM RESULTS: PERIOD 7 

The following data summarises the trading results of 
the competitor firm 

SALES 
PRODUCT C1 C2 PRICE REVENUE 

1 4.00 1.00 2.80 215203.40 
3 1.00 5.00 3.30 79920.23 

11 4.00 6.33 5.22 182544.40 

Total sales revenue for the period : 477668.00 

Total profit/loss (incl. int. & deprn. ) for period 41558.05 

Competing firm's share of market revenue for period 87.73 

Competitor ROCE for period(%): 19.64 

Cash balance of competitor at end of period 189109.90 

Competitor share price at end of period : 3.33 

"PRODUCT STRATEGY OF COMPETITOR THIS PERIOD*** 

"Competitor didn't introduce any new products this period. 
**Competitor didn't withdraw any'products this period . 
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The following is a summary of competitor performance 
to date : 

MKT SHARE RETURN ON SHARE 
PERIOD REVENUE REVENUE(%) PROFIT CAP. EMP. (%) PRICE 

1 23274.24 39.18 6409.28 12.06 1.65 
2 168300.00 100.00 19163.66 26.51 2.31 
3 188100.00 100.00 21107.25 22.60 2.61 
4 107493.50 35.03 16065.27 14.67 2.01 
5 246661.30 62.29 20481.55 19.61 2.44 
6 503722.60 87.73 40096.03 23.58 3.10 
7 477668.00 87.73 41558.05 19.64 3.33 

Average profit/loss per period 23554.44 

Average ROCE per period (%): 19.81 
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0-13,1L ingnim Cý 

A GLOBAL MODEL OF SUBJECT BEHAVIOUR IN OUR STRATEGIC 
DECISIUN MAKINU IQCPMRIMKNT- 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The discussion in this chapter reflects two central 
themes. First, to explore more f ully the concepts and 
techniques introduced in earlier chapters - particularly 
the technique of protocol analysis. Second, to outline 
the elements of a behavioural process model of subject 
behaviour for our experimental setting. This will f orm 
the basis for: (i) exploring the differences in behaviour 

between subjects, and (ii) developing a PS simulation 

model that captures the detailed information processing 
behaviour of an individual subject. 

Concurrent verbal protocols typically generate high 

volumes of behavioural data and the researcher is f aced 
with the possibility of analysing information processing 
behaviour at a number of different levels. In this 

chapter we restrict our protocol analysis to what Bouwman 
(1985) has called 'global modelling' . This represents a 
first attempt to examine the structure of the decision 

making processes that characterise the behaviour of our 
subjects. However, in analysing our protocol data at a 
particular level, we face the danger of neglecting the 
insight provided by alternative levels of analysis. For 

example, scanning a protocol transcript for anecdotal 
evidence of decision making activities that cannot be 

reduced to the form of detailed production rules may 
provide a valuable insight into the decision making 
process e. g. a subject's control strategies. We shall 
illustrate this point with examples from our analysis of 
subject S71s protocol later in this chapter. 

The latter point highlights an important feature of 
protocol analysis as a research methodology. The ability 
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to examine patterns and sequences in information 

processing behaviour demands repetition of decision making 

situations [Newell and Simon (1972), Bouwman (1985)]. 

However, repetition does not infer the presence of 
identical states of knowledge characterising the problem 

space over time. Indeed, given the nature of our 

experimental task, it is likely that subject behaviour 

will be observed for states of knowledge that are unique 

over the period of observation. Repetition thus refers to 

the nature of the decision processes that are identified 

as capturing subject behaviour and the circumstances 

under which they are evoked. In sum, production rules are 
based on observing general patterns in information 

processing behaviour and are not created by the 'ad hoc' 

fitting of rules to the facts (states of knowledge). 

Process tracing methods raise a number of problems and 
difficulties for the researcher and in this chapter we 

attempt to present in as clear a manner as possible the 

procedure we have adopted in analysing subject S71s 
behaviour. For example, in identifying the knowledge 

elements and operator codes for S7 we have based our 

analysis upon the nature and structure of the decision 

making task presented to our subjects rather than the 

eiPIs of Newell and Simon's theory of human problem 

solving. This is valid given the premise that the task 
itself is viewed as the major determinant of observed 
behaviour [Newell and Simon (1972)]. Given the lack of 

comparable studies reported in the economics literature, 

we have developed the detailed aspects of our approach 

around the original work of Newell and Simon (1972) and 
also the research of Bouwman [see for example Bouwman 
(1983)3. 

In the next section we present a task analysis of our 
strategic decision making exercise. The purpose of this 
is to provide direction for our subsequent protocol 

analysis. It will generate, in broad terms, hypotheses 

regarding the knowledge elements and decision making 
processes (i. e. operators) that characterised our 
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subjects' decision making behaviour [Bouwman, Frishkoff 

and Frishkoff (1987)]. An obvious basis for our task 

analysis is the normative and descriptive models of the 

strategic decision making process that can be found in the 
business policy and corporate strategy literatures. 

In the following section we present a detailed discussion 

of subject S7's behaviour in terms of the general 

characteristics of his pricing and product strategies. 
We then specify the problem space for S7 and present a 

global PS model of his strategic decision making process. 
We also illustrate the construction and use of problem 
behaviour graphs (PBG). 

Finally, we conclude the discussion of this chapter by 

considering some of the other significant findings that 

are revealed in our subject's protocol but which are not 
incorporated in our global model. This discussion 

emphasises the usefulness and limitations of protocol 

analysis as a methodology for studying various aspects of 
human decision processes. We also suggest a number of 
directions for further research. 

5.2 THE DECISION MAKING EXERCISE: A TASK ANALYSIS 

Newell and Simon's theory of human problem solving 

emphasises that both the structure of the task environment 
and the information processing characteristics of a 
subject determine problem solving behaviour. This is 

highlighted by the distinction between the concepts of a 
task environment and a problem space. Problem solving 
behaviour is viewed as a path through the problem space - 
the subject's internal representation of a particular task 

environment. It is to be expected that different 

subjects faced with the same external task environment 
will exhibit a common perspective with regards the 
demands of a particular task. This will be reflected in 

the way subjects represent the task environment internally 

in their perceived problem space. For example, the 

emergence of common knowledge elements and similar problem 
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space operators. 

Before analysing a subject's protocol the researcher needs 
to identify basic reference points regarding the nature of 
the knowledge structures and decision making processes 
that characterise a particular task domain. A useful 

preliminary to conducting protocol analysis is to present 

a task analysis of the experimental setting. Bouwman 

(1978) provides a good example of a task analysis for a 
financial diagnostic decision making exercise. The task 

analysis should assist the researcher in recognising 

patterns in human behaviour that are meaningful in terms 

of the general structure of the task that is being 

performed and the particular research objectives of a 

study. 

A variety of empirical and theoretical studies in the 
business policy and corporate strategy literatures provide 

us with a basis f or conducting a task analysis of our 

strategic decision making exercise. We shall not review 
this literature in any detail here. However, the 

normative and prescriptive models of the strategic 
decision making process developed in the literature have a 

number of common elements. For example, the early work of 
Pounds (1969) distinguished between two types of 
information processing activity in business decision 

making: problem f inding and problem solving. A similar 
distinction is made between elements of the strategic 
decision making process in more recent literature; see for 

example, Mintzberg et al (1976), Harrison (1981), 

Leontiades (1982) and Johnson and Scholes (1987). 

A widely used conceptual model in the business policy 
literature views the strategic decision making process in 

terms of the activities of: strategic analysis; strategic 
choice and strategic implementation. The latter two 

elements correspond to problem solving activities, while 
strategic analysis highlights the role of problem finding 

as a management activity. Good examples of the 
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exposition of this model of corporate strategy can be 

found in Hofer and Schendel (1978) and Johnson and Scholes 
(1987). 

This model of the strategic decision making process 

provides a useful framework for studying the decision 

making behaviour of subjects in our experimental setting. 
We can expect that knowledge structures and information 

processing operators that characterise the above 

activities should emerge in general terms from analysing 
the protocol data of a subject. This will provide the 
basis for defining our subject's problem space. Of 

course, in practice it is not always possible to 

distinguish between these elements of the strategic 
decision making process for the purpose of describing and 

analysing the behaviour of a firm. Similarly, in coding 
the protocol data of our subjects we can expect to observe 
'jumps' in the application of particular problem space 

operators. As we shall discuss in chapter 7, it may be 

very difficult for the analyst to account fully for the 

sequencing and application of operators. 

In the management literature strategic analysis is largely 

viewed as being concerned with gaining an understanding of 
the strategic position of a firm in relation to its goals, 
resources and the environment (e. g. competition and market 
demand). This process clearly involves collecting and 

analysing information and developing an awareness of 
potential problems that require diagnosis. Finally, an 
important aspect of strategic analysis will be the 

emergence and specification of strategic goals. 

Strategic choice and strategic implementation essentially 
correspond to the problem solving activities of the 

strategic decision making process. Strategic 
implementation is not a problematic issue in our 
experimental task. We did not structure our decision 

making exercise to capture the difficult aspects of 
putting strategy into practice. In reality, many of these 

problems arise from the organisational constraints that 
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f ace companies and since the purpose of this decision 

making exercise was to f ocus upon individual decision 

making behaviour we shall not discuss the implementation 

aspects of strategy any further. 

Strategic choice can be interpreted as the activities of 
identifying, evaluating and selecting strategies in 

response to the goals and problems identified from 

conducting a strategic analysis. The design and structure 

of our experiment had the effect of limiting the role of 

strategic choice by constraining our subjects to making 

pricing and product decisions. However, subjects were 

still faced with a variety of possible price and product 

strategies they could pursue. Chapter 6 examines in more 
detail the different generic strategies developed by our 

subjects. 

The discussion above provides us with a very general 
framework for studying and modelling the strategic 
decision making process. We have also gained insight into 

what might be considered the elements of a procedurally 

rational model of subject behaviour for our experimental 

exercise. As it stands, the generality of this 
framework does not allow us to assess its feasibility or 

completeness for studying and modelling the decision 

making processes that characterise the behaviour of our 

subjects. We need to be able to operationalise this 

aggregated model in terms of more detailed information 

processing operators that reflected our particular 

experimental task. However, these operators cannot be 

specified a priori and must be the result of protocol 
analysis rather than its input. 

Task analysis also provides a reference framework for the 

coding schema to be used when analysing verbal protocols. 
This is a problematic aspect of protocol analysis and has 

resulted in critics arguing that coding is I ad hoc I and 
subjective [see for example, Svenson (1979)]. One 

possibility for overcoming this difficulty might be to 
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link the set of codes used f or analysing a protocol to 

Newell and Simon's elementary information processes 
(eip's). A theoretical underpinning for protocol analysis 

can be found in human information processing theory and 

eip codes appear a natural coding scheme when analysing 

protocols [Anderson (1984)]. 

one limitation of using eip's as a basis for coding 

protocols is that different research objectives may demand 

the use of different sets of codes [Bouwman (1984)]. it 

is important to stress that information processing 
behaviour can be described at a number of different 

levels. At a theoretical level all behaviour (from an 
IPS perspective) can be represented in terms of a basic 

set of eip's. However, this may not be an appropriate 
level for capturing the problematic aspects of information 

processing behaviour for a particular task. In sum, the 

coding scheme adopted by a researcher is a ma3or 
determinant of the type of insight a protocol analysis 

will reveal about the decision making processes used by 

subjects for a particular task. 

Bouwman, Frishkoff and Frishkoff (1987) present an 

alternative approach to protocol coding that is based on 
the task analysis of the experimental setting in which 
behaviour is to be observed. The nature of the decision 

making processes identified in the task analysis provides 

a useful basis for identifying problem space operators. 
Of course, different sets of codes (to the extent they can 
be identified in the protocol) simply provide a different 

view of the same decision making process. However, the 

prime concern of the researcher is to specif ya set of 
codes that focus on those aspects of the decision making 
Process that are central to the research objectives. For 

example, in this research we are particularly concerned 
with identifying operators that allow the study of 
different decision making strategies used by our various 
subjects. 

In coding the protocol for subject S7 we identify a set of 
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operator codes that reflect the discussion above about the 

nature of the strategic decision making process. However, 

our previous discussion emphasises that decision making 
can be viewed as taking place not just in one problem 

space but in a hierarchy of problem spaces - the lower 

order spaces representing information processes that more 
closely correspond to the elementary information processes 
(eip's) discussed in Chapter 3. These eip's in turn form 

the basis for defining more macroscopic operators. Too 
high a level of aggregation is likely to be problematic 
for the purpose of developing behavioural process models 
ie. the process 'disappears'. However, protocol 
analysis that is too disaggregated also has its problems. 
There is the danger of detailing sub-processes that are 
not problematic f or the subject and as such do not add 
anything to the description of the subject's behaviour. 

Similarly, the application of a particular operator could 
have significance beyond some local aspect of a subject's 
behaviour and 

_may 
require a higher level of aggregation 

for the purpose of studying a subject's decision making 
strategy (which of course, is the interest of our study). 

In defining the operators for subject S7 our main purpose 
was to be able to identify the repetitive occurrence of 
particular decision processes in the subject's protocol 
and broadly determine their input and output elements. As 

we shall demonstrate, this does not imply that a single 
information process is associated with a particular 
operator; indeed, the operational specification of an 
operator for PS modelling purposes may require a set of 
production rules for representing sub-processes. These 

sub-processes refer to lower order Problem spaces for S7 

which we were unable to specify from the protocol data 
that was available. 

For the purpose of developing a PS simulation model we 
require a hierarchy of production rules that define each 
of the global operators described below. These rules 
also give behavioural content to our subject Is decision 
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making strategies. However, these low level rules are not 
always easily inferred from the protocol directly, hence 

the need f or repeatedly being able to observe behaviour. 

of course, their mispecification is the reason why we may 
observe differences between the PS trace and the actual 
behaviour of our subject. In generating a high density of 
process data, protocol analysis is typically concerned 
with the detailed observation of behaviour from a small 
sample of data. More aggregated methods of observation 
emphasise the use of large samples of data. This 
highlights the ethological nature of protocol analysis and 
contrasts with the more statistically orientated 
approaches to the study of human decision processes e. g. 
behavioural decision theory. 

5.3 AN OVERVIEW OF SUBJECT S7' s DECISION MAKING 

In this chapter we focus upon analysing the protocol 
transcript of a single subject - S7. In coding the 

protocol data for the subject we have adopted a level of 

aggregation that allows us to relate his decision making 

strategies to the elements of the strategic decision 

making process that were briefly described in our task 

analysis. The main purpose for doing this is to 
facilitate the comparison between the strategies of 
different subjects in the next chapter. 

S7 was a good example of a subject who provided a detailed 

and comprehensive protocol of his decision making 
behaviour. For this reason much of the remaining 
discussion in this thesis will focus upon S7's behaviour. 

In this section we examine the nature of S7's pricing and 
product strategies. This discussion will rationalise the 

approach we have adopted to defining the knowledge 

elements and operators that specify S7's problem space. 

The full protocol transcript for S7 is contained in 

Appendix I to this chapter - It is recommended that the 

reader review the protocol before continuing with the 
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behavioural data contained in the protocol and the 

constraint of space, we are not able to present af ull 

analysis of the whole protocol in this chapter. 

Subject S7 was a senior member of academic staff at 
Sheffield Business School (UK) and had previously spent 

over ten years in industry. His previous management 

position had been as a general manager for UK 

manuf acturing company. The subject also had extensive 

consultancy experience and regularly advised both medium 

sized public companies and small local firms on issues of 

marketing and corporate strategy. As we shall see in the 

next chapter, S7 performed relatively successfully in the 

development and implementation of his pricing and product 

strategies during the experiment. Appendix I also 

contains a brief summary of the trading and performance 

results for S7 and the competitor firm for the seven 
decision periods over which his behaviour was observed. 

In developing a behavioural process model for S7 we follow 

a number of steps. Each step involves a different 

representation of the information processing behaviour of 
the subject. The sequence is as follows: (i) the audio 
tape; (ii) the lexical representation (usually in the form 

of thought units or topic statements) ; (iii) the problem 

space representation; (iv) the problem behaviour graph; 
(v) the production system model, and (vi) the production 

system trace. Protocol coding is an iterative process 

and definitions for the operator codes we have developed 

below are the result of a number of 'runs' through S71s 

protocol. clearly, as the methodology of protocol 

analysis outside the cognitive domain develops, coding 

reliability and consistency as well as the efficiency of 
the coding process will be improved. Computer packages 
that can mechanically apply grammatical and linguistic 

rules to protocol transcripts are likely to be available 
in the longer term for this type of research. 

In an attempt to increase the objectivity of our protocol 
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analysis in this experiment we have used a second coder 

who independently coded the protocol of subject S7. This 

second coder was not, however, used to assist in the 

analysis of the protocols of other subjects whose 
behaviour we examine in Chapter 6. The use of an 

additional coder was particularly valuable for validating 
the reasonableness of our interpretation of S7's 

behaviour. Clearly, we could not expect our second 

coder to follow the long and iterative process we adopted 
in analysing the protocol. However, an important 

contribution of the additional coder was in helping to 

clarify any ambiguities in code definitions and also 

confirming the level at which information processing 

operators were to be defined. 

The topic representation of S71s protocol is contained in 

Appendix I. This breaks down the transcribed protocol 
into 'thought units' that represent the subject dealing 

with a single action or a single piece of information. 

This is the first important step in putting structure to 

our subject's decision making behaviour and provides us 

with the basic units of analysis for developing the 

problem space of the subject. We reference these topic 

statements below in describing various aspects of S71s 
behaviour. 

It should be noted that while each topic statement in S71s 

protocol has been assigned an operator code, the protocol 

extracts below illustrate examples of ambiguities and 
borderline cases in the coding of topic statements. In 
these instances topic statements do not neatly satisfy our 
definitions of the various operators described in the next 
section. Moreover, a number of topic statements 
provide only a limited insight into how we might specify a 
particular problem space operator for inclusion in our PS 

model. However, in deliberately assigning an operator 
code to each topic statement we are emphasising the 
importance of the researcher studying the full protocol. 
Ignoring topic statements that are not typical examples of 
information processing activities could reduce the 
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researcher's access to the decision making processes and 

strategies used by a subject in a particular task. 

Equally, it would be misleading to suggest that the 

researcher can expect to f ind topic statements falling 

into neatly def ined classes of operator codes. However, 

the refinement and fine-tuning of operator codes that 

result from a detailed protocol study should increase 

the consistency with which topic statements can be 

classified. 

(i) Subject S7's Behaviour: General overview 

Subject S71s decision making behaviour was observed for 

f or seven periods of our experimental simulation. Early 

statements by S7 suggest that he perceived the task as 
being ill-structured and this appears to be reflected in 

the rather tentative strategies he pursued in the f irst 

few periods. It also suggests that the presence of 

uncertainty had an impact upon S71s reasoning and control 

strategies as well as his specific decisions. This can be 

seen from the following extracts of S7's protocol: 

PERIOD 1 Topic Line 4 

So very high uncertainty ... at this. stage of the 
exercise ... there are a Iot of strategic questions at 
the moment that I clearly don't know the answer to ... 

ToDic Lines 10 - 12 
Egally? I dqnIt want to get into a war or any 
o her aggressive strategy early on... IlUhlicnek I will tena 
to go for a. policy. of collaboration rather than an all- 
out aggressive policy ... thou? h I realise I may have to 
chan e maybe as a result o his action ... or as a 
resuYt of the total size of the market and its 
elasticity 

The above extracts indicate S71s strategies were non- 

aggressive and exploratory in the early periods of the 

exercise. In contrast, by Periods 5 and 6 of the 

exercise S7 demonstrates greater knowledge of important 

market relationships and rival's strategy. This is 

reflected in the way S7 becomes more aggressive and 
directs his strategy towards pursuing well defined goals, 

notably increasing market share. The following extracts 
illustrate this point: 
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PERIOD 4 Topic Lines 180; 184 - 185 

That is be? inning to tell me something about the market 
here that here seems to be this pincer effect ... This 
pinceV ef f ect seems to ref er to the c-ratios in this 
exercise and the absolute levels of the characteristics 
ma not he asimportant... this was hinted in the case 
noYes ... but I ve not exploited this so f ar. A slight 
change in strategy then ... I'll focus upon c-ratios 
more directly. 

PERIOD 5 Topic Line 238 

... well I've got the market share I wanted, that's all 
right ... exaptl what I expected. I think I'm reading 
th& signals righY ... 

There are other examples in S7 Is protocol to illustrate 

this point but all we wish to stress is that the exercise 

appears to have captured an important aspect of strategic 
behaviour - the subject attempting to cope with complexity 

and uncertainty. The significance of this can be found in 

reviewing the full protocol with there being clear 

evidence of the subject developing an incremental strategy 
(ie. adaptive behaviour). For example, in Period 5 the 

subject states: 

PERIOD 5 Topic Line 220 

.... while my, strategy appears to be a bit 
incremental ... but there has been a clear policy that has 
emerged very easily ... that is market share capturing and 
pricing penetration policy. 

The above comments by S7 also suggest the possible 

emergence of unintended strategies with a shift from the 

non-aggressive stance that characterised behaviour in 

early periods of the exercise to a highly competitive 

pricing strategy in later periods. For example, in Period 
4 S7 notes: 

PERIOD 4 Topic Line 214 

What has the competitor done? ... Yes, just as I 
thought. a Vicin war on our hands. In a sense I've 
walked iýýo 

JIS 7 
should not have shaded my 

h. 
prices up 

at the same time I expected him to shade is prices 
down. 

From S71s protocol it is quite possible to identify in 

broad terms the nature of pricing and product strategies 

used by the subject. It is useful to describe these 
before presenting S7's problem space and global PS model 
in the next section. The reader may also f ind that the 
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discussion in Chapter 4 of the rival firm's decision 

making module provides a useful base for interpreting the 

strategies followed by our subject. There is evidence of 
the subject and the competitor firm following similar 

strategies. 

(ii) Subject S7's Procluct Strategy 

(a) Product Withdrawal 

S7 had a well defined and straightforward product 

withdrawal strategy. This was stated and summarised at 

various stages in the protocol. The following extract is a 

particularly clear exposition: 

PERIOD 2 Topic Lines 79 - 82 

I am not withdraw any . products at this sta e 
. at 

0500! rThetroe is little point and they are woNh 
týAt for market research ... ... so there may be a 
case for keeping products alive indefinitely .. although there is some money to be had back by releasing 
them. However, II ve not got a cash f low problem so my 
overall strategy is not to kill products at all. 

Unlike the competitor firm (and other subjects), S7 did 

not assess the performance of individual products for the 

purpose of deciding whether to withdraw them or keep them 
in his product portfolio. Once a product had been 

introduced it was kept in the portfolio and would only be 

withdrawn (or so it appears) if it had zero product sales 

or the subject was facing a casb/liquidity crisis. In 

brief, a product was always seen as having market research 

value. 

(b) Product Introduction 

S7 launched f our new products during the course of the 

exercise and the subject's protocol reveals quite 
transparent trigger mechanisms that stimulated the 
introduction of new products. Two key mechanisms appear 
to have been: 

the existence of significant gaps in the market 
the presence of successful competitor products 

Both of these criteria can be viewed as being reasonable 
in the context of the design of our experiment. It will 
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be recalled from Chapter 4 that similar criteria were used 

to model the new product strategy of the competitor firm. 

Examples of both these mechanisms being applied are quite 

explicit in S71s protocol. For example, the "market gap" 

criterion was applied in Period 1: 

PERIOD 1 Topic Lines 13 - 14 

and I will try to avoid getting too. close to his 
pi; Aucts which will be seen as an aggressive action ... and ... I will explore other areas of the market the 
competitor is not in ... ... and I think that will 
be my opening strategy. 

The "successful competitor product" criterion was applied 
in Periods 4 and 7 and an extract from the protocol 
illustrates the subject's reasoning: 

PERIOD 4 TolDic Lines 221 - 223 

Product 3 ... which is occuýying the top end of the 
market ... it's doing OK. I. ve got two options here: 

i) I can try and do more pincer movements on him or 
ii) I can go to the extreme and go "under" him at one 

or other en of the market. I can either come in under 
Product 1 at less than . 25 or I can come in over Product 
3 with the 5 c-ratio. 

As with the modelling of the competitor f irm., the "market 

gap" strategy was essentially a non-aggressive strategy 

which was only applied by the subject early in the 

exercise. This strategy can be interpreted as 

representing attempts by the subject to identify niches in 

the market. In contrast, the launching of new products in 

later periods ref lected a more aggressive strategy to 

acquire market share and ultimately dominate the market. 
This was reflected by the focus upon the nature of 

competing products marketed by the rival firm. 

It is reasonably clear 
identified successful 

ref erence is made to a 

and this appears to be 

new products in Periods 

market share criterion 

competing products 

potential market segmc 

product, ie. they were 

in the protocol how the subject 

competitor products. Explicit 

competing product's market share 
the basis upon which S7 launched 

2 and 7. In Period 4 the product 

was used again except that two 

were identified as indicating 

ýnts in which to launch a new 

perceived to have similar market 
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shares. A second criterion was then applied by the 

subject which compared the price mark-up of the two 

competing products. The product with the highest margin 

was used to identify the market segment in which to launch 

a new product as this would increase the likelihood of the 

new product being profitable. 

Equally important in studying S7 Is product strategy is 

analysing the protocol when no new products were launched. 

In particular, it appears the subject viewed the impact of 
pricing and product decisions as being interdependent for 

the purpose of developing an overall strategy. In this 

respect, S7 Is strategy was more sophisticated than that 

modelled for the competitor firm. The following extracts 
from S71s protocol for Periods 2 and 3 provide good 
examples of the type of factors we need to take into 

consideration when defining the operator codes to model 
the subject's product strategy: 

PERIOD 2 Topic Lines 100 - 101 

but Product 4, expen i duct, has sold sive pro 
n; ýýing is that 

mlecause 
of price or has my 

competitoý*done something there? 

PERIOD 2 Topic Lines 107 - 108; 111 - 113 

Right ... OK ... my competitor hasn't launched any 
ný, ý*products 

... that's interestin%u .. what is hitting 
me is entirely price related ... 

ý his Product 3 is 
doing very nice ly Yes,, I've reversed m ition 
completely, and yý; t all ve done ... weff 

ýO. s 
I've 

introduced the new product ... but essentially all I've 
done is change price. 

PERIOD 3 Topic Lines 119; 122 - 123 

, and I increasingly feel price is probably 
eýý ything in the market ... I'm not going to introduce 
any new products ... since my competitor isn't ... 

These extracts highlight the subject considering some 
broader issues in determining whether to launch a new 
product. For example, in the latter extract, the fact 

that the competitor had a successful product on the market 
was not sufficient to activate the launch of a new 
product. The subject perceived pricing strategy to be 

more important in this particular set of circumstances. 
other significant facts regularly noted by the subject in 
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his protocol that appear to have determined his product 
decisions were: 

(a) the changing significance of price sensitivity in 
the market 

(b) the existence of an unsuccessful product already 
competing with a successful product of the 
competitor 

(c) 4n unsuccessful product . 
(in terms of sales) had 

just been increased in price 
(d) the competitor firm not launching any new products 

A final aspect of S71s new product strategy was the 

assignment of c-ratio values to a new product. The choice 

of c-ratio appeared to reflect two factors. First, the 

subject considering how competitive the new product should 
be in relation to the "nearest" competitor product on the 

market. We have noted above that the c-ratio of the 

subject's new products became closer to those of the 

target product as the exercise progressed and reflected 
the increased aggressiveness of the subject. A second 

consideration was whether a new product was to be a "high 

value"; "mid-value" or "low value" product. This appeared 
to have significance in the early periods of the exercise 

and is clearly associated with 'market gap' type product 

strategies ie. a portfolio or niche perspective of product 

strategy. 

Initially, the subject attempted to explore the relative 
success of high margin products for improving 

profitability and also for the purpose of developing a 
balanced portfolio. For example: 

PERIOD 1 Topic Line 17 

I think ... I'm n to try a tpp end of the market 
product ... a rela? 

lilýe 
Y high valued product ... compared ýqith my existing prodF 

However, as the exercise developed and the number of 
products on the market increased S7's perception of the 
importance of absolute amounts of C1 and C2 in defining a 
new product diminished. This also appears to reflect the 

recognition by S7 of the difficulties associated with 
assessing market demand. It also highlighted the growing 
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significance of price competition for S7's strategy in the 
later stages of the exercise. For example, in Periods 4 

and 7 it was the relative value of the c-ratio that 
dominated S7's choice of C1 and C2 when defining new 

products: 

PERIOD 7 Topic Lines 291-292 

: 
ýroduct with a ratio of I'll hit the competitor with a new 

under . 25 so I'll go in with 5 ... ... an extra unit 
of C1 characteristic ... to va lower ratio ... ... He 
might go under me ... no he Tionel 

t do that ... there is no 
reason to ... if anything he will go higher if he 
introduces a new product. 

These extracts appear to emphasise S7 Is recognition that 

successfully locating a product in a market niche requires 

relatively few products on the market ie. greater 

opportunity for identifying market gaps. As the number of 

products on the market increased, S7 moved towards more 

aggressive pricing and product strategies ie. product 
differentiation in terms of characteristic mix becomes a 
difficult strategy to implement successfully. The 

appropriateness of these different strategies reflected 
the changing market conditions in our experimental 

simulation. 

(Iii) Subject S71s Pricing Strategy 

The details of S71 s pricing strategy are less transparent 

from the protocol than his new product strategy. To 
identify the nature of S7's pricing operators it was 

necessary to carefully study both the protocol and the 

actual pricing decisions made by the subject. However, 

taking the protocol as a whole, it can be seen that 

certain knowledge elements in S7's problem space are 

regularly the focus of attention when determining product 

prices. once again we shall illustrate this with extracts 
from the protocol. The most important variables appear to 

have been: 

(a) Product Cost: There are numerous examples in the 

protocol where the subject makes explicit reference to the 

variable cost of a product when determining its price for 

the period. For example: 
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PERIOD 1 Topic Lines 32 - 33 

Variable cost for Product 4 is E6 ... it is a high value 
product ... and, therefore, it may stand a high mark-up. 

PERIOD 7 Topic Lines 300 - 302 

Product 8 ... variable cost E3.50 ... price last was 
... Z3.60 ... I'll sell at F. 3.55. 

These comments suggest the use cost based pricing 

strategies by S7. However, the protocol extracts also 
indicate that these rules may not be straightforward. For 

example, the extract in Period 1 shows that the subject is 

employing some concept of 'product value' to indicate a 
level of price mark-up for a product. 

(b) Product Sales Last Period: S7 closely monitored the 

performance of each product in terms of its market share 
in the previous period. Given the subject's policy of not 

withdrawing products, except in the event of a cash or 
liquidity crisis, there are numerous illustrations of 

price increase/decrease/hold decisions that appear to 
directly reflect a product's previous sales performance. 
For example: 

PERIOD 1 Topic Lines 26 - 28 

Variable cost for my product was E3 and the mark-up was 60p ... good sales on that .. I. want to be cautious ... in fact, to avoid complicatin issues I'm going to keep 
my price where it is ... E3. 

ff 

PERIOD 3 Topic Lines 131 - 133 

Product 4 at E6.70. did disastrously ... let me ... ! ýY 
com etitor's dropping his price ... I'm. going to pul- 
that down to F-6.49. 

(c) overall Pricing Strategy: On a number of occasions 
the subject made an overall statement of pricing strategy. 
This was then translated into price decisions for each 
individual product in his portfolio. Moreover, even where 
the subject does not make an explicit statement of general 
strategy, other comments and decisions imply S7 was 
following an overall pricing strategy. For example: 
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PERIOD 4 

but there is a 
Tý; r*e is only one way 
is qVite clear ... but it : will qlýow me 
aggressive ricing is 
right into 

this 
... 

Topic Lines 215 - 216 

lot of sensitivi. ty to price ... , an go this perioc my. strate I C, ?y Lt won't do much for protitabili y to capture market share. So ... the only way out given I've walked 

PERIOD 7 Topic Lines 289 - 290 

I'm go; ng to keep all prices exactly where they are.... 
II ve little room to drop them. I will drop, them if I 
can ... I1 11 go f or the throat and shade them down a 
little further. 

To some extent the statement of an overall pricing 

strategy appears to reflect the broad strategic goals of 
the subject in terms of the relative importance of 
increasing market share and profitability. For example, 
in Period 4 the subject's strategy is focused upon 
increasing profitability and this is reflected in his 

attempt to increase prices on all his successful products 

marketed in the previous period. similarly, in Period 7, 

as the extract above illustrates, the overall objective is 

to increase market share and despite a number of products 

achieving high market share in Period 6, the general 

strategy is to reduce prices. 

(d) Competitor Pricing/Mark-Up Norm: A final significant 

variable that impacted upon S71s pricing decisions was the 

relative level of prices in the market. S7 quickly 

established the importance of price sensitivity in the 

exercise when there were a number of products on the 

market. It it is also clear from his protocol that S7 

closely monitored the competitor firm's pricing strategy. 
For example: 

PERIOD I Topic Line 35 - 36 

that Vill cover my costs ... yes, that doesn't seem 
t8; 'expensive in relation to products on the market last 
period ... that is probably under-pricing. 

PERIOD 4 Topic Lines 178 - 179 

His Product 7 is obviously squeezed ... because his 
priciýi is by no means more outrageous there ... in 

act 
NIS low there ... but because I'm s with . queezing 
I 

Product 2 and Product 4 ... at a low price ... he is 
doing badly. 
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The importance of relative product pricing in this 
decision making exercise was emphasised in the last 

chapter. As the number of products on the market 
increased very keen pricing strategies would be required 
to successfully capture market share. S7 was particularly 

aggressive and his pricing strategy was a major factor in 

the emergence of very low margins for both the competitor 
firm and the subject towards the end of the experimental 

run. 

Price margins were not the sole determinant of market 

share in this exercise. Differentiated products could 

profitably survive in the market providing price 

competition was not too aggressive and products were 

significantly different in terms of the C2/C1 ratio. 
However, S7's pricing strategy in Periods 5,6 and 7 

created wide differences in price between his products and 
those of the competitor firm. This eliminated any impact 

of shifting demand for the two product characteristics (Cl 

and C2) in determining market share. only in Period 4 did 

the subject abandon his aggressive pricing policy and 

price his products marginally above those of the 

competitor firm in an attempt to increase profitability. 
However, at the beginning of Period 5, the subject 

comments: 

PERIOD 5 ToT)ic Line 220 - 221 

whilst my strategy appears to be a bit incremental 
but there has been a clear policy that has emerged 

veiVy. easily ... this is a market share capturing and 
ricingsýenetration policy. In a sense deviating from 
his la period was a mistake ... I should have stayed 

where I was ... I guess. 

This statement is a reflection of the harshness of the 

market environment simulated in our experiment. A 

scenario of similar products and aggressive pricing 
limited the scope for both the rival and the subject to 
locate products in 'secure' market niches. In these 

circumstances product differentiation was a difficult 

strategy to implement successfully. However, this 

scenario did not emerge for all the subjects. There are 

examples of both the competitor firm and individual 
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subjects marketing successful products located in 'large 

gaps' in the market. 

One consequence of the aggressive product and pricing 

strategies developed by subject S7 was that the 

competitor firm became a "follower" rather than a 
"leader" in the market. This resulted in S7 being highly 

successful in Periods 5,6 and 7. In sum, it paid for S7 

to be aggressive providing he was more aggressive than the 

competitor firm. As was noted in the previous chapter, 
this suggests the emergence of characteristics similar to 

the Prisoner's Dilemma gaming situation in our 

experimental setting. 

5.4 PROBLEM SPACE AND GLOBAL PS MODEL FOR SUBJECT S7 

in this section we consider a more formalised 

representation of S7 Is inf ormation processing behaviour. 

We illustrate the stages of protocol analysis concerned 

with problem space definition and the use of Problem 

Behaviour Graphs (PBG). Finally, we shall develop a 

global PS model for S7. 

(i) Problem Space for S7: 

An important element of Newell and Simon's human 

information processing theory is that decision making 
takes place in a problem space. A problem space is 

defined as the subject's internal representation of a 
decision making task. The particular problem space used by 

a subject determines entirely what information is 

available and how it is to be processed during decision 

making (via the operators). Problem solving can thus be 

viewed as the search path followed by a subject through 

their perceived problem space as they 'move' from one 
knowledge state to another. 

It is not possible to prove that actual decision making 
takes place in a particular problem space. However, 

Newell and Simon argue that the existence of a problem 

space is the major invariant of problem solving behaviour 
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that holds across tasks and subjects. This perspective is 

fundamental to our research method. If we can define an 
individual's problem space for a particular task it is 

also possible to model a subject's decision making 

processes within a production system framework. 

The previous argument emphasises that the ill-defined 

nature of our decision making exercise does not mean that 

subject behaviour cannot be modelled. In the previous 

section we described S71s behaviour and observed a 
structure to his information processing activities while 

performing our experimental task. In fact it was the very 

ability of S7 to work within a perceived problem space 
that had a high correlation with the actual requirements 

of the task (in some objective sense) and that enabled S7 

to perform relatively successfully vis a vis the 

competitor firm. This, of course, is the very essence of 
human expertise. If the subject had been unable to place 
a structure on the task we would have observed random 
behaviour and this would have prevented our use of human 
information processing theory as a modelling framework. 

An important purpose of protocol analysis is to reveal a 
structure to a subject's verbal statements for the purpose 

of allowing the researcher to identify knowledge elements 

and operators that represent a subject's problem space. 

Figure 5.1 summarlses the problem space defined for S7. 
It was developed from analysing the full protocol 
contained in Appendix I. Following Newell and Simon we 
have adopted a notation known as Backus Normal Form (BNF) 

to present the problem space in a formal manner. BNF is 

a useful form of meta-notation for describing grammars of 
programming languages and allows a fairly straightforward 
representation of information about various classes of 
symbol expressions. We classify expressions by enclosing 
them in angular brackets I'< >11 - e. g. <letters>, where 
the identifier in the angular brackets is the name of the 

class. New identifiers can be assigned to classes of 
expression by using the assignment symbol ":: = 11 - e. g. 
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<small numbers> :: = <digit><digit>, where the class 
"small numbers" contains all expressions with two digits. 

Classes can also be defined that are arbitrary 
disjunctions by using the symbol '1/11 and which can be 
interpreted as meaning OR. For example, if we redefined 
the class of "small numbers" as: 

<small numbers> :: = <digit>/<digit><digit> 

We now have "small numbers" as referring to the class of 
expressions consisting of one or two digits. Finally, it 
is important to note that recursive definition can be 

admitted, thereby providing the system with capabilities 

of defining infinite classes. 

It will be recalled from the discussion in Chapter 2 that 

a problem space represents the knowledge elements, goals 
and operators that define a subject's behaviour. 

Knowledge elements are the knowledge structures that the 

subject processes and are both the inputs and outputs of 
the operator elements. The operators are the 
transformation mechanisms that represent the information 

processing activity of the subject. For the purposes of 
this chapter we shall describe these operators externally 
in terms of the inf ormation they use as input and the 
information they produce as output. Our earlier 
discussion has provided some insight into how we might 
def ine these operators in terms of production rules for 

the purpose of PS modelling (see also the discussion in 

Chapter 6) . Given our concern with global modelling in 

this chapter this will be sufficient for being able to 
identify when and where the operators occur in the 

protocol. 

The interpretation of the knowledge elements in Figure 5.1 

should_be transparent given S71s protocol and our previous 
discussion of the experiment and the subject's behaviour. 

The operators require some explanation, though again, they 

should be reasonably clear from the protocol and the 
discussion in the previous section. The operators provide 
insight into both the information processing activity of 
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Figure 5.1 Problem Space for Subject S7 (BNF Notation) 

Knowledge Elements 

<Period>:: = last/current/future 
<co 
<P: 

ýc-qiy>: := corrpetitor/subject 
-icI>:: = <digit> 

<cl>:: = 0 1/ ........ 
/10.0 

<c2>:: = 0: 1/ ........ 
/10.0 

<c-ratio>:: = <c2>: <cl> 
<product type>:: = high value/mid-value/low value/ 

co ting piýoduct 
<product>:: = <prod-i <c-ratio> <product type> 
4: ýportfolio>:: = [<product>] 
<portfolio change>:: = -2/-1/0/1/2 qaarket sector>:: = top/middle/bottom 
<competitive products>:: = <company> <pro4uct attributes> 

<conpany> <piýoduct attributes> 
<product attributes>:: = <produ-ct5/<price>/<market sector>/ 

<conpetitivie products>/fixed cost/ 

<priqe>:: = <digit-value> 
variable cost7mark-up 

<market data>:: = total demand/prodqct gap/price sensitivity/ 
market p: ýices7pr9duct sale-s/<product>/ 
product life cycle 

<strategic goal>:: = inqrea§e profit/increase market share/? 
<price strategy>:: = price increase/price decrease/hold/ 

high mark-up/ldw mark-up/new/? / 
ccopeeting. pkoduct 

<product strategy>:: = new pr9duct/withdraw product/no change/ 
produ-ct market gap/pihcer movement 

<strategy>:: = <price straýegy>/<produft strategy>/overall 
<strateTy type>:: = aggressive/non-a essive/? 
<company strategy>:: = <company> <s&g2e i 

. 
gic oal>/<corrpany> 

<strateqV> <stratb-qV 
<decision-l>:: = <conpany straf-&gy> <portfo-lio change> <c-ratio> 

<prcxjuct strategy> <product type> <period> 
<decision-2>:: = <company strateqv> <portfolio> <price strategy> 

<p#qe> <period5- 
<decision>:: = <deý--ision-D <decision-2> 
<performance variables>:: = sales/market share/profit/ 

share price/cash balance/unit sales/ 
operating profit/product sales 

<company performance>:: = <company> <peýdormance variables>/ 
<C zýny> ýpr uct attributes> 

<performance measures>:: = gon/gad/ihcrease/decrease/unchanged/ 
successful/unsuccessful/hiq4/low/ 
/satisfactory/problem/noted/? 

<performance assessment>:: = <company performance> <decision> 
<per±ormance measures> 
<company strateqy> 

<strategy appraisal>:: = suitable7acceptable7-feasible 
<strateTy assessment>:: = <corrpc-: ýny strategy> <strategy appraisal> 

<decision> 
<strategic importance>:: = significant/noted/? /problem 
<striategic assessmnt>:: = <exprpssion> <strategic importance> 
<task variable>:: = jas defined above] 
<assignment expression>:: = <task variable> <-- <task variable> 
<expression>:: = <task variable>/<assigrnent expression> 
<state expression>:: = <expression>/<expression> <tag> 

<knowledge state>:: = <state expressicn>/<knowledge state> 
<state expression> 

<strategic facts>:: = <performance assessment> 
<strategic asses-sment>/<strategic facts> 
<strategic assessment> 
<performance assessment> 

<9 1>:: = get<decision> 
<sWgoal>:: = get<expression>/check<expression> 
<tag>:: = uncledr/neW/assumption 

Operator Elements 

DS/SA/DPPS/RATIO/DPS/PRICE/SV/PA/SF 

Mere: 
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DS = Determine Strategy SA = Strategic Assessment 
DPPS = Determine Product Strategy RATIO = Ratio 
DPS Determine Price Strategy SV = Strategic Evaluation 
PA Performance Assessment SF = Strategic Facts 

the subject as well as the inherent structure of the 

decision making task. We shall first describe each 

operator in turn bef 
, ore demonstrating the validity of our 

problem space definition by illustrating the construction 

of problem behaviour graphs (PBG) for the subject. 
Appendix I presents the topic representation of S7's 

protocol in terms of the operators defined in Figure 5.1. 

Each topic statement has been assigned one of the 

operators defined in S7's problem space in Figure 5.1 

The specification of the problem space for S7 is the 

result of a detailed and iterative study of the subject's 

protocol. A usef ul technique is to group together topic 

statements for a particular operator f or the purpose of 
identifying the knowledge elements that form its input and 

output. ideally, the researcher should be able to 

establish an initial knowledge state; an information 

processing activity; and an output knowledge state f or 

each topic statement in the subject's protocol. 

It should also be noted that the problem space defined in 

Figure 5.1 is unlikely to represent the perceived problem 

space of S7 at every stage of the decision making process. 
Given the complexity of the task, S7's behaviour is likely 

to be characterised by a hierarchy of problem spaces. 
This captures the fact that our decision making experiment 
involved a variety of sub-problems e. g. evaluating 

performance; pricing a product and so on. The problem 

space . 
in Figure 5.1 is a general problem space that 

reflects the range of knowledge elements and operators 

used by S7 during the full decision making episode for 

which his behaviour was observed. 

The description of the operators below, together with the 

set of knowledge elements defined in the problem space, 

give an indication of how the LHS and RHS elements of 
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production rules will eventually emerge f rom our analysis 
in Chapter 7. 

DS: Determine Strategy. This is the activity of the 

subject determining the nature of his overall strategy and 
is repeatedly and consistently used throughout the whole 

protocol; see for example topic statements 6,13 and 57 

for Period 1 and 252 and 280 in Period 6. The input 

knowledge elements to this operator are: a company, a 

period and any accumulated strategic facts. It is of 

course the accumulated strategic facts that are the focus 

of the subject's protocol statements. The output is a 

current or future strategy for the rival or the subject. 
From the protocol it is clear that the output to the DPS 

operator generally takes two forms: (i) a strategic goal, 

e. g. market share or profitability and/or (ii) the 

assignment of a strategy type to a particular strategy, 

e. g. an aggressive pricing strategy. 

S7 rarely provides a full summary of the particular set of 

strategic f acts used in determining the output of the DS 

operator. Strategic facts are accumulated by the 

application of other operators, notably the SA and PA 

operators. For example, in Period 1 S7 attempts to 

accumulate significant facts early in the exercise about 
the environment and the performance of the competitor. 
Given high uncertainty and the f act that it is Period 1, 

the subject decides to adopt a non-aggressive strategy. 
This, in turn, is translated into both non-aggressive 

pricing and new product strategies. 

SA: Strategic Assessment. Together with the PA operator, 
the SA operator was the most frequently used operator by 

S7. It represents the action of the subject identifying 

important f acts in making price and product decisions or 
determining objectives. Unlike the PA operator, the SA 

operator is not concerned with the explicit assessment of 

subject or competitor performance. It is typically 

applied by the subject when trying to understand or place 
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a structure to the competitive market environment. The 
input is any expression statement as defined in the 

problem space and the output is the assignment of a value 
in terms of strategic importance to that expression [ie. 

significant/noted/problem/? ]. For example, in Period 1 

the subject applies the SA operator in topic statement 3 
in an attempt to assess the significance of price 

sensitivity in the market. In general, the SA operator 

provides valuable insight into the knowledge elements that 

S7 considered important during decision making. 

The SA operator is a good example of where it is possible 
to identify what might be called more 'basic' operators 
being applied by the subject. For example, 'identifying a 
problem' or I summarising a situation', or 'the comparison 

of two knowledge items' . There are two points to note 
here. First, these more basic processing activities are 

applied in other global operators as well (e. g. the PA 

operator) and generally appear to capture diagnostic 

aspects of the decision making process. Describing the 

subject's behaviour at this level does not, in our view, 

provide additional insight into the broader issues 

regarding the decision making strategies of our subject. 
It should also be noted that these basic operators are 

comparable with activity codes identified in other studies 

e. g. Bouwman (1978,1983) and are approaching the level of 

eip's. The second point to note is that the inputs and 

outputs to these basic operators are captured in our 
definition of subject S71s problem space. It thus becomes 

a modelling issue as to what is the appropriate level of 
aggregation for representing S71s operators for the 

purpose of describing his perception of the problem 
solving task. 

PA: Performance Assessment. The performance assessment 

operator represents the activity of the subject evaluating 
the success/failure of a particular strategy or decision. 

The evaluation is with reference to the performance 
variables incorporated in the exercise e. g. sales, market 

share, profit and so on. The inputs, therefore, are the 
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particular strategy or decision and/or the value of the 

relevant performance variables. The output is an 
assignment expression that Provides a performance measure 
and is noted for future decision making ie. it becomes a 
strategic fact. The PA operator has a similar role to the 
SA operator. Topic statements 60 through 63 for Period 1 
illustrate the application of the PA operator. 

S7 made no explicit statements to suggest the use of 
target levels for individual performance variables and the 

assessment of key variables such as market share was 
generally qualitative rather than quantitative e. g. 
I increase/decrease/unchanged ' and so on. The performance 
measures included in the problem space definition in 

Figure 5.1 attempt to capture the main assessment measures 
used by the subject in his protocol. Inevitably, we have 
had to be more linguistically rigid for modelling purposes 
than we can observe in the subject's own protocol. As 

with some of the other operators defining the PA operator 
requires a mechanism for relating the qualitative 
assessment of variables to the actual values of particular 
performance variables (ie. a set of production rules). 

DPPS: Determine Product Portfolio Strategy. This 

operator is relatively straightforward given our 
discussion in the previous section. The input is a 
company strategy for the period and the accumulated 
strategic facts that are relevant to the decision of 
determining the subject's product strategy. S7 repeatedly 
applied the DPPS operator in some periods. The output 
of the operator is a decision whether to launch or 
withdraw products and, if so, how many, ie a value for the 

portfolio change knowledge element. The operator is also 
applied to determine the new product type, ie 'high 

value I, I mid-value I, I low value I or I competing product I. 
Good examples of the DPPS operator can be f ound in topic 

statements 14 and 17 f or Period 1 and statements 248 and 
250 for Period 6. 
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RATIO: This operator captures the information processing 
behaviour of S7 in assigning values of C1 and C2 to a new 

product. As we discussed above, S71 s actual assignment 

crucially depended upon the type of product being launched 

and the subject's product strategy for the period 
(determined by the DS and DPPS operators respectively). 
In later stages of the exercise the major determinant of 

new product c-ratios for S7 was the type of product 

strategy being pursued. There is also evidence in the 

protocol that the subject focused more explicitly on the 

c-ratio directly rather than the absolute values of Cl and 
C2 (which determine the product type) as his overall 

strategy became more aggressive. 

In modelling the competitor f irm, the equivalent of the 

RATIO operator only examined the product strategy 
knowledge element. This was the input for determining how 

"close" the new product's c-ratio would be to a product 

already marketed by the subject. As the exercise 

progressed, both the competitor firm and S7 became more 

aggressive by selecting c-ratios for new products that 

were very similar to the successful products of each 

other. Examples of the RATIO operator can be found in 

topic statements 19 and 22 for Period 1. 

DPS: Determine Price Strategy. This operator is similar 

to the DPPS operator and captures the subject's activity 

of specifying a price strategy for a particular product. 

The inputs are the particular attributes of the product, a 

company strategy and the significant strategic facts that 

have been accumulated. The output of the DPS operator is 

a qualitative assignment of a particular price strategy to 

a product, e. g. price increase, price decrease and so on. 

This, in turn, forms the input to the PRICE operator which 

actually assigns a price value to each product in the 

subject's portfolio. There is evidence in the protocol 

that S7 (as did most other subjects) viewed the pricing 

decision in terms of these two steps. As with the 

competitor firm, key strategic facts in determining the 

price strategy for a particular product were the previous 
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performance of the product in terms of market share, the 

price of competing products and the variable cost of the 

product. Good examples of the DPS operator being applied 

can be found in Period 1 in topic statements 28 and 33. 

PRICE: This operator ref lects S7 Is action of assigning 

a price value to each product in his product portfolio. 
The operator is more complex than appears from the 

protocol since the subject does not always explicitly 

comment about his decision to change a product price (ie 

the application of DPS). This highlights that S7's 

protocol transcript was not always complete as to the 

information processing activities of the subject. 
Insight into the nature of this operator required a 

caref ul examination of the actual pricing decisions of 
the subject as well as his protocol transcript. Topic 

statements 267 through 269 for Period 6 provide an 
illustration of S7 applying the PRICE operator. 

SV: Strategic Evaluation. The SV operator captures the 
behaviour of the subject assessing the appropriateness of 

a particular strategy or decision. This assessment did 

not typically result in an explicit output but implied 

the subject relating a particular decision or strategy to: 
(i) the circumstances in the environment, (ii) the 

resource position of the firm, or (iii) the objectives of 
the subject. For this reason, the strategy appraisal 
knowledge elements that are output from the SV operator 
are defined in qualitative terms as: suitable 
(environment), acceptable (objectives) and feasible 
(resources). 

As can be seen from the protocol, the SV operator is often 
applied after a particular decision has been made and 
rarely resulted in a change in strategy. In this sense we 

can actually question its significance in information 

processing terms and it suggests that the subject was 
simply commenting or confirming the rationale for a 

particular strategy. In this sense it might be viewed as 
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having an important role in S7's reasoning method for 

coping with uncertainty in the exercise. The SV operator 

also provides useful insight into the importance of 

certain knowledge elements in determining particular 

strategies. Topic statements 21 and 29 for Period 1 

provide examples of S7 applying the SV operator. 

SF: Strategic Facts. The SF operator is a "housekeeping" 

operator that monitors all the significant facts that have 

been identified as a result of applying the SA and PA 

operators. This is an important operator that is implicit 

in the subjects' behaviour and it generates the input to 

the DS, DPPS, RATIO, DPS, and PRICE operators. For the 

purposes of simulating the behaviour of S7, the operator 
SF provides valuable insight into the specific 

combinations of task variables that are important to the 

subject's decision making activity (ie. the knowledge 

elements that form the LHS and RHS conditions of 

production rules). This emphasises that the subject does 

not sequentially assess the value of every single task 

variable but is in fact selective and focuses on what are 

perceived to be the key variables for the task at hand. 

There was an equivalent operator implicit in our modelling 

of the competitor firm since the competitor only processed 

certain key variables each period for the purposes of 
determining its product and pricing strategy. In both 

cases this implies the application of a control strategy 
(crude or otherwise) to cope with the complexity and 

uncertainty in the task. 

There is no explicit reference to the application of the 

SF operator in S7 Is protocol and it is best viewed as 

representing the cumulative knowledge of the subject as he 

proceeds from one knowledge stage to the next. There are 
occasions where recall of this type of information is made 

explicit in the protocol ie. some of the lengthy topic 

statements that have been coded PA and SA in S7's 

protocol. 

The discussion above of S7's problem space forms the basis 
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for developing an information processing model of our 

subject in Chapter 7. In analysing S7's protocol we have 

identified in general terms the information used by our 

subject during decision making as well as the operators 

applied for transforming and processing knowledge states. 
We have indicated in general terms how the operators were 

used to derive new knowledge from existing knowledge. It 

should also be clear how the knowledge elements 
(identified in the protocol) included in our problem space 
form the inputs and outputs to these operator elements. 
In sum, we have the basic framework for developing a 
global model of S71s decision making process. 

(ii) Problem Behaviour Graph for Subject S7: 

We have described how problem solving behaviour can be 

viewed as a path through a problem space, ie as a series 

of interconnected knowledge states. The dynamic 

representation of a subject's behaviour through the 

problem space can be summarised in the form of a problem 
behaviour graph (PBG). This shows the movement of the 

subject from one knowledge state to the next by applying 
the various operators defined in the problem space. The 

rules for constructing PBGIs were outlined in Chapter 3 

with each node representing a particular state of 
knowledge and each branch representing the application of 
an operator to that knowledge state. 

Examples of PBG's for subject S7 are presented in Figure 
5.2 and Figure 5.3. For the purpose of illustration, we 
have divided up our graph in terms of the operators 
def ined in the problem space. A break in the operator 
sequence is illustrated by a double branch, with the 

previously fired operator identified below the second 
branch. It is possible to construct a separate PBG for 

subject S7 for each period of the decision making 
exercise. However, for illustrative purposes we shall 
simply restrict our analysis to PBG's for Periods 1 and 6. 

It should be noted that in presenting the PBG's in Figures 
5.2 and 5.3 we have used abbreviated notation to aid the 
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clarity of the diagram. S7's accumulated knowledge at a 

particular stage of the decision making process (ie. the 

strategic facts) could not be summarised in each node of 
the diagram. 

PBG's have a number of uses within the context of the 

human information processing paradigm. First, they can be 

viewed as representing the subject's problem space and a 

summary of behaviour in that space. The use of PBG's can 

often help the researcher gain an insight into the 

structure of a subject's information processing behaviour 

that is not clear from directly examining the protocol 
transcript in all its detail. In sum, PBG's offer a 

graphical representation of the complete decision making 

process as far as it was verbalised by the subject. 

A second use of PBGIs is that they provide the basis for 

extracting useful summary statistics about a subject's 
information processing behaviour, e. g. the frequency and 

sequencing of various operators; the knowledge elements 
that form input and output to operators. A third use of 
PBGIs is to test information processing models in terms of 
how well they predict observed behaviour. We illustrate 

this use in Chapter 7. 

To the extent that a PBG reflects a subject's verbal 

protocol, it is unlikely to be a complete record of 
information processing behaviour for the task. This 

should be clear from examining Figures 5.2 and 5.3. They 

are not in the form of a structured logic capable of 

simulation in a computer program (ie. a PS simulation 

model). For example, the VBGIs do not illustrate the 

application of any control or attention operators implicit 
in S71s behaviour since we are only modelling behaviour in 

terms of the operators that result in changes in knowledge 

states. This is in accordance with the definition of an 
operator presented by Newell and Simon. However, the 

subject also displays evidence of using knowledge about 
knowledge. This type of information processing behaviour 
is not regularly accounted for in S71s protocol. We 
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discuss the implications of this at a more general level 
in the next section. 

one purpose in modelling the behaviour of S7 at the level 

of detail in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 is to relate it to the 

task analysis presented at the beginning of the chapter. 

In a sense, this task analysis, albeit at a fairly general 
level, outlined the requirements for the successful 

completion of our strategic decision making task. The PBG 

can thus be seen as a simple diagrammatic representation 

of S7's strategic decision making process. It is at this 

level that alternative models of behaviour for different 

subjects who participated in the experiment can be 

examined and compared. This is done in the next chapter. 

(iii) A Global PS Model for S7: 

The next representation of S71s behaviour is a global 

production system (PS) model. This model is presented in 

Figure 5.4 using BNF notation. The purpose of this 

global model is to give a broad picture of S7's decision 

making process. The BNF representation of the global 

model is general and stylised and is incomplete as a PS 

model for two reasons. First, it only provides an 
intuitive insight into the production rules that define 

each operator. Second, the sequence in which operators 

are 'fired' is not defined. Translating this global 

model into a PS model capable of simulating the behaviour 

of S7 requires the specification of each operator's 

production rules within a PS modelling framework. We 

present such a model in Chapter 7. 

Fiqure 5.4 Production System for Subject S7 
tIRNP No-Ed-clan) 

Pl: get <decision> /<period> new 

--> get <strategic facts> 
get <corrpany strategy> 

P2: get <company strategy> 

--> DS <company> <period> <strategic facts>) 
<ccffpany> <period> <-- <strategic goal> <tag>/ 
<cut)an: y> <period> <strategy> <-- <straýegy type> 

<tag>) 
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P3: get <strategic assessment> 

--> SA <expression>) ý=> 
<expression> <-- <strategic importance> <tag>) 

P4: check <performance assessment> 

PA (<company strategy> <period> <decision> 
<ccnipany performance>) (=> <caTipany strategy> <period> <coirpany performance> 

<-- <performance measure> <tag> 

<decision> <period> <ccuipany performance> 
<-- <perforRiance measure> <tAg>) 

P5: get <strategic facts> 

--> SF (<performance assessment> <strategic assessment>) 
(=> <strategic facts> <tag>) 

P6: get <decision-l> 

--> DPPS (<cqT? any strategy> <strategic facts> <period>) 
(=> <prod ct strategy> <tag>/<portfolio change> <tag>/ 

<product type> <tag>) 

P7: get <decision-2> 

--> DPS (<caupany strategy> <slýxategic facts> ýperiod> 
<product attributes>) (=> <ccnpany> <product> <-- <price strategy> <tag>) 

P8: get <c-ratio> 

--> RATIO (<prod-id> <product type> <Vroduct strategy>) 
(=> <product> <-- <c-ratio> <tag> 

P9: get <price> 

--> PRICE (<]? ortfolio><product attributes><price strategy>) 
(=> <product> <-- <price> <tag>) 

P10: get <strategy assessment> 

SV (<co trateg > <period> <decision> 
<prMa 

attribgffes> 
<strategic facts>) 

(=> <con-pany strategy> <period> <-- 
<strate y appraisal>/ 

<S& <decision> <period> <-- <s rat&H appraisal>) 

A PS simulation model of S7 would of course be similar in 

structure to our global model though at a much lower level 

of disaggregation. Each operator would be defined by a 

sub-set of production rules to reflect the way in which 
the operator was applied in particular circumstances 
during the exercise. This in turn would reflect the 

particular aspects of S7's decision making strategies. 
For example, in the case of the PA operator, we require a 

production rule that evaluates the sales performance of 

each product in terms of comparing the market share of the 

product in the current period with that of the previous 

period (ie. qualitative output - increase, decrease, or 

unchanged). A similar rule was modelled for the 

competitor, except that in this case the competitor firm 
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compared the market share of each product with a set of 
target ranges (which varied from period to period). 

With regards the 'firing' of operators, our global PS 

model reflects the interpretation of operators as 
information processing activities that result in changes 
in knowledge states. A complete PS program not only 

requires a set of rules for defining each operator but 

also an ordering of the rules to resolve conflict if 

several LHS conditions are satisfied simultaneously. In 

practice, the knowledge structures contained in short- 
term memory change during the performance of a task and a 

natural ordering of production rules emerges from the 

matching of the contents of STM with the LHS conditions of 

production rules. However, the researcher may need to 
incorporate a priority ordering of production rules (or a 

more sophisticated conflict resolution mechanism) where 
the structure of the decision making task does not 

eliminate totally the possibility of conflict between 

rules. 

The PS model in Figure 5.4 provides an important insight 
into how S7 proceeds in making pricing and product 
decisions in our experimental exercise. Before making any 
decisions, S7 attempts to identify key strategic facts 

about the market and his. relative position vis a vis the 

competitor firm. This involves the repeated application 
of the SA and PA operators. Part of this information 

processing will take place at the end of a decision period 
as well as at the beginning of new decision periods. it 
is from this analysis that the subject determines his 
broad strategy (via the DS operator) by specifying 
possible goals, e. g. increase market share, and the type 

of strategy that is required, e. g. an aggressive pricing 
policy. 

S7 then proceeds to determine his product and price 
strategies for the period using the DPPS and DPS 

operators. This also involves the (occasional) application 
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of the SV operator f or, the purposes of evaluating the 

appropriateness of any given strategy and confirming his 

reasoning behind following a particular strategy. As we 
have noted, the application of the SV operator rarely 
involved a change in strategy. once the decisions for 

the period had been made by the subject and the simulation 

results reported the whole decision making cycle started 

again with the application of the PA and SA operators. 

The global Ps model for S7 in Figure 5.4 is incomplete for 

the purpose of developing a detailed PS simulation model. 
However, it is complete in the sense of capturing the 
broad decision making activities of S7 in our experimental 
task. We can relate our description of S7's problem 

space operators to the task analysis presented at the 
beginning of this chapter. The PA, SA and DS operators 

are clearly information processing activities concerned 

with problem finding behaviour. In terms of the Johnson 

and Scholes (1987) framework these activities represent 
the strategic analysis phase. The DPPS, DPS, RATIO, PRICE 

and SV operators can be classified as problem solving 

activities as they involve the subject selecting and 
evaluating particular strategies in response to the 

outputs of the three operators PA, SA and DS. Thus, the 
DPPS, DPS, RATIO, PRICE and SV operators represent the 

global activity of what Johnson and Scholes call strategic 
choice. 

Given that all our subjects participated in the same 
decision making exercise, we would expect to see broadly 

similar problem spaces defined for all subjects. In the 

next chapter we shall examine the protocol transcripts of 
other subjects to support this view. Key differences 

between subjects will be in the specification of the 

problem space operators since, as we shall discuss in the 

next chapter, it is the operators that reflect the 
different product and pricing strategies employed by our 
subjects. Capturing differences in subject behaviour in 

terms of problem space operators could well be an 
important basis for studying expertise in decision making. 
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5.5 LIMITATIONS OF OUR GLOBAL INTERPRETATION OF S7's 
I P. wluvrTr- 

The collection of concurrent verbal protocols typically 

generates a high volume of behavioural data and allows the 

researcher to investigate many aspects of the decision 

making process. For the purpose of developing a PS model 

we have used protocol analysis to identify patterns and 

sequences in information processing behaviour. The 

regular application of a problem space operator by a 

subject allows the analyst to define the structure of the 

production rules that capture the essential 

characteristics of a particular information processing 

activity [ie. the LHS and RHS elements of rules). 

Identifying repetition in information processing behaviour 
is not always immediately apparent on f irst examining a 
subject's protocol transcript. Indeed, the extent of 
repetition can only be assessed after specifying the 

problem space operators f or a subject and the particular 

circumstances in which they are evoked. one limitation of 
this aspect of protocol analysis is that the researcher's 
interpretation of a subject's problem space may result in 

neglecting important features of problem solving 
behaviour. 

While the previous argument can be applied to the 

application of many research techniques, it is usef ul to 

consider its implications for the interpretation of 
subject behaviour in our particular experimental setting. 
The protocol of S7 provides an insight into some important 

aspects of strategic behaviour that are not easily 
incorporated into our global PS model. There are two 

reasons for this. 

First, the design of our decision making exercise 
highlighted the evolutionary nature of strategic decision 

making behaviour. The limited number of periods over 
which behaviour was observed has inevitably resulted in 

some later protocol statements having less impact upon our 
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interpretation of S7's behaviour. 

to observe repetition for some 

phenomena in S7's Protocol does 

unimportant. For example, some 
be used to confirm f indings in 

directions for future research. 

However, the inability 

information processing 

not mean that they are 

of these insights could 

)ther studies or suggest 

Second, in def ining S71 s problem space we have directed 

our attention to particular aspects of our subject's 
information processing behaviour. However, the protocol 

also documents the presence of other important behavioural 

phenomena e. g. the subject coping with uncertainty by 

using qualitative information and control strategies. In 

the remainder of this section we extend our discussion of 
S71s verbal protocol. 

Two interesting f eatures of S7 Is behaviour that can be 

identified from the protocol are the shift towards 

anticipating the behaviour of the competitor firm and the 

emergence of unintended strategies. Both these f eatures 

reflect the adaptive nature of the subject's behaviour and 
the limited opportunity for developing co-operative 

strategies with the competitor firm. 

S7 attempts to anticipate the behaviour of the competitor 
in two different ways. First, by suggesting what 
strategy he would follow in the same set of circumstances. 
This is illustrated in Period 1 when S7 notes: 

PERIOD 1 ToDic Line 55 
he's not going to like that ... ... and almost certainly 

... goin ? to come in there between our products or 
aý; v*e me hat is what I'd do .... 

A second and related f actor is the attempt to anticipate 
competitor behaviour based on the subject's perception of 
the competitor firm's strategy and/or his understanding of 
key market relationships. For example, in Period 6, the 

subject comments: 
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PERIOD 6 Topic Line 222 

HOW is he going to read it? If he is very sharp he 
will reckon I will come back at him hard ... he'll 
hardly think I will extrapolate the trend given that my 
prices are up .... 

The def inition of the operators we described above in 

s7l s problem space are suf f iciently broad to incorporate 

this aspect of the subject's behaviour e. g. the DS 

operator. However, the circumstances in which production 

rules are evoked for the purpose of trying to predict the 

competitor firm's behaviour are not generally clear from 

the protocol. In consequence, it is difficult to assess 
the significance of S71s attempts at anticipating the 

competitor firm's behaviour in later stages of the 

exercise. 

While the resolution of uncertainty is one possible 

explanation of the shif tf rom reaction to anticipation of 

competitor moves, a more likely rationale is that it 

reflected the nature of the gaming situation that emerged 
in the later stages of the exercise. For example, in 

Period 5 S7 states: 

PERIOD 6 Topic Line 246 

and hislyrice yes, I'd figured held do that he 
has fo owed on the price strategy ... but i've 
outguessed him this time ... 

The importance of the subject outguessing the behaviour of 
the competitor in the later stages of the exercise appears 
to ref lect his adoption of an aggressive price strategy. 
Given the similarity (in terms of the C2/CI ratio) of the 

subject and competitor firm's products, and the emergence 
of low price margins on the market, S7 needed to price 
competitively in order to maintain market share. However, 
it is also clear from the protocol that S7 saw limits to 
his aggressive pricing policy; see for example topic 

statements 232 and 233 in Period 5. 

Another interesting feature of S7's behaviour is the 

emergence of what appear to be unintended strategies. The 

subject makes a number of comments in his protocol to 

support this. However, one possible interpretation of 
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this behaviour is in terms 

changing market conditions. 

makes an explicit statement 

strategy would develop: 

of a gradual adjustment to 

For example, in Period 1 S7 

about how he believed his 

PERIOD 1 Topic Line 10-11 

Egally, I don't want to get into a price war ... or an 
o her aggressive strategy early on ... I think I wilY 
tend to go for a policy of collaboration rather than an 
all-Out aggressive policy .... 

S7 recognised that this strategy may need to be changed, 

particularly in response to the behaviour of the 

competitor firm [topic statement 12). This is what 
happened and it appears to be the result of careful 
deliberation of the changes in task conditions. For 

example: 

PERIOD 2 Topic Line 88 

- my strategy of conciliation has now evapprated since 
... ... I've found out that I'm not selling one of my 

products ... I'm now more aggressive in my approach ... 

The subject also reflects upon this Point in other topic 

statements; see for example, topic lines 98; 151; 166; and 
220. This interpretation of our subject's behaviour 

reflects some of the limitations in our experimental 
design that were noted in the previous chapter. In 

particular, the effectiveness of highly aggressive 
behaviour for the purpose of gaining market share. Given 

the scenario of similar products and low price margins, 
the awareness by the subject as to the possibility of 

competing purely on the basis of price was a major 
factor in the way the structure of the market developed. 

S71s protocol also provides evidence of the use of 

reasoning activities employed for handling task 

uncertainty. However, the subject's comments are 
infrequent and were not considered in our analysis of S71s 
behaviour in the previous section. Two particular 
f eatures of S7 's behaviour are the use of conf irmation 

routines and the role of qualitative information. Both 

these features suggest the absence (for obvious reasons) 

of a probabilistic approach to the handling of 
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uncertainty. Moreover S7 Is statements in his protocol 
indicate the presence of control strategies that guide the 

style of his problem solving behaviour. For example, 
determining what type and form of information should be 

the focus of attention during decision making. Clearly, 

substantive knowledge about business strategies was not 
the only kind of expertise displayed by our subject. 

Subjects faced uncertainty from two main sources in our 

experimental setting - both of which characterise the 

strategic decision making process of firms in practice: 

- Missing information e. g. information about the 
competitor firm's decisions was not available at 
the time subjects had to make their decisions. 

- Uncertain -and incomplete information e. g. market 
demand relationships. 

There is an extensive body of research literature 

regarding the representation of uncertainty in models of 
decision making behaviour. For example, research in 

expert systems and artificial intelligence has involved 

the widespread application of probability theory 
(including Bayes' Theorem). A good illustration can be 

found in Shortliffe (1976) where the MYCIN knowledge base 

is described in terms of rules having certainty factors 

attached to them to represent reasoning that is less than 

certain. An overview of the different approaches to 
incorporating uncertainty in AI and expert systems 

research can be found in Fox (1984); Graham and Jones 
(1988) and Kanal and Lemmer (1986). 

There has emerged two broad approaches to modelling the 
impact of uncertainty on decision making. one approach 
(e. g. research in the AI field) has generally been 

associated with using ad hoc quantitative methods based on 
probability theory. In contrast, models developed from 

the perspective of HIP theory have tended to focus upon 
the qualitative treatment of uncertainty. The former 

models in their role as decision support mechanisms are 
concerned with system performance rather than cognitive 
emulation. For example, MYCIN performed successfully as 
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a top class medical 'consultant' despite its application 

of certainty factors being non-rigorous and logically 

inconsistent. Cognitive models of decision making 
behaviour have largely been influenced by experimental 

work in psychology [see for example, Kahneman, Slovic and 
Tversky (1982)] and emphasise the adoption of heuristic 

rules by individuals in their handling of uncertainty. 

Evidence f rom psychological research suggests that human 

experts are more successful at handling uncertainty by 

qualitative rather than quantitative reasoning. This 

highlights the limited information processing capacity of 
human STM [e. g. Bouwman, Frishkoff and Frishkoff (1983)]. 

The Ichunking' of information cues and the translation of 

quantitative data into qualitative inf ormation clearly 
facilitates the process of interpreting large amounts of 

uncertain information. A good example of this type of 
information processing behaviour can be found in the 

experimental work of Bouwman (1978; 1983). 

Bouwman's research involved presenting subjects with a 

number of hypothetical cases that summarised the financial 

performance of f irms. As Bouwman (1983 p. 658) states: 

"Although the diagnosticians are f aced with larnl 
quantitative data they do not deal with it in haY 
manner. Instead they translate the series of 
figures into qualitative terms. " 

A second phase of qualitative reasoning was observed in 

Bouwman's research; this involved the application of 
heuristics to identify the most significant facts from all 
the information available. 

The use of qualitative reasoning is a phenomena that is 

observed without exception in the protocols of all our 

subjects. This is clearly reflected in our definition of 
the knowledge elements for S7's problem space in Figure 
5.1. Numerous examples of qualitative reasoning can be 

found in S7's protocol, particularly with regards to the 

application of the SA and PA operators: 
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PERIOD 1 Topic Line 40 

operating prof it looks low ... but the price was kept 
low 

Topic Line 43 

share of the market is good ... 68.16% ... Ti's 
e*n*c*ouraging ... 

There are, of course, examples where S7 refers *to 

quantitative data though, as topic statement 43 reveals, 
this is usually accompanied with a qualitative assessment. 
one difficulty facing the researcher in modelling this 

kind of qualitative reasoning is capturing the translation 

mechanisms employed by a particular subject. As we would 

expect, the form of these mechanisms are likely to differ 

between various subjects. 

Another aspect of qualitative reasoning displayed by S7 is 

the use of heuristic mechanisms for focusing attention. 
We illustrate this more clearly in the next chapter when 

we discuss the behaviour of other subjects. However, S7's 

protocol also provides evidence of this directed 

behaviour. For example, S7 makes little reference to 

trends in market demand in his protocol. Given S71 s 

concern with developing an aggressive strategy against the 

competitor firm, this neglect of market demand information 
is not surprising. In sum, there appear to be mechanisms 
that guide the subject's focus of attention and influence 

the nature of his evidence gathering strategies. To a 
certain extent we have been able to capture this aspect of 

subject behaviour by our definition of different generic 
strategies outlined in Chapter 6. 

The distinction between control strategies and problem 
solving strategies cannot be clearly identified from S71s 

protocol. However, it is an important distinction f or 
understanding how S7 appears to handle uncertainty in our 
exercise. S7 does not apply reasoning effort to all 
information cues but only to those that he perceives as 
being relevant to his particular problem solving 
strategies. Moreover, given the structure of our 
exercise, it is also important that the subject's 
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attention neither fixates nor constantly changes. In 

either case this would hinder the emergence of successful 

problem solving strategies. In this respect an 
interesting comparison can be made between S7 and some 

of our other subjects whose behaviour we describe in the 

next chapter. 

Another aspect of the emergence of control strategies in 

S7's behaviour is evidence of the use of confirmation 

routines. For example, early in the exercise S7 was 

concerned with assessing the significance of price 

sensitivity in the market [see topic statements 68-71; 119 

and 121). In Period 3 the subject notes, after analysing 
his performance: 

PERIOD 3 ToDic Line 162 

I; **. about ... right ... well ... that Is all right, 
ve done what I intended to do ... II ve hit him in 

market share and ... profitability is not particularly 
good for him to make me vulnerable. 

Similarly, 

PERIOD 4 Topic LIne 214 

What has the competitor done? ... Yes, t as I thouvht 
a, gicing war on our hands. 

ýnls 
a sense I ve 

wýik; d in o this -I should not have shaded my prices up 
at the same time I expected him to shade his prices down 

Other good examples of the subject applying confirmation 

routines are topic statements 246; 273; and 284. The use 

of confirmation routines underlines the exploratory nature 
of S7's behaviour in our experiment and the importance of 
establishing belief in key relationships perceived to be 
important in his problem space. 

The emergence of confirmation routines suggests that S7, 

as part of his control strategy, examined some decisions 
in terms of whether they had the expected result. In our 
experimental setting the subject had to make decisions for 

each period and he was not presented with the opportunity 
to express a view about what he would do in particular 
Circumstances. For example, the exercise was not 
designed to elicit information such as: I in these market 
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conditions there is a 50% chance I would increase price; a 

20% chance of reducing price and a 30% chance of holding 

price constant'. In this sense, all decisions were clear 

cut and involved definite reasoning with the occasional 

qualification. One difficulty in developing process 

models within the HIP framework and using the methodology 

outlined in Chapters 2 and 3 is the problem of obtaining 

probabilistic data from small samples of data observations 
[see Hayes-Roth, Waterman and Lenat (1983)]. 

The use of probabilistic methods for representing our 

subject's treatment of uncertainty clearly has no 
behavioural meaning in the context of our experimental 

setting (eg. the length of subject observation; the nature 

of the decision making task). However, while the 

statements in S71s protocol suggest the emergence of meta-. 
knowledge ie. the subject addressing the issue of "What do 

I know? " [Hayes-Roth et al (1983)), we have insufficient 

detail to devise meta-rules for representing a crude 
belief system. The modelling of a qualitative belief 

system for S7 demands a more comprehensive observation of 
the subject's behaviour eg. for the purpose of analysing 
his use of words for describing facts and data. For 

example, the use of the word "definite" by S7 [see topic 

statements 252; 258 and 2841 suggests the identification 

of one possible meta-knowledge element. However, we would 
require more evidence on S71s use of the word 'definite' 
for the purpose of incorporating this kind of knowledge in 

our subject's problem space. 

There is clearly a lot of scope for f urther research in 

developing a qualitative approach to modelling uncertainty 
using the methodology explored in this chapter. Such an 
approach has intuitive appeal given research findings in 

the psychological literature about how uncertainty 
influences human information processing behaviour. The 

work of Kahneman and Tversky has provided a valuable 
insight in this direction. Moreover, formal attempts to 

represent an individual's beliefs by explicit semantics 
are starting to be. made in the AI literature [see f or 
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example Fox (1984)]. 

5.6 CONCLUSION 

The main purpose of this chapter has been to present the 

first steps in the detailed analysis of the behaviour of a 

single subject in our experiment. We have illustrated the 

application of protocol analysis and developed a global PS 

model of S7's behaviour. The model presented in Figure 
5.4 captures the essential elements of the strategic 
decision making process but is incomplete for the purposes 

of simulating the detailed information processing 
behaviour of our subject. The operators we have defined 

in our global model require detailed specification in 

terms of production rules. We conduct such an analysis in 

Chapter 7. 

In the next chapter we consider the behaviour of other 

subjects who participated in our experiment. Our purpose 
is twof old. First, using the global model developed in 

this chapter we examine the decision making strategies of 
different subjects and make an assessment of 'good' and 
'bad' strategies for our experimental setting. Second, we 

provide behavioural content to the production rules that 
define the global operators described in this chapter. 

We have seen that the collection of concurrent protocols 

provides the researcher with a high volume of behavioural 

data. This data will typically provide many insights into 

different aspects of the decision making process. In 
focusing upon the repetitive sequences of information 

processing behaviour it is possible for the researcher to 

neglect important 'and interesting aspects of decision 

making behaviour. Particularly important is the insight 

provided by protocol data into the control strategies that 

govern problem solving behaviour. We have only been able 
to draw tentative inferences on these issues from the 

study of S71s protocol. However, the discussion in the 
last section of this chapter suggests a number of possible 
directions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 5- APPENDIX I 

This Appendix contains the full protocol transcript for 
subject S7. Each topic statement is operator coded and 
identified by a number to represent its sequence in the 
information processing behaviour of the subject. The 
operator codes correspond to the operators def ined in 
subject S71s problem space in the main text of this 
chapter. The use of each problem space operator and its 
basic structure in terms of knowledge state inputs and 
outputs can be seen from the protocol transcript. At 
the end of the Appendix there is a summary of the 
trading and performance results for S7 and the 
competitor firm. 

We noted in the main text the possibility of identifying 
more basic information processing activities that 
underpin the problem space operators we have defined for 
s7. The presence of these more basic operators is 
particularly evident when the subject employs the PA and 
SA operators. However, given the nature of our 
decision making exercise, it is not always clear from 
the protocol as to the exact form of these more 
f undamental activities. Equally, it is unlikely that 
their detailed specification will provide any further 
insight into the broad decision making strategies of the 
subject. 

The work of Bouwman (1978,1983) provides a good example 
of a more disaggregated specification of information 
processing behaviour for a financial diagnostic task. 
Bouwman identifies a number of examining and reasoning 
codes that correspond closely to what we have called 
basic operators e. g. comparing two items; comparing an 
item with an internal or market norm; summarising and 
evaluating; identifying a problem. Bouwman's operators 
correspond more closely to Newell and Simon's notion of 
an eip than do the operators we have def ined in the 
problem space of subject S7. 

The issue of the level at which information processing 
behaviour should be specified is likely to be determined 
by a number of different factors. The maj or 
consideration is the level of detail captured in the 
subject's verbal protocol; this, in turn, reflects the 
experimental conditions under which behaviour is 
observed and, to a lesser extent, the ability of 
subjects to provide verbal reports. From previous 
research the important issue seems to be defining 
operators at a level that captures the problematical 
information processing activities for a particular 
decision making task. This is a very difficult aspect 
for the researcher- to judge but it should reflect the 
factors considered when designing the experimental 
setting in which behaviour is to be observed. 
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SUBJECT 7 TRANSCRIPT OF PROTOCOL 

Topic and Operator Representation: 

operator 

Period 1 

SA 1: We have on the screen the market 
data for the last period ... there 
appears to be little correlation 
betueen the c-ratio and sales ... 

SA 2: and the pricing appears to be such 
that it is very hard to get any feel 
for price elasticity ... 

SA 3: and in any case we are not talking 
about similar products ... there are 
wide gaps between the c-ratios. 

SA 4: So very high uncertainty ... at 
this stage of the exercise ... there 
are a lot of strategic questions at the 
nKxnent that I clearly don't know the 
answer to ... ... 

SA 5: one is ... what is the overall 
market going to look like ? 

DS 6: - is there going to be a good 
living for two ccmpanies in this market 
or ultimately am I going to have to go 
into a highly ccnipetitive strategy with 
the competitor ? ... 

SA 7: he appears to have the edge at this 
stage ... ... since he has two products 
relative to my one ... 

PA 8: and that is reflected in the sales 
figures ... there was quite a big 
change wben he introduced that second 
product 

SA 9:... so clearly the number of 
products you have on the market is 
going to have an impact on your share 
of the market and ultimately I guess 
upon profitability * 

DS 10: Equally, I don't want to get into a 
price war ... ... 
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DS 11: or any other aggressive strategy 
early on ... I think I will tend to go 
for a policy of collaboration rather 
than an all-out aggressive policy ... 

DS 12: though I realise I may have to 
change ... maybe as a result of his 
action ... or as a result of the total 
size of the market and its elasticity. 

DS 13: 1 ... will try to avoid getting too 
close to his products which will be 
seen as an aggressive action and ... I 
wi-11 explore other areas of the n-tarket. 
the competitor is not in 

DPPS 14: ... ... and I think that will be 
my opening strategy ... at this stage 
I'll introduce one new product ... 

SA 15: my current portfolio ... the 
competitor's portfolio has products 
with c-ratios . 25 and 5 

SA 16: and I have a c-ratio of 1 ... 
so the competitor straddles me both 
sides ... 

DPPS 17: 1 think ... IIm. going to try a 
top end of the market product ... a 
relatively high valued product ... 
compared with my existing product ... 

SV 18: and further it will not be seen as 
too aggressive if I do not go too close 
to Product 3 

RATIO 19: ... I 111 launch a product with a 
c-ratio of about 2 ... 

DS 20: ... though an alternative 
strategy would be to be highly 
aggressive and launch two new products 
to straddle the competitor firm's 
products 

Sv 21: ... but this may be premature at 
this stage. 

RATIO 22: I'll be launching Product 4- and I 
think the characteristic mix will be 

... ... OK - I'll have 4 units of Cl 
and 8 units of C2 

DPPS 23: ... I won't. withdraw any products 
at this stage 

Sv 24: that would be ridiculous ! 
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SA 2 5: Right ... so ... my pricing 
strategy ... I'll review last 
period's pricing data. Variable cost 
for my product was E3 ... 

SA 26: ... and the mark up of 60p - 

PA 27: good sales on that 

DPS 28: ... I want to be cautious ... in 
fact, to avoid complicating issues I'm 
going to keep my price where it is - at 
E3.60 

SV 29: otherwise I'm going to be receiving 
too much information ... ... given 
that I'm launching this new product 

DS 30: of course, I'm not sure what iTy 
carpetitor is going to do ... ... What he does, incidentally, will give 
me scme idea of what his strategy will 
be ... is he going to attack me ? 

PRIECE 3 1: OK ... so I'll leave the price 
where it is 

... at E3.60 for Product 
2 ... 

SA 32: Variable cost for Product 4 is E6 

DPS 33: it is a high value product ... 
and, therefore, it may stand a high 
mark-up. 

PRICE 34: Equally, I want to be sure that 
I'm not overkilling it on price ... so 
I am going to go in at a conservative 
price of about E6.50 

SV 35: that will cover my costs ... a 
margin just below my other product ... 

SV 36: yes, that doesn't seem too 
expensive in relation to products on 
the market last period ... that is 
probably underpricing ... 

Sv 37: but at this stage I don't want more 
information than I can cope with and 

and ... I will probably get too 
much noise in the system if I start 
changing too many things ... 
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PA 3 8: ... that's interesting ... 
Product 2 has taken a considerable 
hayu-nering ... we haven't sold any 

PA 39: ... Product 4 on the other hand 
isn' t bad ... revenue was F-40,691 

PA 40: operating profit looks low ... 
but the price was also kept low ... 

PA 41: Product 2 is worrying 
however, I suppose it depends upon what 
my market share is going to be ... ... 

PA 42: Product 2 may be suf fering from my 
introduction of Product 4 or maybe from 
what my conpetitor has done ... 

PA 43: ... MUL ... Share of the market 
is good ... 68.16% ... that is 

encouraging, 

PA 44: but I'm getting it all on one 
product ... which isn't ... so 
I'll need to decide what to do with 
Product 2. 

PA 45: ROCE isn't fantastic ... 

PA 46: cash balance is OK 

PA 47: share price ... ... can't really 
interpret at this stage ... 

PA 4 8: OK ... let's look at the 
competitor ... The ccmpetitor didn't 
introduce any new products ... 

SA 49: which is interesting ... maybe 
he knows something I don't in the sense 
he has 2 products already ... 

PA -5 0: aah ... if I look at the 
previous results ... seems to have 
changed his price ... odd ... 
pushed his price up slightly 

PA 51: though it didn't have much impact 
upon Product 1 sales have 
stayed pretty flat. 

PA 52: Product 3 ... now that is 
interesting ... price has been 
increased by 15p 

PA 53: but it has dropped very 
substantively on sales revenue 
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SA 54: - that presumably is because I've a 
chink of his market with ny Product 4 

PA 55: he's not going to like that ... ... 
and almost certainly ... ... going to 
come in there between our products or 
above me ... that is what I'd do ... 

SA 5 6: OK ... so ... the ccnipetitor 
has the bottom end sewn up and I Im 
going to have to look at that. 

PS 57: I'll probably need to become 
aggressive down there ... 

SA 58: and I appear to have the top end of 
the market at this stage. 

SA 59: My product in the middle appears to 
be badly squeezed - and II ve got to 
decide what I'm going to do with it. 

PA 60: Share of market for ccmpetitor is 
well down there - that's great 

PA 61: ... his ROCE is not much better 
than mine; 

PA 62: his cash balance is fairly healthy 

PA 63: and share price ... I'm not too 
bothered about share price behaviour at 
this stage. 

Period 2 

SA 64: Right, Period 2 ... I'll need to 
do some thinking here. I'm sitting 
pretty good at the top end of the 
market 

SA 65: and my key problem is with the 
"squeezed" product in the middle ... 

SA 66: now that might be a pattern that is 
beginning to emerge if you g4t into 
that position ... ... Yes ... I've 
a product here with a ratio of 1 
which is doing nothing ... ... 

SA 67: presumably because he is coming in 
with his product at a lower price. 
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DPS 68: I'm going to sound out the price 
sensitivity of Product 2 by 
virtually selling it at cost ... ... 

SV 69: before I remove it from the market 
... I'll risk the product for another 
period ... for the sake of E750 

PRICE 70: in fact, I'll price it fractionally 
above cost at about E3.10. 

SV 71: That will tell me how much price 
sensitivity there is ... 

DPPS 72: However, I'll also introduce a new 
product ... so I'll change my product 
portfolio ... This will be Product 
5. 

RATIO 73: Now, here is the tricky bit 
what am I going to do ? ... 

SA 74: My ccnipetitor has a c-ratio of . 25 
for Product 1 

SA 75: and is "clearing up" that end of 
the market. 

DS 76: I'm going to come under him in 
price there, which will be interesting 

DPPS 77: ... so I'll put a product on the 
market with a low ratio ... con-pared 
with my mid range product - Product 2- 

RATIO 78: about .5... so I'll ccme in with 
a Cl of 2 and a C2 of 1. 

DPPS 79: I'm not going to withdraw any 
products at this stage 

SV 80: ... at E750 there is little point 
and they are worth that for market 
research ... ... so ther6 may be a case 
for keeping products alive indefinitely 

Sv 81: although there is some money to be 
had back by releasing them. I 

DPPS 82: However, I've not got a cash flow 
problem so my overall strategy is not 
to kill products at all. 

SA 83: OK ... my pricing strategy ... 
right ... er . Product 2 MY 
price last period was E3.60, 
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SA 84: vaýriable costs F-3.00 ... ... ok 

DPS 85: that is the one I'm going to go in 
at quite aggressively ... 

DS 86: though I'll expect some reaction 
from ny ccnipetitor he won' t like 
this: 

PRICE 87: er ... price ... E3.10 

DS 88: - my strategy of concilliation has 
now evaporated since ... I've found out 
that I'm not selling one of my products 

I'm now more aggressive in my 
approach ... 

SA 89: My next product ... ... Product 4 
I had that end of the market and 

DPS 90: ... I'm going to shade that up 
to about E6.70; 

SV 91: 1 don't think that will bit me too 
hard there should be a fair 
amount of leeway there ... 

SA 92: though I don't know how price 
sensitive the whole market is at this 
stage ... but the margin seems about 
right for the market ... 

SV 93: but I'm pretty sure at this stage 
that I can get away with a litle bit of 
an increase ... 

PRICE 94: so let's push that up to E6.70. 

SA 9 5: Right, new Product 5 ... no 
previous price history ... variable 
cost is E1.50 and ... 

DPS 96: I'm not going to get away with much 
on this ... er ... a low value 
product ... 

PRICE 97: I'm going to go in there at F, 1.55 

... a little cheaper than my 
unsuccessful product ... 

DS 98: A strategy seems to be emerging 

... not so much consciously ... as 
just from a series of incremental 
decisions in that I do appear to be 
following a very low price strategy 
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PA 99: ... Very, interesting ... ah yes 
I've now reversed my position on 

Product 2 completely ... my original 
product has now responded quite 
dramatically to price ... 

PA 100: but Product 4, my expensive 
product has sold nothing ... 

SA 101: is that because of pr#e or has my 
corrpetitor done something there? ... 

PA 102: My two low priced products seem to 
be doing well ... 

PA 103: My market share has dropped ... 
that' s worrying ... 

PA 104: cash balance has dropped and 

PA 105: my ROM has dropped too ... 

PA 106: so I'm in all sorts of trouble 

... and my share price has dropped 
too. 

PA 107: Right, ok ... My competitor 
hasn' t launched any new products 

SA 108: that' s interesting ... what is 
hitting me is entirely price related - 
I think ... Let's have a look at his 
results ... so what is happening 
there? 

PA 109: His Product 1 has taken a 
hanmering ... 

PA 110: so rry strategy has paid of f in 
that direction ... I've cornered that 
end of the market ... 

PA 111: but his Product 3 is doing very 
nicely; 

SA 112: Yes, I've reversed my position 
completely, and yet all I've done 

well ... I've introduced the 
new product ... 

SA 113: but essentially all I've done is 
change price. All right, let's go and 
see what that means. 

PA 114: His market share has gone up and 
roughly equals me ... 

PA 115: got a nice ROCE and 
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PA 116: a reasonable cash balance 

PA 117: nothin4 there to worry me too 
much, but I've clearly got to do 
sorething. Yes, ... he is looking 
much better than I am. 

Period 3. 

SV 118: The question now is, what am I 
going to do ... I'll incur high costs 
if I introduce any new products ... 

SA 119: and I increasingly feel price is 
probably everything in the market ... 

DS 120: which may make it difficult to 
evolve an effective strategy against 
the competitor ... 

SA 121: I'm going to work on that 
assumption and play entirely with price 
in this period ... 

DPPS 122: I'm not going to introduce any 
new products 

DPPS 123: ... since my competitor isn't, 
though he might well do in the light of 
my actions over the last two periods 

... it'll be surprising if he doesn't 
come back at me ... 

SV 124: But I think that price is emerging 
as the key element to the strategy for 
this exercise ... but it seems also 
quite responsive to small price changes 

DPPS 12 5: Ri ght ... IIm not going to 
change my portfolio. 

SA 126: I'm quite conscious here that part 
of my strategy seems to be dordnated by 
trying to get market information ... trying to reduce the uncertainty I feel 
by ... almost buying information ... 

SV 127: maybe it is a conmn uncertainty 
reducing play but I'm conscious of the 
fact that it could get me into trouble. 
However, I'll continue this ... 
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DPS 128: 1 think I'll review last period's 
market data 

... Price for Product 2 

... I1 11 leave it at F-3.10 same as 
last period 

SV 129: tcnpted to shade it up a bit 
... 

but that might confuse MY 
interpretation of the results ... I 
want to find out exactly what is 
happening here 

... and our overall 
market share is not high anyway ... 

DPPS 130: though it wouldn't surprise me if 
my competitor messes all this up by 
putting a new product in !I 

PA 131: Product 4 at E6.70 did 
disastrously ... 

SA 13 2: let me my conpetitorls 
dropping his price ... 

his margins 

... rMM ... 

DPS 133: I'm going to put that down to 
E6.40 - 40p - roughly in line with the 
ccopetitor's margins ... 

SV 134: I've got no product introduction 
costs ... so, I can live with small 
revenues this period ... 

DS 135: although ultimately I've got to 
get those margins up.. 

DPS 136: Product 5 ... well ... w,, -!., ll leave that where it is 
... it did OK 

SV 137: this period is really beccming a 
period for market research on price 
elasticity ... ... 

**** 

PA 138: Right - let's look at unit sales 
... drop in unit sales on Product 2 
from 19,345 to 15,828 

SA 139: - where I kept the price flat 

... probably reflects more products 
on the market. 

PA 140: Product 4 has come back by 
dropping the price and sales have gone 
up ... 
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SA 141: so the implication there is that 
the market is growing I think ... but 
you'd expect that at this stage of the 
life cycle ... 

SA 14 2: 1 must have a- good share of the 
market unless the market has grown 
enorrmusly ... I'm beginning to get 
the feel for the pricing pattern of 
this market ... ... 

PA 143 
,: 

My market share has gone up 
65.62% 

PA 144: ... ROCE not much better ... but this is not surprising given my 
policy. 

PA 145: Share price has inproved 

PA 146: cash balance is adequate. 

PA 147: Yes, reasonably happy with that 

... let's look at my summary 
performance ... yes, a distinct 
reversal in fortunes there ... had 
the previous trend continued I would 
have been výorried ... 

PA 148: Profitability does seem to be my 
problem ... and that presumably is the 
name of the game 

DS 149: although I do appear to be 
following a market share objective 

DS 150: But profitability is still the 
name of the game as far as I am 
concerned ... 

DS 151: er ... ... I am f ollowing a 
market penetration strategy quite 
clearly at this stage ... and even 
though I didn't plan it that way ... it appears to be emerging as my 
strategy. 

DS 152: much more aggressive than I was 
and much more into market share and 
pricing penetration policies. 

PA 153: Ah ... my competitor has 
introduced a new product - 

PA 154: Product 7 didn 't do very 
well with it 

... 
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SA 155: the c-ratio is very close to 1 and 
its price looks very low. 

PA 156: He's increased the price for 
Product 3 to E3.47 ... 

PA 15 7: 1 wonder why he did that ... now 

... his sales revenue has dropped 
substantially there ... though it is 
fairly successful ... 

DS 158. - he is bound to cane back at me 
with price and if we are not careful we 
will end up "cutting each other's 
throats" ... 

PA 159: No sales of Product 7 ... why 
hasn't he sold any Product 7?... 

SA 160: 11 11 see that better when I 
review the market data ... but I 
guess I'll have him trapped somwhere 
... probably with a low margin product 
that is somewhere near the same 
characteristics. 

PA 161: Right ... his profitability is 
E8,500 

PA 162: ... about ... right 
well ... that's all right, I've done 
what I intended to do ... II ve hit 
him in market share ... and 
profitability is not particularly gýýa 
for him to make me vulnerable. 

PA 163: Yes ... his profitability is 

marginally down 

PA 164: though his ROCE is still fairly 
satisfactory ... 

PA 165: and his share price ... while it 
is dropping is not any grounds for 

concern ... 

Period 4 

DS 166: This is the make or break period 

... since I can't just hold in the 
position I am in ... I'm squeezed in 

a sense ... because I feel he is 

going to go for a lower pricing 
strategy this time ... 
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SV 167: and that means if I start putting 
my prices up ... ... which I'm going to 
have to do at some stage, I'm in 
trouble ... 

DPPS 16 8: 1 think I'll introduce a new 
product. Yes, I'm going to put a 
product in this period and 

DPS 169: ... I'll try and milk Product 5 
which I think will stand a bit more 

DPS 170: I'm going to try and put up all my 
prices a shade to try and milk my 
reasonably successful portfolio ... ... 

PA 171: apart from Product 4 which 
is not that cheap anyway ... 

SA 172: Let's look at products marketed 
last period ... particularly c-ratios 
where 'duct 1 the . 25 
product is . stiy; doing reasonably well 
- with a fairly good price margin ... 
that is doing nicely 

PA 173: Product 5 ... which is 

... is also doing pretty well ... 

SA 174: and now if I look at the 
differences in pricing there, he is 
doing extremely well on price there 
conpared with me ... although he 
may come down this period. But he is 
holding very nicely on price there 

... I'm getting a trivial mark-up ... he is getting 23p lo, which is 
interesting ... 

DPPS 175: I'm not going to hit him with 
exactly the same product ... and 
price under him ... that would be too 
aggressive ... therefore I'll make a 
conscious effort not to hit the saDe 
ratios as he is hitting. 

SA 176: Then I've got Product 2, which is 
low priced but holding market share ... 

SA 177: and then Product 4- more highly 
priced - but they're both pretty well 
dominating the market at the mcment. 

SA 178: His Product 7 is obviously 
squeezed ... 
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SA 179: because his pricing is by no means 
more outrageous there ... in fact, 
it's quite ccnpetitive there ... but 
because I'm squeezing with Product 2 
and Product 4 ... at a low price ... he is doing badly. 

SA 180: That is beginning to tell me 
something about the market here that 
there seems to be this pincer effect 

... and I'm clearly pincering Product 
7 ... ... Product 7 is doing 
disastrously 

DS 181: ... he might strike back on 
price ... but he hasn't got much to 
go at ... only 20p on margin ... 
admittedly on a low cost product. 

SA 182: Product 3 which is 
occupying the top end of the market 

... it's doing OK. 

DPPS 183: I've got two options here ... er 

... I can try and do more pincer 
movements on him or 

DPPS 183: 1 can go to the extrene and get 
"under" him at one or other end of the 
market ... ... I can either com in 
under Prodwt 1 at less than . 25 or I 
can come in over Product 3 with the 5 
c-ratio. 

SA 184: This pincer effect seEms to refer 
to the c-ratio in this exercise and the 
absolute levels of the characteristics 
may not be as inportant ... this 
was hinted in the case notes ... but 
I've not exploited this so far. 

DS 185: A slight change in strategy 
then ... I'll focus on c-ratios 
more directly. 

DPPS 186: I'm going to go either above or 
below ... 

SA 187: there appears to be some nice 
margins above ... 

RATIO 188: I'm going to go above ... above 
5 ... I'll go 1 to 6 ... or should 
I go .5 to 2.5 ? ... 

sv 189: which will give me a lower price 
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RATIO 190: No, I'll go in at I to 6 ... just so my new product will be pitched 
above that c-ratio at the top end there 

... above his Product 3 ... and is 
going to have a c-ratio of 6 ... one 
extra unit of C2 ... 

DPS 191: and I'll price it competitively 
against his product. I 

DS 192: I'll also shade up my prices in 
those areas where I have the ccapetitor 
pincered ... 

DS 193: but I don't know what he is going 
to do ... ... he might try and pincer 
me ... ... 

in fact he almost certainly 
Will. 

SV 194: Nonetheless, the strategy for this 
period is a new product at the top end 
of the c-ratios ... more stress on the 
c-ratio than previously 

DPS 195: and price shading on the 'cash 
cow' end of my portflio ... 

DS 196: to get more profitability 
hopefully ... 

RATIO 197: Therefore, Product 8 ... C1 is 1 
and C2 is 6 units. 

DPPS 198: I'll stick with the policy of not 
withdrce: wing any products 

Sv 199: unless I get really desperate for 
cash and I don't anticipate problems 
there. 

DPS 200: Price strategy Product 2 

... I'm going up on my price there 

... E3.20. 

DPS 201: Product 4- F6.40 ... I'm 
keeping that flat ... it's already got 
a good margin. 

DPS 202: Product 5.,... IIm going to 
shade up by 5p to 

L60 
... 

DS 203: I'm getting worried now about what 
ny competitor is going to do; I'm sure 
he is thinking along the same lines 

SA 204: Product 8 ... variable cost is 
E3.50 ... well ... well ... 
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DPS 205: I'll go 30p mark-up on that one 
... which is still low ... relative to 
the ccapetitor's product ... 

PRICE 206: I'll go E3.80. 

Sv 207: It sholud allow me to increase 
profitability ... right ... 

into the 
simulation ... 
once again ... 

PA 208: ... Ah well ... that exploded 
into some sort of disaster ... 

PA 209: it can't be my actions, it must 
be my carpetitor's actions. He must 
have hit me on price -II ve shaded up 
and he has gone down I guess - that was 
predictable. 

PA 2 10: Mmm! ... Market share must be 
virtually a write-off ... dam to 5% 

PA 211: ROCE is a disaster; 

PA 212: cash balance is Ok; 

PA 213: share price understandably has 
dropped. 

PA 214: What has the competitor done ? 

... Yes, just as I thought ... a 
pricing war on our hands. In a sense 
I've walked into this -I should not 
have shaded my prices up at the same 
time I expected him to shade his prices 
down ... 

SA 215: but I'd not realised how sensitive 
the market was to price ... The 
"pincer" theory still holds good ... but there is a lot of sensitivity on 
price. 

DS 216: There is only one way I can go 
this period - my strategy is quite 
clear ... it won't do much for 
profitability, but it will allow me to 
capture market share. 

DS 217: So ... aggressive pricing is 
the only way out given I've walked 
right into this ... 
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SV 218: it was bad strategy, I should have 
introduced my new product without 
shading up ny prices. That should have 
been an obvious mistake - in hindsight. 

Perioa 5 

DPPS 219: No change in product portfolio 
strategy this period ... 

DS 220: while my strategy appears to be a 
bit incremental ... but, there has 
been a clear policy that has emerged 
very easily ... this is a market 
share capturing and pricing penetration 
policy. 

PA 221: In a sense deviating from this 
last period was a mistake -I should 
have stayed where I was ... ... I 
guess. 

DS 222: How is he going to read it? If 
he is very sharp he will reckon I will 
come back at him hard ... he'll 
hardly think I will extrapolate the 
trend given that my prices are up ... 

DS 223: So, ... it's going to have to be 
some very keen prices indeed - 
virtually selling at cost again ... 

PRICE 224: Product 2 ... we 111 go in at 
E3.10 ... er ... no ... E3.05 ... 

SV 225: 1 don't have a cash f low problem 
and even though nTy share price doesn't 
look good ... Ilmnot in any 
liquidity problems, so I can afford to 
be aggressive ... as I was in period 
2 ... a similar policy I think ... 

PA 226: Product 4 ... last period E6.40 
- it didn't do very well ... 

SA 227: that is interesting since I held 
that one steady ... I wonder why 
that one went down ? ... 

SA 228: because he dropped the price of a 

... product close in c-ratio I guess - 

PRICE 229: ... E6.20 

PRICE 230: Product 5- E1.60 ... not much 
I can given away on that one ... 
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PRICE 231: ... E1.55 

DPS 232: There is, of course, the 
possibility of going into loss making 
pricing - 

Sv 233: but seeing as I don't see any 
possibility of squeezing him out of the 
market ... there is little point in 
trying to do that. 

PA 234: Product 8 ... that one did 
sell scmething at E3.80 - 

PRICE 235: but nonetheless it' s ccming down 
to E3.60 ... 

236: Right, into the simulation 

**** 

PA 237: Interesting ... Product 4 didn't 
sell arrything 

PA 238: well I've got the market share I 
wanted, that's all right - exactly what 
I expected. I think I 'm reading the 
signals right ... 

PA 239: but I don't like the profitability 
position I am in. 

PA 240: The way I've got to play it 
RM ... that's OK ... rry share 
price is coming up; 

PA 241: profitability has risen again 

PA 242: though it's still pretty abysiral 

PA 243: and market share is back to where 
I wanted it ... that's fine. 

PA 244: What's happened here with the 
competitor ? Product 1 is holding his 
market share ... he is holding a 
third of the market with Product 1; 

PA 245: He hasn't introduced any new 
products 

PA 246-. and his price ... yes, I'd 
figured he'd do that, he has followed 
on the price strategy ... but II ve 
outguessed him this time ... 
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PA 247: His cash balance is getting big 

... but there is not much he can do 
with it so that's all right 

Period 6 

DPPS 248: I'm not going to introduce any new 
products ... 

Sv 249: welve gone far enough down that 
road and we are only splitting the 
market between ccnipeting products. So, 
no new products ... 

DPPS 250: 1 bet he does this period. 

DS 251: I'll review the market data this 
period ... ... since I'm in real 
troable when it comes to pricing ... I daren't go up - 

DS 252: 1 'm definitely in a position now 
where I need to increase profitability 

... and that's going to be very 
difficult to do 

Sv 253: So ... I can't out-manoeuvre 
him in terms of introducing new 
products since I've already got enough 
I feel and ... and I don't think I want 
to follow that strategy ... 

SA 254: Right ... it seems sales 
revenue is coming entirely from the 
bottom end of the spectrum ... that 
is 

... the c-ratio, spectrun ... 

SA 255: 1 don't know why that is? 
Somethinkg to do with low margins 
maybe? No ... I don't think so 
... prices are right for high c-ratio 
products as uell ... 

SA 256: it's pretty clear that Products 
7,4 and 3- which are mid-range 
products - are doing nothing and 

SA 257: that suggests maybe demand is 
switching around in the market ... 

DPS 258: Well, I'm now committed to a 
definite pricing strategy ... even 
though ... what I 111 do is hold the 
price for Product 5 constant 

sv 259: and I'mgoing to ... if I 
price up Product 2 ... he n-ay hit me 
with Product 7 
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DPS 260: and I'm right to the bone on 
Product 2 ... IIm going to price up 
there ... 

DPS 261: and price down on Product 4 ... in 
line with the prices charged on other 
products ... 

SV 262: in the hope that even if I do 
damage my sales on Product 2 frcm. 
Product 7 1111 get sane of it back on 
Product 4. 

DPS 263: Therefore, I'll put Product 2 up 

DPS 264: hold Product 5 

DPS 265: and reduce Product 4 ... 

SV 266: though I'm a bit concerned at 
having to hold entirely everything on 
price strategy ... ... 

PRICE 267: Product 2 ... I'll price at 
E3.10 ... 

PRICE 268: Product 4 ... I'll ccuie down to 
E6.10. 

PRICE 269: Product 51 want to keep flat at 
E1.55 - it's only a low value product 

DPS 270: Product 8 I've not decided 
what to do with that ... Rum ... 
I'll leave it where it is; 

SV 271: it's 1ýropping up" scme of that top 
end ... and its' priced conpetitively 

DS 272: This is all going to depend on 
what the conpetitor does ... though 
I guess he is in the same position as I 
am in ... 

PA 273: ... Right ... Product 2 which I 
increased in price has dropped 
predictably to zero ... 

SA 274: the exercise is very sensitive to 
price movements ... 

PA 275: The ones I kept flat seem 
OX. 
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PA 276; What about market share? ... 84.5% ... we're putting the 
ccopetitor out of business ... MY 
aggressive policy seems to have worked. 

PA 27 7: Well, share price has gone up 
nicely 

PA 278: and profits are much improved ... 

PA 279: with market share high and the 
improvement in profitability ... I'm 
happy with that ... 

DS 280: though the strategy is really 
aggressive at this stage of the 
exercise and ... there seems no 
turning back now ... I guess this is 
my fault. I followed the policy that 
was aggressive ... 

PA 281: Let's look at his problems 
He has dropped a product! 

SV 282: Miat a stupid thing to do! The, 
firm hasn't a cash problem ... I think 
that is silly since neither of us is in 
liquidity problems and they're always 
there if you get trapped ... to do 
scme aggressive pricing with I 
don't know what he is at there 

PA 283: The interesting thing is that he 
has priced his Product 1 at E2.69 and 
got a huge revenue. 

Sv 284: That now really is ... yes, I 
should definitely have "gone under" 
Product 1 ... I was quite right in my 
intuition there ... no, it's not 
intuition, it's knowledge ... 

DS 285: that's obviously what I'm going to 
do this period, obviously ... all out 
aggression this time ... 

DS 286: very low pricing strategy 

DPPS 287: and hit him underneath Product 1 
with a new product ... 

Period 7 

DPPS 288: I'm going to introduce a new 
product ... 
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DPS 289: 1 want to review the market data 

... right ... I'm going to keep all 
prices exactly where they are ... ... I've little rocm to drop thEým ... 

DPS 290: 1 will drop them if I can ... I1 11 go for the throat and shade them 
down a little further ... 

RATIO 291: I'll hit the conpatitor with a new 
product with a ratio of under . 25 ... 
so I'll go in with 5: 1 ... ... an 
extra unit of Cl characteristic ... to 
give a lower ratio ... 

DS 292: He might ... go under we ... 
no, he won't do that ... there is no 
reason to ... if anything lie will go 
higher if he introduces a new product. 

RATIO 293: I'll go in with a new product that 
will have 5: 1 as a c-ratio ... 
Product 9 ... 5 for Cl 1 for 
c2. 

DS 294: Pricing strategy - cut to the 
bone 

DPS 295: price of Product 2 ... dropping 
that to E3.05 ... 

SV 296: 1 can still make reasonable 
profitability if I take a huge share of 
the market ... 

DPS 297: so ... Product 4 ... F-6.05 

... a real cut-throat price ... 

DPS 298: Product 5, I'll hold ... no I 
won't ... 

PRICE 299: I'll go at E1.54 - shade it by a 
penny ... 

SA 300: Product 8 ... variable cost 
E3.50 

SA 301: price last was ... E3.60 ... 

PRICE 302: I'll sell at E3.55 ... 

SA 303: Price of Product 9 variable 
cost is E3.00 ... 

PRICE 304: aah ... right ... well, let's 
use the same pattern - F-3.05 ... 
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305: let's see the results of that 
into the simulation. 

PA 306: ... OK, ny big earners are the 
two ... Product 4 has come all right 

PA 307: Product 9 has hit where I wanted 
to ... 

PA 308: yes, 100% share of the market ... 
looking good ... 

PA 309: though share price is looking low 

PA 310: let's see what the competitor has 
done ... his share price is in all 
sorts of problems ... 

PA 311: he has introduced a new product 

... yes, that explains my results 
somewhat ... didn 't do him any good 

PA 312: His share price is on the slide 
and he is ripe for a takeover ... 

END OF TRANSCRIPT 
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SUBJECT S7 PERFORMANCE DATA: SUMMARY 

The following table provides a summary of the 
performance of the subject and the competitor firm: 

Subject 7: 

IýW. SHARE MMIN CN SAAM 
PERM REENLE I; ORATIE (-. ) PR= CAPjavp (%) PRRE 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 
2 84585.70 49.83 3711.65 6.28 1.19 
3 123427.70 65.62 5962.61 9.16 1.40 
4 15288.17 5.01 1613.99 2.42 . 92 
5 260613.40 65.81 6772.73 9.22 1.08 
6 461934.40 80.45 12958.84 14.99 1.37 
7 550000.00 100.00 7839.61 8.32 1.13 

ampetib= Ej 

MýT., qjqE MIEN CN gjUE 
EERICD RUý RE\K\TE(%) PRTTr CAP. RVP ('-, ) FREE 

1 19008.29 31.64 5424.83 10.40 1.56 
2 84989.30 50.12 9331.68 19.18 1.98 
3 64672.24 34.38 8557.03 12.22 1.70 
4 290061.80 94.99 19490.64 21.77 2.21 
5 135386.60 34.19 10649.28 12.38 1.61 
6 112265.70 19.55 7782.58 11.62 1.24 
7 - - 1097.19 5.49 . 77 
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"TTIATVTM171 C 

THE STRATEGIC DECISION MAKING EXERCISE: AN EXAMINATION OF 
THE DirthRENCE6 IN BIUIAVIOUR BIUMBEN 6UbJh(, -1'6 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we compare and contrast the behaviour of 

some of our other subjects in terms of a number of generic 
decision making strategies. We relate these differences 

in subject behaviour to the global model of the strategic 
decision making process developed in the last chapter. 
The discussion is limited to considering the behaviour of 

a further five subjects: Sl, S2, S3, S4, and S6. These 
five subjects provide good examples of the contrasting 

strategies used by our subjects. 

Differences in behaviour between our subjects are clearly 

reflected in the various performance indicators that were 

generated during the running of the experiment, e. g. 

profits, market share, ROCE and so on. Moreover, the 

protocol transcripts reveal differences between subjects 
in terms of both the problem solving strategies and the 

control strategies used during decision making. In 

examining the behaviour of other subjects we shall make a 
tentative assessment at identifying what appear to have 

been "good" and "bad" decision making strategies in our 

experimental setting. We shall consider the possible 
implications for how we might study the strategic 
behaviour of firms in practice. 

In the following section we examine and summarise the 
behaviour of three other subjects in terms of their 

relative performance to other subjects and the competitor 
firm. our purpose is to illustrate the variety of 
behaviour that our experimental setting generated despite 

all subjects being faced with the same task environment. 
We also demonstrate the generality of the problem space 
representation developed for S7 in the previous chapter. 
In essence, the knowledge elements and global operators 
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describing S71s behaviour also appear to capture the 
behaviour of other subjects in ouý: exercise. Given our 
experimental setting it was not possible to compare each 

subject's behaviour against some objectively defined 

optimal strategy; indeed such a strategy does not exist. 
However, all subjects were concerned with their relatiý7e 

performance in terms of measures such as profit and market 

share. It is on this basis that we can evaluate the 

strategies of different subjects and provide an insight 

into the type of strategies that appear to have been 

"successful". 

While we can view all subjects as operating in a similar 

problem space to that defined for S7, this does not mean 
that all decision making activity was identical. Indeed, 
it clearly was not. Some small differences can be 
identified in terms of the knowledge elements that various 

subjects used in defining their problem space - but these 

are minimal. All subjects used similar global operators 
to those we defined for S7, e. g. DS, DPPS, DPS and so on. 
However, it is at the operator level that differences in 

behaviour can be studied. It is in specifying the 

operators that we can capture particular decision rules 

and information processing behaviour of individual 

subjects. 

In the following section we examine the behaviour of two 
further subjects - one who was 'successful' and one who 
was 'unsuccessful'. We contrast the decision rules and 
information processing heuristics adopted by these 

subjects and identify reasons for their relative success. 
At this level, our discussion becomes more detailed than 
that provided for S7 in the previous chapter and it 

serves a useful purpose in providing a structure for how 

we could model the information processing operators 
described in Chapter 5. We conclude with a brief 
discussion of the limitations of our experimental setting 
for the purpose of interpreting subject behaviour and 
drawing general lessons about 'good' and 'bad' decision 
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making. 

6.2 AN OVERVIEW OF THE DECISION MAKING BEHAVIOUR OF S2, 
. 63 72M 34 

In Figure 6.1 we present a summary of the performance 
information relating to all ten of our subjects. It shows 
the relative success of each subject compared with other 

subjects and the rival in terms of the key performance 

variables e. g. profits, market share, ROCE and so on. 
Figure 6.1 also summarises the decision output data for 

each subject. 

From Figure 6.1 we can identify those subjects who 

performed more successfully when evaluated in terms of the 
financial and market performance variables generated 
during the experiment. Whilst we did not specify a 

particular goal to be pursued by subjects (such as 

maximise profits), the protocol data is rarely ambiguous 

with regard to an individual subject's assessment of their 

performance. In this respect, the objectives and goals of 

subjects are amongst the behavioural variables that need 
to be explained and predicted. This is also an important 

aspect of the strategic decision making process in 

practice. Not surprisingly, all subjects- in our exercise 

perceived increases in profits, market share, ROCE, cash 

and share price as signals of success. Our protocols 

reveal the majority of subjects focusing upon market share 

as the key target variable and profitability as a 

secondary measure of performance. 

The most successful subjects were S3, S6 and S7, with 
the least successful subjects being S1, S2 and S9. The 

remaining subjects can be broadly classified as of 
I average' performance. This latter category, however, 

covers a variety of dif f erent levels of achievement in 

terms of profits, market share and so on. Generally, this 
'average' category of subjects underperformed the 

competitor firm in terms of all five key performance 

variables. This appears to ref lect that the majority of 
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subjects found the ambiguity and complexity of our 

experimental setting difficult to cope with when 
implementing particular product and price strategies. It 

also suggests that our modelling of the competitor's 
decision making module resulted in the generation of 

strategies that were particularly robust in terms of 

adapting to the various product and price decisions 

actually made our subjects. Importantly, no subject 

appears to have perceived a 'trivial' solution to our 
decision making task and the competitor f irm appears to 
have provided 'real' competition. 

Figure 6.1 also demonstrates the richness of possible 

outcomes generated by our experimental simulation. There 

are examples of quite different different strategies being 

developed by both our subjects and the competitor firm. 

This resulted in a variety of competitive market 

structures emerging from the simulation. For example, in 

the case of S5, the competitor f irm did not launch or 

withdraw a single product throughout the period of 

observation. In contrast, the competitor launched and 

withdrew four products when competing against subject S6. 

Similarly, the competitor firm's market share varied from 

an average as low as 16%, in the case of subject S3, to as 
high as 74% in the case of both subject S5 and S1. On the 

other hand, average profit for the competitor varied from 

as low as E638 for the case of subject S3 and as high as 
E33,966 for subject S9. 

All we wish to emphasise here is that af airly simple 

experimental simulation is quite capable of generating a 

rich variety of behaviour f or investigation. Figure 6.1 

emphasises the significance of studying the differences 

between the behaviour of our subjects and that it is 

inappropriate to assume these differences are not 
important f or developing behavioural process models. A 

more sophisticated simulation exercise designed to 

replicate say, a specific industrial environment, could 

provide very valuable behavioural data f or studying the 

economic processes that characterise firms and market 
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Figure 6.1 Summary of Subjects' Performance in the StraL(ý21LC 
Decision Making Exercise 

s= Subject 
C= CoNpetitor 

Subject 123456789 10 

Decisions 766.7 777876 

Cash Balance S 28.9 95.7 77.3 102.4 120.8 109.0 56.7 74.1 99.1 90.7 
at End(#000) C 189.1 167.9 28.1 155.5 233.5 93.0 96.1 160.5 261.9 144.2 

Average S -. 02 11.00 11.68 11.70 12.70 14.00 8.50 6.48 10.74 11.51 
FCCE (%) C 19.81 20.67 5.56 17.00 20.10 13.12 12.70 15.83 22.26 19.37 

Average M. S 26 27 84 41 26 65 62 . 51 
, 

30 40 
Share (%) C 74 73 16 59 74 35 38 49 70 60 

Periods of S2101310121 
0% M. Share .C0011011000 

Periods of S0011011000 
100% M. S[iare C2101310121 

Periods of M. S3354345433 
Share -Tncse. C4313432443 

Periods of M. S4313432443 
Share Decse. C3354345433 

Average S 160 8813 9492 9584 12212 13738 6274 4848 9107 9224 
Profit C 23554 22698 638 17682 28834 8755 9190 16091 33966 19982 

Periods of S3000000200 
Losses C0030000000 

Periods of S4222224542 
Profit Decse. C1153155322 

Periods of S3445553334 
Profit Incse. C6514622554 

Share Price S 50 122 194 178 128 242 113 65 74 154 
at Ead (p) C 333 357 51 190 376 61 77 180 325 261 

Average Share S 87 169 162 188 177 182 124 111 120 178 
Price (p) C 249 295 101 290 318 126 156 176 284 281 

Products S8266254532 
Launched C2142041212 

Products S6235110421 
Withdrawn C1132041201 

No. of Price S3200474230 
Tncse. Strat. C7633333453 

NO. of Price S443365 11 743 
Decse. Strat. C4485568966 

NO. of Price S5293226655 
Hold Strat. C5427644736 
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structures within a particular industry. Such simulation 

experiments will be resource intensive to develop but they 

of f er greater opportunity f or generalising to real world 
industrial environments than is possible in this research. 

The fact that there was no transparently obvious way for 

subjects to behave in our decision making exercise 

captures an important element of business reality. Our 
decision making exercise - although rather stylised - 
resulted in subjects following quite different strategies 
in the same task environment. These differences provide 

a useful basis for contrasting successful and 
unsuccessful pricing and product strategies in our 

experimental setting. Conducting this type of analysis of 

subject behaviour cannot simply be based upon decision 

outcome data. It is our subjects' protocol data which 

provides the insight (though not necessarily a complete 

picture) into the reasons why certain subjects were more 

successful than others in maintaining their relative 

competitive position against the rival. 

Whilst, as we shall see , the operators defined f or S7 

apply in general terms to all subjects in our experiment 
(reflecting the nature of the decision making task), they 

do not in terms of the detailed production rules that 
define the nature of their different strategies. Thus, 

the different knowledge elements used in defining the LHS 

and RHS elements of production rules for each operator 

will be determined by the nature of the different product 

and pricing strategies used by our subjects. It is thus 

necessary to determine the nature of these different 

strategies used by our subjects. 

In the remainder of this section we shall briefly describe 

the behaviour of three other subjects: S2, S4 and S3. Our 

purpose is twofold. First, to demonstrate that other 

subjects worked in a problem space very similar (if not 
identical) to that we described for subject S7. We cannot 

prove this but we shall present short extracts from the 

transcribed protocols of our subjects to support this 
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interpretation. The similarity in terms of knowledge 

elements and operators def ined for S7 and used by these 

subjects should be clear. We illustrate this by 

representing the output of the various global operators 
defined in the previous chapter in terms of S7 's Problem 

space knowledge elements. Second, we demonstrate that 
despite other subjects having a similar problem space to 

S7; the nature of the global operators are different. 

These differences provide the behavioural content to our 
interpretation of subject behaviour. In sum, we are able 
to identify different classes of generic /strategies used 
by our subjects. 

(a) Behaviour of Subject S2 

It can be seen from Figure 6.1, that S2 is an example of a 

subject whose pricing and product strategies were 

unsuccessful when evaluated in terms of the performance 

variables incorporated in our exercise. The experimental 

run was six periods and the subject achieved an average 
market share of 27% and an average profitability of 
S8,813. Extracts from his protocol are contained in 

Figure 6.2 and these topic statements demonstrate that S2 

was employing similar global operators to those we defined 
in the previous chapter. Each topic statement is 

followed by an indication of the output of the operator 

expressed in terms of the knowledge elements defined in 

S71s problem space. We are thus moving closer to the 
detailed specification of production rules that is 

necessary for developing a process model of any particular 

subject. Due to limitations of space we do not list all 
the input knowledge elements to each operator. 

There is one additional operator that can be identified. 

This operator, which we have identified as PPW, is used by 

S2 (and other subjects) for identifying which product(s) 

are to be withdrawn from the market in any period. 
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Figure 6.2 Examples of Global Operators Used by Subject S2 

DS Operator 

Period 2 Topic Line 34 

... althou h our market ... our company share of market 
revenue hasg dropped. So see if we can do something 
about that ... 
Output: strategic goal --> INCREASE MARKET SHARE 

Period 3 Topic Line 45 

I think ... er ... IIm going to be rather aggressive 
here ... er .. oIIm going to imitate the success of 
the competitor's Product ... yes ... 
Output: product strategy --> AGGRESSIVE 

DPPS Operator 

Period 1 Topic Line 2 

With regard to roduct strategy, I think ... that what 
we will do is 

Eeep. 
with the existing product mix and 

play around with price just for the moment ... 
Output,: product strategy --> NO CHANGE 

Period 3 Topic Line 43 

So *** en the entry barriers and marketing costs ... er .. 
ýihvese 

don't seem excessive ... er " given our 
cash balances - but even so ... there is quiýe a bit of 
uncertainty so we'll just launch one new product 
onto the mar)ýýtý ... 
Output: portfolio change --> +1 

DS Operator 

Period 1 Topic Line 6 

I think what we'll do is take it down to F-3.55 from 
z3.60 ... 
Output: Product 2: price strategy --> DECREASE 

Period 6 Topic Line 142 - 143 

mmm ... variable costs ... er .. I think what we will do 
is ... increase the price very marginally ... 
Output: Product 4: price strategy --> INCREASE 

PRICE Operator 

Period 4 Topic Line 97 

so I think we will go to E3.70 ... so lets try that 

Output: Product 4: price strategy --> PRICE = S3.70 

RATIO Operato 

Period 3 Topic Line 47 

So units of characteristic 1- think we will go for 1 on 
that. Characteristics of number 2 ... I think we will 
go for 5 on that ... 
Output: Product 4: C-ratio --> Cl =I: C2 =5 
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SV Operator 

Period 3 ToDic Line 46 

thou? htI can't be sure how the competitor is going to 
reac o this ... 
Output: aggressive product strategy --> SUITABLE<unclear> 

Period 4 Topic Line 114 

We can probably accept some lower margins given our cash 
position ... 
Output: price strategy: aggressive --> FEASIBLE 

SA OlDerator 
Period 1 

so let Is move on f rom there 
Z3.00 - let's make a note of that 

Output: Product 2: variable cost 

Period 3 

Right, total market turnover goes 

Output: total market demand: E170, 

Topic Line 7 

The variable cost is 

E3.00 --> NOTED 

Topic Line 50 

up to E170,000 or so 
000 --> NOTED 

PA Operator 

Period 1 Topic Line 10 

Right sales revenue for the period is E26,124 ... that 
doesn't look too bad ... 
Output: sales revenue: E26,124 --> SATISFACTORY 

Period 2 Topic Line 33 

our share price has gone up as well 
Output: share price --> INCREASE 

PPW Operator 

Period 5 Topic Line 118 

I think we will review and ... then we will ... ... let's see ... yqs ... this must be the worst scenario 
that can t)e imagined ... So let us take out number 2 ... and ... Right, I think what we will do is delete Product 
2 

Output: product strategy: withdrawal --> Product 2 

Figure 6.3 suirimarises the pricing and product decisions of 
both S2 and the competitor firm (ie. decision output 
data). From this information and S21 s protocol we can 
interpret the subject's strategy in the first two periods 

as being exploratory and he appears to be satisfied with 
his*performance in terms of market share. It is only when 
the subject notes the dominance of the competitor firm's 
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Product 3 at the end of Period 2 that he decides to 

respond by launching a new product. Essentially, the 
first three periods of S7's behaviour can be described as 
being passive and no detailed account of his decisions is 

given in the protocol. 

Fiqure 6.3 Subject S2: Decision Outcome Data 

PRICE 
PICUICTS DECISION 

Period 1: 
Subject- 

Product 2 decrease 
Conpýtitor- 

Pr duct 1 increase 
Product 3 increase 

Period 2: 
Subject- 

Product 2 hold 
Ccrgtitor- 

PIr duct 1 decrease 
Product 3 increase 

Period 3: 
Subject- 

Product 2 decrease 
Product 4 new 

Con-peditor- 
Pro uct 1 decrease 
Product 3 hold 
Product 5 new 

Period 4: 
Subject- 

Product 2 increase 
Product 4 hold 
Product 6 new 

CcNpýditor- 
Pr uct 1 hold 
Product 3 decrease 
Product 5 increase 

Period 5: 
Subject- 

Product 4 decrease 
Product 6 decrease 
Product 2 withdrawn 

Cbnpýt itor- 
d Pt uct 1 hold 

Product 3 increase 
Product 5 decrease 

Pericd 6: 
Subject- 

Product 4 increase 
Product 6 withdrawn 

Corrpetitor- 
Product 1 hold 
Product 3 increase 
Product 5 withdrawn 

MET. SHARE PRICE NARK-UP % 
LAST PERIOD LAST THIS 

38% 20 18 
31% 28 30 
31% 25 28 

44% 18 18 
16% 30 18 
40% 28 30 

42% 18 17 
- - 23 
12% 18 12 
46% 30 30 
- - 15 

- 17 23 
34% 23 23 
- - 24 
31% 12 12 
- 30 1 
35% 15 18 

- 23 3 
23 14 

- 24 - 
65% 12 12 
35% 1 5 
- 18 1 

11% 3 7 
- 14 - 
47% 12 12 
42% 1 5 
- 5% - 

In Period 3 S2 launches a new product which is based upon 
the presence of a successful competitor product in the 

market. This type of new product strategy we have defined 

as a Competitive Product Strategy (CPS) and, as we shall 

see with other subjects, is used to introduce new products 
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with a similar characteristic mix to that of a product 

marketed by the competitor firm. In an extreme version of 
this type of strategy (as displayed by S2 in Period 3) it 

involves the launch of an imitation product with an 
identical mix of C2 and C1 as that for a product marketed 
by the competitor firm. 

An alternative type of product strategy used by our 

subjects was a Market Product Strategy (MPS). This 

strategy reflected the launch of new products aimed at 

exploiting perceived 'gaps' in the market. Typically this 

strategy involved a subject maintaining some 'distance' 

between his products and those of the competitor firm for 

fear of retaliation. We have seen topic statements from 

S71s protocol that support our interpretation of this type 

of strategy. 

In sum, these two types of product strategy ref lect that 

subjects could either attempt to differentiate their new 

products from the rival's or compete directly with a 

product that had a similar C2/Cl ratio. our description 

of these two strategies provides an insight into the 

nature of the information that is likely to be processed 
by a subject when using these strategies. For example, 
the CPS strategy would typically involve a subject 
identifying successful competitor products and 'noting 

their mix of C2/C1. 

S2's product withdrawal strategy is relatively 

straightforward though it is only demonstrated in Periods 
5 and 6. The subject appears to employ a very simple rule 

and one which we have defined as Product Performance 

Withdrawal Strategy (PPWS) . This, in essence, reflects 
the subject monitoring the performance of a product and, 

as with our modelling of the competitor firm, withdraws a 

product if it has not achieved any positive market share 
in two consecutive periods. 

An alternative strategy used by some subjects for product 
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withdrawal we have defined as Product Type Withdrawal 

Strategy (PTWS). This is used when a product is viewed as 
being unsuitable in terms of its fit with the subject's 
existing product portfolio. As we shall see, this may 

result in a product being withdrawn by a subject even when 
it is successful in terms of acquiring market share. This 

type of product withdrawal strategy typically reflected a 
subject's perception of what characteristics may be 

attractive to consumers in the market - an approach that 

subjects found very difficult to develop effectively. 
Given the design of our experimental setting, the PTWS 

strategy had strong links with a MPS type of product 

strategy. 

The CPS type of product strategy appears to have been used 

successfully by our subjects. This is because it 

eliminated an element of uncertainty surrounding product 

strategy and it also provided a basis for developing an 

effective pricing strategy. The CPS strategy, however, 

was an aggressive strategy. S2 illustrates this in 

Period 3 when he prices his new product marginally below 

that of the rival's product against which it is competing. 
In using the price of a competitor product as a reference 

point for product pricing, S2 is demonstrating the 

strategic significance of using this type of information 

over other possible reference points e. g. variable costs. 

From analysing the protocols of all our subjects we can 
identify three broad types of generic pricing strategy 
that were adopted. Not surprisingly, these correspond 

closely to pricing rules that have been observed in 

empirical studies of actual business practice [see for 

example Coutts, Godley and Nordhaus (1978)). The three 

strategies are: 

Post Based Pricing Strategy (CBPS): a strategy that 
involved a subject basin- the ce of a 

_produ9t Cos 
ý 

upon its variable t 99tei difficulty -In modelling this type of pricing' strategy is in 
eliciting from the subject s pVotocol the basis for 
a particular cost mark-up margin. 
Oarket Based Pricing Strategy (MBPS): a strategy 
involving the pricing of a product in relation to 
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what it is perceived the market will accept. This 
typically involves the subject monitoring the sales 
performance of a product. For example, subjects 
using this type ot rule typically increa= the 
price of a proauct if it had achieved a high market 
share in the previous period. 

Competitive Based Pricing Strate (CMBPS). - was 
employed by 

. subjects when attpiqpMng to price a 
pVoduct in direct competition with a product of the 
rival. Differences between subjects in appl ing this type of strategy tended to reflect tKeir 
perception of what was a competing product. 

Just as with the two different types of product strategy, 
these pricing strategies are not mutually exclusive. 
Importantly, each type of strategy imposes different 
information processing requirements on subjects and has 
implications for the overall coherence of a subject's 
strategy. Examples of these strategies being applied can 
be found in S21s protocol. For example, in Periods 3 and 
4 S2 notes: 

Period 3 Topic Line 53 - 54 

Now the variable cost is S3.00 ... mmm ... so ... the 
gice of the product this period ... mmm ... this is 

roduct 4- we have no p: revious price history ... so let 
us try that ... marginally below the competitor's 
produc price. 
Period 4 Topic Line 105 - 105 

*** - now this is where there is no previous price h, istory ... variable cost is E2.50 ... mmm ... the price 
of the roduct this period will be ... let's have a look 

... I 
think 

we will go for S3.10. 

These two extracts provide examples of the use of a C1ABPS 
type production rule in Period 3 and a CBPS production 
rule in Period 4. In both cases the protocol does not 
provide a complete record of how the subject determines a 
value for price. However, the protocol extracts do 
indicate the kind of knowledge element information that 
is required for the application of each type of strategy. 
This is important for the purposes of modelling a 
particular subject's operators in terms of specifying the 
LHS and RHS elements of production rules. 

From the protocol of S2 it is clear that the subject 
largely focuses upon a cost-based pricing strategy 
throughout the experimental run. After a successf ul 
attempt at a CPS type of product strategy in Period 1 the 
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subject fails to explore the strong link between pricing 
and product strategy in the exercise. It is clear from 
his protocol that the subject resorts to CBPS type 
decision rules - though there are few explicit comments in 
his protocol as to the basis of his choice for particular 

price margins. This is a problem of this type of pricing 

strategy in our experimental setting and is illustrated in 

the subject's reasoning when pricing Product 2 in Period 
4: 

Period 4 TolDic Line 92 - 97 

So I think what we will do ... is ... I must say I can't 
work out why Product 5 is seemingly doing so well ... mmm ... it doesn't seem to have a mix of C1 and C2 so 
radically different. frqm ours ... the variable costs 
are higher - the price is higher ... their sales revenue is E67 000 almost and ours was ze. ro ... so I think what 
we wilf do is ... increase our rice on that ... I think 
we will go to 23.70 ... so - 

M's 
try that ... 

S2's protocol also provides examples of the application of 
information processing heuristics as part of his control 

strategy f or placing a structure on the decision making 
task. For example, in Period 4 S2 decides to launch 

another new product as a result of his successful product 
launch in Period 3. In the protocol he summarises his 

strategy: 

Period 4 TolDic Line 85 - 86 

Right, I think what we will do is to launch one new ... 
... so we will launch one new product ... This will be 

Product 6 ... MMM ... so let's continue with that ... Now this is the difficult pqrt ... actually getting the 
characteristic mix ... I think with C1 ... er ... what 
we will do is ... er ... go for somethin broadly .... as ft 

... er ... before ... mmm ... tha seemed quite 
successful - no ... we'll change that slightly ... 

This type of reasoning would appear to provide a very 

simple example of the judgmental heuristic - 
representativeness - identified in the research of Tversky 

and Kahneman (1974). This heuristic involves a decision 

maker overestimating the extent to which a situation is 

representative of the circumstances to which he wishes to 

generalise. In Period 4 the subject is clearly trying to 

relate the success of his previous new product in terms of 
its mix of characteristics Cl and C2 to the possible 

characteristic mix for a new product. The 
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representativeness heuristic has also been identified as a 
source of bias in the corporate strategy literature [see 

Schwenk (1984)]. The argument is that the nature of 

strategic decisions rarely provides the opportunity to 

generallse from a long history of past strategies. 

In this particular case, the judgmental heuristic used by 

S2 does appear to lead to bias since he neglects to give 

consideration to the nature of his CPS type strategy in 

the previous period. It appears that his new product 

strategy f or Period 4 is of a MPS type and this causes 
difficulties in terms of developing an appropriate price 

strategy for the new product. The subject fails, for 

example, to recognise that his new product will be 

competing against one of his own products. This is a 

good illustration of how a subject's strategy influenced 

the way a decision making situation was perceived. 

(b) Behaviour of Subject S4-. 

The decision strategies of S4 cannot be considered as 
being highly successful when compared against the 

performance of other subjects and the competitor firm. 

Figure 6.4 provides brief extracts from S4's protocol 
transcript and illustrates that the subject applied 

similar global decision making operators to those def ined 

for S7's problem space. Figure 6.5 summarises the 
decision output data for both S4 and the competitor firm. 

Figure 6.4 Examples of Global operators Used by Subject S4 

DS Pperator 

Period 1 Topic Line 10 

I understand from the case notes that we have lost a lot 
of market share ... mmm ... but I think as much to get a feel for what. the competition is about as for any other 
reason IIm going to stick with what we have 

cf 
ot at the 

moment and see what happens in the next perio ... 
output: overall strategy --> NON AGGRESSIVE 

Period 4 Topic Line 109 

And this time I'm qoing to have to make a concerted 
ef f ort to ... actually grab some of the competitor's 
Product 1 and Product ZI market ... 
Output: strategic goal --> INCREASE 1Y1ARKET SHARE 
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DPPS Operator 

Period 2 Topic Line 32 

Don't think I want to changg the jresent product 
portfolio - so let's go on to price str egy ... 
Output: product strategy --> NO CHANGE 

Period 3 Topic Line 113 - 115 

OK - we want to introduce another product if we can here 
... another two products ... because I think that is 

the only Way I can compete against the product that has 
a 2/2 ratio ... 
Output: portfolio change --> +2 

DPS Operator 

Period 1 Topic Line 12 

Pricin? ý; trategy ... we're not. going to change that 
so tha is going to stay at E3 60 

Output: Product 2: price strategy --> HOLD 

Period 4 Topic Line 90 - 91 

Yes, I'll have a go at that I think and we'll. bring that 
down to be a direct competitor to ... er .. Z3.0 ... 

.. ý, Ok new Product 6 is going to be a direct competitor 
to Product 4 ... 
Output: Product 6: price strategy --> COMPETING PRODUCT 

RATIO ODerator 

Period 5 Topic Line 116 - 118 

So we'll make Product 7 -. 212.10 
Pý6auýý. 

and Product 8 
is now going to compete with ... 1 ... so we'll 
go 4 to 1 ... 
Output: Product 7: c-ratio --> C1 = 2.00 

C2 = 2.10 

Product 8: c-ratio --> Cl = 4.00 
C2 = 1.00 

PRICE Oiýierator 

Period 5 Topic Line 122 -123 
Riqht - chanjiný prices ... ... so ... Product 5 now ... we 11 make E .6... mmm ... Product 7 ... er ... we'll 
maintain at E2.30 ... 
Output: Product 5: price E3.60 

Product 7: price E2.30 

SV Operator 

Period 3 Topic Line 57 

... unless and until ... thinqs get pretty tough with 
My f irm at the moment ... al-though we aren' t market 
leaders and although we aren't performin so well ... er 

... as the competition - we are doing a7l right ... 
Output: price strategy: hold --> SUITABLE 
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Period 4 Topic Line 84 

- rather than to start ... reducing the price .. because we are never gtoin to be able to ýetý 
contribution from that par icuYar product ... if we ... charge a price that is going to get anywhere near that 
of Product 4 ... 
Output: product strategy : withdrawal --> ACCEPTABLE 

SA Operator 

, 
Period 1 Topic Line 5 

Obviously price isn't the all important factor here ... 111MM ... 
Output: price sensitivity --> ? <unclear> 

. 
Period 2 Topic Line 51 

in total then the market this period is ... er ... Struggling at this stage to make sense of the size of 
each ... products segment in the overall market 
Output: market sector --> SIGNIFICANT <unclear> 

. 
PA Operator 

Period 1 Topic Line 18 

It's looking all rl ht the "do nothing" strategy ig 
seems to ... er have been OK 

, 
Output: overall strategy --> SUCCESSFUL 

Period 3 Topic Line 62 

OK - er - maybe I've stayed the same for too lon we 
have got a situation here where this period wegve. *s*old 
nothing 

Output: market share --> UNSATISFACTORY 

PPW ODerator 

Period 4 Topic Line 83 

er ... so I think I'm tempted on that sort of basis to 
actually withdraw our product ... Product 2 

Output: product strategy : withdrawal --> Product 2 

Ficture 6.5 Subiect S4: Decision Outcome Data 

PRICE NET. SHARE PRICE NARK-UP % 
PFODUCTS DECISION LAST PERIOD LAST THIS 

Period 1: 
Subject- 

Product 2 hold 38% 20 20 
Ccnpý týtor- 

d Pr uct 1 increase 31% 28 30 
Product 3 increase 31% 25 28 

Period 2: 
Subject- 

Product 2 hold 42% 20 20 
Cm-petitor- 

Product 1 decrease 16% 30 20 
Product 3 increase 42% 28 30 
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PRICE MKr. SIMPE PRICE MARK-UP % 
PRDBUCTS DECISION LAST PERIOD LAST TBIS 

Period 3. - 
Subject- 

Product 2 hold 41% 20 20 
Gagtitor- 

Pr- duct 1 decrease 12% 20 14 
Product 3 hold 47% 30 30 
Product 4 new - - 15 

Period 4: 
Suýject- 

P-toduct 2 withdrcwn - 20 - Product 5 new - - 27 
Product 6 new - - 16 

Gonp: titor- 
Pr duct 1 hold 30% 14 14 
Product 3 hold 24% 30 30 
Product 4 hold 47% 15 15 

Pericd 5: 
Subject- 

Product 5 decrease 13% 27 20 
Product 6 withdrawn - 15 - Product 7 new - 12 
Product 8 new - - 10 

Conpetitor- 
Product 1 hold 50% 14 14 
Product 3 decrease - 30 1 
Product 4 hold 37% 15 15 

Period 6: 
Subýect- 

roduct. 5 decrease - 20 0 
Product 7 withdrawn - 12 - Product 8 decrease 73 10 0 

Gonpý týtor- 
d Pr- uct 1 decrease - 14 12 

Product 3 increase 27% 1 5 
Product 4 decrease - 15 1 

Period 7: 
Subject- 

Product 5 withdrawn 46% 0 - Product 8 withdrawn 54% 0 
Product 9 new - - 11 
Product 10 new - 11 

Conpetitor- 
Product 1 withdrawn - 1 - Product 3 withdrawn - 5 - Product 4 hold - 1 1 
Product 11 new - - 1 

From Figure 6.5 we can interpret that S4's strategy during 

the first three periods appears to be characterised by 

satisficing behaviour. S4 did not make any changes to his 

product portfolio or his pricing strategy during these 

periods. This "do nothing" strategy proved reasonably 

successful in the first two periods and it was only in 

Period 4 that he adopted a more proactive strategy as a 

result of obtaining zero market share in Period 3. S4s 

protocol provides clear evidence that he had a strategy 

of 'no change' in the first three periods. For example, 
there was no commitment to increasing profitability or 

market share: 
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Period 1 Tovic Line 31 

But we are not worrying too much at the moment - er ... depends on what our objectives are ... maybe we'll formulate them more precisely as we go along ... ... Let's move on to the next stage 
Period 2 Topic Line 41; 53 

OK - so things are looking good ... er ... share of 
market ... is fluctuating slightly but I don' t think 
that's anything to worry about at the moment ... er 
I'm very risk averse and I'm sort of following 
follower attitude here ... er ... ... certainl. 

I cý ... don't think I want to change anything too mu h- so 
we'll keep moving ... ... 

These extracts from S41s protocol illustrate a very 
important aspect of subject behaviour in our experiment - 
notably the concern with relative rather than absolute 

performance. In the first three periods of the exercise 
there was no attempt by S4 to identify a 'best' possible 
decision in terms of maximising profits or market share. 
in fact, the subject was clearly satisfied with decisions 

whose outcomes were simply 'good enough'.. It is only as a 

result of a significant change in the behaviour of the 

competitor firm in Period 3, that S4 decides to modify his 

"do nothing" strategy and launch a new product in Period 

4. From that period his strategy becomes much more 

aggressive in response to a deterioration in his relative 

performance. 

S41s new product strategy in Period 4 illustrates an 

example of a CPS type strategy. It involved the launch of 
two imitation products focused upon two of the competitor 
firm's products - Product 3 and Product 4. The subject 

summarises the basis for the strategy in his protocol: 

Period 3 ToDic Line 75 - 76 

... ... OK I think we are going to have to try direct 
competition . we know thal: there are profits to be 
made ... er ... from the prices that have been charged by the competition and the ratios that they are using 

... so I think what we will have to do next is to 
introduce new products ... that compete head on - let's 
see what happens ... 

Period 4 ToiDic Line 89 - 93 

... IIm now working out whether on a contribution per 
unit sold basis ... I'd be better off competing with 
Product 3 ... that is offering the same ratio but 
undercuttiny the E3.90 price ... ... Yes, I'll have a 
go at that think and we'll bring that down to ... er 

... E3.80 ... ... ... OK - new Product 6 is going to 
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be a direct competitor to Product 4 ... and this time 
we'll go for a price of S2.30 - because the problem here 
is that ... mmm ... er ... OK - we are introducing 
new Product 6- ratio of 2 to 2 ... 

These extracts also demonstrate the strategic significance 

of subjects linking a CPS product strategy with a CMBPS 

price strategy. The link between product and price 

strategy in general appears to have been an effective 

mechanism adopted by some of our subjects for coping with 
the complexity and uncertainty surrounding market demand. 

In the next section we shall rationalise this link between 

CPS and CMBPS rules in the context of what appears to have 

been a 'reasonable' strategy in our experimental setting. 

The product withdrawal strategy of S4 in Period 4 

demonstrates both PPWS and PTWS strategy type decision 

rules. Whilst the product withdrawn had been 

unsuccessful in the previous period, the subject also 

noted in the protocol: 

Period 4 Topic Line 84 

- rather than to start ... reducing the price ... because we are never going to be able to get a 
contribution from that pa-rticular product ... if we ... charge a price that is going to get anywhere near that 
of Product 4 ... ... 

The aggressive product strategy of S4 is continued in 

Period 5 when another product is launched to imitate a 

successful product of the competitor firm. In this period 
the subject achieves a portfolio that is identical in 

every respect to that of the competitor firm. The 

subject's pricing strategy in Period 5 is once again of 
the CMBPS type with the subject marginally pricing below 

the prices charged by the competitor in the previous 

period. 'The subject summarises his position in the 

protocol: 

Period 5 Topic Line 126 

So I've eventually achieved a situation where I'm 
comýqting ratio for ratio and trying to undercut prices 

s ill maintaining a contribution from each product ... 

In Periods 6 and 7 S4 develops a more aggressive strategy 

which results in his abandonment of the pricing and 

product strategies adopted in Periods 4 and 5. In 
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particular, his strategies become directed towards 
dominating the total market through aggressive break-even 

pricing. S4 was the only subject to adopt this extreme 
form of a CBPS type of strategy. The strategy was 

successful in terms of achieving 100% market share but it 

resulted, not surprisingly, in low profitability. ý4 

states in Period 6: 

Period 6 Topic Line 145; 151 

What we may try to do now is to achieve the situation 
where we can totally dominate the market by getting into 
the situation where we make a loss ... on the ... er 

- see how it goes ... So what I'm going to do is 
actually go for break even prices this period and see 
what that does to market share ... 

At this stage the pricing strategy of S4 appears to be a 
hybrid of CBPS and CMBPS type of decision rules and whilst 

successful in terms of achieving the subject's objective, 
it was clearly not seen as a sustainable strategy in the 
longer term. in Period 7 S41s strategy involved the 

restructuring of his product portfolio by introducing new 

products to replace all existing products. The aim was 
to reduce product costs. Following this strategy, the 

subject perceived that he would be able to reduce variable 

costs and, by holding prices constant, increase his 

overall profitability position. 

In sum, we can see that our earlier discussion classifying 
different types of generic pricing and product strategies 

still permits the possibility of considerable variety in 

behaviour between individual subjects. Subject S41s 
behaviour provides examples of quite different decision 

making rules compared with those of the previous subject. 
The passive strategy of the first three periods quickly 

evolved into a highly aggressive strategy upon the 

successful launch of a new product by the competitor firm. 

This is a good, if unsuccessful, example of adaptive 
behaviour which reflected a change in the strategic goals 

of the subject. However, our different types of generic 

strategies do appear to be sufficiently rich for 

explaining the differences in behaviour between our 

subjects. 
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(c) Behaviour of Subject S3 

S3 provides another contrast in decision making behaviour 

when compared with our description of the two previous 

subjects. It can be seen from Figure 6.1 that S3 was one 

of the most successful subjects relative to both the rival 

and other subjects. This subject captured the highest 

average market share of 84 per cent and he was the only 

subject who forced the competitor firm to sustain losses. 

Arguably, S3's overall performance is marginally inferior 

to that of S6 when evaluated in terms of the full range of 

performance variables reported in our experiment. 

Figure 6.6 provides extracts from S3's protocol transcript 

f or the purpose of demonstrating the application of the 

global problem space operators that we have previously 
defined. Figure 6.7 summarises the decision output data 

for the subject and the rival firm. 

Figure 6.6 Examples of Global Operators Used by Subject S3 

DS Operator 

Period 2 Topic Line 49 

Basically, I'm trying to beat my competitor with price 
competitiveness ... certainly in Product 2 ... 
Output: price strategy --> AGGRESSIVE 

Period 2 Topic Line 55 

I think I shall go up market and test market demand ... since I know very little about it at this stage 

Output: product strategy --> NON AGGRESSIVE 

DPPS Merator 

Period I Topic Line 4 

uery is now to decide whether to introduce an M 
. 1i %di 

ional product ... basically, to compete with 
Product 3 ... I think I shall do ... 
output: product strategy --> NEW PRODUCT 

Period 1 Topic Line 9 

The decision now is ... do I launch one or two new 
products? Currently, my uncertainty IIm certainly 
going to introduce one ... I think I slýýYl ... play safe 
and just go for the one. 

Output: portfolio change --> +1 
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DPS, Operator 

Period 2 Topic Line 62 

and I could af f ord perhaps to reduce the 
. 

price on 
Product 2a little bit and test consumer reaction ... 
Output: Product 2: price strategy --> DECREASE 

Period 4 Topic Line 149 

Pricing ptrategy ... right ... Product 4 ... I'm going 
to keep it steady ... er ... E4.20 

Output: Product 4: price strategy --> HOLD 

RATIO ODerator 

Period 1 Topic Line 13 - 16 

I think what I shall do is to do something broadly 
similar at the moment with some slight amendments ... I'll offer two units of characteristic 1 ... characteristic 2 ... the competitor launched a product 
with 5 units ... I'll try and market a superior product 

... MMM ... 6 units. 
Output: Product 4: c-ratio --> C1 =1 

C2 =6 

PRICE ODerator 

Period I Topic Line 21 

The new produpt - Product 4 has a variable cost of S4.00 
we'll ut it in at E4.25 and see whether the market 

will-hod this price. 

Output: Product 4: price strategy --> price=S4.25 

SA Operator 

Period 2 Topic Line 67 

Now the new product ... the variable cost is S5.00 

Output: Product 5: variable cost --> NOTED 

Period 6 Topic Line 224 

Now the only thing that was competing with me reall was 
his Product 3 ... which had characteristics 1 and 
priced very similar ... 
Output: Product 3: c-ratio: price --> SIGNIFICANT 

PA Operator 

Period 2 Topic Line 81 

So at the end of Period 2, my prof it has dropped from 
the previous period ... 
Output: total profit --> DECREASE 

Period 3 Topic Line 120 

I've sold nothing on Product 4 ... 
Output: Product 4: sales --> NOTED 
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SV Operator 
Period 1 Topic Li e 23 

So what I've done - I've tried to do is to ... has been 
to extend the range of my products from one to two ... but also to make a more varied product price and product 
mix available to the market 

Output: overall strategy --> ACCEPTABLE 

Period 2 Topic Line 63 - 64 

Product 2 ... right I'll reduce the price of that ... E3.30 . .. it shou d get an increased response from 
consumers 

Output: Product 2: price strategy: decrease --> SUITABLE 

PPW Operator 

Period 3 Topic Line 111 

w 
I'm oing to withdraw Product 2 ... that's Product 2 
withgrai n 

output: product withdrawal --> Product 2 

Ficrure 6.7 Sublect S3: Decision Outcome Data 

PRICE MET. SHARE PRICE NARK-UP % 
PRODUCTS DECISION LAST PERIOD IAST THIS 

Period 1: 
Subject- 

Product 2 decrease 38% 20 15 
Product 4 new - - 6 

Co titor- gd 
Pr I uct 1 increase 31% 28 30 
Product 3 increase 31% 25 28 

Period 2: 
Subject- 

Product 2 decrease 26% 15 10 
Product 4 decrease 60% 6 5 
Product 5 new - - 3 

Conpet-itor- 
Product 1 decrease 14% 30 16 
Product 3 decrease - 28 10 
Product 6 new - - 16 

Period 3: 
Subject- 

Product 4 hold 14% 5 5 
Product 5 hold 46% 3 3 
Product 7 new - - 5 
Product 2 withdrawn - 10 - 

Con eýitor- f 
Pro uct 1 decrease 20% 16 5 
Product 3 decrease 20% 10 5 
Product 6 decrease - 16 5 

Period 4: 
Subject- 

Product 4 hold - 5 5 
Product 5 hold 38% 3 3 
Product 7 hold 40% 5 5 

Conpetitor- 
Product 1 hold - 5 5 
Product 3 increase 22% 5 7 
Product 6 withdrawn - 5 - 
Product 9 new - 7 
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PRICE MKr. SHARE PRICE MARK-UP % 
PBDDUCTS DECISION LAST PERIOD LAST TUIS 

Period 5: 
Subject- 

Product 4 withdrawn - 5 - Product 5 hold 28% 3 3 
Product 7 hold 63% 5 5 
Product 10 new - - 5 

Conpetitor- 
Product 1 withdrawn - 5 - Product 3 decrease 9% 7 5 
Product 9 decrease - 7 5 
Product 11 new - - 5 

Period 6: 
Subject- 

Product 5 hold 23% 3 3 
Product 7 hold 71% 5 5 
Product 10 withdrawn - 5 - Product 12 new - 7 
Product 13 new - - 3 

Conpetitor- 
Product 3 hold 6% 5 5 
Product 9 withdrawn - 5 - Product 11 decrease 5 4 
Product 14 new - 5 

As with S7, subject S3 adopts an aggressive strategy early 
in the exercise by launching a new product using a 

modified CPS type of product decision rule. This strategy 

appears to reflect the subject's perception that 

characteristic C2 is preferred by the market because of 
the competitor firm's successful Product 3 (this product 
had a high proportion of characteristic C2). S3 states in 

his protocol: 

Period 1 Topic Line 11 

Now if we look at what the competitor has done .. basically ... they. seemed to have stresseA 
characteristic 2 in their new product ... 
Period I Topic Line 26 - 28 

Product 4 has been more successful ... 
in fact, quite a bit ... suggests that perhaptý the market will sustain a 

lar er ... er ... higher price and the trends suggest 
thal ... perhaps, characteristic 2 is probably seen as 
more favourable in the eyes of the public. 

This would appear to provide a very simple example of 
Kahneman and Tversky's representativeness heuristic and 

results in the subject launching a further product in 

Period 2 with a relatively high proportion of C2. One 
implication of this interpretation of S3's behaviour is 

that his product strategy is not a pure CPS type and 
involves the subject in attempting to anticipate the 

preferences of the market for particular characteristics. 
Given the non-availability of market research data, this 
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was clearly likely to be a very dif f icult strategy to 

implement successfully. 

S3's pricing strategy includes rules from all three 

generic types of pricing strategy, as described earlier, 
ie CBPS, MBPS and CMBPS. For example, in Period 1 the 

subject notes: 

Period I Topic Line 18 - 20 

Now ... I1 11 neecl to do something with my price ... I 
shall drop the price of my ori%-*LnaL-1 product slightly ... to ... P3.45 .. this shoul allow me to compete 
effectively with ýhe competitor. 

Period 1 Topic Line 21 - 22 

The new xroduct - Product 4- has a variable cost of 
E4.25 an see whether the market will hold. this price. 
This is quite expensive compared with previous periods 

. o. 

Another interesting feature of S31 s behaviour is that he 

was clearly prepared to adapt his strategy to changing 

market conditions and in anticipation of likely decisions 

of the competitor firm. We described the significance of 

anticipatory behaviour for S7's strategy in the previous 

chapter. For example, S3 states in his protocol in Period 
2: 

Period 2 Topic Line 47 

ýIy query is do I stand steady perhaps ... or perhaps 
modify -Product 2 ... then again basically ... I-, m 
temyted to change both on the assumption my competitor 
wil at least change one ... 

S31s attempts at anticipating the behaviour of the 

competitor f irm appears to have been an important factor 
in the relatively poor performance of the competitor. 
This is illustrated in Period 2 when S31s anticipation of 
the competitor firm's decisions resulted in a very 

successful pricing strategy (particularly since the 

competitor f irm had applied rules to reduce prices as a 

result of poor sales performance in Period 1) . As with 

subject S7, S31 s protocol transcript does not provide 

sufficient detail for modelling these anticipation 
mechanisms. 

S3's protocol also provides an example of the 
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difficulties that faced a number of subjects when 

attempting to assess the relative significance of price 
and product quality in our experimental market. This 

problem emerged most notably when subjects were pricing 
products that did not have a sharp competitive f ocus (ie 

were not associated with a competing product). This, of 
course, is a practical marketing issue, particularly in 

markets where knowledge of consumer preferences is 
imperfect. In the case of S3, his decision making 
appeared to be dominated by decision rules based on both 

CPS and MPS type product strategies. Price strategy does 

not appear as a major consideration in his overall 
strategy. This is reflected in Figure 6.1 which shows 
that the majority of S3's pricing decisions were of the 

type "hold" or associated with the launch of new products. 
S31s protocol highlights the problems that this created at 
various stages in the exercise: 

Period 2 ToiDic Line 89 - 90 

This begins to suggest that 
. given the 40p margin pqr 

unit of Product I... er ..: 
* it's robably product mix that. may be important at that end otp the market ... he's 

picking upon a product ... that might be worth 
investigating 
Period 4 Topic Line 145 - 146 

Product 4 didn't do anyt ing at all ... F-4.20 ... it Is not ? rice the markýup is only 20p ... it's 
E roduct c aracteristics mix ... it has been beaten by Product 3-I would say. Which way? 

Period 4 Topic Line 167 - 168 
Now that recLuires some thought ... ýhe market didn't 
like the. pro . duct ... it's not the price either ... he 
isn't being greedy ma be it's the mix that is not 
appropriate. Now Wat ýIve done ... es ... so basically. my one ... my unit 4- my ProducY 4 ... is 
perhaps similar in some respects to his Product 9 ... not in terms of price - or was it? 

The ability of subjects to adapt to this aspect of the 

exercise appears to have been an important factor in 
identifying successful and unsuccessful strategies. 
Inevitably, some of the pricing and product strategies we 
have described above were more robust in terms of allowing 
subjects to cope with the complexity and uncertainty in 

our experimental setting. 

In summarising the discussion of this section, our main 
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purpose has been twofold. First, to support our 
interpretation of subject behaviour presented in the 

previous chapter. We have examined the behaviour of a 
further three subjects and illustrated their application 

of the knowledge elements and global operators we defined 
in S71s problem space. Second, we have provided 
behavioural content to the different types of strategies 
employed by subjects in our experiment. Two important 

factors that reflect the behavioural content of our 
subjects' strategies are: (i) the knowledge state 
structures that subjects refer to when applying a 
particular strategy, and (ii) the decision outcome. 

We have seen that the dif f erent types of generic pricing 
and product strategies can be interpreted within our 
description of the problem space operators described f or 
S7 in the previous chapter. In examining the protocol 
extracts of other subjects in this section we have 
illustrated the general f orm of the production rules for 

each type of strategy, though we have seen that they can 
and do vary between subjects. This emphasises the focus 

upon problem space operators for exploring the differences 
in behaviour between subjects. 

6.3 THE NATURE OF SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL DECISION 
MAYUNG STMXXlS(illS:: i: A CUMPAK-UiUN Or bUBJECT. S Sl AMY-BE 

In this section we contrast the behaviour of two further 

subjects -a successful subject (subject S6) and an 
unsuccessful subject (subject Sl). Our purpose is to 
identify the nature of 'good' and 'bad' decision making 
strategies in our experimental setting. We assess the 

characteristics of good and bad decision rules in the 

context of the generic pricing and product strategies 
described in the previous section. 

Before examining the behaviour of S1 and S6 we shall 
briefly consider the characteristics of what might be 

regarded as aI reasonable' competitive strategy in our 
experimental setting. We use the term reasonable as it is 
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not possible to identify an optimal product and pricing 

strategy that should have been followed by our subjects. 

Baumol (1967) has previously examined the notion of an 

optimal competitive strategy for a firm operating within a 
Lancastrian model of consumer demand. Baumol models the 

behaviour of af irm, (a retail store) competing with two 

other firms in terms of sales force expenditure 
(characteristic Cl) and maintenance expenditure 
(characteristic C2). As with our description in Chapter 

4, each firm was represented in terms of a 'strategy 

point' (in our case each product on the market) defined by 

the level of the two different types of expenditure. For 

the given strategy points of the two competing firms, and 

a given rectangular distribution of consumer demand, 

Baumol defines an optimal strategy for a third firm 

pursuing an objective of maximising market share. 

Baumol Is conditions f or def ining an optimal strategy are 

not satisfied in our simulation exercise. Notably, 

Baumol's optimal strategy ignores the importance of 

competitor f irm countermoves in an oligopolistic market 

environment. Indeed, as Baumol (1967, p. 675) states in 

relation to this particular aspect of his analysis: 

"As in the case with so many models of the f irm that 
seek to show how optimal decisions are arrived at my 
construct simply ignores this vital issue and quite illegitimately assumes away the counter measures to 
which our company's competitors are likely to be led 
by its decisions. " 

Another assumption implicit in Baumol's analysis is that 

the firm has knowledge about the level and distribution of 
demand. once again, this assumption is not satisfied in 

our experimental setting. However, despite the 
differences between the assumptions of Baumol's model and 
the conditions simulated in our experiment, his analysis 
is useful as a reference point for identifying the nature 

of a reasonable strategy in our particular experimental 

setting. What is of interest here is the generic nature 

of Baumol's optimal strategy. 
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Within a Lancastrian framework Baumol suggests two 

possible reasons why firms might develop a differentiated 

product strategy. First, as a non-aggressive move to 

reduce the possibility of retaliation by a competitor 
firm. Second, to locate a product in a market niche and 
discourage other firms entering that sector of the market. 
By ignoring the threat of competitor countermoves, the 

nature of the optimal business strategy in Baumol's model 
is f or the f irm to locate a new product I close I to a 
competitor firm's strategy point and thereby maximise 

potential market share. This distinction between 

'competitor focus, and 'differentiation' strategies 

provides a useful framework to examine the nature of the 

generic strategies used by subjects in our experiment. 

In our experiment the strategy point f or a product was 
determined by its Cl/C2 mix and the price of the product. 
The f ormer inf luence on the strategy point is f ixed f or 
the life of the product while the latter influence can be 

varied from period to period. A subject's product 

portfolio can thus be viewed as a set of strategy points 

and adjusting a product's position in strategy space (eg. 

by changing price) will directly influence the market 

share and profit potential of the whole product portfolio. 

For example, decreasing a product's price has the effect 

of making the product more competitive. of course, in our 

experimental setting, subjects faced the uncertainty of 

not knowing how sensitive the market was to a change in 

price. Ultimately, there is a trade-off between capturing 

market share and increasing profitability. We have seen 

an extreme form of this trade-off when discussing the 
behaviour of subject S4 in the previous section. 

An alternative aggressive strategy is to launch a new 

product that has a similar characteristic mix to a 

product of the rival firm. Again, assuming no change in 

the strategy of the competitor firm, a subject might 

capture 100% share of the market if the new product was 

priced competitively. Given our experimental setting this 
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latter strategy may be preferable for the purposes of 

achieving high market share and maintaining profitability. 
This is because of the strategic significance of the 
different types of knowledge being processed for the two 
kinds of strategy. 

The previous discussion suggests what might be a 
reasonable strategy for subjects to pursue in our 

experimental setting. Given the complexity and 

uncertainty surrounding key market relationships and the 

lack of opportunity for collusion with the competitor 
firm, an effective and robust strategy would be to locate 

new products close to the strategy points of the rival. 
Fear of competitor retaliation aside, this strategy 

reduces some of the uncertainty attached to making price 

changes for products with strategy points that are 
distanced from those of potential competitor products. 
Specifically, it focuses the subject's attention on more 

strategically significant variables ie. behaviour of the 

competitor firm. 

The are two limitations of product differentiation 

strategies in our laboratory setting. First, subjects 

were unaware of the market's preferences for the two 

product characteristics C1 and C2. Furthermore, there was 

no opportunity for subjects to conduct formal market 

research to rectify this problem. Second, marketing 
differentiated products was difficult because of the 

problems in evaluating the impact of both characteristic 

mix and product price on the product's potential to 

generate a competitive advantage. 

The protocols f or S4 and S3 provide a good example of the 

difficulties facing subjects implementing a strategy based 

upon product differentiation in our experiment. This 

scenario is not uncommon in business practice, 

particularly for firms marketing products in the early 

stage of the product life cycle. In the UK, Sinclair 

Industries is often quoted as anecdotal evidence of the 
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problems that face firms that market differentiated 

products in highly uncertain market conditions. 

The discussion above regarding what is a reasonable 

strategy for our subjects clearly reflects the nature of 
our experimental design. For example, if we had simulated 
a different market scenario then our inferences about what 

would be a reasonable strategy may also have been 
different. However, the possibility of drawing general 
lessons about strategic behaviour from our study extend 
beyond conclusions about substantive problem solving 
strategies. In particular, the previous chapter 
emphasised the link between substantive problem solving 

strategies and control strategies in complex and 
uncertain task domains. This highlights an important 

aspect of behavioural research method ie. the 

consideration of issues of procedural rationality. In 
this chapter we assess the reasonableness of a subject's 
strategy not purely in terms of its substantive content 
(eg. competitor focus vs. differentiation) but also its 

procedural content (ie. the 'how' and 'why' of a 
particular strategy). 

(a) Subject Sl - 'Unsuccessful 

Figure 6.1 indicates that S1 was the least successful 
subject when assessed in terms of the performance 
variables incorporated in our experiment. The full 

protocol for Sl is contained in Appendix I to this 

chapter. It has been transcribed and coded to illustrate 

the application of the global operators we defined in 

Chapter 5. Figure 6.8 provides a summary of decision 

outcome data for Sl. We shall now consider the nature of 
S1's pricing and product decisions against the background 

of our previous description of the generic strategies used 
by our subjects. 
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Fiqure 6.8 Subject SI: Decision Outcome Data 

PRICE NET. SHARE PRICE NARK-UP % 
PRODUCTS DECISION IAST PERIOD LAST THIS 
Period 1: 

Subject- 
Product 2 hold 38% 20 20 
Product 4 n ew - - 6 

Conpetitor- 
Product 1 increase 31% 28 30 
Product 3 increase 31% 25 28 

Period 2: 
Subject- 

Product 2 withdrawn - 20 - Product 4 increase 61% 6 7 
Product 5 new - - 35 

Gonpýjtor- 
Pr- d uct 1 hold 39% 30 30 
Product 3 decrease - 30 2 
Product 6 new - - 13 

Period 3: 
Subject- 

Product 4 decrease - 7 6 
Product 5 decrease - 35 15 
Product 7 new - - is. 

Cor t i. tor- g 
d Par uct 1 hold 45% 30 30 

Product 3 increase 55% 2 5 
Product 6 decrease - 13 1 

Period 4: 
Subject- 

Product 4 decrease - 6 5 
Product 5 withdrawn - 15 - Product 7 decrease - is 13 
Product 8 new - 10 
Product 9 new - - 10 

Cbrg titor- 
d Pr uct 1 hold 39% 30 30 

Product 3 hold 18% 5 5 
Product 6 increase 43% 1 5 

Period 5: 
Subject- 

Product 4 hold 29% 4 4 
Product 7 withdrawn - 13 - Product 8 hold - 13 13 
Product 9 increase 36% 10 12 
Product 10 new - - 20 

Coigtitor- 
Pr- d uct 1 decrease 13% 30 9 
Product 3 increase 22% 5 9 
Product 6 withdrcun - 5 - Product 11 new - - 5 

Period 6: 
Subject- 

Product 4 hold 37% 4 4 
Product 8 withdrawn - 13 - Product 9 increase 12 13 
Product 10 decrease - 20 10 

Conpggtor- 
Prr uct 1 increase 47% 9 12 
Product 3 increase 16% 9 10 
Product 11 decrease - 9 1 

Period 7: 
Subject- 

Ptoduct 4 hold 12% 4 4 
Product 9 withdrawn - 13 - 
Product 10 withdrawn - 10 - 
Product 12 new - - 11 
Product 13 new - - 4 

Conpetitor- 
Product 1 hold 40% 12 12 
Product 3 hold 15% 10 10 
Product 11 hold 33% 1 1 
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(i) Subject SlIs Product Strategy 

We have previously identified two types of generic product 

strategy: (i) Market Product Strategy (MPS) and (ii) 

Competitor Product Strategy (CPS). In this section we 

are concerned with assessing whether one strategy type is 

preferable in the context of our particular experimental 

setting. Previously we have argued that CPS type 
decision rules are more robust in terms of allowing 

subjects to cope with the complexity and uncertainty that 

characterised our experimental task. Specif ically, our 
decision making exercise involved a considerable degree of 
uncertainty about market demand relationships whereas it 

was possible to observe (albeit with a lag) the behaviour 

of the competitor firm. MPS type rules are largely 

characterised by LHS conditions with market and demand 

type knowledge elements. In contrast, CPS strategy rules 
f ocus attention on the nature and performance of the 

rival's products. From the perspective of maintaining a 

competitive position a CPS strategy has a number of 

obvious advantages in our experimental setting. 

All subjects found the task of trying to predict demand in 

our experiment difficult. Indeed some subjects (notably 

subjects S5 and S9) appeared to view market demand as 

almost random and failed to perceive the trend of the 

product life cycle. Given the complexity of the factors 
influencing market demand, the monitoring of successful 
products on the market was by far the most effective 

source of market research information. For example, the 

competitor firm's Product 1 was a particularly successful 

product given its characteristic mix and the pricing 

strategy of the competitor firm. Some subjects recognised 
this and those who adopted an aggressive CPS type of 

product strategy were successful in forcing the competitor 
to withdraw this product from the market in the later 

stages of the exercise. 

SI's protocol transcript provides a clear indication that 

the subject mainly adopted a MPS type product strategy. 
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Moreover, given S1 Is emphasis on product strategy, he 

failed to exploit the role of pricing strategy in 

influencing the positioning of his product portfolio in 

strategy space. For example, a common f eature amongst 

subjects who developed PIPS product strategies was the 

emphasis given to the absolute level of the 

characteristics C1 and C2 when defining new products. 
This is an important deficiency of MPS type rules since it 

implied the use of knowledge elements that limited 

subjects in terms of considering their relative 

competitive position. The following extracts from SI's 

protocol illustrate the subject's reasoning in developing 

his product strategy: 

Period I ToDic Line 7 

I've. also increased the mix of characteristics to a total of 7 to try and give it a coMpetitive edge in 
terms of overall quality ... hopefully we'll get a higher margin ... 
Period 2 Topic Line 37-39 

I'm ng to launch an additional product ... it's 
Produgcotj- 5 ... ... now in terms of characteristics I've decided to ... move towards ... a lower ýumaýit type of product ... ... I suppose in this sense i? hY 
be accused of being a market follower . .. because he 
lowest qualitý product on the market is the competitor's 
product - Pro uct I 

Period 3 ToDic Line 64-65 

Riaht now - this new product ... I'm going to make it a 
mi dle of the road product and I'm going to give it ... characteristics which are attractive and even ... er 

... I'm going to give it 4 C1 and 4 C2 ... 
Period 4 Topic Line 97-98 

I'm g Ln to withdraw the cheap product from the market Ob, 1 
cg ecause if I'm going to produce a good quality 

product I want to reduce the extent to which the firm is 
identified with a cheap product ... 
Period 5 Topic Line 129 - 131 

My new product onto the market ... ... ... now I shall 
give this very much improved characteristics -7 C1 and 8 C2 ... a real expensive product ... I wonder if I can 
get away with a-high margin ... even if I don't sell 
many ... 

These protocol extracts emphasise the concern of S1 with 

absolute values of C1 and C2; it is this information that 

appears to determine the subject's perception of product 
type ie. I high value I, I low value I or I mid-value I. S1 

perceives the quality of a product as a strategically 
significant variable in determining his competitive 
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strategy. For example, the extract f or Period 4 shows 
the subject using the quality profile of his product 
portfolio as one possible explanation for his poor 
performance. This extract suggests that S1 was of the 

view that strategy points were largely determined by the 

characteristic mix of products. 

One interpretation of S1 Is behaviour is that his control 
strategy of focusing upon the quality of products reflects 
his perception of the nature of the product market in our 
experiment. There may be a variety of explanations for 

this aspect of Sl Is behaviour. For example, it could 
reflect his interpretation of the information contained in 

our pre-experimental briefing notes. However, what is 

clear is that the subject was strongly committed to the 

assumption regarding the importance of product quality 
despite evidence to the contrary in his experimental 
results. In consequence, this focus on market phenomena 
results in the subject giving relatively little 

consideration to more overt competitive factors when 
developing his strategy. For example, in Periods 4 and 6 

the subject summarises: 

Period 4 ToT)ic Line 114 

Marginally better ... pro ucts that have 
acceptable to the mý 
unsuccessful ... 
Period 6 

Err ... obviously the 
to the market ... 

we've still ? gtsthe problem of two 
characteris ic which are not 

arket ... Products 7 and 8 ... 

Topic Line 165 
better products are not acceptable 

However, in Periods 2,3 and 5 the S1 also notes in his 

protocol: 

Period 2 Topic Line 54 

and ... er ... has obviously captured my share of the 
maVket on that very ... on that basis of very strong 
price competition ... 
Period 3 Topic Line 59 

Right, Iny price strategy was obviously disastrous ... er ... I must ... 
Period 5 Topic Line 146 

the other three products - obviously the pricinq policy 
very, very wrong ... so back to the drawing board ... 
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Despite the subject's apparent recognition of the 
importance of price in determining the acceptability of a 
product to the market, Sl still continues to focus upon 

product quality as one of the important strategic 
variables in the exercise. Indeed, there appeared to be 

no deliberate policy by the subject to assess the market's 
sensitivity to price and he readily withdrew products 
rather than attempt to aggressively market them through 
keen price competition. All this suggests the strong 
dominance of MPS and MBPS type decision rules in 

determining SlIs behaviour. 

one possible explanation of this feature of SlIs behaviour 
is its link with the 'adjustment and anchoring' 
judgmental heuristic identified by Kahneman and Tversky 
(1974). This heuristic suggests behaviour is generated 
by initial judgements about the value of variables 

critical to the decision making task e. g. product quality. 
In the case of S1 it would appear that despite information 

to the contrary the subject did not revise his judgement 

as to the significance of price as a critical marketing 
variable. In the previous chapter we saw that S71s 

awareness of price elasticity in the later stages of the 

exercise was a significant factor in him developing an 
aggressive and successful pricing strategy. 

Further evidence of SlIs narrow perspective of the 

marketing mix can be found in connection with his product 
withdrawal strategy. Sl's protocol illustrates the 

subject applying both PPWS and PTWS type decision rules. 
For example: 

Period 4 Topic Line 97-98 

I'm going to withdraw the cheap product from the market 
product I want to reduce the extent to which the firm is 
identified with a cheap product ... 
Period 5 Topic Line 127-128 

Ivmf? oing to take ... ... ... Ilm. going to take Product 
7o the market which has a c-ratio of unity ... it has 
not been successful for the last two periods as a 
middle of the road product ... 
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The f irst extract presents an example of a PTVIS type of 
decision rule, while the extract for Period 5 appears to 

imply the application of both PVWS and PPWS type of 

rules. As with the competitor firm, the PPWS rule is 

triggered by the market share of the particular product 

having been zero for two periods. Once again, the 

important point to note is the subject's failure to 

appreciate that a product's strategy point is a function 

of price as well as characteristic mix. 

In general, subject S1 appeared to focus his product 

strategy largely around the application of MPS type 
decision rules. For the successful application of this 

type of strategy it was necessary for the subject to have 

information about the relative importance of the two 

characteristics C1 and C2 in the market. This 
information was not available to subjects in our 

experiment and it would prove very difficult for a subject 
to identify consumer preference patterns for C1 and C2 

during the early stages of the experimental run. In 

consequence, S11s strategy was generally exploratory - 
almost of a 'muddling through' type. This is reflected in 

the large number of new product launches by the subject 

and the relatively small number of price changes that he 

made. 

A fundamental weakness of the MPS type of product strategy 
in this exercise was that it presented subjects with 
difficulty in formulating an effective pricing strategy. 
This was because new products were launched that did not 
have a strong competitive focus (ie. they were generally 
launched to exploit perceived market We can 
illustrate this weakness by considering SlIs pricing 

policy. 

(ii) Subject Sl's Pricing Strategy 

As with our earlier discussion regarding product 

strategies each generic price strategy has implications 

for the information processing behaviour of our subjects. 
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For example, a MBPS strategy is associated with protocol 

statements referring to product quality and the market's 

preferences for the two characteristics C1 and C2. 

S11s protocol transcript does not reveal extensive insight 

into the subject's price strategy, particularly in the 

earlier periods of the experiment. Indeed, the subject's 
behaviour appears to have been largely dominated by his 

concern with product strategy throughout the exercise. 
This is evident by the subject providing a relatively 
'thin' protocol with respect to the application of the DPS 

and PRICE operators. The subject's application of a MPS 

product strategy resulted in the focus upon product 
differentiation as the basis for his competitive strategy. 
This created difficulties for developing an effective 

pricing strategy. The following extracts from S11s 

protocol illustrate the rather shallow reasoning of the 

subject in formulating his pricing strategy as well as 
indicating its generic nature: 

Period 1 ToiDic Line 10; 16-21 

... as the existing product seems to be giving a good 
return at the moment ... that is Product 2. 
Now the variable cost of the new product givýh iýý 
additional characi; eristics is 23.50 ... Ilm. going to 
accept a low margin on it to start with ... given that 
it is a launch and ... I want to - if possible - see how 
I can affect the market share of the competitor ... its 
variable costs are E3.50 ... and I'm going to -price at 
9-3.70 ... which is slightly above my ProducE 2 and 
slightly below the competitor product ... ... 
Period 3 Topic Line 73-77 

Now Product 4- which is the middle of the road product 
with a bias towards characteristic 2- I've currently 
got ý)riced at E3.75 ... its variable costs is Z3.50 - 
so Im oing to ... keep the price at E3.75 ... no I'm 
not - lfqmc going to reduce it to E3.70 ... to distance it 
from my new product ... it was unsuccessful last period 

Period 5 Topic Line 138-141 

Product 9- I'm goj-ng to increase it to E5.60 ... since it did ok last eriod ... ... Now the new product ... variable cost 
A. 50 ... so we 1 11 go f or a very high 

margin on this ... see if the market will take it ... 
Period 6 Topic Line 158-164 

Right, Product 4-I'm going to keep its price as it 
was because it seemed accpptable to the market ... Product 9 ... ... I'm going to increase the price 
slightly ... ... Now this is a difficult one - this is 
MY Ila ship product - the market didn't accept it ... 'Nhe 

price is to high ... so we'll brinz it down erhaps to 
... its variable costs are E7.50 - we'll ring its 

price down to E8.25 ... ... 
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Other topic statements from SlIs protocol also suggest 
that his price decisions were largely determined by 

heuristics based on CBPS and MBPS type pricing strategies. 
SlIs extensive processing of cost information and 
inferences about the nature of market demand support this 

view. There is little evidence (except towards the end of 
the exercise) that the subject attempts to use pricing 

rules based on CMBPS type strategies. However, one 
difficulty in interpreting SlIs pricing behaviour is the 
large number of 'hold' pricing decisions he makes. This 
limits dramatically our ability to observe the emergence 

of active price strategies from analysing the subject's 

protocol. of course, this may have been a deliberate 

strategy by the subject in an attempt to increase the 

visibility of market signals that resulted from his 

product decisions. 

Given the importance of relative competitive position in 

developing an effective. business strategy [Porter (1980)], 

we can interpret CBPS and MBPS price strategies as having 

a number of deficiencies in our experimental setting. 
This can be seen from studying SlIs protocol and his 

decision output data. However, the general lesson here is 

not so much in terms of the effectiveness of particular 

pricing strategies per se but their implications for the 

processing of important strategic information. 

S1 Is neglect in monitoring the strategic behaviour of the 

competitor firm is in sharp contrast to the decision 

making behaviour of S7 described in the previous chapter. 
However, SI's behaviour also illustrates the link between 

product and pricing strategy in our experimental setting. 
S11 s adoption of a MPS product strategy was a significant 
f actor in his use of CBPS and MBPS pricing rules. For 

example: 

Period 5 Topic Lines 131-133 

My new product on to the market ... now ... ... I shall 
ive this very much improved characteristics -7 C1 and 

C2 ... a real expensive product ... I wonder if I can 
get away with a high margin ... even if I don't sell 
many .... 
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This and other extracts from the protocol suggest that Sl 

focused upon absolute cost and price levels rather than 

relative cost and price levels. This severely hindered 

SlIs interpretation of his own strategic weaknesses vis a 

vis the competitor firm. 

In summary, by distinguishing between different generic 

strategies we are able to highlight the strategic 

significance of various knowledge elements in our 

experimental setting. In this way we can assess the 

relative success of our subjects in developing particular 

strategies. For example, SI's focus upon product quality 
in an experimental scenario where signals about market 
demand were poor clearly inhibited his development of an 

effective strategy against the competitor firm. We can 
contrast this behaviour with that of subject S6 - arguably 
the most successful subject in our experimental runs. 

(b) Subject S6 - Successful 

Figure 6.1 highlights S6 as being one of the most 

successful subjects. A full transcription of the 

subject's protocol can be found in Appendix II to this 

chapter and, as with subject Sl, we have coded the 

protocol using the previously defined global operators. 

Figure 6.9 summarises the decision output data for S6's 

experimental run. 

Figure 6.9 Subject S6: Decision outcome Data 

PRICE NET. SHARE PRICE NAJRK-UP % 
PIUDUCTS DECISION LAST PERIOD LAST THIES 

Period 1: 
Subject- 

Product 2 hold 38% 20 20 
Product 4 new - - 19 

Conpetitor- 
Product 1 increase 31% 28 30 
Product 3 increase 31% 25 28 

Period 2: 
Subject- 

Product 2 increase 35% 20 23 
Product 4 increase 48% 19 22 

Corrpetitor- 
Product 1 decrease 17% 30 25 
Product 3 decrease - 28 10 
Product 5 new - 14 
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PRICE MET. SBARE PRICE NARK-UP % 
PH)DUCTS DECISION LAST PERIOD IAST TBIS 

Period 3: 
Subject- 

Product 2 decrease 23 5 
Product 4 decrease - 22 5 

Conpetitor- 
Product 1 hold 26% 25 25 
Product 3 hold 74% 10 10 
Product 5 decrease - 14 4 

Period 4: 
Subject- 

Product 2 increase 40% 5 7 
Product 4 hold 38% 5 5 
Product 6 new - - 24 

Cbnpetitor- 
Product 1 decrease 21% 25 8 
Product 3 withdrawn - 10 - Product 5 withdraan - 4 - Product 7 new - - 6 

Pericd 5: 
Subject- 

Product 2 ýdthdrawn - 7 - Product 4 increase 33% 5 6 
Product 6 decrease - 24 4 

Cbn-petitor- 
Product 1 increase 67% 8 14 
Product 7 decrease - 8 5 

Period 6: 
Subject- 

Product 4 increase 6% 6 8 
Product 6 decrease 77% 4 2 
Product 8 new - - 60 
Product 9 new - 1 

Conpetitor- 
Product 1 decrease - 14 5 
Product 7 hold 17% 5 5 

Period 7: 
Subject- 

Product 4 increase 9% 8 11 
Product 6 increase 33% 2 4 
Product 8 decrease - 60 20 
Product 9 increase 39% 1 8 
Product 11 new - - 4 

Corrpeetitor- 
Product 1 hold 19% 5 5 
Product 7 withdrawn - 5 - Product 12 new - 10 

(i) Subject S6's Product Strategy 

In contrast to Sl, the pricing and product strategies of 
S6 were developed by giving consideration to the impact of 
both characteristic mix and price in influencing the 

market share and profitability of a product. This is 

reflected in the generic strategies employed by S6. S6's 

product strategy appears to be dominated by the 

application of CPS type decision rules. 

In the previous section we noted that CPS decision rules 

were characterised by subjects focusing their attention on 
identifying competing products in terms of the relative 
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mix of the two characteristics C1 and C2 and product 
price. The strategic significance of these rules is in 
terms of the recognition given to the link between market 
share and relative competitive position. While a 
subject's market share in our exercise was also influenced 

by the shifting pattern of market demand, this was a 
factor (as Sl demonstrated) that subjects found difficult 

to assess. The following extracts from S61s protocol 
highlight the application of CPS type decision rules 
during his experimental run: 
Period 1 Topic Line 3-5 

Its characteristics are very different from ours having 
a5 to 1 relationship between C2 and Cl - whereas ours has an equal relationship ... therefore, their product is quite -different from ours ... we have nothing in that 
sector ... perhaps we did ought change our produ9t 
portfoliooci.:. yes ... ... we'll launch a new proauct in this peri 
Period 3 Topic Line 111; 125 

I've still not succeeded in dealing with that Product 1 
P-39816 ... ... so I think next. period I need to launch 
a product that will deal with Product 1 in the 
competitive arena. So here goes ... 
Period 4 Topic Line 132-134 

Now - going back to what I was saying -I want a. troduct to deal with Product 1 ... my competitor's produ ... I 
only want to launch one product ... though I could launch 21 suppose ... er ... to tackle different 
segments of the market - no I 111 keep to my original 
strategy. 

The CPS basis f or S61 s product strategy is also ref lected 
in the one product that he withdrew f rom the market in 

Period 5. The development of the subject's reasoning in 

the protocol illustrates this point: 

Period 3 Topic Line 124-125 

My assumýtion at the beginning that Product I and Product were in competition doesn't appear to be 
correct ... so I think in the n(pxt peri-od I need to 
launch a product that will deal with Product I in the 
competitive arena. So here goes ... 
Period 4 Topic Line 142 
I regard Product 2 as a 'miscellaneous' roduct ... it 
may respond I think if I go for F-3.2ý - I'll not be 
too far out 

The subject concludes in Period 5: 

Period 5 Topic Line 180 

Product 2 looks to be surplus to requirements - so lets 
make some changes here ... 
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While S6's product strategy is clearly focused upon 
launching products that directly compete with the 

competitor f irm, there is evidence, particularly in early 

periods of the exercise, that he also considers the 

quality of products in terms of their absolute amounts of 
the characteristics C1 and C2. For example, in Period, 1 

when applying the RATIO operator for defining a new 

product, SG notes : 

Period 1 To-oic Line 10-13 

now his Product 3 that I'm trying to Compete with is ... 
... his has a characteristic C1 of , ... so I'll gp for 

1.1 and ... mine will be marginally better ... his is 
... characteristic 2 is 5- so 1 1-11 go f or 5.1 - so 

mine is marginally better ... that's ok. 

Indeed, SG's f irst two product launches suggest that he 

considered the attractiveness of new products to consumers 
by reference to the absolute level of the characteristics 
Cl and C2. This could also reflect the subject's 

attempts to increase profitability, since with high value 

products the absolute profit margin is greater relative to 

that of low value products. Furthermore, given that the 

costs of launching a new product were fixed for all 

quality types in our experiment, a reasonable strategy to 

adopt in launching a product was to introduce products 

with high values of Cl and C2. Not only would this give 

additional profitability (if the product were priced 

competitively) but also provide a subject with more 
flexibility for implementing an aggressive price strategy. 

In Period 6, S61s product strategy changes when he applies 
both CPS and MPS type decision rules. In f act this 

appears to reflect upon the subject's attempt to 

anticipate the launch of a new product by the competitor 
firm. The subject's protocol provides 

-a 
full account of 

his reasoning and as with S7 we can also note the 

emergence of anticipatory behaviour towards the end of the 

experimental run. The following extracts indicate that 

the subject's anticipation of competitor behaviour is very 

much based on what his strategy would be in the 

competitor's position: 
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Period 6 Topic Line 231-236 

Well I think if I was him I would go for a new vroduct 
to try and compete with my Product 4 ... or try o move 
to a new segTnent of the market ... Now I need a new 
product at the risk of cannibalising my own roduct 
range ... one that will compete directly wiU his 
Product 7 as it stood and also one that might go f or a 
new range. Now if I look at ... the c-ratios ... er ... he has one at 0.25 - -I have one at 0.3 ... and he has 
one at 2.8 -I have one at 4.6 ... His one a-ý 3 is 
doing reasonably well ... so he is probably going to 
go for one in and about the 1.5 range ... so I think I 
need to launch one at about 1.5 ... 

This new product launch was a departure from S61s 

previous strategy and the new product's lack of 

competitive focus resulted in difficulties for developing 

an effective pricing strategy. 

The previous extracts from S6's protocol support our 
interpretation that his product strategy was of a CPS 

type. This is reflected in the knowledge elements that 
he processed, e. g. competitor product performance data, 

c-ratios and so on. There is little reference to market 
demand or to the notion of product quality. The protocol 

also reveals that the nature of S6s CPS rules appear to 
become more ref ined in later periods of the experiment. 
This is captured in the detailed reasoning provided by the 

subject when launching new products. For example, in 

Period 7 S6 summarises: 

Period 7 ToiDic Line 278-281 

Now lets pause a minute and think about this very 
carefully ... we've got to take out Product I ... Product 1 is akin to my Product 6 ... variable costs are 
F-2.50 each ... if I went in at under his price ... What effect would that have ? If I scrapped my 
existing product 6 and launched a new product ... er 

... that was in direct competition with ... 

The result of S61 s deliberation was the launch of a new 

product that imitated the competitor firm's Product 1. 

This was in contrast to the new products that had been 

launched previously where the subject had simply gone 
'close' to the c-ratio mixes of the rival's products. 

One interesting aspect of S6' s Protocol is the extensive 

use of quantitative data (this can be contrasted with S7). 

Many topic statements reflect the subject reporting on the 
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numeric values for the various performance data. on first 

analysis of the subject's protocol this may appear to hide 

important information processing activities. However, a 

closer inspection of the protocol reveals that the subject 
does note trends and compares the values of variables, 

e. g. see topic statements 130-131; 154; and 311. 

(ii) Subject SG's Pricing Strategy 

S61 s behaviour provides a good illustration of how a CPS 

product strategy appeared to have an uncertainty avoidance 

role by eliminating the need to analyse dif f erences in 

characteristic mix between products. Clearly, this type 

of analysis would have been worthwhile if subjects had 

been able to identify market niches where there was high 

demand for a particular type of product. In these 

circumstances S61s pricing strategy had a strong 

competitive f ocus with a tendency towards the adoption of 
CMBPS type decision rules. Invariably, this resulted in 

the emergence of aggressive strategies as subject and 

competitor products were 'close' in terms of their 

position in strategy space. 

S6's protocol reveals the subject adopting CMBPS type 

pricing rules. For example, the protocol provides 

evidence of the subject regularly making a thorough 

assessment of competitor behaviour with only limited 

reference to identifying trends in market demand. The 
following extracts from S61 s protocol provide an insight 

into the nature of his CIvIBPS decision rules: 

Period 1 ToDic Line 24- 26 

variable cost of Product 4 is E3.10 ... oh ... didn 't 
note the variable cost of Product 3 ... What price do 
I want here ? I'm competing against E3.75 ... so ... lets go in at E3.70 this time ... 

Period 3 Topic Line 92-94 

Price of product this ýeriod ... well Product 2 reall 
competes with Product * ;; es .- Product 1 was E3.1X 
las-ý period having come do in 

Trom 
E3.25 ... I think I'll 

o in ... at ... F. 3.15 ... a massive reduction in price here ... 
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Period 4 Topic Line 143-146 

Product 4- E3.25 ... hels, likely to have spotted ... mmm ... he'll res ond ... Id better hold that price the 
same at S3.25 . 

ýroduct 
6- I've attempted to deal with 

Product 1 which went in at E3.14 - so we'll put it in at 
9,3.10 ... 

The strategic advantage to be gained in exploiting the 
link between pricing and product strategy by applying 
both CPS and CMBPS decision rules is clearly reflected in 

the performance of both S6 and S7. This advantage can be 

assessed in terms of the strategic significance of the 
knowledge elements that comprise the LHS and RHS 

components of production rules for both types of 
strategy. Given the conditions of our experimental 
setting, an effective competitive strategy required the 

close monitoring of competitor firm behaviour. Cost 
information, and to a lesser extent market demand data, 
had limited strategic value for subjects attempting to 

monitor their competitive position in our simulated market 
environment. 

The combined role of CPS and CMBPS rules in allowing 
subjects to reason about the role of product price and 
characteristic mix in determining strategy points is 
illustrated in S6's protocol: 

Period 2 TolDic Line 56-58 

Product 3 ... now that's interesting ... my consumption technology ratio f or Product 4 was below ... Product 3 
but my price was 20p below and I wiped him out on that 

... so it would appear that pFice ... on that basis the 
market apppars to be more price sensitive ... that it 
was sensitive to the quality of the product ... 

There are, however, examples of where CMBPS type price 
rules break down for the subject. Not surprisingly, this 
is where the subject develops a less aggressive CPS type 

of product strategy. The consequence was that one of S6's 

products did not have any close competing product and 
hence no reference strategy point for developing a 
competitive price strategy. For example, in Period 5 the 

subject notes: 
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Period 5 Topic Line 190-192 

Product 7 ... that didn't do anything ... that was a further attempt to compete with Product 4 ... last time 
he reduced his price ... and his variable cost is 23.91 

... my price is below his variable cost so he has got 
to launch a new product -I think ... and get out of 
product 7. So I've got to be careful in terms of what 
I do in relation to Product 4 ... 

This protocol extract shows the subject trying to 'link' 

Product 4 with Product 7 for the purpose of developing a 
competitive pricing strategy for his product. However, the 
difficulty of trying to successfully apply a CMBPS type of 
price strategy to Product 4 is recognised by the subject 

and in Period 6 he resorts to a CBPS decision rule f or 
that product. This suggests that cost information may 
have had strategic significance for pricing in terms of 

preventing the emergence of loss-making pricing: 

Period 6 Topic Line 248-249 

Now Product 4 ... the last time for me ... didn't sell 
particularly well ... but I'm getting near to the 
variable costs ... I think I will have to stick roughly 
with the same price -I1 11 just add a little extra on 

A similar problem faced S6 with respect to Product B. This 

product was launched by the subject in an attempt to try 
to anticipate the product strategy of the competitor 
firm. It suggests S6 applying a hybrid rule employing 
CBPS and C14BPS type knowledge elements. Figure 6.10 
highlights the problem since the margins that are charged 
by S6 for Product 8 were clearly excessive in relation to 

margins charged for other products on the market. The 

subject appears to be unaware of this problem and it 

illustrates the difficulty of trying to price products 
without close strategy points for competitor products. In 
these circumstances, the subject does not know where to 
locate the product's strategy point given the lack of 
knowledge about shifts in market demand and the likely 

price strategy of the competitor firm. The subject's 
reasoning in the protocol illustrates t his point: 

Period 6 To-oic Line 251-253 

that Is the one that roughly competes with Product 1- 
now he is likely tq bring his price down on that ... I 
would - so I'll in at t2.60 this time ... Variable 
cost of Product 

%o 
... this is the new product that I'm 

going for ... nothing below that ... so lets go in at a 
price of E2.00 for that. 
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Period 7 Toj2ic Line 298-299 

Product 8- we didn't sell anything last time ... so we 
had better go for a reduced price here ... 

The difficulty in applying DIBPS type pricing rules 

appears to result in S6 using simple analogies to place a 

structure on his perception of the strategic problem at 
hand. For example, in Period 1 the subject notes: 

Period 1 Topic Line 21-23 

Now we are dealinV with Product 2f irst of all - now last eriod. was - 3.60 ... now that it is coming to the 
end oý its' lif e cycle bV the looks of it since we had 
to drop the price and the volume is comin down 
don 't want to loose too much money on thaýlg - so let Is 
keep at E3.60 and ... see what the volume does ... 

However, in general terms S6 's CNIBPS price strategy was 

effective for the purpose of pricing his product portfolio 

competitively to c. apture market share and maintain 

profits. 

our discussion of Sl and S61s behaviour has been developed 

around the generic pricing and product strategies that 

were described in the previous section. An important aim 
has been to interpret what was a reasonable competitive 

strategy for subjects to pursue in our experimental 

setting. The basis for our interpretation has been that 

the essence of any strategic game is the need to take 

account of, and respond to, the decisions of competitors. 
our various generic strategies each emphasise a different 

focus of attention in terms of the information processed 
during decision making. To the extent that our subjects 

applied different generic strategies this had implications 

for how different subjects coped with the complexity and 
uncertainty of our experimental task. We have captured 
this aspect of subject behaviour in the protocol 
transcripts we collected and each verbal report 
highlights the strategic significance of the various 
knowledge elements that define the perceived problem space 
for a subject. To complete the discussion of this section 
we shall briefly consider some of the general lessons that 

emerge about assessing the nature of 'good' and 'bad' 
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decision making strategies. 

In generalising about the reasonableness of particular 

generic strategies described above, it is important to 
highlight some features of our simulated market 

environment. Specifically, we described in Chapter 4 how 

our experimental setting had a degree of similarity with 
the Prisoners' Dilemma situation of game theory. Subjects 

were faced with a considerable degree of strategic 

uncertainty regarding the behaviour of the rival and there 

was no explicit communication mechanism to facilitate the 
development of co-operative behaviour. Another important 

feature of our experimental setting was that subjects were 

not provided with detailed information about the nature of 

consumer preferences or trends in market demand. This 

provided an additional element of strategic uncertainty. 

The different generic pricing and product strategies 
described above characterise two broad approaches to 

strategic decision making in our exercise. These we 
identify as 'competitor focus' and 'differentiation'. 

While there are examples of subjects who appear to have 

taken an 'in-the-middlel stance, the majority of our 

subjects can be categorised in terms of competitor focus 

or differentiation strategies. As broad strategy types 
it is possible to provide support for this classification 
from the business policy and corporate strategy 
literatures. For example, Porter's work on competitive 
strategy distinguishes between three types of generic 
strategy [see Porter (1980, p. 35)1: (i) cost leadership; 
(ii) differentiation; and (iii) focus. Cost leadership 

was not appropriate as an approach to strategy in our 
experimental setting. There was no opportunity for 

subjects or the rival to gain a competitive advantage 
through cost leadership. Porter's differentiation 

approach is similar to our use of that term in describing 
the behaviour of our own subjects. In contrast, 
Porter's 'focus' concept is a demand based approach to 

strategy rather than a competitor based concept. However, 

our interpretation of the strategic significance of a 
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focus based approach to strategy is similar to its use in 

Porter's work. Moreover, as we have seen in our decision 

making exercise, these broad approaches to strategy 
translate into more specific strategies for particular 

market scenarios. This is the basis upon which we have 

distinguished between the behaviour of our different 

subjects. 

The appropriateness of particular strategy types for 

maintaining competitive position depends on competitive 

and market conditions [Porter (1980)). The discussion 

above has suggested that a competitor focus basis for 

strategy was particularly effective in allowing subjects 
to cope with the complexity and uncertainty in our 

exercise. This interpretation clearly reflects our 

particular experimental conditions notably, the 

uncertainty surrounding market demand and the inability to 

communicate with the competitor firm. However, the 
importance of competitor focus type strategies reflects 

more than the impact of uncertainty avoidance. Different 

strategies have implications for identifying the key 

relationships and information that characterise processing 
behaviour during decision making. In sum, it is the 

strategic significance of various types of knowledge that 
is an important basis for assessing the nature of good and 
bad decision making strategies. 

The previous argument highlights the importance of 

studying decision processes f or the purpose of assessing 

good and bad decisions. This procedurally rational 
perspective contrasts with one based on substantive 

rationality e. g. evaluating good and bad decisions against 
an optimal strategy. For example, we have linked 

CPS/CMBPS decision rules with a competitor f ocus type of 

strategy. Subjects who attempted to employ these types of 

strategies appeared in their protocols to demonstrate more 

clearly defined processes of reasoning and showed a 
greater awareness of the possible consequences of their 
decisions, eg. the anticipation of the competitor firm's 
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moves. We can thus view our dif f erent generic decision 

strategies as having procedural content as well as 

substantive content. Different strategies imply the use 

of different search paths by subjects through their 

perceived problem space. For example, each generic 

strategy suggests that certain knowledge elements in the 

problem space will be rarely processed or may even be 

totally ignored. We can thus assess the quality of 
decision making in terms of what information is used and 
how it is processed. 

Assessing strategies in terms of the strategic 

significance of the information that is processed reflects 

the concern of this research in looking at decision 

processes from the perspective of HIP theory. In 

practice, there are many other f actors which determine 

the effectiveness of particular strategies for maintaining 

the relative competitive position of a firm, eg. the role 

of organisational factors. However, the importance of 

relevant strategic information as a basis for developing a 

business strategy has received wide recognition in the 

management literature [see for example the research on 

strategic management accounting systems e. g. Simmonds 

(1981)3. of course, different generic strategies are 

likely to be successful in different market environments. 

In this sense, it is not possible a priori to generalise 

the arguments of this section about competitor focus vs. 

differentiation to other sets of market conditions. 

6.4 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter we have taken our examination of subject 
behaviour beyond the study of a single individual. 

Information processing psychology stresses the importance 

of the need to pay attention to differences in the 

behaviour of subjects. The collection of verbal protocols 
for all ten subjects who participated in our experiment 
has facilitated our ability to compare their individual 

behaviour in terms of a number of generic pricing and 

product strategies. 
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Each of our generic strategies has implications for 

subject behaviour in terms of the strategic significance 

of the various knowledge elements that comprise the LHS 

and RHS components of production rules. The detailed 

specification of these production rules involves defining 

the global operators described in Chapter 5. It now 

remains to demonstrate this process of building a PS model 
for an individual subject. For this purpose we return to 

modelling the behaviour of subject S7 in the next chapter. 
The behavioural content of the production rules we specify 
for defining S71s global operators will reflect the 

discussion of this chapter regarding the different generic 

strategies we identified as being used by our subjects. 

This chapter has also evaluated the reasonableness of 

particular price and product strategies in our 

experimental setting. For this purpose we contrasted the 
behaviour of two subjects - S1 and S6. The relative 

success of a 'competitor focus' type strategy reflects 
the strategic significance of the information processed by 

subjects applying CPS/CIYIBPS decision rules. in contrast, 

a strategy based on 'differentiation' was generally more 
difficult to implement successfully in our experimental 

setting and was particularly affected by uncertainty 

surrounding market demand relationships. In general, 

subjects who attempted to apply decision rules from 

differentiation based strategies were less successful in 

terms of maintaining their competitive position relative 
to the competitor firm. 
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CHAPTER 6- APPENDIX I 

This Appendix presents the fully transcribed protocol 
for subject Sl. The protocol has been coded to reflect 
the subject's application of the global operators 
described in Chapter 5. 

SUBJECT 1: 

Topic and Operator Representation 

operator 

Period 1 

TRANSCRIPT OF PROTOCOL 

DS Right, I think my strategy overall this 
period will be exploratory ... though I 
need to respond to the competitor's 
successful product launch ... 

DS 2: mmm ... hopefully I can increase my 
market share back to its previous level 

DPPS 3: 1 have decided to introduce one new 
product on to the market - not two - 

SV 4: because being conservative -I want to 
find out what con-petitor reaction is to a 
particular product and its 
characteristics ... as well as what the 
market reaction of the new 
characteristics will be relative to the 
existing characteristics of Product 2- 
which is my existing product 

RATIO 5: 1 have decided that my new 
product ... Product 4 will have 
characteristics which are marginally 
different from my existing product ... er 

DS 6: but still maintain a substantial distance 
in characteristics from rival products 

... although I am going to bring it 
closer to the competitor's Product 3 ... 

I don' t want to be too 
aggressive at this stage ... 

DPPS 7: I've also increased the mix of 
characteristics to a total of 7 to try 
and give it a ccmpetitive edge in terms 
of overall quality ... ... hopefully 
we'll get a higher margin ... 
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RATIO 8: a c-ratio ... of ... 2 units of Cl and 
I think 5 units of C2 ... 

DPPS 9: 1 do not intend to withdraw any 
products from the market 

SV 10: ... as the existing product seems to be 
giving a good return at the mament ... 
that is Product 2 ... ... 

SA 11: Right - my product characteristics in 
terms of mix ... Product 2-3 C1 and 3 
C2 ... 

SA 12: Product 4 ... 2 Cl and 5 C2 

SA 13: A quick review of market pricing at the 
moment ... in the last period that is ... 

DPS 14: 1 ... what I intend to do is to ... pr ice 
Product 4 between my own Product 2 and 
conpetitor Product 3- given the mix of 
characteristics that I've selected .. . 

DPS 15: and ... er ... keeping Product 3 at its 
existing price of E3.6 0 sorry 
Product 2 

SA 16: Now the variable cost of the 
new product given its additional 
characteristics is E3.50 ... 

DPS 17: I'm going to accept a low margin on it to 
start with ... 

SV 18: given that it is a launch and ... I want 
to - if possible - see how I can affect 
the market share of the con-petitor ... 

SA 19: ... its variable costs are E3.50 ... 

PRICE 20: so I'm going to price at E3.70 - 

SV 21: ... which is slightly above my Product 2 
and slightly below the corrpetitor product 

PA 23: Now - some-vdiere -I must have hit the 
wrong key ! ... er ... because I've got 
zero unit sales on my existing Product 2 

... and zero sales revenue 

PA 24: - unless that is a consequence of 
launching the new product ... ... ... 

PA 25: I've ended up with a decline in the 
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PA 26: but an increase in market share ... 

PA 27: and a fall in share price frcm E1.60 to 
E1.46 ... ... 

PA 28: Aaagh ... ... right - now the ccn-petitor 
... I've wiped his Product 3 from the 
market entirely - just as it wiped my 
Product 2 from the market 

PA 29: ... but he has boosted his sales of 
Product 1 ... 

SA 30: ... so my interpretation of that would be 
that custcniers with a ... RM 111111 ... the two products with the nearest mix of 
characteristics have disappeared frcm the 
market as a consequence of launching 
Product 4 ... 

SA 31: and the rival products in terms of the 
greatest difference of characteristics 
has attracted more customers ... ... 

PA 32: The compe-titor share price has increased 

PA 33: and his ... ROCE has also increased ... 

PA 34: so it has not been too bad a trading 
period for me ... I have increased market 
share ... 

Period 2 

DPPS 35: I've decided to withdraw Product 2 fr(xn 
the market ... er ... since it was 
unsuccessful last period ... 

DPPS 36: and launch a new product - Product 5 ... 

SA 37: ... I'm briefly reviewing the previous 
market period ... ... ... ... 

DPPS 39: I'm going to launch an additional product 
... it's Product 5 ... ... 

DPPS 40: now in terms of characteristics I've 
decided to ... move towards ... a lower 
quality type of product ... 

SV 41: ... I suppose in this sense I might be 
accused of being a market follower ... 
because the lowest quality product on the 
market is the competitor's product 
Product 1 
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PPW 42: So I'm withdrawing Product 2 from the 
market ... ... 

DPS 43: Right - the existing product - Product 4 

... I've decided to increase its price 
slightly in view of the market reaction 
to it last period ... 

PRICE 44: ... so I'm increasing the price from 
E3.60 to E3.75 

SA 45: Now Product 5 is my cheap product and the 
variable costs are only F-2.00 ... 

DS 46: and I want it to take a big chunk of the 
market away from the rival' s cheaper 
product - to increase my market share 

DS 47: - so I'm going to substantially 
underprice him - 

PRICE 48: I'm going to price it at E2.70 ... ... 

** ** 

PA 49: Infact - this was cbviously a terrible 
strategy ... because given the product 
characteristics I opted for and the 
pricing policy I opted for ... I don't 
appear to have sold anything at all ... 

PA 50: and I have negative profits ... ie. the 
fixed costs ... my total loss is quite 
considerable ... 

PA 51: Negative FCCE ... 

PA 52: share price collapsed to gop - so 
obviously - I'm in trouble ... ... 

PA 53: My rival has introduced a new product 
he matched my irrproved, characteristics 
from the previous time period - infact he 
over matched them ... er ... 

PA 54: but as a consequence of having to charge 
a high price he has sold nothing ... 

PA 55: but given the more mdest characteristic 
profiles of Products 1 and 3 ... he has 
reduced his price below mine ... 

PA 56: and ... er ... has obviously captured my 
share of the market on that very ... on 
that basis of very strong price 
conipetition ... 
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PA 57: And - as a consequence he has got a 100% 
share of the market ... 

PA 58: er ... 26% F= and 

PA 59: ... er ... his share price has a-Irmst 
doubled to E2.31. 

PA 60: So in that tin-e period at least - he 
matched my every move in terms of pricing 
according to characteristics and ... er 

... has got me in a lot of trouble ... 

Period 3 

PA 61: Right ... rry price strategy was obviously 
disastrous ... er ... I must ... 

DS 62: 1 need to capture market share back frcm 
ny corrpetitor ... 

PA 63: and I probably adopted a too cheaper 
product in tems of characteristics mix 
for the new product 

DPS 64: and it seems to me ... that what I've got 
to do is either withdraw it from the 
markst er ... or ... price it even lower 

... I think I1 11 have a go at pricing it 
even louer 

DPPS 65: and introduce a product similar to 
Product 2 back onto the market ... ... 

DPPS 66: Right now - this new product ... I'm 
going to make it a middle of the road 
product and 

RATIO 67: 11 m going to give it ... characteristics 
which are attractive and even .. er 
I'm going to give it 4 Cl and 4 C2 ... 

SV 68: ... this is matching the up-market 
version - not quite matching it - of the 
rival product 

SA 69: which didn't sell anything in the last 
time period because it was priced too 
high - so I must watch that ... 

DPPS 70: I'm not going to withdraw a 
product 
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SV 71: -I still think there might be a market 
for a product at the cheap end of the 
market it's just that I priced it 
wrong. 

SA 72: Right my product portfolio at the 
noment, then is 

... II ve got 3 products 
on the market ... er ... a relatively 
cheap in terms of characteristics and 
price 

SA 73: ... a middle of the road product with a 
bias in terms of charcteristics in terms 
of C2 ... 

SA 74: and asIJ ghtly above middle of the road 
product with an eveness in terms of the 
charcteristic mix ... ... ... 

SA 75: Now Product 4- which is the middle of 
the road product with a bias towards 
characteristic 2 

SA 76: - I've c urr ently got priced at 23.75 ... 

SA 77: its variable cost is E3.50 

DPS 78:. - so I'm going to ... keep the price at 
E3.75 ... no IIm. not - I'm going to 
reduce it to E3.70 ... 

SV 79: and distance it from my new product ... 
... and it was unsuccessful last period 

SA 80: My cheaper product - variable cost E2.00 

PA 81: 1 probably over priced last period - went 
for too high a margin on it ... and sold 
nothing ... 

DPS 82: so IIm going to reduce the margin quite 
dramatically down to E2.30 ... that will 
give me a 30p margin ... ... 

DPS 83: My new product ... this is the flagship 
of the portfolio and IIm going to price 
it ... accordingly ... I'm going to go 
for a higher margin to see if I can' t 
cream that end of the market a bit ... 

PRICE 84: we'll put it on the market at E4.70 ... 

PA 85: Obviously I'd be totally unsuccessful in 
business ... because once again I've sold 
nothing ... 
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PA 86: Right ... again a further deterioation 
in share price ... ... 

PA 87: ... and my conpetitor looks to be doing 
very nicely ... although his products ... 

are pretty closely matched to mine 
I'll just look at that ... ... 

PA 88: ... ... his share price has once again 
risen quite sharply ... 

PA 89i and all he has done is adjust his pricing 
policy ... each time ... ... 

Perioa 4 

DPPS 90: Right, I think I Im going to withdraw a 
product and restructure my product 
portfolio ... 

PPW 91: So, I Im now going to withdraw my cheaper 
product from the market ... 

SV 92: 1 don' t think there is a market for it 

DS 93: my main aim here has to be to increase 
market share ... and I 

DPPS 94: ... ... ... I think this tim we'll 
introduce two new products 

DPPS 95: ... go for real top end of the market 
type of products ... 

RATIO 96: So Product 8-IIm going to give it a 
total level of characteristics of 10 and 
I'm going to break them down as ... 5 ... 
no -4 Cl and 6 C2 ... ... ... 

RATIO 97: Product 9- I'm going to reverse that 
order ... 6 Cl ... and ... ... 4 C2 

SV 98: in an attempt to see if the market has 
any preference for the two 
characteristics ... ... 

DPPS 99: I'm going to withdraw the cheap product 
from the market ... 

SV 100: because if I'm going to produce a good 
quality product I want to reduce the 
extent to which the firm is identified 
with a cheap product ... 
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PPW 101: ... so ... IIm going to withdraw Product 
5 

SV 102: - which is the product with the least 
qualities in terms of the 
quantities of Cl and C2 ... 

DS 103: Right now ... ... ... now ... in terms 
of pricing I'm ... going to bring my 
better products very close to the rival's 
price ... 

DPS 104: ... and I'm going to keep nTy middle of 
the road product ... ... I might reduce 
its price ... slightly - bring it close 
to the rival ... 

SA 105: Right, the middle of the road product 
a variable cost of E3.50 

SA 106: and the price last period was E3.70 ... 

PRICE 107: so we'll go for a price of E3.65 ... ... 

SA 108: ... Product 7... a slightly better 
product - variable cost E4.00 ... ... 

SA 109: price last period E4.70 

DPS 110: -I think we'll go for E4.50 to distance 
itself from the top end of the range ... 
particularly since it was unsuccessful 
last period ... 

DPS 111: Right we've now got the good product - or 
at least one of them ... Product 8 ... 
we'll try and price it competitively ... 

PRICE 112: I'm going to go for E5.50 

DPS 113: Product 8 ... ... its balance of 
charcateristics are dif ferent from the 
rival ... although in total they are the 
same ... so we'll need to price it the 
same ... 

Sv 114: until we see how the market responds to 
the products ... 

PRICE 115: Again - I'm going to go Z5.50 with 
Product 9 

**** 

PA 116: marginally better ... we've still got the 
problem of two products that have 
characteristics which are not acceptable 
to the market ... Products 7 and 8 
unsuccessful ... 
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PA 117: ... but perfornome overall has improved 

PA 118: Share price has increased to E1.10 ... 

PA 119: ROCE for this particular period increased 
to 13.5% ... 

PA 120: and I've got a share of market revenue 
for this period of 65% ... 

PA 121: which suggests that I'm on the right 
lines in bringing in a better product - 
at least one of them ... ... ... ... 

PA 122: Now my strategy that time killed the top 
of the range product of the ccmpetitor 
dead ... 

DS 123: what I'm going to try to do now is 
... 

... take some of his ... middle of the 
range products away by matching his 
characteristics ... ... 

PA 124: His share price has reduced ... 

PA 125: and his ROCE for this period is nore or 
less the same as my own ... ... 

PA 126: ... But - overall, for the nun-ber of 
time periods he is doing substantially 
better ... ... ... 

Period 5 

DPPS 127: 11 m going to change my portfolio ... er 

... yes ... IIm going to launch one new 
product ... ... 

DPPS 128: and in launching the new product ... er 

... I'm going to take one off the market 

... ... ... ... 

PPW 129: I'm going to take ... ... ... IIm going 
to take Product 7 off the market which 
has a c-ratio of unity ... 

SV 130: it has not been successful for the last 
two periods as a middle of the road 
product ... 

DPPS 131: My new product on to the market ... now 
I shall give this very much 

improved characteristics 
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RATIO 132: -7 C1 and 8 C2 ... 

DPS 133: a real expensive product ... I wonder if 
I can get away with a high margin ... 
even if I don't sell many ... 

DPPS 134: Do I intend to withdraw any products ?- 
yes 

PIPW 135: -I intend to withdraw product 7 which 
has a C-ratio of 1 ... ... ... 

DPS 136: Right - Product 4- I'm going to hold 
its price at E3.65 ... 

PA 137: Product 8 ... it didn't take off too well 

DPS 138: however, I don't want to differentiate it 
too much from Product 9 ... 

PRICE 139: so I'm going to keep its price at E5.50 

DPS 140: Product 9- I'm going to increase its to 
E5.60 

SV 141: ... since it did ok last period. 

SA 142: ... Now - the new product ... variable 
cost E7.50 ... 

DPS 143: so we'll go for a very high margin on 
this ... see if the market will take it 

DS 144: it might increase our profitability 

PRICE 145: I'm going to charge a price of E9.00 

PA 146: Product 4 is ok ... but ... 

PA 147: not very good overall ... unfortunately 
... not a good strategy ... ... 

PA 148: the other 3 products - obviously the 
pricing policy very, very wrong ... so 
back to the drawing board ... 

PA 149: The share price collapsed - 76p 

PA 150: The rival improved again ... increase in 
ROCE 

PA 151: and increase in share price ... yes 
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PA 152: Introduced a new product ... 
matching mine 

PA 153: and ... undercutting me ... matched my 
chracteristics exactly and undercut me 
... so it took all my market for that 
particular product away ... 

PA 154: ... and the product that I took sales 
away from him - he has now withdrawn from 
the market ... ... ... Right ... ... 

Period 6 

DPPS 155: I'm not going to introduce any new 
products ... 

Sv 156: since we have a large portfolio at this 
stage ... so 

DPPS 157: but I'm going to withdraw a product 

PEW 158: Now I'm going to withdraw Product 
I'm going to withdraw * * * 

... ... ... ... 8 iýýdu 
c t 

SV 159: - because it is too close to the rival's 
Product 11 - same ratio as the rival's - 
same direction as the rival's 
virtually the same price ... ... ... 

DPS 160: Right Product 4- I'm going to keep its 
price as it was 

SV 161: because it seemed acceptable to the 
market ... 

DPS 162: Product 9 I'm going to increase 
the price slightly ... 

SA 163: ... Now this is a difficult one - this 
is my flagship product - the market 
didn't accept it ... perhaps the price is 
to high 

DPS 164: ... so we'll bring it down to 

SA 165: ... its variable costs are E7.50 

PRICE 166: - we' 11 bring its price down to E8.25 

PA 16 7: Err ... obviously the better products 
aren't acceptable to the market ... 
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DPPS 168: they'll have to be withdrawn - that's 
Products 9 and 10 ... ... 

PA 169: Share price collapsed further ... 

PA 170: ROCE negative ... ... 

PA 171: average RDCE for the six trading periods 
is 2.13% ... ... 

PA 172: average profit/loss for the periods ... just under E1300 ... ... 

PA 173: Whereas - the conpetitor by sticking 
with very middle of the road 
charcteristics has done very nicely ... 

PA 174: ... and he reduced his price quite 
considerably on the product very close to 
mine 

DS 175: ... so once again I lost out there ... so 
we are going to have do something quite 
drastic in ten-as of price competition ... 

PA 176: Share price has gone up dramatically - 
E3.10 

PA 177: ... ... ... his ROCE the average for the 
six periods is 19.84% ... ... 

Period 7 

DPPS 178: So period 7 ... I'm going to withdraw and 
introduce new products ... ... ... ... 

DPPS 179: ... I'm introducing two new products 

DS 180: - what I'm going to try to do is to keep 
the characteristics reasonably close to 
the rival 

DS 181: - but undercut his price ... ... ... ... 

DPPS 182: I'm going to withdraw rry mst expensive 
product ... and ... my middle range 
product ... ... ... 

RATIO 183: Mnn ... my characteristic mix for Product 
12 will be ... 6 units of C1 and 3 units 
of C2 ... 

RATIO 184: and ... for Product 13 ... 3 units of C1 
and 7 units of C2 ... 

PPW 185: I'll withdraw both Products 9 and 10 ... 
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Sv 186: since neither were successful last period 

SA 187: So MY product porfolio is now 
products with characteristics 
with ratios Cl to C2 ... ... 0.4 
2 ... ... and 0.42 ... but although I've 
got one with 0.4 and one with 0.4 2 ... 
the one with 0.42 has got overall more 
charcteristics ... that' s2 units of Cl 
and 5 C2 and 3 C1 and 7 C2 ... ... ... 

DPS 188: Right - Product 4- which is my staple 
product ... I'm going to keep its price 

Sv 189: because I seem to be earning quite a 
reasonable return on that product - I'm 
going to keep it as it is 

SA 190: ... variable costs E3.50 

PRICE 191: and price E3.65 ... I see no reason to 
change it ... ... staple product ... 

SA 192: ... My new product - variable costs 
E4.50 

PRICE 193: so ... we're going to make it a price of 
E5.00 ... 

SV 194: that should just undercut the rival's 
similar product ... ... by about 10p I 
suspect ... ... ... 

SA 195: My next product er ... Product 13 ... a 
new product ... has variable costs of 
E5.00 - 

PRICE 196: we'll make it E5.20 for its price 

.. o ... 

PA 197: Oh dear ... ... ... IiILLL ... not very good 
again ... the two new products ware not 
accepted at all by the market ... ... 

PA 198: Collapse in share price to 50p ... ... 

PA 199: average RDCE for the seven periods is 

now negative ! 

PA 200: Rival ... ... doing very well 

... share price has risen even further 

END OF TRANSCPJFT 
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CHAPTER 6- APPENDIX II 

This Appendix contains the fully transcribed protocol 
for subject S6. The protocol has been coded to reflect 
the application of the global operators described in 
Chapter 5. 

SUBJECT 6: 

Topic and Operator Represenatation 

Operator 

Period 1 

TRANSCRIPT OF PROTOCOL 

PA Now our competitor has 
launched a new product and his product 
did very well for him in the previous 
period ... 

SA and we can see that it has ratio of 5. 

SA 3: Its characteristics are very different 
from ours having a5 to 1 relationship 
between C2 and Cl - whereas ours has an 
equal relationship 

SA 4: --- therefore, their product is quite 
different from ours ... we have nothing 
in that sector ... 

DS 5: perhaps we did ought to change our 
product protfolio ... yes ... * ** 
we'll launch a new product in this 
period ... 

DPPS 6: last period ... yes ... same as the case 
notes ... ok ... entry barriers 
Now if I launch two products ... 

SV 7: that TAuuld make me proactive - rather 
than reactive at the moment and I don't 
know enough about what he is going to do 

... can't predict that at this stage ... 

DPPS 8: so how many products do we intend to 
launch ?- one - Product 4 ... 

RATIO 9: consumer preferences for any .. * 
consumption technology ... what is ; ýie 

characteristic mix going to be? ... ... 

SA 10: ncw his Product 3 that I'm trying to 
compete with is 

... ... his has a 
characteristic Cl of 1 ... 
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RATIO 11: so I'll go for 1.1 and ... mine wil be 
marginally better ... 

SA 12: his is ... characteristic 2 is 5- 

RATIO 13: so I'll go for 5.1 - so mine is 
marginally better ... that's ok. 

DS 1ý: Do I intend to withdraw any products ? 

... No ... 

SV 15: because he still has got Product 1 
and my Product 2 ... seemed to conpete 
well with that in the previous periods - 
so, no I don't intend to do that. 

SA 16: So we now have two products on the 
market this period - so I'd better make 
a note of that ... Product 2 and Product 
4 ... 3and3 ... and ... l. land5.1 

SA 17: Pricing strategy - would I like to 
review marlý: et price data for the last 
period ?- yes I would ... now then 
Product 2 has a C-ratio of 1 ... 

SA 18: ... and his price of his new product was 
E3.75 

DS 19: but mine has more characteristics 
but do I need to convince customers ... it is new? ... 

DPS 20: 1 need to convince customers to buy ... 
as his was E3.75 -I ought ... so I 
ought to go in at about E3.75 or just 
under. 

SA 21: Now we are dealing with Product 2 first 
of all - now Prodtv-t 2 last period TA; as 

E3.60 ... 

SA 22: now that it is coming to the end of its 
life cycle by the looks of it since we 
had to drop the price and the volume is 
coming down ... 

DPS 23: don't want to lose too much money on 
that - so let's keep at E3.60 and ... 
see what the voluma does ... 

SA 24: Variable cost of product 4 is E3.10 
oh ... didn't note the variable cost of 
Product 3 ... 

DPS 25: what price do I want here? I'm 
competing against E3.75 ... so ... 
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PRICE 26: let's go in at E3.70 this time ... 

27: As a result your ... ... %i-- now a wait 
the results ... let's calculate the 
ratios while the machine calculates ... 
Product 4 

**** 

PA 28: Right ... as a result ... Product 2 ... 
3 and 3- E3.60 ... the revenue E21080 

PA 29: and the price E3.70 - E28784 ... 

PA 30: Unit sales .... and operating profit 
... Product 2 E2763 .... E3917 ... 

PA 31: Total sales revenue for the period 
E49864 ... yes ... I could arrive at the 
figure if I wanted to ... ... 

PA 32: The total profit and loss is E10109 
yes. 

PA 33: Market share - oh 83.5% - he isn't 
going to like that 

PA 34: ROCE - 16.72% ... 

PA 35: cash ... E45464 ... 

PA 36: share price was E2.18 

PA 37: Now our competitor results ... Product 1 

... ratio of 4 to 1 ... price of E3.25 

... sales revenue E9835 ... 

PA 38: No sales revenue for Product 3- so I've 
wiped that out ... 

DS 39: but will he retaliate? ... probably he 
might drop that one and ... a launch a 
new one or will he go for ... 

PA 40: total sales revenue E9835 

PA 41: total profit E3307 ... 

PA 42: Market share should be the balance - 
16.4% ... 

PA 43: ROCE is 6.61% 

PA 44: competitor's cash balance ... F35036 

PA 45: share price E1.40. 
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46: Conpetitor ... ... right ... I've now 
canpleted the current decision period 

Pe riod 2 

SA 47: Now the competitor I destroyed his 
Produ--t 3 last time 

DS 48: maybe he his likely to go for - perhaps 
- launching a brand new product again 
which ... ... or he could respond by 

... withdrawing Product 3 and going 
above me in tems of C2 ... 

DPPS 49: Now do I want to launch a new product ? 

SA 50: and what ef fect might that have on my 
I won 83% of the market last time 

DPPS 51: dif ficult, decision ... difficult ... I 
know he is likely to come back at me, ... 
No I think I'm happy enough ... I've got 
a reasonable product portfolio - so I'm 
not going to make any changes this time 

SA 52: Would you like to review market prices 
for the last period ... yes I vould, to 
check ... ... Now here we go ... 
variable cost of Product 2 in period was 
E3.00 - 

SA 53: the variable cost of Product 1 was E2.50 

... and ... 

SA 54: the variable cost of Product 3 was 
E3.00. 

SA 55: 1 need the technology ratios - 
consumption technology for Product I- 
Oo25 ... 

SA 56: Product 3 ... now that's interesting 
my consumption technology ratio for 
Product 4 was below ... Product 3 

SA 57: but my price TAes 20p below and I wiped 
him out on that ... 

SA 58: so it would appear that price ... on 
that basis the market appears to be more 
price sensitive ... than it was 
sensitive to the quality of the product 
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SA 59: and similarly ... iumm ... that doesn 't 
appear to hold true though for Products 
1 and 2 which appear to be the only 
other competitor products - although 
there not really in the same market 
sector ... 

DS 60: Price in this period ... well we ought 
to try and get something back in terms 
of ... 

PRICE 61: I'll see this product out ... ... let' s 
go to E3.70 ... see what ... 

DS 62: The price of the product was E3.70 - he 
went for E3.90 - he could reduce his 
price ... 

PRICE 63: I'll go for E3.80 - we'll test for 
customer loyalty ... ... 

PA 64: Oh dear conpmy results for period 2 

... Product 2- Product 4 ... unit sales 
- zero ... 

PA 65: operating profit minus F-750 

PA 66: total profit for the period E2137. 

PA 67: Revenue for the period - zero. 

PA 68: Company market share - nothing ... 

PA 69: ROCE 3.41% ... 

PA 70: cash balance F-47601 ... 

PA 71: share price ... 

PA 72: Performance data to date ... my share 
price has gone way down ... need to do 
something about that .... 

PA 73: Average profit ... 

PA 74: Average return ... 

PA 75: Competitor's results ... he really 
dropped his prices there then ... to 
respond to mine ... so he wants to have 
a price war 

PA 76: and ... he's trying a new product ... 
Product 5 ... 

PA 77: sales revenue for Product 1 
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PA 78: sales revenue for Product ... 

PA 79: Total sales revenue for the period 
E169575 ... 

PA 80: profit/loss E21004 ... 

PA 81: Market share 100% 

PA 82: ROCE ... 7% ... 

PA 83: cash ... 

PA 84: share price ... 

PA 85: ... he's launched a new product. 

PA 86: Summary of his performance ... his share 
price is increasing ... 

Period 3 

DPPS 87: Right period 3... Product 5- do we 
need to respond to that ? No -I 
don' t think we do ... ... need to 
change our product portfolio No I 
don't think it's necessary this period 

SA 88: We'll review market price data for the 
last period ... Now we can check what 
happened ... Product 1- had a variable 
cost of E2.50 ... 

SA 89: Product 3 is E3.00 ... ratio is 0.25 - 

SA 90: ... and Product 4 was ... prices ... 

SA 91: total market size ... is growing ... ... 

DPS 92: Price of product this period ... well 
Product 2 really ccnipetes with Product 1 

SA 93: yes - Product 1 was E3.14 last period 
having come down fran E3.25 ... 

DPS 94: 1 think I'll go in 
... at ... F-3.15 

a massive reduction in price there ... 

SA 95: ... went in at E3.80 - competing with a 
product that went in at E3.30 last time 

PRICE 96: let's go in at E3.25. 
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DS 97: Whatever happens we have to get some 
saLles ... Waiting for the results of my 
decsions 

PA 98: I'm still sticking with Products 2 and 4 
oh - I've got some sales this time ... 

great ... 

PA 99: Product 2 and Product 4 operating 
profit ... 

PA 100: unit sales - which of course last time 
were nil - I've now got 24206 - Product 
2 

PA 101: and 22165 for Product 4. 

PA 102: Revenues E76000 ... E72000 ... er ... 

PA 103: operating profits ... mmm ... there 
quite low ... 

PA 104: Total revenue for the period F-148294 ... 

PA 105: profit/loss E9263 ... 

PA 106: Now we have got market share back again 

... 78.3% ... 

PA 107: ROCE back up to 12.89% 

PA 108: cash continuing to grow - the cash 
balance - so that's reasonably healthy. 

PA 109: The share price is up to E1.82 but it 
wants to be ... ... 

PA 110: Competitor firm results period 3 ... 
profit ... 

PA 111: I've still not succeded in dealing with 
that Product 1 ... ... Product 1 at a 
price of E3.14 gives a revenue of E39816 

PA 112: so how much volume is that about 
12000 units ... 

PA 113: Product 3 and 5 ... haven't done very 
well at all ... 

PA 114: Yes - market share is only 21.17 % 

PA 115: ROCE 12.08% ... 

PA 116: cash ... 
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PA 117: share price down .,. 

PA 118: No changes in his product strategy - 
though I expect scme change next period 
*oI 

PA 119: MMM ... the carpetitor's performance to 
date ... ahmst, an exact mirror image of 
ours ... can I continue to be succesful 
this next period ? 

DS 120: Right just let's take stock of the 
situation at the moment as I see it then 
after three periods ... it seems that 
it is likely for the competitor to 
retaliate on price 

DPPS 121: and I have set up my Product 4 to 
con-pete with his Product 3 and 5 

SA 122: and although he didn' t launch - sorry - 
scrap a product ... he launched a new 
product in period 2 

PA 123: which so far in either period 2 or 3 has 
sold nothing ... 

SA 124: My assumption at the beginning that 
Product 1 and Product 2 were in 
competition doesn't appear to be correct 

DPPS 125: so I think in the next period I need to 
launch a product that will deal with 
Product 1 in the competitive arena. so 
here goes .... 

Period 4 

DPPS 126: Yes ... I1 11 change my finn's product 
portfolio this period ... yes, I'm going 
to launch a new product. 

SA 127: Yes -I want to review market data from 
last period because I want to check on 
variable costs ... and the ratios. 

SA 128: Let's deal with the ratios first of all 
- Product 2-1... Product 4-4.63 

... Product 1-0.25 - that's the 
product I've got to compete with. 
Product 3 was 5 and Product 5 was 2.81. 

SA 129: Variable costs - Product 2- was E3.00 

... Product 4 was E3.10 ... Product 1- 
E2.50; Product 3- E3.00 and Product 5- 
E3.91. 
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SA 130: The total market turnover increased 
again to ... E1810000 ... 

SA 131: I'm not sure whether there is a trend in 
that ... ... ... MM ... yes ... an 
increase ... is this something beyond 
our influence or is it the result of 
our decisions ... 

in other words is 
there unlimited potential - more or 
less? 

DS 132: Now - going back to what I was saying - 
I want a product to deal with Product I 

... ny ccmpetitor's product ... I only 
vant to launch one product ... 

DPPS 133: though I could launch 21 suppose ... er 
... to tackle different segments of the 
market - 

DPPS 134: no - I'll keep to my original strategy. 

DPPS 135: This will be Product 6- which I'm going 
to use to deal with Product 1 ... 

SA 136: Characteristic 1 ... er ... the 
ccapetitor's product has a Cl of 4 ... 

RATIO 137: 1 think I'll go slightly below that ... 
imin ... 3.75. 

SA 138: Characteristic 2- the corrpetitor had 1 

RATIO 139: -I want to go slightly above that at 
... 1.25 ... 

DPPS 140: 1 won't withdraw any products this 
period ... 

SA 141: I'll now consider ny pricing strategy 
... Right now - let's review the data - 
the same as I've already seen a while 
ago ... Product 2 ... well, last period 
I charged E3.15 ... 

PRICE 142: 1 regard Product 2 as a 'miscellaneous' 
product ... it may respond ... I think 
if I go for E3.20 - I'll not be too 
far out ... 

SA 143: Product 4- E3.25 ... he's likely to 
have spotted ... nirm ... he'll respond 

DPS 144: I'd better hold that price the same at 
E3.25. 
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DPS 145: Product 6- I've attempted to deal with 
Product 1 which went in at E3.14 

PRIECE 146: so we'll put it in at E3.10 

SA 147: - so variable cost is only E2.50 

now ... let's see how I've done ... 

PA 148: I've got Products 2,4 and 6- profits or 
am I being too optimistic ? ... ... ch 
dear ... I've sold nothing ... ... in 
terms of Product 2 and 6 ... 

PA 149: So he's obviously responded in scme way 

... my guess would be is that he has cut 
his prices - although he may well have 
launched new products - we'll have to 
have a look at that. 

SA 150: So we I ve got product 2-3 and 3 
Product 4 ... 1.1 and 5.1 ... Product 6 

- 3.8 and 1.3 ... 

SA 151: price ... E3.20 - E3.25 - F-3.10 ... 

PA 152: interesting that, the most expensive 
product and the only one that has sold 
any ... ... 

PA 153: 1 bet my share price is going to go 
down ... ... 

PA 154: Tbtal profit for the period is E6955 
not as good as last period bý any 
mans. 

PA 155: Oh dear ... 33% of the market ... 

PA 156: ROCE - 8.8% ... 

PA 157: share price F-1.33 again - what a see- 
sawing share price ... 

PA 158: cash - oh - I've-actually lost a bit of 
cash ... E56321 ... ... 

PA 159: Come on then let' s see what he has done 

... Aagh ... now ... he has dropped two 
products ... 

PA 160: he came in with Product 1 and 
Product 7 ... ... Product 7- again 
Twasn't successful ... 

PA 161: Product 1 ... ... price is E2.70 
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PA 162: and for Product 7 ... E4.23 ... 

PA 163: Revenue for Product 1- E204455 ... so 
that's the total ... his sales revenue 
.. 0... 

PA 164: He still has made a reasonable profit 

... more profit than we did ... 

PA 165: maybe IIm spending too much time to try 
and destroy him ... ... without thinking 
about our own profitability ... though 
of course the two ought to be reasonably 
closely related ... 

PA 166: E1.42 ... so his share price has fallen 
slightly ... 

PA 167: his cash balance has gone up enornously 

DS 168: So this next period requires sorne very 
careful decision making ... ... some 
very careful decision making indeed 

PA 169: Ok ... he launched a new product - 
Product 7 

PA 170: and he dropped Products 3 and 5 ... that 
ues in period 4. 

PA 171: Mmm - the summary of his performance - 
good revenue again ... 

PA 172: healthy market share again ... 

PA 173: marginal drop in profits ... 

PA 174: though an increase in ROCE 

PA 175: ... share price ... 

Period 5 

DPPS 176: Do I want to change my firm' s product 
portfolio ? 

DPS 177: Now what's the function ... served by 
Prcducts 2 and 6?... Product 6 still 
ought to be able to compete with Product 
1 if I can get the pricing right ... 

SA 178: and I know that the variable cost of 
Product 1 vqasn't much lo-ver ... I can 
check that in a minute ... 
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PPW 179: Product 2 looks to be surplus to 
requirements - so let's make some 
changes here ... 

DPPS 180: Do I wish to launch any new products ? 
No i don't ... 

DPPS 181: Do I wish to withdraw any products ? 
Yes ... I do. 

SA 182: I'll review the products marketed last 
period ... here we go ... So in this 
last period - Product 1-4 and 1 ... a 
... variable costs of E2.50 -I thought 
that was correct ... 

SA 183: and ... Product 6 had a variable cost 
of E2.50 as well. 

PPW 184: Right - I'm beginning to get somewhere 
here I think ... that has a ratio of 
Product 2, a ratio of 1, this is -ýie 
product that I'm thinking of scrapping 
... a variable cost of E3.00 and a price 
of 23.20 ... 

SA 185: Product 4-a variable cost of E3.10 ... 
and a ratio of 4.6 ... 

SA 186: Product 1a ratio of 0.25 

SA 187: Product 7 ... 2.8 ... variable cost of 
Product 7 is ... E3.91 ... 

DS 188: Now the decision .... What would I do 
if I were in his position ? ... 

PA 189: Product 7 ... that didn't do anything 
... that was a further attempt to 

conpete with Product 4... last time he 
reduced his price .... and his variable 
cost is E3.91 ... 

DS 190: - my price is below his variable cost, 
so he has got to launch a new product - 
I think ... and get out of Product 7. 

DPS 191: So I've got to be careful in terms of 
what I do in relation to Product 4 

DPPS 192: he'll have to launch his new product 
dropping characteristic 1-I think - 
down a little. 

DPS 193: But I've got Product 6 which I want to 
corrpete with Product 1 ... 
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DPS 194: again scme variable cost - so if I uent 
in slightly above marginal cost simply 
on the basis of trying to destroy him - 
provided I get it right with Product 4- 
I can eliminate Product 2. 

DPPS 195: A big gamble - but let's try it ... I'll 
withdraw one product ... 

PPW 196: I'm withdrawing Product 2 ... and as a 
result I've Products 4 and 6 left in my 
portfolio ... 

SA 197: Right ... pricing strategy ... let's 
think carefully here ... Product 4. *1 
E3.10, Z3.25 ... that' s the one in 
competition with Product 7 and ... 

DPPS 198: he ought really be dropping that and 
going for a new one ... 

PA 199: E3.25 gave me a reasonable revenue last 
time ... 

DPS 200: 1 think the market might take a little 
more on this one ... let's go for E3.30 
this time - see what happens. 

SA 201: Er ... Product 6 ... price last ... 
E3.10 

SA 202: ... variable cost E2.50 ... ... 

PA 203: I'm trying to deal with Product 1 ... he 
sold it at E2.70 and it sold well ... 

DPS 204: might be a bit more aggresive ... 

PRICE 205: I'll come in at E2.65 ... let's see how 
we do with that 

PA 206: I've got just Products 4 and 6 ... here 
we go ... ch ... oh ... I've sold a lot 
of Product 6 ... 

PA 207: though I didn't sell much of Product 4 

PA 208: and I've got quite a healthy profit 
again there ... 

SA 209: We'll have to see how he aid 
Product 4 1.1 and 5.1 price E3.30 

SA 210: Product 6 3.8 and 1.3 price E2.65 
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PA 211: unit sales '6658 and 115298. 

PA 212: Revenues - E21970 and E305540 ... 

PA 213: Operating profit - E581 and E16544. 

PA 214: Total revenue for the period E327510 and 

PA 215: total profit and loss E16632. 

PA 216: Market share - 82.70% ... 

PA 217: ROCE for the period 17.42% ... 

PA 218: still haven't wiped him out ... 

PA 219: Cash balance ... 

PA 220: Share price E1.73 ... oh ... going up 
again ... see-saw share price ... the 
market might be expecting me to dip dam 
next period ... 

PA 221: Trading results of the corrpetitor firm 

... he stuck with Product 7 ... 

PA 222: he didn't sell any of Product 1 ... 

PA 223: aagh ... he put his price upto E2.84 

... let's have a look at that ... about 
a 5% increase in price ... mm ... 

PA 224: Price uas E2.84 ... price E4.11 ... and 
he still sold some ... has he brought 
his price down ? 

DS 225: 1 can't get everything ... ... I wonder 
if I ought to launch a new product ... I 
can do that ... see whether I get rid of 

226: Right the next decision period 

Period 6 

DS 227: Now this is going to require sane very 
careful consideration here ... Miat 
would I do if I was in his position ? 

DS 228: my revenue had fallen an awful lot ... 
I'd lost out on Product I ... its well 
above variable cost -I could reduce the 
price on that ... 
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PA 229: Product 7 has some sales ... hasn't done 
too badly ... 

DPPS 230: Well I think if I was him I would go 
for a new product to try and compete 
with my Product 4 ... or try to move to 
a new segment of the market ... 

DPPS 231: Now I need a new product at the risk of 
cannibi-lising my own product range ... 

DPPS 232: one that will conpete directly with his 
Product 7 as it stood and also one that 
might go for a new range. 

SA 233: Now if we look at ... the c-ratios ... 
er ... he has one at 0.25 -I have one 
at 0.3 ... he has one at 2.8 -I have 
one at 4.6 ... 

DPPS 234: His one at 3 is doing reasonably well 

... so he his probably going to go for 
one in and about the 1.5 range ... 

DPPS 235: so I think I need to launch one 
let's think about this ... I need to 
launch one at about 1.5 ... 

DPPS 236: and I have to be prepared to launch 
another one to deal with his ... with 
his Product 7 ... 

DPPS 237: So - yes I do want to change my product 
portfolio and yes, I do want to launch 
a new product. 

SA 238: I'll review last period's data 
ratio of Product 1 was 0.25 ... Product 
7 ... variable cost ... ... 

it doesn't 
give us operating profit ... 

SA 239: Product 4 ... ratio 4.6 ... Product 6 

... ratio ... 

SA 240: variable cost Product 4- E3.10 ... ... 
Sales revenue ... 

DPPS 241: Right let's make our decisions for the 
period .... I've got to launch two new 
products this time ... Products 8 and 
9. 

RATIO 242: Now then Product 8 ... I've got to get 
to a ratio of about 1 to 1.5 ... 

Sv 243: because I think that is roughly where he 
is going to be ... he has high Cl 
values ... 
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RATIO 244: so let's go in low ... a Cl of 1.00. 

RATIO 245: Now Product 9 that' s got to deal with 
Product 7 ... so 2.10 and ... 

DPPS 246: 1 don't wish to withdraw any products 
this time ... ok ... ri4ht 

PA 247: Now Product 4 the last time for me 

... didn't sell particularly well ... 

DPS 248: but I'm getting near to the variable 
costs ... I think I will have to stick 
with roughly the same price I'll just 
add a little extra on ... 

PA 249: Product 6 ... that did very well ... 

DPS 250: that-'s the one that roughly competes 
with Product 1- now he's likely to 
bring his price down on that ... I would 
- so I'll go in at E2.60 this time ... 

SA 251: Variable cost of Product 8... this is 
the new product that I'm going for ... 

PRICE 252: nothing below that ... so let's go in at 
a price of E2.00 for that 

SA 253: ... Product 9- has a variable cost of 
E3.95 ... 

SA 254: his variable cost was E2.91 ... 

PRICE 255: so let's go in E4.00 on that and see how 
we do ... 

256: It' s calculating again ... I wonder if 
this will be the last period 

PA 257: oh ... I did nothing with Product 8 
nobody is interested in that ... 0ý 
dear ... 

PA 258: total sales revenue for the period 
E465809 ... not bad ... 

PA 259: my profit is not growing anything like 
the revenue ... 

PA 260: Still only got 81% the competitor 
actually did better than me ... 

PA 361: my RDCE went down ... 

PA 262: my cash grew marginally 
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PA 263: and my share price w-nt up ... 

PA 264: And he stuck with scam two products and 
this tijne ... 

PA 265: he sold a lot of Product 1 

PA 266: - but yet he sold nothing of Product 7 

PA 267: he went in at a price of E2.63 ... ... 
and I %ent in at a price of E2.60 ... but yet he sold very well. 

PA 268: 1 wiped him out on Product 7- but I've 
still got to deal with Product 1 .. it 
must surely change this time ... ... 

DS 269: Interesting isn't it that I'm going for 
100% share of the market 

DS 270: and ... profitability only seems to be a 
side issue ... ... an indictment of 
aggressiveness ... ... 

PA 271: Market share ... 

PA 272: cash ... his cash balance is healthier 
than m: ine again ... 

PA 273: but his share price is down to 98p ... 

PA 274: and he didn't change any products. 

PA 275: He's got an average ROCE of 14.4% ... 

276: Now let's get onto the next period ... 

Period 7 

DPS 277: Now let's pause a minute and think about 
this very carefully ... we've got to 
take out Product 1 ... Product 1 is akin 
to my Product 6 ... 

SA 278: variable costs are E2.50 each ... 

DPS 279: If I Tm:! nt in at under his price ... ... 
Mat effect would that have ? 

DPPS 280: If I scrapped my existing Product 6 and 
launched a new product ... er ... that 
was in direct ccxrpetition with ... 

PA 281: My Product 8- that I was going for - 
didn't sell at all ... 
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SA 282: It vas 75p over variable cost of E1.75 

... so I'll keep Product 8 in. 

PA 283: Product 6 sold very well - so why would 
I need to change that ? ... 

DS 284: perhaps I should just attenpt to launch 
another product directly equivalent to 
his Product 1 

SV 285: but I could cannibolise my Product 6 
then ... anyway we 111 try that and see 
what happens. 

DPPS 286: So we' 11 go for launching a new product 
this time ... ... 

DPS 287: So in this period I've got to reduce 
price for Product 8 

DPPS 288: 11 ve got to launch a new product ... 
exactly as Product 1 ... ok ... 

DPPS 289: So I'm launching on-- new product ... ... 

RATIO 290: Characteristic 1 ... 

DPPS 291: Do you wish to withdraw any products ? 

... No ... 

PA 292: Price ... Product 4 ... that sold very 
well ... 

SA 293: that's the one ... E3.91 is the variable 
cost ... 

DPS 294: 1 ought to be able to put up price of 
that one - didn't I? ... ... 

Sv 295: unles his new product is going to be 
close in that area - so I'd better be a 
bit careful ... 

PA 296: Product 6- that sold very well ... 

SA 297: Product 8- we didn't sell anything last 
time ... 

DPS 298: so we Id better go for a reduced price 
here ... 

DPS 299: Product 9- now this is the one that we 
were trying to deal with Product 7 and 
we were successful last tkne ... 

DPPS 300: now is he going to drop Product 7 he 
could ulell drop Product 7 ... 
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DPS 301: therefore, we could very well go for a 
price increase on that ... 

SA 302: Product 11 - no previous price history - 
should have a variable cost of E2.50 ... 

DPS 303: and we are trying to knock-out Product 1 

SA 304: and he came in at E2.63 last time ... 

PRICE 305: so I'll ccme in E2.60 on that ... 

306: Here we go ... ... 

PA 307: Oh dear ... got two products wtiere we 
haven't done anything at all ... so .... 
.... Product 4 Product 6 
Product 8 ... 

PA 308: Profits up well t hat's good 
that's good ... ... .... 

PA 309: Thtal sales revenue E550000 ... 

PA 310: 1 can't possibly have the whole market 
on that ... It doesn't stand up ... 
Oooh -I have - company market share ... 
100% ... 

SA 311: er ... the market must becoming down in 
size then ... 

PA 312: ROCE 22.95% ... 

PA 313: cash ... 

PA 314: share price E2.42. 

PA 315: Conpetitor results period 7 ... ok ... 
his prices are E2.63 and E4.10 ... 

PA 316: revenue nil 

PA 317: ROCE 

PA 318: cash 

PA 319: share price down to 61p MTM ... 

DS 320: ncw II ve drawn him out of the market 
I 've got to be very careful about this 
one ... ... 

END OF TRANSCRIPT 
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SUBJECT S7: A PRODUCTION SYSTEM MODEL OF THE STRATEGIC 
DMUISION M=NG TASK- 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The previous two chapters were concerned with the global 

modelling of 'subject behaviour. in this chapter we use 

our protocol data at a much lower level -rjf aggregation 

with the purpose of modelling the step-by-step decision 

making processes of an individual subject. In brief, we 

present a behavioural process model of S71s strategic 
decision making behaviour. We shall also evaluate this 

model against S71s decision output data and our 
description of the procedural characteristics of his 

behaviour that were presented in Chapter 5. 

The analysis of subject behaviour in this and the previous 

chapters highlights the value of verbal protocol data for 

this kind of behavioural research. Decision output data 

alone would have been insufficient for the purpose of 

explaining and understanding the detailed aspects of our 

subjects' information processing behaviour. However, we 
have also seen that protocol data is unlikely to provide a 

complete picture of a subject's information processing 
behaviour. There are two reasons for this in our 

particular experimental setting. First, the limited 

period over which subject behaviour was observed. 
Second, despite our attempts to design an experimental 

setting that satisfied the conditions outlined by Ericsson 

and Simon (1980), our subjects rarely provided a complete 

verbal account of their decision making behaviour. 

In brief, the PS model presented in this chapter is likely 

to be a simplistic representation of S7's behaviour when 

compared with actual statements in his protocol. For 

example, the PS model does not capture all the detailed 

procedural aspects of S7's behaviour (notably the sequence 
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application of the problem space operators). It needs to 

he recognised that information processing behaviour can he 

modelled at a variety of different levels and that a 

single protocol transcript is unlikely to capture all 

aspects of a subject's behaviour for a given task. We 

have illustrated this in Chapter 5 when distinguishing 

between knowledge and meta-level knowledge. The 
limitations of our experimental- design did not facilitate 

the study of S7's application of meta-level knowledge. 

The move towards presenting a detailed PS model of S71 s 
behaviour requires the specification of the production 

rules that def ine each of the global operators described 

in Chapters 5 and 6. our previous discussion provides the 

basis for the individual rules we specify in this chapter 

and it should be clear that they are not generated in some 

ad hoc fashion. In this respect, our earlier description 

of the generic pricing and 
I 

product strategies used by our 

subjects is important in understanding the nature of the 

production rules that we have defined below for describing 

S7's behaviour. 

In the next section we describe the production rules that 

specify each of the problem space operators def ined in 

Chapter 5. The f ollowing section compares S71 s PS model 
trace with his actual behaviour. This allows us to 

evaluate the validity of our behavioural process model as 

an interpretation of S71s actual behaviour. However, it 

should be noted that we contrast the PS model simulation 
trace with the actual data that was used in developing 

S71s PS model. This is clearly unsatisfactory as a basis 

for testing the predictive content of the model f rom the 

orthodox perspective of neoclassical economics. However, 

our evaluation of SV s PS model emphasises the importance 

of being able to account f or the procedurally rational 

aspects of our subject's behaviour. In brief, we are 

able to test (though not rigorously) the ability of our 

model to explain S7's behaviour in terms of the generic 
decision making strategies introduced in the previous 

chapter. While we are only able to do this for a single 
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subject and for one decision making episode, the 

generality of our interpretation of the problem space 

operators in terms of a set of generic price and product 
strategies has been established in the previous chapter. 

In the final section of this chapter we consider how S7's 
PS model could be further tested and developed. In this 

context it can be seen that the building of detailed PS 

models of the kind developed in this chapter provide a 
framework for further hypothesis based testýing. However, 
it is clear from the discussion in this chapter that our 
PS model f or S7 is only the f irst stage of an iterative 

modelling process. In this respect our model is unlikely 
to satisfy any rigorous test in terms of predicting the 
behaviour of S7 in other decision making tasks. 

This limitation of the present research reflects the way 
we have chosen to conduct our experimental work. 
Specifically, we have studied the behaviour of a number of 
different subjects with the purpose of investigating the 

variety in subject behaviour. Given the ill-structured 

nature of our decision making task, this has proved 
valuable for-providing a general form to the problem space 

operators that were introduced in Chapter 5. In this 

sense the PS model we present in this chapter is general 
to a number of different subjects. However, this research 

strategy has had a cost in terms of our ability to develop 

a PS model that predicts the behaviour of an individual 

subject in different experimental conditions. 

In contrast, a different research strategy (probably more 

appropriate to well-structured tasks) would have been to 

observe the behaviour of a single subject for a number of 
different decision making episodes. This would have 

limited our capacity to provide a broad interpretation of 

good and bad decision making strategies for our 

experimental setting. However, we would have been able to 
develop a more comprehensive model of an individual 

subject's information processing behaviour. Such a model 
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might be subject to more rigorous testing in terms of its 

ability to predict an individual subject's behaviour for 
different decision making episodes. 

In addition to the substantive content of this chapter our 
discussion will also illustrate the procedural 
difficulties and problems facing the behavioural. 

researcher conducting this type of analysis. Mostly, 

this reflects the richness of detail that we have captured 
in S7's protocol. It can be argued that this is a cost of 
this type of research method and needs to be off-set 

against the benefits of an approach that overcomes a 
fundamental difficulty that has faced behavioural. 

researchers for over 25 years. That is, the absence of a 

structured approach to the observation and analysis of 
human decision processes. 

7.2 GLOBAL OPERATOR SPECIFICATION: SUBJECT S7 

We have described S7 Is global operators in Chapter 5 and 

assessed their general validity in terms of describing the 
behaviour of other subjdcts in Chapter 6. In this section 

we specify the knowledge elements that form the input to 

and output f rom each operator. The resulting production 

rules ref lect our description of the generic price and 

product strategies in the previous chapter. At this stage 

our description of S7 's behaviour becomes very detailed 

since each problem space operator has to be def ined in 

terms of a number of production rules. This is an 
important aspect of modelling decision making processes 

within the framework of HIP theory. 

In an attempt to overcome some of the difficulties created 
by incomplete protocol data, we have made use of decision 

output data to assist in the detailed specification of our 

subject's production rules. Ultimately, we can test the 

reasonableness of our inferences by comparing the process 

characteristics of our model with the actual behaviour of 
the subject. This highlights the role of multi-method 

approaches to collecting and analysing behavioural data. 
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However, even adopting a multi-method approach, the 

researcher is faced with the need to exercise judgement in 

determining which elements of the behavioural data are 
deemed relevant and how this data is to be represented in 

a formalised PS model. 

From the problem space def ined f or S7 in Chapter 5 we 
identified: 

DS : Determine Strate gy 
DPPS : Determine Portfolio Strategy Produc 
DPS : Determine Price Strategy 
RATIO : Ratio 
PRICE : Price 
SA : Strategic Assessment 
PA : Performance Assessment 
Sv : Strategic Evaluation 
SF : Strategic Facts 

In Chapter 6 we described the behavioural content of these 

operators in terms of a set of generic price and product 

strategies. Also of importance for developing a PS model 
is the sequencing of the various operators applied by our 

subject. Figure 5.4 provided an insight into the 

patterns and relationships between the operator codes that 
described S71s information processing behaviour. This was 

seen more clearly in the subject's Problem Behaviour 

Graphs. For example, before the subject made any 
decisions or formulated any strategies he acquired (as did 

all other subjects) relevant 'strategic facts'. The SF 

operator represented the 'housekeeping' operation of the 

subject collecting and interpreting strategic facts (via 

the application of the PA and SA operators). These 
Istrategic facts' formed the Left Hand Side (LHS) 

conditions for the production rules that we defined as the 

DS, DPPS, RATIO, DPS and PRICE operators. 

This sequential aspect to S71 s behaviour is an important 

process feature of 
. 
his decision making and needs to be 

captured to some degree in our PS model. Of course, it is 

unlikely that we will be able to capture all the 

sequential features of our subject's behaviour given the 
limited period over which we observed his behaviour. For 

this reason the behavioural process model we develop for 
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our subject is likely to be more 'pure' than the actual 
information processing behaviour of the subject. The task 

analysis conducted in Chapter 5 provides some basis for 

placing a structure on S71s sequencing of the information 

processing operators. However, whilst the general 

sequencing of S71s problem space operators is important 

in developing our PS model, there is no evidence in the 

protocol to suggest that the detailed sequencing of the 

various operators was significant in terms of providing a 

greater understanding of S71s actual behaviour. 

A good illustration of this latter point is where S71 s 
protocol reveals that the subject does not always identify 

all the relevant Strategic facts before formulating his 

decision making strategy. In some instances he appears to 

search for further information or 'recalls' strategic 
f acts that have been alluded to earlier in the protocol 
(or maybe that he failed to verbalise). similarly, there 

are instances of the subject applying the DPS operator to 

all products sequentially bef ore using the PRICE operator 
to price each product in turn. In other periods the 

subject first applies the DPS operator and then the PRICE 

operator to each product in his portfolio. In other 
instances S7 does not apply the DPS or PRICE operator to a 

product or applies these operators prior to applying the 
DPPS and RATIO operators. There are also examples of 

where the subject applies the DS operator while applying 
the RATIO or PRICE operators. It would be wrong to 

suggest that these idiosyncrasies in S71s application of 
the various operators were not important. For example, 
these patterns may have significance in terms of how the 

subject acquired knowledge. However, this is difficult to 

assess from observing S71s behaviour for a single decision 

making episode. 

To obtain an overview of the sequential information 

processing behaviour of S7, Figure 7.1 provides a summary 

of the number of times each type of problem space operator 
was followed by each type of operator. In brief , Figure 
7.1 gives some indication of the sequential dependencies 
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between the various operators that have been identified 

from the subject's protocol (with the exception of the SF 

and SV operators). For reasons discussed belowl we have 

combined the application of the SA and PA operators in 

Figure 7.1. 

Figure 7.1 The Number of Times Each Operator (ROW) was 
FoIlow-e-d by Each Operator tuoiumn) 

SA/PA DS DPPS RATIO DPS PRICE 

SA/PA 127 14 5 1 10 5 

DS 13 11 6 2 3 3 

DPPS 8 2 6 3 3 0 

RATIO 1 2 3 1 2 0 

DPS 4 7 0 1 11 6 

PRICE 9 2 1 6 3 5 

Figure 7.1 shows that there is no pure firing sequence of 
the operators used by S7. However, there are some 
definite patterns that can be used as a basis for 

representing the sequencing of the operators in our 

subject's PS model. Clearly, an important determinant of 
this sequencing behaviour was our experimental design. 

one consequence of the difficulty in identifying regular 

patterns in the application of problem space operators is 

that we can expect to 'observe' the PS model trace being 

more complete and unambiguous than the actual behaviour of 
the subject. For example, our PS model will apply all 
operaý6rs in a particular sequence for each period. 

In sum, Figure 7.1 highlights aspects of the subject's 
behaviour for which his protocol transcript does not 

provide a complete insight. For this reason, our PS model 

will reflect only the gener al trends in S7 Isf iring of 

particular operators. 

(a) SA/PA Operators: In developing our PS simulation 

model we have combined the operation of the PA and SA 

operators. It can be seen from Figure 7.1 that the PA and 

SA operators performed the bulk (over 50 per cent) of the 
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subject's information processing activity. In both cases, 
these operators reflect the subject's attempt to extract 

and interpret features about the competitive and market 

environment. Moreover, both operators highlight the use 

of qualitative information by the subject when 
interpreting trends in the market and assessing his and 
the competitor firm's performance. S7's protocol 

supports the interpretation that the subject did not 

simply use the quantitative information as it was 

presented to him in the exercise. This is reflected in 

the way we have defined the production rules below and 
highlights the behavioural significance of Ichunking' for 

overcoming the processing constraints of STM [Miller 

(1956)]. 

It will be recalled f rom Chapter 5 that the SA operator 

refers to the subject identifying trends in the market 

environment. The PA operator was largely concerned with 

performance appraisal. While we distinguished between 

the role of the PA and SA operators in our global model 
the subject's protocol does not always provide a clear 

picture as to whether the PA or the SA operator is being 

applied in a particular set of circumstances. Given that 

these operators have essentially the same purpose of 
identifying strategic facts, we have not distinguished 

between them in our PS model. This suggests that the PA 

and SA operators may not represent significantly distinct 
information processing activities for our subject. In 

sum, a distinction between the SA and PA operators does 

not appear to be behaviourally significant for the purpose 

of modelling S7's behaviour. 

Given that the output of the SA and PA operators are 

similar (i. e. the qualitative assessment of particular 
facts), we have f ocused our modelling ef f orts on trying 

to identify the nature of the mechanisms that relate 

quantitative data to qualitative assessment e. g. GOOD, 

BAD, SATISFACTORY, SIGNIFICANT and so on. These 

qualitative assessment variables were identified from the 
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subject's protocol and included as knowledge elements in 

the problem space for S7 in Figure 5.1 - specifically, 
the <performance measures> and <strategy importance> 

knowledge elements. In some instances, it is relatively 

straightforward to assign these knowledge elements to 

particular strategic facts, e. g. when sales revenue has 

INCREASED or profits have DECREASED. In other cases, it 

is more difficult since the subject's reasoning is not 

always fully accounted for in the protocol. For example, 

under what circumstances does the subject consider market 

share HIGH or profits LOW? While the protocol provides 

no evidence that the subject made extensive and overt use 

of quantitative data or performed sophisticated 

calculations, it is not always unambiguous as to the 

subject's use of qualitative terms. observing regular 

patterns in the use of certain qualitative terms in 

conjunction with studying decision output data was a very 
important part of the process of placing some structure on 
the subject's qualitative information processing 
behaviour. 

Figure 7.2 presents the detailed specification of the 

PA/SA operator constructed from S71s protocol. The 

production rules are coded in the f orm of IF-THEN rules 

which were directly translated into the code of our 

simulation model. The actual Program source code (in 

Fortran) is less transparent because of the abbreviated 

nature of many of the variable names and the need f or 
definitions to be consistent with our experimental 

simulation. For the purposes of the discussion in this 

chapter we define all our production rules in terms of the 

knowledge elements used to specify the subject's problem 

space in Chapter 5. 

Inevitably, there are af ew instances where the precise 

reasoning for a rule is not immediately apparent from the 

subject's protocol. For example, we would rarely 

expect the subject to verbalise the cut-off points for 

applying some of the percentage criteria identified in our 

production rules. In this sense we cannot 'prove' the use 
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of these criteria. However, they can be reasonably 
inferred from the subject's comments (and their timing) 

and by analysing the decision output data. Knowledge 

acquisition requires the researcher to monitor closely the 

context in which particular information processing 
behaviour takes place. Rather than discuss each rule in 

detail, we shall illustrate the process by which these 

rules were constructed and briefly describe the 
behavioural content of each rule. 

Figure 7.2 PA/SA Production Rules 

Production Rule 1: 

IF: 

THEN: 
company market share: > 60% 

market share: = 'HIGH' 
ELSEIF: 

conpany market share: < 40% 
THEN: 

market share: = 'LOW' 
ELSE: 

market share: = 'SATISFACTORY' 

Production Rule 2: 

IF: 
product market share: > 30% 

THF-. N: 

ELSEI : 
oduct performance: = 'SUCCESSFUL' 

THEN: 
product market share: > 10% 

ELSE: 
product performance: = 'SATISFACTORY' 

product perforoance: = 'UNSUCCESSFUL' 

Producticn Pale 3: 
IF: 

ROCE: > 14% 
THEN: 

ROCE performance: = 'HIGH' 
ELSEIF: 

ROCE: < 8% 
THEN: 

ELSE: 
ROCE performance: = 'LOW' 

ROCE performance: = 'SATISFACTORY' 

Production Rule 4: 

IF: 
company proýitability: > E6000; AND 

THEN: 
company profitability: > 1.3*carpetitor profitability 

profit performance: = 'HIGH' 
ELSEIF- 

c; mpany prqfitability: < E4000; OR 
company profitability: < 0.70*corrpetitor profitability 

THEN: 

ELSE: 
profit performance: = 'LOW' 

profit performance: = 'SATISFACTORY' 
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Prcdtiction Rale 5: 

IF: 

THEN: 
cornpany share price: > E2.00 

share price performance: = 'HIGH' 
ELSEIF: 

THEN: 
corrparyy share price: < E1.00 

share price performance: = 'LOW' 
ELSETF: 

share price performance: = 'SATISFACTORY' 

Production Rale 6: 

IF: 

THEN: 
conparry cash balance: > E40000 

cash balance performance: = 'GOOD' 
ELSEIF: 

TBEN: 
conpany cash balance: < E20000 

ELSE: 
cash balance performance: = 'BAD' 

cash balance performance: = 'SATISFACTORY' 

Proauction ibile 7: 

IF: 
current <knowledge element>: > 1.1*last <knowledgýý 

element> THEN: 
current <knowledge element>: = 'INCREASE' 

ELSEIF: 
current <knowledge element>: < 0.9*last <knowledge 

element> THEN: 

ELSE: 
current <knowledge element>: = 'DECREASE' 

current <knowledge element>: = 'UNCHANGED' 
Production Rule 8-. 

IF: 

=N: 
product mark-up: < 0.75*average mark-up 

product mark-up: = ILOWI 
ELSEIF: 

THEN: 
product mark-up: > 1.20*average mark-up 

ELSE: 
product mark-up: = 'HIGH' 

product mark-up: = 'CCMPETITIVE' 

Production Rule 9: 

IF: 

THEN: 
current product price: > last product price 

rice decision: = 'INCREASE' 
ELSEIF. 

THEN: 
current product price: <. last product price 

price decision: = 'DECREASE' 
ELSEIF: 

THEN: 
current product price: = last product price 

ELSE: 
price decision: = 'HOT-DI 

price decision: = INEWI 

Production Rule 10: 

IF: 

THEN: 
competitor product price: 'DECREASE' 

ELSE: 
competitor price strategy: 'AGGRESSIVE' 

competitor price strategy: INCN AGGRESSIVE' 
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Productim Rale 11: 

IF: 
proýuct c-ratio: > competitor proýuct c-ratio; AND 

THEN: 
product c-ratio: < competitor product c-ratio 

ELSE: 
competitor product: = 'PINCERED' 

competitor product: = 'NOT PINCERED' 

Productica Rule 12. - 

IF: 
competitor product performance: = 'SUCCESSFUL' OR 
conpetitor product performance: = 'SATISFACTOW' 

TBEN: 
target product: = 'PRODUCTL-ID' 
target count: = target count+1; AND 

IF: 
target count: > 1- AND 

titor product mark-up: =' coqD- HIGH' 
THEN: e 

target product: = 1PRODUCT-ID' 
target count: = target count+l; AND 

IF: 
target count: >1- AND 
con-petitor product: = 'NEW' 

THEN: 
target product: = 'PRODUCT-ID' 

For the majority of the rules contained in Figure 7.2 the 

output is in the form of assigning an interpretative 

attribute value to many of the knowledge elements 

consistently used by the subject when making an assessment 

of his performance or relative strategic position. 

Typically, attribute values appear to relate to a 

qualitative assessment of the level of a variable, e. g. 

GOOD, BAD, SUCCESSFUL, UNSUCCESSFUL and so on or to the 

degree of change in a variable from one period to the 

next, e. g. INCREASE, DECREASE and UNCHANGED. The latter 

type of rule was relatively easy to formulate, while the 

former involved a more detailed analysis of the protocol 

and decision output data. Inevitably, these rules are 

less precisely formulated. 

In developing these PA/SA production rules, we have 

followed the approach adopted by Bouwman (1983). We have 

analysed both the verbal protocol and decision output data 

to elicit reference points which appear to capture the 

boundaries for when a particular qualitative description 

applies to a given knowledge element. Unlike our PS 

model, S7's protocol does not illustrate the subject 

analysing each knowledge element that has been 

C 
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incorporated in the RHS of the production rules f or the 

PA/SA operator. In this respect our PS model is more 

pure than the actual behaviour of the subject. One 
implication of this is that it limits our evaluation of 
the output of S71 s PS model trace to those periods in 

which the subject makes some reference to a particular 
knowledge element that forms a LHS condition of one of our 

rules. 

An example will illustrate the process we have adopted in 

developing the PA/SA production rules. With regard to 

the market share knowledge element, the subject regularly 

made comments regarding his position and that of the 

competitor firm. For example: 

Period 1 Topic 43 

pm ... share of the market is high ... 68.16% ... that is encouraging. 

Similarly, in Period 3: 

Period 3 Topic 142 - 143 

1 must have a high share of the markiiýt unless the market has grown enormously ... I'm beginnin tD get the feel 
f or the pricing patterns of this maNet 

( 
... My market 

share has gone up ... P5.62%. 
1 

There are other comments in the protocol that demonstrate 

the subject identifying a company market share in excess 

of 60% as being "HIGH" or "GOOD". In contrast, when the 

subject had a broadly similar market share to the 

competitor firm (see for example the protocol statements 
for Period 3), this did not appear to elicit any comment 
from the subject. We have interpreted this situation as 
the subject viewing market share as SATISFACTORY. When 

the competitor firm dominated the market (with a market 

share in excess of 60%) S7 makes a number of overt 

statements about his "LOW" market share (see for example 
the topic statements in Period 5) or explicitly states the 

need to increase market share through the launch of a new 

product or an aggressive pricing policy. 

A similar process was adopted in developing all the other 
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production rules defined in Figure 7.2. It can be seen 
by comparing the structure of the various rules that some 

rules capture more fully aspects of our subject's 
information processing behaviour. For example, the rule 

regarding share price behaviour is rather general and far 

less discriminating than the production rule concerned 

with assessing market share position. This, in turn, 

reflects the rather limited verbal comments made by the 

subject with regards share price. It was only towards the 

end of the simulation that S7 noted significant deviations 

between his share price and that of the competitor. The 
increasing significance of the share price knowledge 

element provided some refere 
i 
nce points for defining the 

necessary production rules. 

In sum, we rarely observe explicit comments in the verbal 

report of S7 that allow us to determine unequivocally the 

reference points against which he determines the output of 

applying a rule from the PA/SA operator. It is the 

subject's comments in his protocol and the context in 

which they are made (ie. using decision output data) that 

enable us to place a meaningful interpretation on his 

behaviour. Ultimately, r if we are to develop an 

operational model we need to make judgements of this type 
for the purpose of inferring reasonable rules that 
describe a subject's behaviour. In this context protocol 

analysis has an important role to play as a research 

method for minimising the impact of subjectivity in 

developing behavioural process models. 

Production Rules 1 and 2: These two rules are reasonably 
transparent and represent the subject monitoring the 

overall market share position for a firm and for 

individual products on the market. An inspection of S7's 

protocol reveals the extent of the subject's comments on 

market share knowledge elements. Given the nature of the 

generic strategies used by S7, market share was an 
important variable in determining his strategy. 
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Production Rule 3 and 4: Interpretation of these rules is 

straightforward. They capture the subject's assessment 

of his profitability position relative to the competitor 
firm. While ROCE (Production Rule 3) appears to be of 
secondary importance when assessing financial performance, 
the subject appeared to use this knowledge element to 

reinforce the assessment of his profits position. 
Production Rule 4 illustrates that it was not just the 

absolute level of profit that was important but also its 

level relative to that achieved by the competitor firm. 

Production Rules 5 and 6: These two rules capture the 

subject's interpretation of the remaining two performance 

variables - share price and cash balance. Neither 

appeared to have real significance in the exercise for S7 

and this is reflected in the subject's comments; for 

example, in later periods he commented on the inability to 

activate a takeover strategy or increase the probability 

of the competitor firm becoming bankrupt. The subj ect 
appeared to monitor cash balance (liquidity) for the 

purpose of determining whether a product should be 

withdrawn from the market. However, as S7 never 
withdrew a product, it is difficult to identify a likely 

trigger point for cash balance at which a product would 
have been withdrawn by the subject. Share price, as we 
have suggested, appeared to increase in significance for 

S7 towards the end of the exercise. 

Production Rule 7: This rule monitored the change in a 
knowledge element from one period to the next. In our PS 

model it was applied to all the performance variables 
included in the exercise The discriminating values in 

the rule reflect S7's unwillingness to make detailed 

calculations and comparisons and it required af airly 
significant change in a variable to elicit any comment 
from the subject. 

Production Rule 8 -. This is a rule that appears quite 
important to understanding the subject's pricing strategy 
in the early periods of the simulation. The subject's 
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protocol reveals the application of some indicator of 'the 

level of market prices'. S7 used this to assess whether 

a product was priced "HIGH"; "LOW" or "COMPETITIVE" in 

terms of the level of market prices. For the purpose of 
this rule the PS model compares the price of a product 
with the average mark-up of products on the market. 
There is no evidence in the protocol to suggest that the 

subject employed a more sophisticated trigger mechanism. 
Equally, there is no real indication that the subject 
actually calculates the average level of prices on the 

market. 

Production Rule 9: A mechanicdl production rule that 

captures the activity of the subject monitoring the price 
decision f or each product in the previous period. This 
formed an important input to his own pricing strategy and 
also for interpreting the aggressiveness of the competitor 
firm's pricing strategy (see Production Rule 10). 

Production Rule 10: This rule examines knowledge elements 
that are output by Production Rule 9 for all the 

competitor firm's products and makes a general assessment 

of whether the competitor firm's price strategy is 

"AGGRESSIVE" or "NON AGGRESSIVE". This rule provided. 
important insight into the price sensitivity of the market 

and was also a factor in determining whether the subject 
focused upon developing a price or product strategy in any 
period. From S71s protocol statements it would appear 
that an AGGRESSIVE price strategy was associated with 

occasions where the competitor firm had DECREASED the 

price for each of its products in the previous period. 

Production Rules 11 and 12: These rules are concerned 

with simulating the subject's behaviour of identifying 

"PINCERED" and "TARGET" products of the rival firm. These 
two concepts strongly feature in the subject's verbal 

comments about his product strategy and reflect the CPS 
type rules used by the subject. Both of these concepts 
were used when modelling the competitor firm's strategy 
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module and Production Rules 11 and 12 are modelled on a 

similar basis. Production Rule 11 is straightforward, 

with a competitor product being "PINCERED" if S7 had a 

product with a c-ratio on either side of it. Production 

Rule 12 is slightly more complex, but simply reflects the 

subject filtering possible target products until only a 

single product remains. This product then becomes the 

focus of the subject's product strategy for the next 

period. This rule highlights the use of 'competitor 

focus' based strategies by S7. 

Without exception, S7 did not launch a new product unless 
he had identified a target product. This provided a 

reference point for determining the c-ratio and price for 

a new product. S7 appears to have employed three filters 

in identifying target products. First, the product 

should be "SUCCESSFUL" or "SATISFACTORY" in terms of its 

market share performance. Second, if more than one 

competitor product was trapped by the first filter, the 

subject then identified those products that were 

profitable in terms of having a high price mark-up. 
Finally, if there still remained more than one competitor 

product as a potential target, the subject then focused 

upon whether the product had recently been launched (i. e. 

was "NEW"). 

The production rules def ined above can be interpreted as 

representing S71s "basic" information processing 

activities for our decision making task. Each rule is 

applied every period in our PS model. The model completes 
the application of the PA/SA rules in a single step before 

moving onto applying the DS operator. Figure 7.1 provides 

general support f or this sequencing of the PA/SA and DS 

operators for S7. 

As with the other operators defined below, there are 

alternative ways in which we could have modelled this 

interpretative aspect of S7's behaviour. For example, we 

could have def ined operators that were more general in 

application than the conditions of our experimental 
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setting, e. g. an operator to compute a trend, an operator 
to compare two items and so on. Once again, these 

operators would be applied to all the knowledge elements 
defined in S7's problem space. A development of this 

approach might be to include control mechanisms (e. g. 
based on our generic strategies) that select an 

appropriate operator to apply to particular knowledge 

elements. We could also include an operator to select 

which RHS outputs were significant for the purposes of the 

subject's decision making strategy. Whilst the verbal 

report for S7 does not provide the detail to develop such 

control mechanisms, it can be appreciated that this may be 

one approach to capturing the evolutionary features of 
S7's behaviour. Ultimately, we are of course 

constrained by the level of information processing detail 

that is captured in our subject's protocol. 

In sum, the PA/SA production rules described above appear 
to be a reasonable interpretation of subject behaviour 

given the nature of our decision making task, the protocol 
data and the decision output information. In essence, the 

protocol for S7 does not provide us with sufficient 
information to model a--, more complex information 

examination process (even if the subject had used one). 
However, the rules described in this section do capture an 
important aspect of S7's interpretative behaviour - 
notably the use-of qualitative information. 

(b) DS Operator: Figure 7.3 defines the seven production 

rules that simulate the application of the DS operator by 

S7. These rules are presented in terms of the knowledge 

elements defined in S71s problem space. It will be 

recalled that the DS operator represents the information 

processing activity of the subject in determining his 

overall strategy in terms of the knowledge elements: 
<strategy type> and <strategic goal> [see Figure 5.11. 

The RHS and LHS elements of each rule are straightforward 
to interpret given our previous discussion of S71s 
behaviour in Chapter 5. 
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Formulating a goal and the nature of an appropriate 
strategy to achieve that goal was an important aspect of 
our decision making task. This demanded that subjects 
considered and interpreted available strategic facts 
(which formed the LHS conditions of the rules for the DS 

operator) and determine the nature of their strategy and 
strategic goals (the RHS statements of the rules for the 
DS operator). 

Figure 7.3 DS Production Rules 
Producticn Rule 1: 

IF: 
coirpany market share: 'HIGH'- AND 
c9npany profitability: IHI& 
OR 
ccopany market share: ILOW'i AND 

THEN: 
coapany profitability: 'LOW 

ELSE: 
overall strategy: = 'AGGRESSIVE' 

overall strategy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE' 
Production Rule 2: 

IF: 
overall strategy: = 'AGGRESSIVE' 
OR 
overall strategy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE'; AND 
conpany market share: 1DDW11 AND 

THEN: 
ca-npany profitability: 'HIGH' OR 'SATISFACTORY' 

strategic goal: = 'INCREASE MARKET SHARE' 
Proftetion Rule 3: 

IF: 
overall strategy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE'; 
AND 
coapany market share: 'SATISFACTORY'; AND 
coapany profitability: 'LOW' 
OR 
conpany market share: 'HIGH', -, AND 

THEN: 
coupany profitability: 'SATISFACTORY' 

strategic goal: 
Production Rule 4: 

IF: 
overall strpLtegy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE'; AND 
coapany market share:: = 'HIGH:; AND 

THEN: 
cornpany profitability = 'LOW 

strategic goal: = 'INCREASE PROFITABILITY' 
Production Rule 5: 

IF: 
overall strategy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE; AND 

THEN: 
strategic goal: = 'INCREASE PROFITABILITY' 

price strategy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE' 
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Proaaction Rule 6: 
IF: 

overall stratpgy: 

THEN: 
strategic goal: = 

ELSE: 
price strategy: = 

price strategy: = 

Production Rule 7: 

IF: 
overall strat9gy: 

TBEN: 
conp--titor price 

ELSE: 
product strategy: 

product strategy: 

= 'AGGRESSIVE'; AND 
'INCREASE MAREET SHARE' 

'AGGRESSIVE' 

TV 

= 'NCN AGGRESSIVE; AND 
strategy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE' 

= 'NON AGGRESSIVE' 

= 'AGGRESSIVE I 

As with the PA/SA operator, S71s protocol transcript does 

not provide detailed insight into the circumstances (other 

than at a general level) in which the DS operator was or 

was not applied by the subject. Moreover, it seems 

reasonable to infer from the protocol that when the 

subject does not appear to explicitly "fire" the DS 

operator this is because there is no clearly obvious 

strategy to develop or the subject is pursuing a strategy 

similar to that of the previous period. This is captured 
in our production rules for the DS operator by the RHS 

output of "? ". Good examples of this situation can be 

found in the first two periods of the experimental run. 

Production Rule 1: This rule determines the overall 

strategy of the subject. The output of the rule is either 

an "AGGRESSIVE" or "NON AGGRESSIVE" strategy for the 

period. During observation of S71s behaviour it appears 

that he adopted an aggressive strategy when. his 

performance relative to the competitor was either very 

poor or very good. The latter reflects the attempt by the 

subject to try to dominate the market (for example, in 

Period 7). The former set of circumstances captures the 

subject responding to a highly aggressive strategy of the 

competitor firm (for example, in Period 5). 

Production Rules 2,3 and 4: These three rules represent 

the subject formulating a strategic goal. Each rule 

reflects the circumstances in which different strategic 

goals are specified. For example, Production Rule 2, 
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captures the conditions when the subject pursues a goal of 
"INCREASING MARKET SHARE". S7 applied this strategy when 

either his overall strategy was "AGGRESSIVE" or his market 

share was "LOW" and his profit position was 
"SATISFACTORY" or "GOOD". Production Rule 4 was applied 
when the subject pursued the goal of "INCREASE 

PROFITABILITY". This was activated when S71s market 
share was "HIGH" but profitability was "LOW" and his 

overall strategy was "NON AGGRESSIVE" (see, for example, 
Period 4). 

Production Rules 5,6 and 7: These three rules capture 
the nature of S71s overall product and pricing strategies 
for a period. Some of the LHS conditions for these rules 

reflect knowledge elements output by Production Rules 1-4 

of the DS operator; in particular, those which specify the 

subject's overall strategy and his strategic goal for the 

period. Other LHS conditions capture the nature of the 

competitor firm's strategy. 

Jc) DPPS Operator: The DPPS operator captures the 

subject's processing activity of formulating his product 

strategy. The output of the DPPS operator are the 

following knowledge elements: <product strategy>, 

<portfolio change> and <product type>. Since S7 only 
introduced four new products during the course of the 

exercise (and did not withdraw any), we have a limited 

amount of behavioural data from which to elicit the nature 

of his production rules for the DPPS operator. However, 

valuable insight can also be gained into the subject's 

product strategy by examining the periods in which he made 

no changes to his product portfolio. 

In Chapter 6 we distinguished between two types of new 
product strategy: Market Product Strategy (MPS) and 
Competitor Product Strategy (CPS). Our discussion 

suggested that these two types of generic strategy implied 

the use of different knowledge elements that form the 
input and output of the production rules that define the 
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DPPS and RATIO operators (particularly the latter). In 

Chapter 5 we were able to identify from the protocol that 

two of the products launched by the subject suggested the 

application of MPS type rules. The other two new 

products (launched towards the end of the exercise) 

reflected the use of a CPS type product strategy. The 

contrast between these two types of generic product 

strategy is clearly illustrated by the production rules 
defined in Figure 7.4 to Simulate S71s application of the 

DPPS operator. 

Hopefully, we have identified what appear to be reasonable 

rules for describing S7's product strategy in the light of 
his application of both CPS and MPS type rules. The 

production rules below demonstrate that the output of the 
DPPS operator is not just in terms of whether to launch a 
new product but also how many products to launch and the 
type of new product. 

Fiqurýe 7.4 DPPS Production Rules 

Productian Rule 1: 

IF: 
competitor e strategy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE'; AND 
conpetitor 

9get 
prcdubt: = 'PROD-IDI 

THEN: 

ELSE: 
company product strategy: = 'NEW PPDlXJCT' 

con, pany product strategy: = 'NO CHANGE' 

Production Rule 2: 

IF: 
compan ly product strateqv: = INEW PRODUCT'; AND 
cI strategy: = INON AGGRESSIVE'; OR 

THEN: 
competitor product: = 'NOT PINCERED' 

ELSE: 
portfolio change: = 1+11 

portfolio change: = 101 

Production Rule 3. - 
IF: 

company product stra" INEN PRODUCT'; AND 
. __ 

y 
proaucL. strateqv:, = NON AGGRESSIVE,; AND 
portfolio: = not HIGH VALUE I and LOW VALUE' and 'MID 

VALUE' 
THEN: 

product type: = IHIGH/MID/LOW'; AND 

ELSE: 
product strategy type: = 'PRODUCT MARKET GAPI 

product tvpe: = ICOýPETRUI; AND 
product s1kategy type: = 'PINCER MOVEMENT' 
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Productim Rule 4: 

IF: 
company cash balance: = 'GOOD; OR 

THEN: 
coirpany cash balance: = 'SATISFACTORY' 

ELSE: 
company product strategy: = 'NO CHANGE' 

coirpany product strategy: = 'WITHDRAW PRODUCT' 

Ir Production Rule 1: This is a straightforward rule that 

captures S71s reasoning regarding the decision whether and 

when to launch a new product. The LHS conditions reflect 

circumstances where the subject has identified a target 

product in the competitor's product portfolio (see the 

PA/SA operator) and has also interpreted the competitor 
firm's price strategy as being "NON AGGRESSIVE". Both of 
these conditions appear to be important to S71s reasoning 

when deciding whether to launch a new product. Without a 

competitor target product, S7 (as evidenced by statements 
in his protocol) did not have a clear reference point for 

the purpose of launching a product. This, as we have 

seen in Chapter 6, was particularly important for a CPS 

type of product strategy. 

In circumstances where S7 assessed the competitor firm's 

price strategy as being "AGGRESSIVE" (i. e. all competitor 

products were reduced in price in the previous period) he 

typically noted the importance of price strategy in his 

protocol. S7 then proceeded to focus upon pricing rather 

than product strategy for competing against the competitor 
firm in the next period. 

Production Rule 2: This production rule captures the 

subject's decision regarding the number of products to 
launch in a period. This rule effectively fires by 

default since the subject only ever launched one new 
product at any point in time. It would appear that the 

subject might have considered launching two new products 
if (a) his overall strategy had been "AGGRESSIVE"; and (b) 

the competitor target product was "NOT PINCERED". 
However, as the subject'never actually made such a 
decision, we have no supporting evidence for this 
interpretation. In sum, S7 only ever needed to launch a 
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single product to achieve the position of pincering a 
competitor product. However, the evidence in S7's 

protocol is not particularly informative in terms of 

providing an insight into this aspect of his behaviour. 

Production Rule 3: This production rule generates the 

product strategy type (either PRODUCT MARKET GAP or PINCER 

MOVEMENT). The rule also outputs the new product type 
(either HIGH VALUE/LOW VALUE/MID VALUE or COMPETING). The 
key LHS conditions which determine the output of the rule 
are the current state of the subject's product portfolio 
(in terms of existing product type) and the nature of his 

product strategy (as output by the DS operator discussed 

above). Interpreting this rule is not difficult if we 

examine and compare the topic statements in the subject's 

protocol for the first two products he launched in Periods 
1 and 2 and for the products that were launched in Periods 
4 and 7. 

The PRODUCT MARKET GAP type strategy is a non-aggressive 

strategy and implies the application of MPS type decision 

rules by S7. This in turn reflects upon the subject's 

assessment of the various product types in his portfolio. 
As with a number of other subjects, S7 first launched a 

product that was a HIGH VALUE type product. Statements 

from his protocol suggest that he perceived his initial 

portfolio as consisting of a product which he described as 

a MID-VALUE type of product. The subject's launch 
-of a 

HIGH VALUE product in Period 1 and a LOW VALUE product in 

Period 2 captures the non-aggressive nature of his 

product strategy in the earlier periods. 

What is not totally clear from S7's protocol is why a HIGH 
VALUE product was launched first, in preference to a LOW 
VALUE product - either of which would have improved the 

perceived balance of his portfolio in terms of product 
type. Some indication is provided by comments in Period 1 

which suggest the subject recognising that a HIGH VALUE 

product could carry a higher mark-up and, therefore, yield 
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a higher level of absolute profitability. The fact that 

the competitor f irm also launched a relatively high value 

product in the previous period may also have been 

significant. This, however, is difficult to verify from 

the protocol of the subject. 

In contrast to the use of a MPS type of product strategy 
in Periods 1 and 2, S7 adopts a more aggressive product 

strategy in later periods by launching "COMPETING" 

products. This forms an important element of what S7 

calls his "PINCER I-IOVEME14TIl strategy. This resulted in 

the launch of products that were focused in terms of how 

close a new product's c-ratio was to the target product of 
the competitor firm. S7 appears to have used the concept 

of a COMPETING product in later periods of the simulation 
by launching products so that he had a product on either 

side of a competitor product in terms of c-ratio values. 
In sum, S7 aimed to have products whose strategy points 

straddled the competitor firm's products. This would seem 
to reflect S7's use of the term "PINCER MOVEMENT" and is 

an example of a CPS type of product strategy. 

Product Rule 4: This production rule is straightforward 

and captures S71s product withdrawal strategy. For 

reasons noted above, it is based on limited evidence in 

terms of the subject's protocol statements. Indeed, S71s 

protocol only contains two instances of where he considers 

a product withdrawal strategy. In both cases S7 concludes 
that it was not an acceptable strategy in our experimental 

setting. In his verbal report the subject makes 

reference to his liquidity position and the fact that his 

cash balance is sufficiently healthy not to force the 

withdrawal of products. A second reason, but which is 

much more difficult to capture in the form of an 

operational rule, is that the subject believed that 

products had market research value. In consequence, it 

appeared worthwhile to the subject to retain products 
indefinitely. 

(d) RATIO Operator: The RATIO operator captures S7's 
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information processing behaviour of assigning values to Cl 

and C2 when launching new products. Once again, the 

structure of the production rules for RATIO reflect 

whether the subject is following a CPS or MPS type of 

product strategy. Determining the c-ratio for new 

products was a difficult aspect of 'Our decision making 

exercise. Generally, the protocol transcripts for our 

subjects are incomplete in terms of revealing the detail 

of how a new product's c-ratio was determined. Since S7 

launched four new products, we are faced with having only 

a limited amount of protocol data from which to try to 

explain his reasoning when determining c-ratios for new 

products. This is particularly problematical since the 

RATIO operator involved the subject assigning values. 

The . production rules defined in Figure 7.5 reflect our 
interpretation of how S7 appeared to determine the C2/Cl 

ratio for new products. Both production rules are 

relatively straightforward and were defined after close 

examination of the protocol and the decision output data 

for the subject. They make sense when viewed against the 

generic types of product strategy which we identified in 

Chapter 6. For example, Production Rule 1 is clearly a 

MPS type of RATIO rule, while Production Rule 2 is a CPS 

type of rule. The rules appear simple and capture the 

fact that the subject did not make extensive calculations 

or give considerable thought to determining c-values for 

new products. The reasonableness of our interpretation 

of this aspect of S71s behaviour can be verified from his 

protocol statements. 

Figure 7.5 RATIO Production Rules 

Production Rule 1: 

IF: 
product strategy, type: = 'PRODUCT MARKET GAP'; AND 

THEN: 
product type: = ftl6H VALUE' 

ELSE: 
product c-ratio: = 2*product c-ratio[MID VALUE] 

pro4uct strategy 
I 
type: =I PRODUCT MARKET GAP'; AND 

THEN: 
j)roduct type: = IDW VALUE' 

product c-ratio: = 0.5*product c-ratio[MID VALUE] 
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Production Rule 2-. 

IF: 
product strategy, type: = 'PINCER MOVEMENT'; AND 

THEN: 
product type: COMPETING PRDDUCTI 

product Cl/C2: Cl/C2 target pro4uct OR 
product Cl/C2: Cl/ffltarget product] +1 

Production Rule 1: This rule is a MPS based production 

rule and reflects the subject relating the c-ratios 

appropriate for HIGH and LOW value type products to the 

ratio of his (perceived) MID value product (Product 2). 
f' 

In general terms, this is a sensible rule of thumb. We 
have no evidence from the protocol that S7 used the exact 

relationship implied by this rule. However, it can be 
inferred from his actual choice behaviour. 

This rule seems very effective for the early product 

strategy of the subject. A HIGH value product was simply 

given a Cl/C2 characteristic mix of twice the subject's 
MID value product. A LOW value product was given a Cl/C2 

characteristic mix profile of half that for the MID value 

product. This is a MPS type rule as the subject gave 
little consideration to the competitor firm's c-ratios. 

Identifying a MID value product (his existing product) as 

a reference point was clearly a useful basis for assessing 

relative product type. In this context, S7's "doubling" 

and "halving" rule seems both plausible and reasonable. 
The fact that S7 was consistent for both high and low 

value products seems to support the use of a simple rule 

of this type. 

Production Rule 2: This rule captures a similar heuristic 

to the one described above except that it is a CPS type 

RATIO rule. In this case the reference product is the 

target product of the competitor firm rather than a 

product in the subject's own portfolio. The rule is 

straightforward and simulates the subject selecting a c- 

ratio for a new product that is very close to a competitor 

product and adding one extra unit of the dominant 

characteristic. 
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Production Rule 2 is more easily verified from the 

protocol transcript than the previous RATIO rule. The 

subject makes verbal. reference to imitating the successful 

products of the competitor firm (ie. the target- roduct) P 
but marginally increasing the amount of the dominant 

characteristic. The fact that this rule was applied both 

times when a PINCER MOVEMENT type of product strategy was 

used supports our interpretation that the subject may well 
have been using a simplistic rule of this type. As with 
Production Rule 1, the information processing requirements 

of this rule were minimal. 

(e) DPS Operator: The DPS operator simulates the 

behaviour of S7 formulating his price strategy. This 

involved the subject assigning one of the knowledge 

elements from <price strategy> [defined in Figure 5.4) to 

each product in his portfolio, i. e. INCREASE, DECREASE, 

HOLD or NEW. As with the DPPS operator, it was relatively 

easy to elicit the production rules that defined S71s 

broad price strategy by studying his protocol transcript. 

It was, however, considerably more difficult to identify 

discriminating rules that captured the subject's 
implementation of his price strategy via the PRICE 

operator (see discussion below). 

In total, the subject made some 25 different pricing 
decisions during the decision making episode for which he 

was observed: 

DECREASE 11 decisions 
HOLD 6 decisions 
INCREASE 4 decisions 
NEW 4 decisions 

This distribution of pricing decisions reflects the 

aggressive nature of S7's pricing strategy and his overall 

objective of increasing market share. To elicit the 

various rules for the DPS operator we examined each 

separate pricing decision and identified the significant 
facts that characterised the circumstances in which a 

particular price decision was made (using both the 

subject's verbal report and his decision output data). 
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These decisions were then studied to identify regularities 
in the information processing behaviour of the subject and 

to elicit patterns in the significant facts processed as 

the LHS conditions of each rule. As we shall see, S7 

applied all three types of generic pricing strategy 

described in the previous chapter, i. e. CBPS (Cost Based 

Pricing Strategy) ; MBPS (Market Based Pricing Strategy) 

and CMBPS (Competitor Based Pricing Strategy). 

Figure 7.6 contains the rules that were incorporated into 

our production system model for simulating S7 Is DPS 

problem space operator. The simple structure of each 

rule allows for ease of association with the generic price 

strategies described in Chapter 6. 

Figure 7.6 DPS Production Rules 

Production Rule 1: 

IF: 
overall strategy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE'- AND 
strateqic g9al: = 'INCREASE PAREET SH'AREI OR '? '- AND 

THEN: 
producL maiket share: = 'SUCCESSFUL' OR , SATISFACTORY' 

product price strategy: = IHOLDI 

Production Rule 2: 

IF: 
overall strategy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE'; AND 
strategic goal: = IINCREASE PROFITABILITY'- AND 
producf- price mark-up: = 'COMPETITIVE' OR 'HIGH'; AND 
product market share: = 'SUCCESSFUL' OR 'SATISFACTORY 

THEN: 
product price strategy: = 'HOLD' 

Production Rule 3: 

IF: 
product market share: = 'UNSUCCESSFUL' 

THEN: 
product price strategy: = 'DECREASE' 

Production Rule 4: 

IF: 
overall strategy: = 'AGGRESSIVE'; AND 
strategic qoal: = 'INCREASE MARKET SHARE'; AND 
price strateqV: = 1AGGRESSIVEI; AND 

THEN: 
Product mark(H share: = 'SUCCESSFUL' OR 'SATISFACTORY' 

product price strategy: 'DECREASE' 

]Production Rule 5-. 

IF: 
overall strategy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE" AND 
strategic g9al: = 'INCREASE PROFITABILITY' OR "? '; AND 
coýguacn m4ket share: = 'HIGH'- AND 
pro 

ft 
price mark-up: =, ýLOW"* AND 

jDroduct market share: UC'CESSFUL' OR 'SATISFACTORY' 
THEN: 

product price strategy: = '-INCREASE' 
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Production Rule 6: 

IF: 

THEN: 
product <new> 

product price strategy. = ININI 

Production Rule 1 and 2: These two production rules 

capture the circumstances under which the subject holds 

the price of a product constant. The LHS conditions of 
the rules are self-explanatory and reflect the knowledge 

elements in the subject's problem space in Figure 5.1. 

Rule 1 covers the situation where the subject has set (via 

the DS operator) a strategic goal to INCREASE MARKET SHARE 

and when his overall strategy is NON AGGRESSIVE. In these 

conditions, the subject appeared to view a price increase 

or decrease strategy as being inappropriate as the product 

would already have a SATISFACTORY or SUCCESSFUL level of 

market share. 

The second production rule copes with a slightly different 

set of circumstances. As can be seen from the LHS 

conditions of the rule, it reflects the situation where 
the subject is considering increasing the price of a 
product in an attempt to INCREASE PROFITABILITY (the 

strategic goal). However, despite the product's market 
share in the previous period suggesting that it is a 
successful product, its price is considered to be too 
high (or it would be if it were further increased). In 

consequence, the subject decides to hold the price of the 

product constant. 

Both of these rules appear to be reasonable for market 

conditions where the price of a product should be held 

rather than increased or decreased. The LHS conditions 
for these rules provide an insight into their origin in 

terms of our generic pricing strategies identified in the 

previous chapter. However, the distinction between cost, 
market and competitor based pricing strategies is more 

readily apparent in the rules that define the PRICE 

operator discussed below. 
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Production Rules 3 and 4: These rules reflect the market 

conditions in which the subject reduced the price of a 

product. As we have seen, this type of behaviour 

dominated the subject's pricing strategy and largely 

reflected his objective of attempting to increase market 

share. These two rules were easily identified from the 

protocol and the decision output data for the subject. 
The f irst rule - Production Rule 3- is purely a market 
based type of pricing strategy. This captures the subject 

responding to the strategic f act that a product has been 

UNSUCCESSFUL in the, market in the previous period. Given 

S71s policy of not withdrawing products, this rule appears 
to be an obvious response to this set of circumstances. 

Production Rule 4 is applied in a quite dif f erent set of 

circumstances and is where the subject adopts a highly 

aggressive strategy towards the competitor firm (e. g. 
Periods 5 and 7) . In these conditions, the price f or a 

product is reduced even where it has been considered 
SATISFACTORY in terms of its level of market share in the 

previous period. As would be expected, the objective here 

is for the subject to INCREASE MARKET SHARE and his 

overall strategy is AGGRESSIVE. This is a clear example 

of a C14BPS type decision rule. 

Production Rule 5: This production rule captures the 

subject increasing the price of a product in 
. his 

portfolio. The LHS conditions demonstrate the 

circumstances under which this rule appears to have been 

applied by the subject and it was f ired in total f our 
times. Production Rule 5 reflects the subject attempting 
to INCREASE PROFITABILITY (f or example, in Period 4) and 

was typically applied to products whose price mark-up was 
LOW but whose market share was at least SATISFACTORY. 

Moreover, S7 appears to have pursued this policy when his 

market share was HIGH, emphasising the f act that he was 

prepared to sacrifice market share in an attempt to 
increase profitability. However, as can be observed from 

his protocol, profitability appears to have been of 

secondary importance to S7 f or most of the exercise. 
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Understandably, S7 was only prepared to try to increase 

profits when his market share position was considered to 

be highly favourable. 

Production Rule 6: This is a straightforward rule that 

captures S7 acknowledging the circumstances where the 

price strategy for a product is NEW. In these 

circumstances, the subject has no market information on 

which to assess the past performance of the product. it 

is necessary to examine the PRICE operator to gain insight 

into our interpretation of the subject's pricing strategy 
for new products. 

(e) PRICE Operator: The role of the PRICE operator is 

to assign price values to each of the subject's products. 
At this level of information processing activity the 

verbal protocol of S7 does not always reveal detailed 

explanations of the reasoning behind the various price 
decisions he made. It is only by close inspection of the 

protocol and the decision output data that we can gain 
insight into the consistency with which particular pricing 

rules were applied. The reasonableness of our PRICE 

rules for S7 can be interpreted against the generic 

pricing strategies described in Chapter 6. 

Figure 7.7 suggests that the subject used rather simple 

rules of thumb in pricing products. These rules did not 
require excessive information processing or calculation. 
For example, S7 consistently priced in units of 5p, except 

when the mark-up on a product reached 5p above variable 

cost. The basic RHS and LHS knowledge elements that make 

up these rules are defined in Figure 7.7. 

Figure 7.7 PRICE Production Rules 

Production Rule 1: 

IF: 

THEN: 
product price strategy: = 'HOLD' 

current product price: = last product price 
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Productim Rule 2-. 

IF: 

THEN: 
product price strategy: = 'INCREASE' 

check: = product t-; AND 
check: = last produýZýý. t price mark-up; AND 
current product price: = variable cost+MBPS mark-up 

Production Rule 3: 

IF-. 
product price strategy: = 'DECREASE; AND 
average price mark- 
Tarice strate 

ýp: > 15p;, AND 

ýgy: 
= AGGRESSIVE OR 

THEN: 
ast product price: > average price mark-up 

current product price: = variable cost+ relative CBPS 
mark-up 

Prcducticn Rule 4: 

IF: 
product p#ce strategy: = IDBCREASE; AND 
aviýrage price mark7up: =< 15p; AND 
price str#egy: = VAGGRESS= OR 

THEN: 
product price mark-up last: < average price mark-up 

current product price: variable cost+absolute CBPS 
mark-up 

Production ]Ru]Le 5: 

IF: 
pr9duct price strategy: 'DBCPEASEI; AND 
price st-tategy: = 'NOR AGGRESSIVE'- AND 
jDroduct price mark-up last: > 1.2ý*average price mark- 

THEN: 
UP 

current product price: = variable cost+MBPS mark-up 

Production Rule 6: 

IF: 
product price strategy: = 'NEW'* AND 
owrall strategy: = 'NON AGGRESkVE'; AND 

THEN: 
product type: = 'HIGH VALUE' OR 'LOW VALUE' 

check: = product type; AND 
current product price: = variable cost+MBPS mark-up 

Production Rule 7: 

IF: 
product price strategy: = 'NEW', - AND 
owrall strategy: = 'NON AGGRESSIVE'; AND 
strategic goal: = 'INCREASE PROFITABILITY'; AND 

THEN: 
product type: = 'COMPETING PRODUCT' 

current product price: = variable cost+CMBPS mrk-up 

Production Rule 1: This rule is very straightforward and 

requires no further comment. It simply sets the current 

price for a product equal to last period's price when the 

subject is adopting a HOLD price strategy. 

Production Rule 2-. 

amount by which 

period. The RHS 

This production rule determines the 

a product price is increased in any 

output shows that it is a hybrid of a 
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CBPS and CMBPS type decision rule. There are two check 

routines in this rule which assess an individual product's 

position with respect to: (i) product type; and (ii) its 

price mark-up last period relative to the average mark-up 

on the market. This latter check routine captures the 

subject's comments in his protocol about the level of 

prices on the market in previous periods. S7 clearly 
does not calculate an average price mark-up in the market 
for each period. However, for modelling purposes it is 

necessary to try to capture the important activity of when 
S7 makes a comparison between the price of an individual 

product and prices for other products. This production 

rule also captures the subject's comments when he 

considers whether a product was a HIGH, MID or LOW value 

type product. This was important for determining the 

price mark-up of a product in the early periods of the 

exercise. 

The mark-up added to a product's variable cost in this 

rule ensures that it is priced within a narrow range 
relative to the average price of products already on the 

market. It is not possible to verify a particular range 
used by the subject from his protocol statements. We 
have had to study the context in which the subject made 
particular pricing decisions. subject's behaviour. For 
this rule we have specified that a product's price never 
exceeds the average mark-up on the market by more than 20 

per cent. Prices appear to have then been set in 
increments of 20p, 10p or 5p, depending on product type. 

Production'Rules 3,4, and 5: These three rules cope with 
the circumstances under which the subject decreased the 

price of a product. All three rules reflect S7 adding a 
mark-up to the variable cost of a product, though as is 

clear from the definition of each rule, the basis for 

these mark-ups are different in each case. Rules 3 and 4 

cope with the circumstances when the subject adopts an 
aggressive price strategy. The subject followed this 

strategy either in response to an aggressive move by the 

competitor firm or in an attempt to increase market share. 
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Rule 5 is essentially applied when an individual product 
has underperformed in the previous period. 

Production Rules 3 and 4 were dif f icult to identify and 
reflect the subject's perception about the level of market 
prices. However, the two rules do appear reasonable 

when viewed against information relating to trends in 

market prices and the nature of the subject's overall 
strategy. Production Rule 3 is a relative percentage 
mark-up rule - "the 3 per cent rule" - and was 
consistently used by the subject when average prices were 
high in the market (ie. mark-ups above 15p). As such, 
"the 3 per cent rule" depends on the knowledge element 
<product type>, i. e. HIGH value products can be expected 
to carry higher margins than LOW value products. The 
trigger mechanism can only be inferred from statements by 
the subject. These comments suggest that a 15p mark-up on 
a HIGH value product was the minimum mark-up before 

relative prices became a secondary consideration to 

absolute price levels in the market. There is evidence in 

S71s protocol that a mechanism of this sort was being 

used. 

When average prices in the market moved to a level where 
relative price strategies became difficult to adopt (given 

S71s policy of pricing in 5p units), absolute margins 
appeared to dominate his reasoning. The "15p price level 

trigger" appears to capture this change in policy, though 

we have no detailed explanation or account of the exact 
level of this trigger mechanism in the subject's protocol 
statements. For example, it could also be possible that 
this change in price policy mirrored the shift in product 
strategy that occurred in the subject's behaviour towards 
the end of the experimental run. 

The adoption of an absolute price strategy reflected the 

use of a more aggressive price strategy by S7 in which 
"the 3 per cent rule" was replaced by "the 5p rule". Both 
"the 3 per cent rule" and "the 5p rule" appear to reflect 
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aggressive CBPS type decision rules. There is one clear 

exception to "the 5p rule" which we have encoded in our 

rules for determining absolute mark-up; that is when the 

mark-up an a product is already at the 5p level (see for 

example Period 7). In these circumstances, the subject 

cuts the product price by lp and reinforces his strategy 

of being reluctant to go into either break-even or loss- 

making pricing. 

The final decrease price rule is Production Rule 5. This 

rule is not as aggressive as Production Rules 3 and 4 and 
one of the L11S conditions reflects the DS operator having 

output a "NON AGGRESSIVE" price strategy. In these 

circumstances, the subject appears to simply bring the 

price of a product in line with the average mark-up on the 

market (to the nearest 5p below the price level on the 

market). This is a good example of a price rule that 

reflects a CMBPS approach to pricing. 

Production Rules 6 and 7: These two production rules 
capture the subject's behaviour of pricing new products. 
Each rule captures a different approach to the pricing of 
new products and is a function of the type of product 
being launched. Production Rule 6 is the pricing rule 
for a "PRODUCT MARKET GAP" type of product strategy. As 

with the RATIO operator, the reference product here is the 

perceived MID value product of the subject (Product 2). 

This pricing rule reflects similar reasoning to that used 
by the subject when assigning a c-ratio to a new product. 

While Production Rule 6 is quite general, its application 
is limited to two periods in the exercise and its validity 
in other market conditions cannot be assessed. The rule 
is based on S7's focus upon a price penetration policy and 
his quite deliberate strategy of pricing new products at a 
discount to existing products in his portfolio. As a 
decision rule, it can be associated with a MPS type of 

product strategy. As for the operational structure of 
Production Rule 6, the subject appears to apply a similar 
type of heuristic as with the selection of c-ratios for 
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new products: a 10p discount for HIGH valQe products and a 
5p discount for LOW value products. 

As with S7 Is production rules f or the RATIO operator, it 

is difficult to assess the generality and validity of the 
detailed specification of Production Rule G. However, 

what is important is to assess its significance against 
our discussion of the various types of generic pricing 

strategy discussed in the previous chapter. Similar 

comments apply to Production Rule 7 for the PRICE 

operator. This rule is applied to the pricing of new 
products that are of the COMPETING PRODUCT type. Again, 
the rule appears intuitively reasonable because the price 
is set equal to the variable cost plus a mark-up (to the 

nearest 5p). This ensured that the price was just below 

that of the target product for the competitor firm. 

Given the closeness of the competing products launched by 

S7 in terms of c-ratio mix, it was necessary (as the 

subject notes in his protocol) to price competitively 
relative to the target product. This is a clear example 
of the subject linking a CPS type product strategy with a 
CMBPS type pricing rule. 

The discussion in this section highlights some of the 
difficulties facing the researcher using the technique of 
protocol analysis for modelling human information 

processes. Given our experimental setting, we were faced 

with the problem of only being able to observe subject 
behaviour for a relatively short period of time (about 1 
hour). This posed two particular difficulties. First, 
there is evidence in S71s protocol that the subject's 
behaviour evolved over the period of the exercise. For 

example, the shift from reaction to anticipation of 
competitor moves. This aspect of S71s bebaviour is'not 

easily incorporated in our PS model. Following 

previous applications of protocol analysis we have focused 

our attention upon observing regular patterns in 
information processing behaviour as a basiý; for defining 

production rules [Newell and Simon (1972)). For ill- 
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structured tasks that are not characterised by a sequence 

of independent and repetitive decisions, this approach to 

the use of protocol analysis is likely to obscure some 
important aspects of information processing behaviour. 

This problem has been discussed in the previous chapter. 

A second and related problem concerns the ' gaps I in the 

subject's verbal report. Despite our attempts to satisfy 
the conditions identified by Ericsson and Simon for 

validating verbal protocol data, the verbal reports of 

many of our subjects were typically incomplete. Good 

examples of this can be found in relation to the PRICE and 
RATIO operators for subject S7. In this context, it is 

important to emphasise that protocol analysis should be 

viewed as complementary to other techniques for studying 
decision making behaviour (e. g. input-output analysis). 
In this chapter our combined use of decision outcome data 

and the subject's verbal report was an important base for 

increasing our understanding of S71s information 

processing behaviour. However, even in these 

circumstances, it has been necessary to exercise our 
judgement in interpreting S71s behaviour. 

Finally, it should be noted that we have not def ined any 

production rules f or the SV operator incorporated in S7 Is 

problem space. It is difficult to assess the 

significance of the SV operator in terms of its effect on 
S7's behaviour. One interpretation of its role is as a 

confirmation routine that captures the subject's attempts 
to rationalise the validity of his particular pricing and 

product strategies. Given our operator coding of S7's 

protocol (see Chapter 5, Appendix I) the subject fired the 

SV operator some 33 times. In Chapter 5 we suggested that 

the SV operator represented the subject's information 

processing behaviour of assessing alternative strategic 

options in terms of their feasibility, suitability and 

acceptability. It appears, therefore, to have the 
function of a control strategy. The reasons we have not 

explicitly incorporated the SV operator into our PS model 

are twof old. First, its application is implicit in the 
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production rules we have already def ined for the PA/SA, 

DS, DPPS, RATIO, DPS and PRICE operators. The strategies 
that are simulated by our PS model are likely to be those 

that the subject perceived to be most suitable, acceptable 

and f easible, given the strategic f acts that had been 

observed f rom the output of the PA and SA operators. In 

sum, there appears to have been little need for the 

subject to make a genuine evaluation of alternative 
strategies in our experimental setting. 

Second, and related to the previous point, it was not 
clear from the protocol and the actual decisions made by 

S7 that the SV operator was significant in terms of 
influencing his choice of strategy. Indeed, it appears 
that the SV operator was performing a role of summarising 
the rationale for adopting particular product and price 
strategies in a period. There are some instances in the 

subject's protocol where he did formulate alternative 
strategies that appear to have been considered. However, 

even in these circumstances, the SV operator had a 
relatively cosmetic role in terms of determining his final 

choice. In sum, whilst the SV operator represents an 
important activity of strategic decision making, in 

practice it is difficult to identify situations from S71s 

protocol to suggest that he was applying the SV operator 
other than for the purpose of summarising his current 
position with respect to a particular strategy. 

The production rules def ined above have been coded into 

our simulation environment as a separate decision module. 
The structure of this module is general and could easily 
be adapted to incorporate the production rules for 

simulating the behaviour of other subjects. Unlike the 
OPS4 production system language described in Chapter 2, 

our Fortran simulation. enviro nment does not have an 
explicit control procedure for the firing of rules that 

operate via the contents of a working memory. In this 

sense, we do not have the conflict resolution strategies 
that are incorporated as part of the OPS4 inference 
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engine. In modelling S71 s behaviour, the SF operator 
performs the same housekeeping functions as OPS4's working 

memory by storing the output knowledge states f rom the 
f iring of the various operators described above. In 

consequence, the sequencing of the firing of the various 

production rules is controlled by the quantitative and 
qualitative knowledge elements stored by the SF operator 
in each period. 

7.3 TESTING THE VALIDITY OF TM PS MODEL: A COMPARISON 
Ur THIS Jý6 TRACE ARD 311S AUTUAL DEU161UN6 

In this section we compare the trace of our PS model with 
the actual behaviour of subject S7. The nature of our 

experimental task setting does not facilitate a meaningful 

statistical analysis of our PS simulation model trace 

output. However, while there is no underlying 

statistical basis for our analysis in this section, the 
discussion should be viewed in the context of the 
information processing theory of human problem solving 
introduced in Chapter 2. We shall evaluate our 
behavioural process model of S7 in terms of the criteria 
introduced in Chapter 3. 

We can identify a number of differences between the output 

of our PS model and the actual behaviour of S7. Possible 

explanations for these differences reflect both our 

experimental design as well as the limitations of the 

method of protocol analysis. We have noted earlier those 

operators where it proved difficult to induce production 

rules f rom the protocol data alone, i. e. the RATIO and 
PRICE operators. In contrast, the operators that defined 

the subject's broad strategy - i. e. the DS, DPS and the 

DPPS) operators - were more easily specified. In this 

respect, we can expect two types of differences to occur 
between our PS model and the actual behaviour of S7. 
First, differences in broad strategy: is our PS model 

capable of generating the type of behaviour described in 

Chapter 5? Second, differences in the operational aspects 

of the subject's decision making: does the PS model 
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generate the same price and product decisions as those 

made by subject S7? The previous discussion suggests 
that these latter differences are more likely to be 

problematical in testing our model. 

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 present a comparison between S7's 

actual decisions and those which were generated by the PS 

model. The only information that is not contained in 

these'figures are the c-ratios for the new products which 

were launched on the market. This information can be 

found in the data contained in the appendices to this 

chapter. Figure 7.8 summarises the actual decisions of 
S7 and the competitor firm, while Figure 7.9 is a summary 

of the PS model output. An asterisk against a decision 

by the subject indicates a deviation between his actual 
behaviour and that produced by the behavioural process 

model. We shall discuss these differences below. 

In Appendices I and II to this chapter we present the more 
detailed data generated by S7 and the PS model. Appendix 

I contains a summary of all the financial information and 

results for S7 and the competitor f irm in the actual 

experiment. Appendix II is the PS trace and summarises 
the firing of the production rules that we have described 

in the previous section. As can be seen from Appendix II, 

the PS model generates the type of output that can be 

compared directly with the subject's actual protocol 
(though it is not presented in exactly the same f orm at) . 
Inevitably, the PS trace is more rigid in its use of 
language. However, it generates comparative qualitative 

reasoning that can be contrasted with the actual 

statements of the subject in his protocol. 

Clearly, the comparison between the behavioural process 

model for S7 and the subject's actual behaviour can be 

examined at many different levels. We outlined in chapter 
3 one possible framework based on the work of Payne, 

Braunstein and Carroll (1978). The first criterion 

suggested by Payne et al is the sufficiency criterion 

which requires an assessment of whether our PS model is 
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capable of generating the type of behaviour that we 
observed from subject S71s protocol. In particular, does 

our formal representation of S7' s problem space in this 

chapter capture the essential characteristics of the 

changing knowledge states that we can identify from S7's 

actual behaviour? 

Figure 7.8 Subject S7: Produpt and Pricing ACTUAL 
i)ecisions 

PRICE MARK-UP IN 
PRICE MKT. SHARE PENCE AND (%) 

PIDDUCTS DECISION IAST PERIOD LAST P. THIS P. 

Period 1: 
Subject- 

Pkoduct 2 hold 38% 60p (20%) 60p (20% 
Product 4 new - 50p (8%ý 

Conpetitor- 
Product 1 increase 31% 70p ý28%ý 75p J30%ý 
Product 3 increase 31% 75p 25% 90P 28% 

Period 2: 
Subject- 

Product 2 decrease - 60P (20%) 10 (3% 
Product 4 increase 68% 50p, (8%) 70 (12% 

j 

Product 5 new - 5 (3% 

Cm T Mý to r 
- Uc t i decrease 25% 75p J30%ý 5 J20%j 

Product 3 decrease 7% 90P 28% 30p, 10% 

Period 3: 
Subject- 

Pkoduct 2 hold 35% lop 13% lop 3% 
Product 4 decrease - 70P ( 2% 

1 
40p 

ý 
7% 

J 

Product 5 hold 14% 5p (3% Sp 3% 
Cbrrpgtitor- 

Product 1 decrease 1% 50p (20%) 23p 9% 1 
Product 3 increase 49% 30p (10%) 47p ( 6% 

M 

Product 7 new - 20ý) ( 

Period 4: 
Subject- 

Product 2 increase 26% lop 3% 20p, 
- 

7% 
Product 4 hold 23% 40-P 

1 j 
7% 40 p 7% 

Product 5 increase 17% 5p 3% 10 

1 1 

7% 
Product 8 new - 3 9% 

Corrpetitor- 
Product 1 decrease 17% 23p 19% 19P 8% 
Product 3 decrease 17% 47p ( 6% 

M 
23p 

j 
8% 

J 

Product 7 decrease 20p ( lip 5% 

Period 5: 
Subject- 

Product 2 decrease 20p 7% 5 2% 
Product 4 decrease 40- p 7% 2ýp 3% 
Product 5 decrease - 1( )P 

1 1 

7% 5 

1 1 

3% 
Product 8 decrease 5% - 30p, 9% lEp 3% 

Conpetitor- 
Product 1 hold 49% 19P 8% 19P 
Product 3 hold 10% 23P 

1 j 
8% 23-P 

IN 
8% 

Product 7 hold 36% lip 5% lip 5% 

Period 6: 
Subject- 

Product 2 increase 22% N 2% 10-p 3% 
Product 4 decrease - P 2 3% lop 2% 
Product 5 
Product 8 

hold 
hold 

33% 
10% 

5gp 
1 

1 

3% 

13% 

5 
16 

1 1 

3% 
3% 

Con petitor- 
P Product 1 hold 34% 19 19 ý8%ý 
ProdLut 3 decrease - 23 

IN 
8% 15 5% 

Product 7 withdrawn 11 5% 
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PRICE MET. SHARE 
PRODUCTS DECISION LAST PERIOD 

Period 7: 
Subject- 

Product 2 decrease - 
Product 4 decrease 19% 
Product 5 decrease 36% 
Product 8 decrease 24% 
Product 9 new - 

Competitor- 
Product 1 decrease 20% 
Product 3 withdrawn - 
Product 10 new 

Figure 7.9 Subject S7: Product and 

PRICE MARK-UP IN 
PENCE AND (%) 

LAST P. THIS P. 

lop 13% 5 12%) 
101) 2%1 5 1%1 

55 35 4 2% 
10 3% 5 1% Cp 

1% 

19P 18%ý lop (4%) 
15p 5% 

12p (4%) 

Pricing PS Model 
D ecisions 

PRICE MARK-UP IN 
PRICE MKT. SHARE PENCE AND (% ) 

PRODUCTS DECISION LAST PERIOD 1AST P. THIS P. 

Period 1: 
Subject- 

Pkoduct 2 hold 38% 60p (20%) 60p (20% 
Product 4 new - 50P (8%ý 

Co petitor- ý 
r roduct 1 increase 31% 70p ý28%ý 75p ý30%ý 

Product 3 increase 31% 75p 25% 9op 28% 

Period 2: 
Subp t- 

0ý Pr uct 2 decrease - 6 (20%) 1p (3% 
Product 4 increase 68% 5 (8%) 7 (12% 

j 

Product 5 new - 5 (3% 

Ompetitor- 
Product 1 decrease 25% 75p 30 50P (20%) 
Product 3 decrease 7% 9op 

ý fl 
28% 30, b (10%) 

Period 3: 
Subject- 

Pkoduct 2 hold 35% lop (3% p 10 3% 
Product 4 decrease - 70 p (12%j *3 OP 

ý ý 
5% 

Product 5 hold 14% 5p (3% 5p 3% 
itor- Oa t g 

d Pr uct 1 decrease 1% 50p (20%) 23p (9% 
Product 3 increase 49% 30p (10%) 47p (16% 

1 

Product 7 new - 20p (9% 

Period 4: 
Subject- 

Product 2 increase 23% 1 3% 20p 
- 

7% 
Product 4 hold 28% 3 

j 
5% 

J 
30 P 5% 

Product 5 increase 17% 5p 3% lop 

1 1 

7% 
Product 8 new - 30p 9% 

Coirpetitor- 
Product 1 decrease 17% 23p (9% 19P 8% 
Product 3 decrease 15% 47p (16%j 21p 

J j 
7% 

Product 7 decrease 20p (9% llp 5% 

Period 5: 
Subject- 

Product 2 decrease - 20 7% *lop 3% 
Produc-t 4 decrease 9% 30 5% 20-p 3% 
Product 5 decrease - 105 

1 1 

7% 5 N 

j 

3% 

1 

Product 8 decrease 4% 30 9% p 3% 
Conpetitor- 

Product 1 hold 49% 19P 8% 19P 8% 
Product 3 hold 9% 21p 

j j 
7% 2jf3 

J j 
7% 

Product 7 hold 29% llp 5% llp 5% 
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PRICE MARK-UP IN 
PRICE MET. SHARE PENCE AND (%) 

PFODUCTS DECISION 1AST PERIOD LAST P. THIS P. 

Period 6: 
Subject- 

Product 2 *decrease 10 p 3% 5 2% 
Product 4 decrease - 20p 3% 1p 2% 
Product 5 
Prodw-t 8 

hold 
hold 

52% 
13% 

5ý 
1p 

1 1 

3% 
3% 

5 N 
L UP 

1 

3% 
3% 

Product 9 *new - 5 P 1% 
Gorrpetitor- 

Pr'oduct 1 hold 35% 1 9 p 8 19 ýl p 8% 
Product 3 decrease - 2 1 p 

J7%1 
15 p 

ý ý 
5% 

Product 7 withdrawn 11-P 5% 
Product 10 new - 13p (4%) 

Period 7: 
Subject- 

Product 2 decrease 27% 5 2 4 1% 
Product 4 decrease 16% 

EP 
1 21 5 1% 

Product 5 decrease - 5 

13 

4 

1 

2% 

1 

Product 8 decrease 24% 16 3% 513 1% 
Product 9 *decrease 33% 5p 1% 4p 1% 

Ca tl or *t 
P=ct withdrawn - 1 9 p 8 : 

Product 3 withdrawn - 1 5 p 
J 

51 6 
Product 10 decrease - 13p 4% 3 l% 
Product 11 new - 

Np j ý 
3% 

Given the complex and unstructured nature of our 

experimental task, we required our PS model to capture 
the following aspects of S7's behaviour to satisfy the 

sufficiency criterion: 

the subject's qualitative assessment of his 
performance and the trends in the competitive 
market environment (the PA/SA operator) 
the subject's formulation of his goals and broad 
strategy (the DS operator) 
the subject's formulation of product strategy for each. period (the DPPS operator) and, where 
appro riate, the determination of the 
cnaracýeristic mix of new products (the RATIO 
operator) 

(iv) the subject's formulation of his price strateqy for each p. eriod (the DPS operator) and the 
implementation of this strategý into specific 
price decisions (the PRICE opera. or). 

Without further discussion it is clear from the PS trace 

in Appendix II to this chapter that our PS model does 

capture the general characteristics of S7's information 

processing behaviour for our decision making task. 

Albeit in a more pure form, S7's PS model generates the 

type of strategic decisions required of subjects in our 

experimental setting. Moreover, in modelling the 

production rules for each of the operators defined in S7's 

problem space, we have kept the framework of our model 
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sufficiently robust and general so as to allow it to be 

easily modified. For this reason it is relatively 

straightforward to incorporate the equivalent rules f or 
the operators of other subjects who participated in our 

experiment. 

A second, and more demanding criterion, is to assess the 

power of our PS model in terms of its ability to match 
(predict) the actual decisions made by the subject. 
Given the limited period of subject observation, a 
statistical assessment of "goodness of fit" is 

inappropriate here; however, what is valuable is to 

contrast in some detail the decision output data for S7 Is 

PS model with the decisions actually made by the subject. 
This predictive criterion [Payne et al (1978)] is clearly 

a less rigorous predictive test of model validity than 
that which is conventionally applied to orthodox models in 

economics. Specifically, we are evaluating our PS model 
against data that was used to develop the model. Given 

our previous analysis, it might be considered appropriate 
to view this as a test of the PS model's explanatory power 

rather than its predictive content. However, this should 

not understate the importance of this kind of test of the 

validity of a behavioural process model. 

In comparing the decision output data of our PS model with 
the actual decisions of S7, we are not generating 

predictions of the form that characterise neoclassical 

economics. There are a number of reasons for this in the 

present study. However, this problem highlights a more 

general weakness of protocol analysis as a methodology for 

studying and modelling decision processes. There is a 

clear lack of widely accepted summary measures for 

evaluating PS trace data and this limits the ability to 
draw inferences about the generality of a particular set 

of results. one rather obvious reason for this is the 
focus of information processing theory upon the detailed 

study of individual behaviour. The previous discussion 

suggests that the researcher will, at most, be able to 
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study and analyse the behaviour of a few individual 

subjects. In addition, the importance of internal 

validity in an experimental setting and the need to avoid 

problems created by having too much behavioural data, will 
typically restrict the researcher to studying subject 
behaviour for a short period of time. 

In a sense, our PS model of S7 can be viewed as a single 
data point or a Imicrotheory' [Newell and Simon (1972)] 

for which a more general theory (not yet precisely 
formulated) will be developed and tested in future 

research. From this perspective we can view one role for 

PS simulation models as a formalism that forces the 

researcher to be more precise in the description and 
interpretation of subject behaviour. Indeed, PS models 

can be viewed as an approach to testing the researcher's 

analysis and interpretation of the behavioural data 

collected from verbal reports. Bouwman's work on the 
diagnostic behaviour of financial analysts appears to 

reflect this interpretation of the use of PS modelling 
techniques [see Bouwman (1983); Bouwman et al (1987)]. 

The previous argument highlights some rather obvious 
limitations in the predictive content of our basic PS 

model for S7 when evaluated against the criteria of 

orthodox economics. In the last section of this chapter 
we consider how our basic model could be further extended 
and tested. However, it is worth stressing two points. 
First, this problem characterises a major difference 
between inductive and deductive research methods in 

general. Second, we should view our prototype model of S7 

as an initial step towards developing a more general model 

of subject behaviour for our decision making task. 

In summary, our ability to identify a minimal set of 

production rules that capture the nature of S7 Is generic 

strategies indicates that our PS model does have 

predictive content. The production rules that define each 

global operator are not simply a replication of the 
decision making conditions that faced the subject in each 
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period of our experimental simulation. Instead, they are 
intended to reflect reasonable inferences about patterns 
in the subject's information processing behaviour. In 

this respect, it should not be surprising that our PS 

model will not simply be able to replicate the decisions 

made by our subject. It is also important to recognise 
that these production rules are not context free. This 
highlights an important aspect of AI and expert systems 

research in the 1970's and 19801s. Knowledge and 

expertise for complex decision making tasks is highly 

domain specific and the search for general problem solving 

strategies has remained an elusive goal for research on 
human problem solving [Hayes-Roth, Waterman and Lenat 
(1983)). 

We shall now assess the similarity between the output of 

our PS model and S7's observed decisions. The f irst 

major difference occurs in Period 3 and results from the 

PIS, model applying the PRICE operator to Product 4. The 

DPS operator fired by the model generated the correct 

price strategy for Product 4 given that it had been 

UNSUCCESSFUL in the previous period with zero market 

share. The DPS operator fired Production Rule 3 with the 

output of DECREASE for the price of Product 4. The 

difference between model and subject occurred when the 

PRICE operator was subsequently fired. 

The PRICE operator generated a price for Product 4, of 
E6.30, whereas the subject's actual decision was to set a 

price of E6.40. The production rule fired by the PS model 

was PRICE rule 5 which, we can recall from Figure 7.7, 

prices a product in relation to its variable cost and a 

mark-up based on an MBPS type of generic strategy (i. e. 
the level of prices in the market). From the subject's 

protocol transcript we observe him comment: 

Period 3 Topic 131 -133 
Product 4 at E6.70 did disastrously let. me ... my 
competitor's dropping his price ... his margins ... mmm. 

... I'm goin to put that down to E6.40 - Op - roughly 
in line with 

? he competitor's margins ... 
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This extract from the subject's protocol suggests the use 

of a C1Y1BPS type strategy for pricing Product 4. The 
impact of the PS model employing an MBPS type pricing rule 
is to reduce the price of Product 4 by more than the 

subject's actual decision. As we have seen, the 
different types of generic price strategy focus upon 
different knowledge elements. The consequence of this 
difference is that Product 4 captures a higher percentage 

of market share at the expense of the two products with 

which it competes, i. e. Product 2 and Product 3. 

Production Rule 5 of the PRICE operator captures the 

activity of the subject monitoring prices in the market 

and his adjustment of product prices to be competitive 

with the prices of other products. We discussed in the 

previous section that the indicator for the level of 

prices in the market was taken to be the average mark-up 

on all products. We argued that it was difficult to 
justify modelling a more sophisticated or discriminating 

rule on the basis of S7's comments in his protocol. 
However, the protocol extract above indicates that S7 may 
have been adopting a more discriminating rule in this 

particular case. Specifically, he seems to focus only 
upon the competitor firm's margins when recognising (as 

evidenced in the LHS conditions of rule 5) that his 

product is overpriced. As a result, the subject went for 

a higher price margin on Product 4 than that selected by 

the PS model. 

One possible rationalisation of the 40p margin selected by 

the subject for Product 4 is that it is a simple average 

of the margins on both of the competitor firm's products. 
However, there is no real evidence in the protocol that 

the subject carried out such a calculation. This might be 

vievied as a special case of rule 5, though we have not 

adapted the rule to fit this particular set of 

circumstances. However, the more likely rationalisation 

of this difference is that the subject was employing a 
CMBPS type rule for the pricing of this product. 

The DECREASE rules for the PRICE operator (i. e. rules 4,5 
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and 6) consist of two dif f erent types of CBPS rules and 

one MBPS type rule. In the circumstances that arose in 

Period 3, the presence of a CMBPS type PRICE rule in our 

rule base would have presented an instance where conflict 

resolution would have been necessary, since both rules 

could have fired. We would then have been left with the 

task of trying to infer from the protocol a mechanism used 
by the subject. for resolving this conflict of rules. 
However, S7 provides no indication in the protocol of 

where serious conflict resolution appears to have taken 

place. In consequence, we have avoided this as a 

modelling issue by both the ordering of the rules and 
their specif icity. This is clearly one area where the 

present research could be extended by a more extensive 

period of observing S7's behaviour. For example, this 

might result in the incorporation of stochastic production 

rules or the use of confidence factors to indicate the 

likelihood of different rules firing in a particular set 

of circumstances. Clearly, a more comprehensive 
information processing model of S7's behaviour requires 
the development of a task specific interpreter (inference 

engine) to represent the control strategies used by S7. 

This, however, demands observing S7's behaviour over a 
large number of decision episodes. 

A second dif f erence between the PS model trace and the 

actual decisions of S7 occurs in Period 5. Once again, it 

concerns the application of the PRICE operator. The reason 
for this difference is partly because of the difference in 

pricing that we observed for Product 4 in Period 3, though 
in the main it might be interpreted as a possible 
idiosyncrasy in the behaviour of the subject. The 

simulated price strategy of S7 is the same as his actual 
decision (via the DPS operator) and is in response to a 

very low market share in Period 4. This, in turn, 

reflected a highly aggressive price strategy by the 

competitor firm with all product prices for the competitor 
being reduced. 
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In these circumstances, we have seen that S7 appeared to 

apply one of two CBPS type rules. As both rules are based 

on cost information, they can be distinguished in terms of 
the mechanism that captures the subject's determination of 

price mark-up. We have previously differentiated between 

S71s 113 per cent rule" and the 115p rule". The 3 per cent 

and 5p rules are not arbitrary mechanisms but reflect the 

subject's general approach to cost-based pricing using 
both absolute and relative measures of price mark-up. The 

conflict between which type of rule to select is resolved 
in the rules themselves, according to the level of prices 
on the market. In Period 5, margins were perceived by the 

subject to be sufficiently high in the market to make a 

relative cost based pricing rule feasible (i. e. higher 

ma rgins for more expensive products). In consequence, 
PRICE rule 3 was fired for all products in the subject's 

portfolio. 

Extracts from the subject's protocol for Period 5 (see 

Appendix I, Chapter 5: Topic Statements 223 - 235) support 
the view that the subject is applying some consistent rule 
in relation to cost - similar (as the subject notes) to 
the PRICE rule applied in Period 2. The only deviation 

f rom this rule appears to be with regard to Product 2, 

when the subject states: 

Period 5 Topic 224 

Product 2 ... we'll go in at E3.10 ... er ... no S3.05 

This statement is not untypical of subjects in our 

experiment when applying the PRICE operator and 
highlights the lack of depth of explanation provided by 

our subjects at this level of information processing 

activity. In this particular case, it appears that the 

subject was going to apply exactly the same basis for 

pricing Product 2 as for all the other products (i. e. the 
3 per cent rule). In fact, it can be seen that the 

subject opts for a marginally lower price of E3.05 by 

applying the 5p rule in preference to the 3 per cent rule. 
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There is no obvious rationale for this switch given market 

and competitive conditions. One possible explanation 

might be that the subject was employing a very 

sophisticated conflict resolution strategy (for which 
there is no insight in his protocol). However, a more 
likely reason is that his behaviour at this level of 
detail was on occasions stochastic. This contrasts with 
the structure of the rules we have developed to simulate 
the PRICE operator in our PS model. It could also be 

partly explained by the design of our experimental setting 

and the fact that subjects did not have access to 
detailed market research data. However, S7's behaviour 

was similar to other subjects in that more time (or at 
least it appears from comments in the protocol) was 
devoted to considering broad strategic issues rather than 

to detailed calculation and analysis, e. g. pricing 

products or determining the c-ratios of new products. 
This highlights an important point. Given the nature of 

our decision making task, it is possible to evaluate our 
PS model trace against the actual behaviour of S7 at a 

number of different levels. In this respect, we are able 
to offer a much richer insight into decision making 

strategy than would be available by focusing only on 
decision output data. Clearly, our protocol data and the 

technique of protocol analysis provides detailed insight 

into. some aspects of S7's information processing behaviour 

but not others. 

In Period 6 we can observe two dif f erences between , the 
decisions of S7 and the PS model. Both are predominantly 

at the level of the DPS and DPPS operators and suggest 
that the PS model deviates in overall strategy from the 

subject's actual behaviour at this stage of the task. The 
first difference can be accounted for purely as a result 

of the difference in application of the PRICE operator in 

Period 5. Due to the high degree of price sensitivity in 

our task setting, particularly where margins on products 

are falling, Product 2 (priced at S3.10 by the PS model in 

Period 5) achieved no market share. The PS model 
interpreted the product's performance as being 
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UNSUCCESSFUL (the output of the PA/SA operator) . This 

contrasts with the product's SATISFACTORY performance when 
viewed by the subject at this stage in the actual 

experimental task. In consequence, the PS model generates 

a dif f erent decision strategy f or Product 2 in Period 6 

from that actually made by the subject (though clearly the 

response was consistent with the subject's own decision 

rules). The DPS operator in the model generates a 
DECREASE price strategy against an INCREASE strategy 

applied by the subject. To the extent that our PS model 
is a reasonable representation of the subject's decision 

rules, we can only infer that the subject would have 

adopted a similar price strategy in these circumstances. 

The second and more fundamental difference in Period 6 is 

that the PS model simulates the launch of a new product. 
In fact, the subject actually launched a new product in 

Period 7. As the target product identified by the subject 

and the PS model were the same (though in different 

decision periods), the decision output data generated by 

the model via the DPS, RATIO and PRICE operators was the 

same as the subject's decisions in Period 7. This 
difference in the timing of the launch of a new product is 

reflected in the output of the DPPS operator. Once 

again, if we refer to the subject's protocol we can find a 

possible- explanation of the difference between the PS 

model and the subject's actual behaviour: 

Product 6 Topic 253; 258 

So ... I can't out-manoeuvre him in terms of introducina 
new products since II ve already got enough If eel an 

... and I don't think I want to follow that str4t@gy 

... Well, I'm now committed to a definite pricing 
stVategy ... even though ... what I'll do is hold the 
price for Product 5 constant ... 

Whilst the subject is quite positive in his protocol 
(topic statement 253) that lie will not launch a new 
product in Period 6, there is some suggestion in topic 

statement 258 that he may have reconsidered his decision. 

We cannot determine the exact moment that the statement 

was made in terms of the timing of the exercise. In 

particular, whether it had been after the point at which 
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S7 needed to decide his product strategy (in which case it 

would have been too late to reverse his decision given the 
design of our experiment). This suggests that the subject 

may have made a mistake or reconsidered his strategy given 
that he notes that there was a highly successful 

competitor product on the market (Product 1) . Indeed, 
both the subject (see topic statement 244 in Period 5) and 
the PS model identified Product I as a target product. 
This, of course, is the basis for the PS model launching a 

new product since Product 1 was SUCCESSFUL and was NOT 

PINCERED. 

Further comments made by S7 when analysing his performance 
in Period 6 suggest that he may have made a mistake or an 

error of judgement in Period 6. For example: 

Period 6 Topic Statement 283 - 284 

The interesting thing is that he has priced his Product 
1 at E2.69 and I ot a huge revenue. That now really is 

yes, I shougTd definitely have " 
. qqne under" Product 

1 ... I was quite right in my intui-tion there ... no, it's not intuition, it's knowledge ... 

it is difficult to see how we might have captured this 

aspect of S7' s decision making in Period 6 (if we are to 

retain consistency in the modelling of S71s other 
decisions). The suggestion from S71s protocol is that, in 

hindsight, he should have launched a product in Period 6 

to counter the successful product of the competitor firm. 

The consequence of this mismatch between the PS model and 
S7's actual behaviour is that the simulation model 

resulted in I S71 acquiring a 100 per cent share of the 

market one period prior to that actually achieved by S7 
during the exercise proper. In brief, the PS model 

recognise d that conditions for a successful product launch 

had been satisfied at the the end of Period 5. 

A final difference that we can observe in Figure 7.9 is in 

Period 7 and relates to the pricing strategy for Product 
9. This is easily explained away in terms of our 
discussion about the differences observed in Period 6. 

Product 9 was a now product for the subject's actual 
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decision making exercise but was an established product in 

the PS simulation trace. In this context it can be seen 

why different pricing rules would be fired. The 

simulation model introduced this product early and hence 

the DPS operator generates a decision which is consistent 

with the overall strategy of the subject in Period 7: an 

aggressive price strategy to maintain domination of the 

market. The subject actually priced Product 9 as a new 

product. 

A third criterion for evaluating our PS model is the 

process criterion and refers to the capacity of the model 
to capture the sequential aspects of our subject's 
information processing behaviour [Payne, Braunstein and 
Carroll (1978)]. one approach to examining the process 

validity of our PS model for S7 is to contrast the actual 

protocol trace of the subject with the simulated protocol 
from our behavioural model. The PS model does not produce 

a protocol trace in the same format as the transcribed 

protocol of our subject. However, we can, without 
distorting our interpretation, present the PS model trace 

side by side with the verbal protocol of the subject to 
illustrate the model's "goodness of fit" in terms of its 

reasoning capacity. 

Figure 7.10 illustrates how one might gain an overall 

qualitative assessment of the validity of a behavioural 

simulation model in process terms. Inevitably, there are 
differences since the PS model's "verbal" report: is 

complete, unambiguous and stylised; this is not true for 

the subject's actual protocol. For the purpose of our 

evaluation we have re-ordered some of the statements 

output by the PS model to make the comparison more 

meaningful. This reflects a previous argument that the 

subject's sequencing of the application of the various 

operators was not as pure as that incorporated in our PS 

model. It should also be remembered that the operators 

and knowledge elements that define the problem space for 

S7 have been derived from analysing the full protocol for 

the subject. In consequence, our PS model reflects the 
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knowledge state terminology def ined in the problem space 

and is more linguistically rigid than the subject's actual 

protocol transcript. 

That apart, Figure 7.10 demonstrates that our production 

system model captures, albeit in a stylised manner, the 

reasoning portrayed by the actual decision making 
behaviour of subject S7. Clearly, our PS model trace 

simply reflects the knowledge states that are the output 

of the production rules which def ine each of our global 

operators. Our model clearly does not satisfy the Turing 

Test of imitating subject behaviour to such a degree that 

we cannot distinguish between subject and model [Turing 

(1963)). However, it can be seen that the PS model is 

capable of generating reasoned behaviour that closely 

mirrors (in general terms) the information processing 

activity of our subject. 

The content of Figure 7.10 is an illustration of how we 

might apply this process test. It would be relatively 

straightforward to extend this comparison between the 

subject's protocol and the PS trace to all decision 

periods. Some periods would show a higher degree of 

similarity than others largely because the subject's 

actual protocol does not always provide a full account of 
his information processing behaviour. Moreover, Figure 
7.10 does not reproduce all the trace output from the PS 

model but only that which has meaning in terms of a direct 

comparison with the subject's actual protocol. Further, 

our PS model generates identical output from one period to 

the next and is a "pure" behavioural process model when 

compared with the actual behaviour of S7. In sum, while 

our PS model generates a more comprehensive protocol, it 

lacks the subtlety of reasoning displayed in the subject's 

own verbal report. 
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Fiqure 7.10 Protocol and Model. Trace for Subject S7: A 

SUBJECT S7 VERBAL BEHAVIOURAL, SInJIATION 
PROTOCOL TRACE MODEL TRACE 

... Ah well ... that Product 2: UNSUCCESSFUL 
exploded into some sort of Product 4: UNSUCCESSFUL 
disaster ... Product 5: UNSUCCESSFUL 

Product 8: UNSUCCESSFUL 

it can't be my actions, it Conp_etitor Price 
must be my competitor's Strategy: AGGRESSIVE 
actions. He must have hit me 
on price - I've shaded up and 
he has gone down I guess - that was predictable. 

Mmm! ... Market share must Market Share: LOW 
be virtually a write-off ... DECREASE 
down to 5% ... 

ROCE is a disaster; ROCE: LOW 
DECREASE 

cash balance is Ok; Cash Balance: 
SATISFACTORY 

share price understandably Share Price: LOW 
has dropped. DECREASE 

What has the coilpetitor done Conpetitor Price Policy: 
? ... Yes, just as I thought Product 1: DECREASE 

cing war on our - a : Product 3: DECREASE 
. 

gý 
Lýd a sense I've walked ýc Product 7: DECREASE 

into ýhis 
-I should not have 

shaded my prices up at the Overall Price Strategy: 
same time I expect6d hiln to AGGRESSIVE 
shade his prices down ... 
but I'd not realised how Product 3: PINCERED 

was to sen sitive the market Product 7: PINCERED 
. ,, price The uincer" 

I, heory s-Cill holds gc; bd ... but there is a lot of 
sensitivity on price. 

There is onýy one way I can 
i d 

Strategic Goal 
SE A ET SHARE - nTy strategy. go t14s per b INCREA M RK 

is quite clear ... it won It 
do rEuch for profitability, but 
it will allow me to capture 
market share. 

So ... aggressiviý- pricing Price Strateqy: 
is the only wiý out given I've AGGRESSIVE 

.Y walked rigFit into this ... 
it was bad strategy, I should 

have introduced my new pr(? duct 
without shading up my prices. 
That should have been an 
obvious mistake - in 
hindsight. 

No change in product Product Strategy: 
portfolio strategy this period NO-CHANGE 

while irny L=gpears to Strategic Goal 
,j be abt... INCREASE MARKET SHARE 

but there has been a clear 
policy that has emerged very. Price Strategy: 
easil7y ... this is a mark6t AGGRESSIVE 
share capturing and pricing 
penetration policy. 
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SUBJECT S7 VFR&AL BEHAVIOURAL SIMULATION 
PR)TOCOL TRACE MODEL TRACE 

In a sense deviating from 
this last period was a astake 

I should have stayed where I 
was ... ... I guess. 

How is he going to read it? 
If he is very sharp he will 
reckon I wi 11 come 15ack at him 
hard ... he'll hardýy 
think I will extrapoýate the 
trend given that my prices are 
UP ... 

So itis going to have Overall Strategy: 
to ýe ;; ýie very keen p-ýices AGGRESSIVE 
indeed - virtuýLlly selling at 
cost again ... 

Product 2 ... we'll go in Price for Product 2: 
at E3.10 ... er ... no ... F-3.10 
E3.05 ... 
I don' t have a cash flow Cash Balance: 

p. -j: oblem and even though my SATISFACTORY 
share price doesn't rook 

' i W- 
m not n any licrui y ... Share Price: LOW 

problems, so I can afford to 
im aggressive ... as I was i il 6 H d 

Overall Strateqv: 
S m ar " o 2 ... as M l D AGGRES IVE 

l d 
cy I think ... 

Product 4 ... last period Product 4: UNSUCCESSFUL 
26.40 - it didn't do very well Relative Price: HIGH 

that is interestipg since I Product 4 Price Policy: 
held that one steady ... I HOID 
wonder why that one went down 

because he dropped the price f l i 
Conpetitor Price Strategy 

o a ... product c ose n AGGRESSIVE 
c-ratio, I guess - 

E6.20 Price for Product 4: 
E6.20 

Product 5- El. 60 ... not Product 5 Relative Price: 
. much I can given away on that LOW 

one ... 

... E1.55 Price for Product 5: 
El. 55 

There is, of course, the 
possibil#y. of going into loss 
making pricing - 

but seeing as I don't see ýqiy 
possibility of squeezing hifin 
out of the market there 
is little point in trying to 
do that. 

Product 8 ... that one did Product 8 Relative Price: 
sell something at E3.80 - HIGH 

but nonetheless it' s coming Price for Product 8: 
down to E3.60 ... E3.60 

Figure 7.10 also highlights gaps in the PS model trace 

when compared with the subject's actual protocol. Thi s 
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obviously reflects the limitations of our protocol 
analysis for S7 and our inability to replicate all 

aspects of our subject's information processing behaviour. 

For example, we can note from the protocol that the 

subject repeats information processing activity from time 

to time or recalls a prior knowledge state that had 

previously been noted. We are unable to capture this 
level of behavioural detail in our model. On the other 
hand, it is not clear that any attempt to have done so 

would have improved the process output of our PS model for 

the purpose of increasing our understanding of subject 
S71s strategic behaviour. 

The line between what is left in or left out of a 
behavioural process model reflects the researcher's 
judgement, the aims of the research and, of course, the 
depth of behavioural detail captured in the subject's 

verbal protocol. In many instances, the researcher is 

likely to find it necessary to apply a far higher level of 
interpretation in the PS modelling phase than that 

required for the coding and analysis of a subject's actual 

protocol. A problem facing researchers conducting this 

type of research is that there does not appear to be any 

widely recognised criterion that defines a satisfactory 
level of achievement in process terms. For example, 
Figure 7.10 suggests that there is scope for 
incorporating more process detail about S71s behaviour. 

However, it is difficult to assess exactly how far one 

needs to go in this respect and in the case of subject S7 

we would require substantially more behavioural data to 
develop the model further. The iterative process of 

refining and testing a PS model is likely to be a high 

cost research activity. The benefits are: increased 

understanding into the nature of human decision processes 

and the development of more general process models. 
However, this highlights what may appear to be an 
unattractive feature of this type of inductive behavioural 

research. 

Another approach to assessing the process validity of a 
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model is to examine the sequential correspondence of 

operator application between subject and PS model. An 

obvious construct to use for this purpose is the Problem 

Behaviour Graph. So far, we have simply introduced the 

use of Problem Behaviour Graphs as a means for the 

researcher to summarise a subject's movement through 

his/her problem space. There are, however, other 

advantages of using a PBG for analysing a subject's 

protocol. First, it allows the protocol data to be 

easily compared (where appropriate) with more aggregate 
forms of process data, e. g. search statistics. Second, 

and more relevant here, is that PBG's can be used to test 

information processing models. An example of the use of 
PBG's for this purpose can be found in Bouwman (1983). 

PBG's provide a summary of the relative frequency with 

which particular operators are applied and also the 

sequencing of the operators that reflect the information 

processing activity of the subject for a particular task 

domain. 

In the present experimental setting we presented our 

subjects with a large amount of information and in a form 

that increased the perceived significance of uncertainty. 
Despite the ill-structured nature of this decision making 
task, our experimental design did impose a structure on 
the way each subject considered their product and price 
decisions. Specifically, each subject was first required 
to outline their product strategy before considering their 

price strategy. Finally, each subject examined the 

financial results of their performance relative to the 

competitor firm. To some extent, these steps were a 
logical way to design the experiment; however, they did 

nonetheless impose a structure on each subject's pattern 

of information processing behaviour. This in itself is 

not unrealistic as many real world tasks provide a 

structure to guide behaviour. 

In Chapters 5 and 6 we interpreted our subject's behaviour 

within the framework of a conceptual model of the 
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strategic decision making process. For example, we were 

able to observe subjects formulating goals and strategies 

and evaluating alternative courses of action. These 

activities had implications for the sequencing and 

application of the various problem space operators. For 

the purpose of developing our PS model f or S7, we have 

used the following sequencing of problem space operators. 

SA PA ------ > DS ------ >D PS -------- > DýS 

RA PRICE 

DlIO 

Figure 7.1 provides support for this "pure" sequencing 

model of S71s application of his global operators. This 
is also supported by a close examination of the 

signi ficance of the application of operators outside this 

pure sequence. From studying S7's protocol, the 
identification of the various information processing 

operators was relatively straightforward. However, 
identifying patterns in the actual sequencing of these 

operators was a much more ambiguous and difficult task. 

Clearly, the more ambitious are the research objectives in 

terms of capturing process detail, the greater the need 
for a more extensive period of observing subject 
behaviour. This will allow the development of more 

refined models of the application and sequencing of 

problem space operators. 

Illustration of the difficulties in placing a structure on 
the sequencing of information processing activities can be 

found in S71s protocol. For example, when formulating a 

price or product strategy (ie. applying the DPS and DPPS 

operators), the subject often applied the SA/PA operator 

out of the 'normal' sequence of assessing his performance. 
It becomes difficult to assess whether this activity 

represented the subject noting something for the first 

time or whether he was merely recalling some previously 

noted information. Given the design of our experiment, 

we are not able to study the subject's diagnostic 
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behaviour at this level of detail. This in turn has 

influenced the way in which we have recorded our subject's 
information processing behaviour. In consequence, we are 

cannot assess from the protocol data the significance of 
the firings of the various operators outside our pure 

sequence model. We can, however, see from the protocol 
that the subject's topic statements which correspond to 

our PS trace output for the SA/PA operator do, in general 
terms, occur in the sequence we have used as the basis of 

our PS model. That is, the evaluative and interpretive 

output produced by the SA/PA operator was generated before 

the subject applied the DS operator. 

The validity of the above assessment can best be 
illustrated by comparing the following two PBG's - one 

reflecting S71s actual protocol and the other the trace 

generated by the output of our PS model. As with our 

comparison of S71s protocol and the PS trace in Figure 
7.10, the assessment is only qualitative for the purpose 

of assessing "goodness of fit". The criterion is not that 

we are trying to imitate every aspect of S71s behaviour - 
but instead that we are able to capture the main 
information processing activities of the subject and their 

sequencing, as far as they are pertinent to this decision 

making task. For example, we can observe that the 

subject formulated goals and the general nature of his 

strategy before he determined his detailed product and 

price strategies. Similarly, the subject assessed his and 
the competitor firm's performance before attempting to 
formulate his goals and strategy for the next period. The 
PS model needs to be able to capture these general 

characteristics of S7's sequencing in his information 

processing behaviour (ie. the firing of problem space 

operators). Clearly, for more diagnostic type tasks the 

sequencing of information processing activities could be 
important to developing a behavioural process model of 

subject behaviour. 
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rimire 7.12 Problem Bphavtour Gra h- Subject S7 Pprind 5 SMATFD BAhaviour 
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Figures 7.11 and 7.12 present two PBGIs. Their purpose is 

illustration and the comparison could be extended to cover 

all periods of the simulation. Figure 7.11 is a summary 

of the actual behaviour of S7 in Period 5 and Figure 7.12 

summarises the simulated behaviour of the PS model. The 
interpretation of these PBG's follows the description in 

Chapter 5. Each PBG is divided up in terms of the various 

operators that define the subject's problem space so as to 

allow for ease of comparison. A double branch indicates a 
break in the sequence of an operator and we highlight the 

previous operator below the second branch. As with the 

comparison made in Figure 7.10, it is clear that the PS 

model is limited in terms of its ability to capture the 

subtlety of S71s information processing behaviour. Thus, 

the phases of the strategic decision making process are 

more pronounced and distinct in the PS model trace than 

they are in the subject's actual protocol. Despite these 

rather obvious differences, Figures 7.11 and 7.12 also 
highlight the similarity between the PS model's search 

path through the problem space and S71s actual behaviour. 

Inevitably, without a more detailed investigation of S7 1s 

behaviour for different decision making tasks, our PS 

simulation model is more "pure" in a process sense than 

the actual behaviour of our subject. In this sense the 

PS model defined in the previous section can be viewed as 

a prototype model of S71s behaviour for our decision 

making task. Moreover, it is difficult to assess the 

behavioural significance of these differences between-our 

PS model trace and S71s behaviour. It appears that S71s 

deviation from the general sequencing of the operators 
incorporated in our PS model reflects either stochastic 

aspects of his behaviour or the result of our incomplete 

application of an operator sequence that started earlier 
in a decision period. The difficulty in observing 

sequential trends in information processing activity for 

strategic decision making problems has also been noted in 

the management literature by Mintzberg et al (1976). 

It is not difficult to see how a more rigorous f orm of 
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process criterion for evaluating PS simulation models 

could be developed by extending the kind of analysis 
described above. For example, further study might 
include a detailed examination of the exact information 

being searched and evaluated at each point in the decision 

making tas, in both the protocol and the PS model trace. 

We could, as a result, generate summary statistics for 

comparing the relative use of knowledge and operator 

elements. of course, the design of the experimental 

setting and the process of behavioural observation would 

need to reflect the adoption of a more rigorous process 

criterion. However, we would be able to develop a more 

sophisticated HIP model to simulate S71s examination of 

all the information presented in the exercise. From this 

we would be able to identify (via the subject's protocol) 

significant facts and key relations that were the focus of 
the subject's attention at each stage of the task. 

Clearly, this would involve studying the behaviour of 

subject S7 for a considerably longer period of time in 

other, but similar, decision making tasks. We have, 

albeit rather crudely, incorporated these types of 
mechanisms into our behavioural model of S7 in the way we 
have defined the production rules for the subject's global 

operators. However, it would be naive to suggest that 

this represents the full detail of the actual mechanisms 

used by the subject. 

The discussion above highlights that the methodology of 

protocol analysis has a number of limitations in ter ms of 

allowing the researcher to satisfy rigorous model 

evaluation criteria. For this reason, some authors 

advocate the use of multi-method approaches to the study 

of human decision processes [see for example Einhorn, 

Kleinmuntz and Kleinmuntz (1979)]. In brief, despite the 

wide use of protocol tracing techniques in cognitive 

research, there has not emerged a consensus as to how PS 

simulation models should be evaluated and assessed. One 

explanation of this is the extensive use of protocol 

analysis in exploratory studies of decision making in ill- 
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structured task environments [Payne (1982) ]. Arguably, 
this is the area where the technique of protocol analysis 
has major advantages. For this reason, computer models 
developed as a result of protocol analysis have largely 
been tested in terms of whether they validate the 

researcher's interpretation of a subject's information 

processing behaviour [see for example Bouwman (1985) and 
Bouwman et al (1987)). This focus upon the explanatory 
power of a model rather than its predictive content is a 
distinguishing characteristic of PS modelling. Clearly, 

more hypothesis driven research remains an important 
direction for future applications of HIP theory. 
However, there still remains the painstaking task of 
developing models that provide descriptive insight into 

the behaviour of complex and poorly understood information 

processing systems [Simon (1980)]. Business decision 

making is one such area where greater descriptive insight 
is required. 

One particular problem with our use of protocol analysis 
for developing S71s PS model is the relatively few periods 
over which we observed subject behaviour. This is both a 
strength and a weakness of information processing 
methodology. While the protocol transcript for S7 reveals 
a high density of behavioural data, we are only able to 
infer consistency in information processing activities 
from a small number of observations. In this context, the 

systematic rules that we have defined to describe S71s 
behaviour could, in fact, conceal inconsistencies-- in 
judgement. The concern with this problem was the reason 
for our discussion about the behaviour of other subjects 
in the previous chapter. 

The lack of aggregate statistics to validate the output of 
our PS model for S7 reflects two important aspects of the 

present research. First, our research method and its 
focus upon modelling the detailed information processing 
behaviour of individual subjects. For this reason we 
need to qualify the generality of our model in terms of 
its capacity to predict S7's decision making behaviour and 
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the behaviour of other subjects. 

The second aspect relates to the nature of our particular 

experimental setting. For example, a simpler and well- 

structured task would have allowed the opportunity to 

observe subject behaviour for a longer number of 

repetitive decisions. However, such tasks do not 
highlight the strengths of protocol analysis as a research 
technique for studying and modelling human decision 

processes [Bouwman et al 1987)]. An important objective 

of the present research has been to demonstrate the value 

of HIP theory as af ramework f or the study of decision 

making behaviour in complex and uncertain task domains. 

This we view as the high ground of research in behavioural 

economics and also the area where the limitations of 

orthodox economic analysis are most evident. 

We shall now conclude this chapter with a discussion of 
how the prototype PS model for S7 could be further tested 

and developed. 

7.4 S7's PS MODEL: GENERALITY AND FURTHER TESTING 

The building of a PS model of the type presented f or S7 
illustrates the role of HIP theory in providing a 

structured approach to the modelling of human decision 

processes in behavioural research. The detailed account 

of our approach in the last three chapters provides a 

guide for those who might follow a similar methodology: in 

future research. of course, broader methodological 

principles will emerge as economists gain a wider 

experience in the use of these techniques of process 

modelling. 

The previous discussion has highlighted that S71s PS model 
is a highly particular model of subject behaviour. Before 

examining how we might f urther test S7 Is PS model it is 

usef ul to consider the level of generality and predictive 

content that is likely to characterise the type of process 

model presented in this chapter. In departing from the 
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research methods of orthodox economics we have focused our 

attention on the study of actual decision making 

processes. This highlights the inductive approach of our 

research method and emphasises that the 

normative/descriptive distinction becomes blurred for many 
decision problems that are likely to be of interest to 
behavioural economists. 

Thaler (1987) has challenged the dual role of neoclassical 

models in economics (ie as normative and descriptive 

models) for the purpose of modelling choice under 

conditions of complexity and uncertainty. It is argued 
that inductive methodology has a role in its own right 

when studying complex economic behaviour. Of course, 
behavioural process models may not be as general in their 

predictions as the normative models of neoclassical 

economics. Indeed, it is likely that their focus will be 

on the descriptive and explanatory content of the model. 
However, this is a reflection of the type of decision 

problems being studied (and the cognitive psychology of 

economic agents) rather than simply a limitation of 
inductive research methods used by behavioural economists. 
Moreover, it is still possible to generalise and make 

predictions about decision making behaviour in complex and 

uncertain task domains [Heiner (1983)). From the 

perspective of our own experimental setting and using the 

technique of protocol analysis, we have shown how it is 

possible to observe and model patterns in information 

processing behaviour that reflect the demands of the task 

domain and the cognitive constraints of the decision 

maker. Systematic patterns in behaviour across subjects 

emerged in the form of a number of generic decision making 

strategies. 

It is these systematic elements of a subject's information 

processing activity that we can generalise and predict. 
In using protocol analysis to identify these systematic 

elements of human behaviour we are seeking to discover a 

subject's problem solving strategies and represent them in 
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the form of production rules. The concept of a strategy 
is central to our argument and we have discussed the use 

of the term 'strategy' from the perspectives of both the 

business policy and cognitive psychology literatures. 

For good reason (see Chapter 2), the characteristics of 

strategic decisions are absent from neoclassical models 

of decision making. The term "problem solving strategy" 
implies that a task can be carried out in several 
different ways, depending on the subject's perception of 

a particular task (ie. there is no optimal solution to the 

task). Which strategy should be adopted in a given 
task situation is typically unknown beforehand and 

specification of all available strategies is likely to be 

impossible. 

The particular nature of strategic decisions raises two 

important considerations regarding the generality and 

predictive content of behavioural process models. First, 

studying differences in behaviour is important to gaining 

an insight into the general characteristics of decision 

making strategies. This was demonstrated in Chapter 6. 

In this sense, adopting a methodology that generalises 

away differences between the behaviour of decision makers 

will reduce the level of our understanding of problem 

solving behaviour in a particular task domain. For 

example, it will limit our ability to distinguish between 

good and bad decision strategies and examine the nature of 

expertise for a particular decision making task. 

Second, many complex and uncertain decision making 

situations represent unique events that are unlikely to be 

repeated in terms of a specific set of circumstances. 
This, however, does not mean that general. patterns in 

decision processes (procedural rationality) cannot be 

observed. For example, the research of Grinyer and Spender 
(1979) in the management field illustrates the use of 
inductive research methods for finding patterns and 

generalisations (recipes) about the strategies used by 

firms in particular industrial settings. It does 

suggest, however, that a strategy applied in one set of 
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circumstances is unlikely to be used in exactly the same 
way in a totally different set of circumstances. It then 
becomes an issue as to the level at which one can 
generalise problem solving strategies. The task 

perspective emphasised in the cognitive psychology 
literature and the market or industry perspective 
highlighted in the management literature suggest a common 
base for the purpose of studying and modelling expertise 
in business decision making. of course, the ability of 
decision makers to adapt and generalise their behaviour to 

similar environmental conditions that they have previously 
experienced is also an important aspect of expertise. 

In brief, the detailed production rules that define S71s 
PS model reflect his strategic thinking for the particular 
decision episode for which his behaviour was observed. 
However, we have been able to interpret these detailed 

production rules in terms of a number of generic 
strategies used by all our subjects. This has allowed us 
to generalise and contrast S7's behaviour with other 
subjects and identify the circumstances in which a 
particular generic strategy might be successful or 
unsuccessful. 

The previous discussion highlights the different levels at 
which subject behaviour can be modelled within a PS rule 
framework. Three such levels have been studied in 

Chapters 5,6 and 7 and each has implications f or the 

ability to draw general conclusions about information 

processing behaviour. For example, the different 

generic pricing and product strategies described in 

Chapter 6 have validity in terms of research in the 
business policy and corporate strategy literatures [ see, 
for example, Porter (1980)). The broad distinction 
between competitor focus and product differentiation 

strategies in Chapter 6 can be used to interpret the 
detailed production rules presented in this chapter. 
Clearly, for different market and competitive conditions, 
competitor focus and product differentiation are likely to 
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have advantages and disadvantages as competitive 

strategies. However, the analysis in this chapter 

suggests a more general approach to assessing the 

effectiveness of different strategies. In particular, 

what is important is the knowledge that is used rather 
than the application of any sophisticated mechanism for 

information processing. 

This latter point is important within the HIP theory 

perspective we have adopted. Problem space operators (ie 

strategies) can usefully be decomposed in terms of the 
knowledge used and how it is processed. In complex and 

uncertain tasks a critical problem facing the decision 

maker is determining what is the appropriate knowledge 

upon which to focus. Problem perception is an important 

element of HIP theory and it was the basis for 

distinguishing between the behaviour of our subjects in 

Chapter 6 (specifically via the problem space operators). 
For example, S71s behaviour was characterised by the 

occasional use of control mechanisms (eg confirmation 

routines) which emphasise the significance of the build up 

and modification of his knowledge. This is reflected in 

S71s interpretation and reasoning about our decision 

making task. This emphasis upon the strategic 

significance of knowledge is supported by the general 
direction of research in the AI and expert systems 
literature. in particular, knowledge (and expertise) is 

regarded as highly task specific and it is recognised that 

the emergence of general problem solving strategies "as a 
basis for distinguishing between good and bad decision 

makers is a long term research objective. 

In sum, the prototype nature of S7 Is PS model does not 

allow us to predict the behaviour of other subjects or 
S71s decisions in other task domains. Moreover, given the 

nature of our experimental design we were unable to study 

and model all the dif f erent levels of S7' s inf ormation 

processing behaviour. For example, the subject's 

application of deep knowledge and the application and 

processing of more surface knowledge e. g. the use of the 
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PRICE and RATIO operators. This highlights what is a 

recognised problem of the information processing systems 

view of studying human decision processes in complex and 

uncertain tasks. As Simon 11980, p 453 has argued: 

"A science of intelligent systems has to be a science 
of adaptive systems, with all that entails f or the 
difficulty of finding genuine invariants". 

Further testing of the PS f or S7 could take a number of 
directions. However, the prototype nature of S7's PS 

model needs to be highlighted f or the purpose of how we 

might interpret any results. In particular, generalising 

and predicting from our model is difficult given the 

single decision episode upon which our model is based and 
the nature of our experimental setting. It is clear that 

our PS model could be tested at two levels: (i) a similar 
task environment -and (ii) a different but related task 

environment. Evidence from research in cognitive 

psychology [Newell and Simon (1972)] suggests that a large 

proportion of human behaviour can be accounted for in 

terms of the behaviour that is demanded by the task. For 

this reason, it would be unreasonable at this stage to 

test S71s PS model against the behaviour of the subject in 

other task environments. 

In limiting any testing of our prototype PS model for S7 

to a similar task setting, we are faced with various 

possibilities. For example, we could test our model in 

modified competitive and market conditions and compare-the 
PS trace with the actual behaviour of the subject. 
Alternatively, we could simulate the PS model against a 

variety of different market and competitive conditions and 

evaluate the robustness of S71s strategies that he used in 

our actual experimental run. The former approach would 

require a further period of subject observation. One 

possibility with this approach would be to simulate the PS 

model beyond the end period of the experimental run and 

compare the PS trace with the actual behaviour of S7. 

Similarly, a development of the second approach could be 

to run S71s PS model against a number of benchmark 
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strategies. This could be done either for the competitor 
firm or for comparison with S7's actual strategies. 

one problem with conducting these types of tests with S71s 

PS model is the dynamic and evolving nature of our 

experimental setting. The difficulty is that S71s 

protocol reveals that his knowledge was changing from 

period to period and reflects the fact that our 

experimental task was not characterised by a finite set of 
decision outcomes. one implication of this is that our 
PS model will have limited predictive power in terms of 

say, for example, individual price values set by S7 in 

particular decision periods. However, the detailed 

pricing decisions generated by the PS model reflect both 

the broad generic strategies used by our subject and the 

characteristics of the decision episode for which S71s 
behaviour was observed. We can thus distinguish between 

decision output and decision process predictions. For 

example, our PS model would generate broad predictions 

about strategy, eg. the circumstances in which S71s 
decisions would reflect a CMBPS type of generic price 

strategy. Thus, the invariant is unlikely to be a 

sophisticated pricing rule but the use and processing of 

certain problem space knowledge elements (ie. the 

structure of the subject's operators). This, in turn, 

reflects the way we have defined and evaluated the various 

generic strategies described in Chapter 6. 

The previous argument also emphasises that the kind of 

predictions generated from testing our PS model will 

reflect the nature of the experimental task setting. For 

example, Rae and Reynolds (1987) developed a highly 

structured experimental task based on a fractional 

factorial design. This was a simple acquisition decision 

making task for which there consisted a finite set of 
decision situations [64 in total, given 6 decision 

criteria and 2 outcomes for each criterion). An 

experiment was conducted on the basis of observing subject 
behaviour for task situations for a one-quarter replicate. 
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A protocol transcript was then analysed and a PS model 
developed. A further quarter replicate was used as data 

for testing the predictive content of the prototype PS 

model. The experimental design used in developing our PS 

model for S7 is not appropriate for conducting this type 

of analysis. In particular, the Rae and Reynolds study 
involved presenting subjects with a series of independent 

and identically structured cases. 

Another difficulty with conducting the tests outlined 

above concerns the need to observe subject behaviour. 

There are practical difficulties associated with the time 

costs imposed upon subjects. However, these aside, we 
face the problem of observing subject behaviour in a 

similar, though not identical task situation. For 

example, familiarity with the task structure could reduce 
the researcher's access (via protocol data) to the 

decision processes used by the subject [see Ericsson and 
Simon (1980)]. More importantly, we face the problem that 

our task domain is dynamic and S71s strategy was 

evolutionary. This is supported by evidence in the 

protocol, eg. S71s shift from a differentiation to 

competitor focus based strategy. In this sense, the 

knowledge base of our basic PS model for S7 is incomplete 

and further observation of the subject's behaviour would 

result in both more refined and additional production 

rules. 

This highlights an important aspect regarding the testing 

of PS models for the kind of decision making task 

simulated in our experiment. Developing behavioural 

process models within a PS framework is an iterative 

process as expertise for a particular task is rarely, if 

ever, once and for all defined. As new knowledge emerges 

or becomes important, an individual adapts their 
behaviour. The subject's knowledge becomes more extensive 

and refined as generalised rules begin to emerge. To 

capture these more generalised rules (as with our 

attempts to generalise across subjects in terms of a set 

of generic strategies) requires a lengthy period of 
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subject observation and PS model refinement. 

Another approach to testing S7 Is PS model is to evaluate 
its capacity to improve our interpretation and 

understanding of actual firm behaviour. In this respect, 

our experimental work can be seen as the basis of an 

approach to capturing the nature of the decision 

strategies that characterise the behaviour of f irms in a 

specific market setting. one possibility is to present a 

small sample of practising managers with our experimental 
task and analyse their behaviour to verify the 

reasonableness of the generic strategies we identified as 
being used by our subjects. 

This type of test requires us to identify a particular 
industrial setting that has similar characteristics to our 

experimental design. one possibility might be the UK 

package tour market as this could be considered to have 

many similar features to the competitive and market 

environment simulated in our experiment. With relatively 

minor modifications (mostly reflecting aspects of mundane 

realism), we could present subjects with a realistic task. 

For example, subjects would be required to price and offer 

a number of different package holidays (each defined in 

terms of characteristics Cl and C2, eg. location and 

climate) to the market each period. The UK package tour 

market is dominated by a small number of large companies 

and casual empiricism suggests that the type of behaviour 

observed of our subjects would not be too dissimilar from 

the strategies that appears to have reflected actual 

management practice in that industry during the 1980's. 

In summary, given the nature of our decision making task 

and the limited period over which subject behaviour was 

observed, the PS model developed in this chapter can be 

viewed as a prototype. The process of PS modelling is 

iterative and involves incremental development by further 

observation of subject behaviour. The problems we have 

highlighted in the further testing of S71s PS model 
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emphasises both the task specific aspect of human 

expertise and its adaptive nature. It remains, through 

further observation and testing, to generalise our PS 

model and the application of our various generic 

strategies to particular industrial and market settings. 

7.5 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter we have presented a PS model for S7. This 
has involved specifying a number of different production 

rules that define each global operator in the subject's 

problem space. While the basic PS model for S7 is 

incomplete for the purpose of explaining certain features 

of S71s behaviour, it is not idiosyncratic or the result 

of incorporating ad hoc rules. Specifically, the 

reasonableness of our interpretation of S71s strategic 
behaviour can be examined against the framework provided 
by the generic pricing and product strategies introduced 

in the previous chapter. 

It is clear that the technique of protocol analysis has 

focused our attention on the regular patterns in our 

subject's information processing behaviour. For this 

reason there are interesting aspects of S71s behaviour 

(and also other subjects) that we have not been able to 
incorporate in our PS model. Particularly difficult, 

given the single decision episode for which S71s behaviour 

was observed, was capturing his use of meta-level 
knowledge and control mechanisms. We also -f aced 
difficulties in modelling the PRICE and RATIO operators 
because of 'gaps' in the subject's protocol. 

We have suggested how our prototype model could be further 

tested to verify invariants in S7's behaviour for similar 
decision making tasks. This would increase the 

generality and predictive content of our model. In this 

context, the discussion in this chapter has highlighted 

the limitations of our experimental design and the 

technique of protocol analysis. While many of the 

elements of our PS model for S7 are task specific, they do 
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have generality in terms of the generic strategies used by 

all the subjects in our experiment. The prototype nature 

of our PS model also highlights that the inductive nature 

of our research method is painstakingly slow and general 

predictions will emerge only after extensive and varied 
experiments to observe subject behaviour in a wide range 

of decision making tasks. Of course, these problems 
reflect the nature of studying human decision processes 

per se and also the characteristics of many real world 
tasks and not just the limitations of human information 

processing methodology. 
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CHAPTER 7- APPENDIX I 

SUBJECT S7: Production System Model Simulation Trace 

ThisoApyendix contains the decision output data for the 
PS m de simulation run of subject S7. This data can be 
compared with that in Appendix II of this chapter which 

resents the 
7peformance 

information for the actual 
ehaviour of S and the competitor firm. Inevitably our 

PS model trace ip linguistically more rigid than the 
protocol transcript of S7. 

***PS SHIMMCN MJU- KR SUB= S7*** 

***Dacisicn Paýiý 1 

abjEr-t S7 's Decisicns fcr the Fericd : 

* PA wd M Cperair-rs : FCmý -I 

91le #J11gdýg Isi "acant facts' bam beEn cut2at as a 
. 
9m _ xesult cE siftilating S7 Is PA and M cperatcrs. T-Ese ftm 

the irpit to tln ES, =, RMO, DF9 ail MCE qexabcrs. 

abject S7 - lbrfmm-ce : 
izm LýSr CR! NM = 

EERM P= 

mmjýet ShExe low EECRMSE 
ROCE . SAI! LCFA=- EBIRMSE 
ý: OfLta#lity SAME= E132= 

Share Price : EECIUECE 
QýEh Balame is 

Subject's Prcdoot Pa: fmmm-D-- Iast Raded : 

Pmd. ict No. ýt6rt a-ire Price R)licy BalatiNn Price 

2 suj: 3ý LECFE)SE CUPETITLW 

CtnUE? dtcr - Paýfimmme : 
IBM IASF CRnNM = 

FEPJM BHIUCD 

MmJýet Share IiBgi INMM 
HM EECFE%c-E 

ýrcfitability HM Mal= 
Rdce : sqMckT= IMIUM 

Cýdi Balance is GDCD 

GaTetitcrl s Pccduct FerRmTeme last Period : 

Etodict Nb. Mmim-L glare Price R2icy iblatiNe PrRxa 

1 SMOMELL MEAsE cavEETITRE 

MMESý mw =11TIVE 

03TFetitx: r Target Rodrt is :3 

GtTpetibarls OýErall Price -Sb: abBI7 MN 709; ESSIVE 

*DS Cýeratcr : R-xiod -1 
Sle fDLIOWIrg PMaX-ý niles wm: e ' fired' bo simAata 
tl-e appEcatich cf tln IDS cperatcr by abject S7 
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ES Rale 1- Fired OAput is ... Overall StratKN -> NCN zo3ESSLvE 

ES Rile 2- Fired 0-itput is 
... Sbategic Gbal -> INaITM M= S-IAM 

EG Rile 6- Fired QApxt is 
Price St: rabmv -> ? 

ES Rile 7- Fired : Output is 
Pralict Strate: N -> UN AM= 

"EM Cpa-ctDr : Rricd -1 
The fDlla4ing prcaicticn niles vEre If Lrod' to simlate tha applicatLcFn cE the = cpemtcr hy abject S7 

SUP 1: 14--w Ftcda-t IntrcdmtLa-L 

= Rile 1- Fired : oApk is ... Rulyct stratacH -> mw PM= 

EVES R)le 2- Firsd : OYqxit is ... PortfiDlio amrge -> +1 

MES rule 3- Fired : OAput as 
Mw Pccd. -ct TAm -> HUf VAUE 
PLcdr-t -qxat&N TADe --> PR= M= CAP 

2: PrcdLr-t lqtbdrael. 

rUe 4- FirEd : oiý--ut is ... aal7ct Strabscff -> NO MWE 

*IMM Cpamtcr : Rricd -1 
T-e R)Uqdpg pmaaatulm rules uiere 'fired, to similate tIn aFplicatic-n cE the R=O cpemtcr by sýbjeý S7 

PMO Ible 1- Fired : Cutp-it is 
... nw P=dlat C-ratio --> CI = 4.00 

> C2 = 8.00 

'AIES OPMZtDr : RýCiCd -1 

S)e faUoAT*LrV prcartun naes uure I are& to simAate the capplicatim of the EF-S cpa-citir by abject S7 
DES Rile 1- Fired : Q-itpit-is ... Pdoe SbmbBM7 frr Prod-rt 2: HID 
IFS Rale 6- Fired : 0-itput is 

Pcice -Sbategy frr Pmdrt 4: 

*PIUCE Cýeratzr : Period -1 
ah-- follaarg p: oar-ý rules w2re 'fired' bo sftnAzite the a[plicatida of the MCE cpa: atcr hy subject S7 : 
PIUCE Rile 1- Fired : oitpat is 

Price for Pma. ýt 2 is 3.160 

RUCE Rile 6- Fired : Oitptý is 
Price frr Prcax-t 4 is 6.50 

***SLB= S7 - FESLM : FfMCD 1*** 
T)e fDllcwing data aimBrises law trading xesults 

U\ILT 
PR= cl C2 SFUS REVRIE F= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.60 0.00 -750.00 4 4.0 8.0 6.50 6260.40691.71 2380.13 
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T-*al sales re)eý fcr pedcd : 40691.71 

T)tal pmat/lcss (h-cL int. & dqaaý fcr period 5058.54 

Chrpary sbare of narlot raurue frr pedod(0-. ) : 68.16 

RaE for period(%): 9.13 

Cb-4i bal of cmpary at cnd cf pericd 40413.62 

ch= pam at End of period : 1.63 

Se faLkidrg smadses S7's paýkaaranja bD date : 
Mq pM MULUN CN s-FM 

FERM RMUE RRE\TE PF= CAP. EMP. PRICE 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 

ka: aga p: ofLt/Ims per period 5058.54 

Aexage RDCE per period (%) : 9.13 

*"ýý FEIM RE=S: PfMCD 1 

9he faLlao-n: j data sumarises the trading results of the ompetitcr fhan 
SUIES 

PR= cl C2 PRICE; RURIX 

1 4.00 1.00 3.25 14903.21 
3 1.00 5.00 3.90 4105.07 

Tbtal sales revenue fur tbe peru)d : 19008.29 

TDtal Pýcat/lcss Oncl. int. & d4m) for period 5424.83 

Ompeting Lrrý s dum of rnaaJýet rewarm frr period 31.84 

Ctnpetitor RDCE ff: r period(%): 10.40 

03-ch balance of carpetitor at end of penod 37153.64 

Ctnr-etitor share pd-ce at End of period : 1.56 

*'AM= SIR= CF Clýý 911IS PEI; JIID*** 

*'A(bqpeUtcr didn't irtrocbm ary nEw pmax--ts this pe=d. 

*lCtqpetitcr didn't w-itl-Arcw ary pmdmts this period . 

T-e folhwirri is a amary of ccnpeti-txr parfmmwx)a 
to dabe : 

mu SEPM RIMM CN S-Mm 
EEIUCD RREME REVEREM PF= CAP. 12-1P. PRICE 

1 19008.29 31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 

Average profit/loss per pe2fu: )d 5424.83 

A%u: age FCCE per period (%) : 10.40 

***D-ncisicn Rxiod 2 

Sabject S7s Decisicns frr the Paý-ý 
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* PA ard M Cperatom : Padod -2 
The frMpArm-ig '49nifiart f)cts' ham bem cutpit as a 
xesult aE siftgating S7's PA aid SA cperatcrs. Miesea fim 
tIn urcut tc) the ES, DPPS, PMO, EF5 ca; nJ PIUCE cperaixm: s. 

SLbject S7 - Perf=rca 
LEVEL IAST CMý LAST 

EERIED FMCD 

HIGH 
FCCE [SFT= MEMSE 
.? 
ýt*jlity SUESETC= U\IaRM) 

Share Price : SATEFA= u0p= 
Cýsh Balare is GDCD 

ubject' s Pzcdxt Per-fturer-o-a last Period 

pmdr-t lb. Yajýe-t Sham aim Pulicy RýIative Price 

2 LNMCESSELL H2D WPM= 

4 SUDý MN LCW 

OaTpetibcr - Eerfimnance 
IRM IAST CHI\171 Usr 

PEPJT-D FERIID 

Yfdet Share IG9 LECRMSE 
: SFACICW DBauffi 

]Emf Ltability SAITSEAC= 
Share Price SAMSFpL= EEEIMSE 
Cýý Balance is MMEYf= 

Ctnpetitcrl s Pmazt Et: rfiamaxe last Period 

Pmdrt No. yark2t alare Price ltdicy lblatiw Price 
1 SLMMFUL INaUSSE. Mong= 

3 U\'sUJ3HSSRL DUEASE HBgi 

Ompetitcr Target Proax-t is :1 
Ompetitcr's O)erall Ddce Sb: ategy UN ME= 

Cmpetitcr's OAmall Pmclr-t Sb: ateqy : ND CH4, M 

IES Cperabcr : Pa: iý -2 
rille fDLlcw-Lllj ptudr-ý naes ware 'firEd to sýý 
the caUplicatidi cf the DS cperatcr by abject S7 : 

IDS Rile 1- Fired : outTut is 
... Oxrall- Strabaciv -> NP AERESSRE 

DS Ible 3- Fired - O-lqak is 
Strategic Gml -> ? 

DS Rile 6- Fired is 
Pdce gxateW 

DS Rile 7- Fired : oitr-L& is 
RmdLrt Stzatagy -> MV A3M3= 

*DPES Cperatcr : Period -2 
Se fcqqw4, rj pmdLut3-cn rules w2re 'fired' to sinulate 
tin aUplicatidi of the- EPPS cparabcr by sabject S7 

SIEP 1: Mw Pa)Ju--t ltrcdrticrL 
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= Me 1- Fired : Oatpk is ... Pmdxt SUater-H -> MW PB= 

EPPS Rile 2- Fired : oApit is 
... PQrtfDl-iO alMga -> +1 

a: FS Rile 3- Fired : Wtpk is 
ILaq Prodot T 

. 
Am -> I. CW VAUE 

Pcoclict -Stratý iýpa -> PFCE= M= MP 

SIEP 2: Prodict MthdraoL 

= Rile 4- Fired : Oitpit is 
Prcclr-t StrateW -> M CR*M 

-SM (joeratcr : Pariod -2 

The follaoýV pmaztiai naes w-xe ' Ered' to sunilate 
the aMlicaticfl CE the IPM cperatrr by abject S7 

PMO Rile 1- Fired : ouýput is ... nw Prcý C-ratio Cl = 2.00 
C2 = 1.00 

*lý Oparatcr : Rricd -2 
9he fDLIoAar ILrtim niles wa: e I fired, to sinuýbEý .v 

proc tin apjý2katid-i cf the EFS cperabcr ly sLbjcx--t S7 
EPS Rile 3- Fin3d : cutýx& is ... Prioe arabBgy fcr PmlicE 2: EE13UM 

IFS Fule 5- Fired : OAPUL is ... Price Strategy fnr PtodýdE 4: 

EFS Rile 6- Fired : ClitpLft is 
Price Strategy frr PbodxE 5: 

2 
Uh-- f allaaM -(Ddzticn mles were 'fired' to stTulabe pL 
the aUplicatidi of the PlUCE cparatcr by -abject S7 

P= Rile 3- Fired : 0-tat is 
Price fcr Pucdmt 2 is 3.10 

PIUCE RAe 2- Fired : allxit is 
Price fm Prccl-ut 4 is 6.70 

PIUCE Rile 6- Fired : Wtrut is 
Price- fcr acduct 5 is 1.55 

***SLU= S7 - IE= : IEP-rCD 2*** 

Tie faLlavim data sma rises y= tuading Yeafts : 
UNIIV SAIES CFER4= 

PR= cl C2 PIUCE S= MINE PI= 
2 3.0 3.0 3.10 19345.59969.52 1184.50 
4 4.0 8.0 6.70 0. . 00 -750.00 5 2.0 1.0 1.55 15881.24616.18 44.07 

T-Acal sales ruem fhr peHod : 84585.70 
Total gofit/loss Urcl. int. & dqzaý for pa: iod 3711.65 

GtTpary sl= cf nadýet mere frr period(O-. ) : 49.88 

ROCE for pezicd(%): 6.28 
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Q3dh bala-ce- of oaqmW at end cf period 36625.27 

Share prioe at En3 of period : 1.19 

9h-- fiilloiäiii: simam--es S7 1s parfimrar-)ja to date -. 
m S-FM FE= CN 'S-AM 

r-ERECD REMIIE PZ? EME(%) p= CAP. Ew. (%) p= 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 
2 84585.70 49.88 3711.65 6.28 1.19 

Aw-rcrp- jamfit/loss pL-x peric)d 4385.10 

Awrage RDCE per pericd (%) : 7.70 

**'CGFEI= FUM I; E=: PIMCD 2 

T-e fallavirr 
.j 

data sx=ises the tradirrj msults of the carpetittr fLun : 
SUES 

PR= ci C2 p= REM2M 

1 4.00 1.00 3.00 1777.10 
3 1.00 5.00 3.30 83212.20 

Tbtal --al reuue for tin period : 
rR)tal profLt4css (incl. int. & clef-rn. ) fr-r period 
CtrTeting fhmý s d)am of rrarkat iL-vum fcr period (%) : 
(hipetitcr IUCE frr period(O-. ): 

Gish balarve of carpedtnr at end of period 
CIMPetibx share pam at end of pmod : 

**PB= SIR)= CF CGvPEITICR MM FERIT-Dý'** 

*'lanp2titcr didn't introdum ary ryzw pmdrts this pEriod. 
*kbTpetitaý didn't witWrw ary proluts -Uý loa7iod . 

84989.30 

9331.68 

50.12 

15.18 

46485.32 

1.98 

91n FiAlaAdrrj is a sumaLy of ampetitor perfr-umrDa to date : 
VIET S-PM KNUIV CN SIAM FMCD RUME RRAýý(%) PICE QT. EMP. (9. ) PRICE 

1 19008.29 31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 2 84989.30 50.12 9331.68 15.18 1.98 

kpý prafit/loss per period 7378.26 
Avaýý, FCCE per period (%) : 12.79 

**Ilýcý Feriod 3 

abject S7's Decisims frr the Ftricd 

* PA and SA Operatcrs : Feriod -3 
Tn flaLlavmg 'si 

. 
gmEcant f3cts' ham ham cutput as a 

resUt cf siftýat! M STs PA ard SA cperabxs. Miese fJjm 
tha upat to the ES, EFPS, RMO, Db§cand PRKE q=bors. 
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9-biect S7 - Perf=nce 
IEUL IAST 

=CD 

Mmjýet q-Bm M I X. ESUC= 
RDCE T(N 
tofit4#-lity Icw 

Eqiare Erlia-a : SXffSEP= 
Cýsh Balwm is S=ETCICW 

cHXIM = 
FERICD 

EEU= 
EEMMM 
EI3:: Rmm 
EEIEMSE 

9-ibject's Prcclict PetTxmmmm last Padod 
ProdLut Nb. Mmjet qlaye alce Policy 

2 EE]aTAM. 
4 U\Bu3m= INCRULSE 
5 M)C= IEW 

Ctnpetitcr - FtrfmTence 
LRM IAST 

EERICD 

Marlýat qiare sy== 
RDCE : H[M 
4-oatýty : HM 
Share Price : SAIISFA= 
Cb. sh 4darre is GDCD 

Ompetitrx's Pccdr-t Perfamuxue last Pericd 

PzcdLr-t Ib. Market qEre Pcice Et2iq 

1 EEMMM 

3 =ESSRIL EECR= 

Ft--ýw Rdm 

iow 

HIM 

iew 

CHMIE IASr 
FEPJM 

MUECE INEHMM 
IMIMSE 
MUECE 

Felative Price 

BRE 

=UTIME 

Ctmpetitcr's Ovemn Prioa Strategy 70GREESIVE 

GJTpetibcr's Wm: all Pmcl. -ct Sb: abxff : ND CH! I\M. 

*DS Cperatcr : Etriod -3 
lihe folloAdn -n rales ueý T LraT to sinulabe g pmductir tl-e applicatich of tile DS Cperator by abject S7 

DS Me 1- Fired : oatput is 
... Oýeý Sb7dteqv -> MV A3=IVE 

DS Rile 3- Fired - Oiqzut is ... Strý G: )al -> ? 

ES Rile 6- Fired is 
B: ice StrateMr 

Ds RiLe 7- Fired - oatFut is 
PmclLr-t Strategy >? 

3 
91-n kUmmij proch--tion nfles ýýe 'fired' to sirailate the applicatidi cf tin DPES cpembýr hy stgect S7 

SIEP 1: lbw Prcdut litxýazý. on. 
EPM Rile 1- Fired : OLArut is ... PmcIct Sb7dtegy -> ND MUSIE 

STEP 2: Pmckrt MEyhaoL 
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EPES Rile 4- Fimd : Oitp-itis 
Prciclict Stratejr -> NO CRISIT; 

tFS q)arator : Pa7iod -3 
91-n follaAarg pnaict: Lm nAesvExe 'Exed' to similate 
the applicatkil cE the ELDS cpexatcr ly sd*ct S7 

DES Rile 1- Fired : O-fqa-it is ... Pcim StratecH : 1cr Prolut 2: HID 

DES Rile 3- Fired : C)utp-Itis . Prioe- SctrateI7 frr PrcatE 4: 1! 62R= 

EPS Pole 1- Fired : outpk is . PAce SbmteJ7 frr Pma: bE 5: ff ED 

*PIUCE Cp=tcr : Period -3 
'ffe fiffloAarr rticn rules w2re 'fixed' bo shallate . 

jpmd - the allplicatich of the P= pparator ly abject S7 

PIUCE Rile 1- Fired : Qiýmt is ... Price fcr Pmdr-t 2 is 3JO 

PIUCE Rile 5- FirEd : Ollait is 
Price fzr Pmclct 4 is 630 

PIUCE Me 1- Fixed : Ojttpk is ... Price fcr Prcchct 5 is 1.55 

***aELIBZP S7 - IMUS : F-EFED 3*** 
r1he fDlkwing data sumB rises ycur trading msults : 

UInT SAIES CPER= 
H; C= cl C2 PIUCE SVIES REME PF= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.10 13777.4Z708.29 627.68 
4 4.0 8.0 6.30 8411.52988.40 1773.26 
5 2.0 1.0 1.55 20218.31338.62 260.92 

ýbtal sal rexn-ýe for peciod. : 127035.30 

Total pmfLt/laz (irr-L int. & depco frr perica 5591.89 

Ctmpxy sbare oE rrarInt revmae for pericd 67.54 

FCCE fcr period(%): 8.64 

GLý balance cf cr-npary at end of period 42217.16 

Share pojm at End of period : 1.40 

9h2 fiD11aAing wmBris es SPs parfammna tD date : 
ýw siTE REUUIN CN SIVE 

EEPJM IWETE REMMLE (%) Pl= CAP. EýP. (%) PR= 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 
2 84585.70 49.88 3711.65 6.28 1.19 
3 127035.30 67.54 5591.89 8.64 1.40 

Pveýage r-rofLt/lcss pEr pedod 4787.36 

Average FCCE per pericd (%) : 8.02 
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**1021E= F[IM FESLM: FERICD 3 *** 

r1he folkwing data sum-arises the tradhig results cf 
tln cmr-etitcr finn 

suls 
PRDLU-T cl C2 PPJKE IEME 

1 4.00 1.00 2.73 32359.76 
3 1.00 5.00 3.47 28704.93 
7 2.00 2.30 2.35 . 00 

TDtal sales revEme- fcr th-- period : 
ribtal profLt/Icss (irr-L int. & dq=L) frr period 

Ctq)etirrj f Lun's -share of =lot recrue fhr pariod 
CtnpeUbw IUCE fr-r period(%): 

Cash bal OE carPetitir at End of period 
CtnFetitcr share poce- at end of pemod : 

61064.70 

8072.89 

32.46 

11.61 

47058.21 

1.61 

*ýPR= SIFA= CF OM11TICRTHM FE[UKV** 

*tbw pardr-t Ic-u-dmd ly carpetitcr this period 
PR= cl C2 PRICE 

7 2.00 2.30 2.35 

*'CtTetitcr didn't ýdýkaq ary pmdLrts -diis period 

Tie fpllcudng is a amay of car 
tr) date 

MU SiTE 
PEKCD RBESIE I; Eý 

1 19008.29 31.84 
2 84989.30 50.12 
3 61064.70 32.46 

Avmaga lxofLt/la3s per paricd 

Awzage IUCE per period (%) : 

Patitcr pErümlerim 

IERZU CN Si%I; E 
p =. CP. EM (0-. ) 

5424.83 10.40 1.56 
9331.68 15.18 1.98 
8072.89 11.61 1.61 

7609.80 

12.39 

***D-=cisial FE'riod 4 

Sabject ST s De-cisiar. frx the Period 

* PA and M Cp=bms : Period -4 
ribe PlloAarr -dfLcý Eacts' have been catEut as a .1 

'49 
result cf siftgating S7s PA and SA cperatcrs. Tiýse fmn 
the iTut to the rS, EFPS, IYM, DPS- and F= cperabcrs. 
SJ*ct S7 - FerTamare 

IML IAST CMkM IASr 
PEIUCD IERED 

HEM 
1SIAC= INCIMM 

]Exof Ltyb4lib y Kw 
, qiare Price ' SNELCM= INCREM-E 
Gidi Balc-=e is GDCD 

Sabjeces Pmdr-t PerRmmma la-st Ftriod : 
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PICda-, t Nb. Mmjmt qBe 

2 =EDC= 

4 SMSEK= 

5 SAMSEPC= 

Ctnpeatcr - RHrfJmE3nce : 

Policy Iblative Price 

BEED ICK 

LEERMSE BRM 

HID Ijcw 

IBýIL IAST CFPI\M IAST 
EMCD EERICD 

Yfdýet Share : I(W LERMSE 
ME : .- SFAC= EEUEASE 
pcofLtoalaty . HEal EEr-= 
Share Pdcn MACM EECHMSE 
Cash Balat-u-- is : 
Gmpetitac's Roar-t RýrýCe Iast PEricd 

Pmdrt lb. Madet Share Pnice Micy relative Rice 

1 aJJIEI= rECRMSE MPEP= 

3 RUCESSRL IN-MMSE: HM 

7 U\ISu3aE= UN CalpET= 

Ctlpetitcr Target PzodLrt is :3 
Cbnpatitcr Etmbat 7 is PINMM 

Ompetitcr's Owxall FYice Strategy UN A33RESSIVE 

*DS Cperatcr : Fericd -4 
'Ihe fDllowlnj x-Em niles w2re 'f imd' to shulabe prcd 
the qplicatý cE the DS cperabcr ljy abject S7 

DS Rile 1- Fired Oatput. is 
... Overa-U Strategy -> U14 M=JýE 

DS Rile 4- Fired 0-Ttput is 
Sb7db3gic GDal -> MtASE 

DS Rile 5- Fired Oitput is 
... Pcice Strý -> NN 7=3SIVE 

DS Rile 7- Fired oitput is 
... PmdLrt Straý -> ASMESIVE 

4 
91'e fCIIOVZLrg pmdi--ticn mlEs vEre, 'fired' bo siýýte 

.L 
the cEpodicatidi of the LEES cpmzbor hy abject S7 

SIEP 1: Dkw Pnxlxýt Iritmclr-ticn. 

EFES Rile 1- Fired : Cutput is 
acayot strý- -> UN PR= 

DPES Rile 2- Fired : q±put is 
... RrtfaUD Charge -> +1 

DPES Rile 3- Fired : Cutput : Ls 
ILw ProdLxt 91pa -> CEMPEMG PR= 
Prod, ut SLratiýgy TIpe -> PRKM MITMENr 

SIEP 2: Pmdr-t IlLthdraal. 

EFES Ible 4- Fired : Oatpat is 
Pmdi-ýt Str-ý -> ND CEPRE 
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*RMD OpETatar : Fe'dod -4 

The fb1laerr late j prodicAam rules vExe 'ared! tz) sinn 
the capplicatid-n of the =0 cpa7dbz)r by sd*ct S7 : 

PAM Rile 2- Fired : Oitr-ut is ... Itw PcodLr-t C-ratio CI = 1.00 
C2 = 6.00 

"tFS Cp=tzr : Rxicd -4 
Sn fbUgaing pmaactim nA-c-. ur=re 'fLred! to simalate 
the allplicaticf i cE the IFS cperatcr by abject S7 

DPS Rile 5- Fired : Oatrx& is ... Prb--e Stzatejý fcr PeccliciL 2: IMEASE 

EFS Rile 2- Fired : O-Apit is . Strategy frr ProdrL 4: AID 

EEIS Rile 5- Fired : Catput is . Price Str-ý EDr DmliýL 5: ibUESE 

EFS Rile 6- Fired : OjW-it is 
Price axabagy kr PnDart 8: *9& 

4 

91n fallcwing prcdzticn rules ware 'Ered' to skrulate 
the capplicaticin of U7e PIUCE cparatcr by abject S7 

MUCE Rile 2- Fired : 0-itpit is ... Price fcr Prodx-t 2 is 3. '20 
PIUCE Rile 1- Fired : 0-tait is 

Prioe frr Prodict 4 is 6.30 

PIUCE Wle 2- Fired : 0-itpit is 
Price : Ecr Prccb--t 5 is 1.160 

PIUCE Rile 7- FirEd : CLtput is 
Prio-- Frr PaAut 8 is 3. '80 

***aB)ECr S7 - REaM : PMCD 4*** 

The folkwhig data armBrises ymr trading results : 
UlUT SCAM PR= cl C2 PRKE S= IU)= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.20 0. . 00 
4 4.0 8.0 6.30 4541.28608.74 
5 2.0 1.0 1.60 0. . 00 
8 1.0 6.0 3.80 2842.10799.89 

Thtal sales ramrue fiDr pericd : 
rlbtal pmfit/Icss (irr-L int. & cLpcn) fzr pedod 

Garpmy share of markL-t mErm fcr period(%) 
fhr period(%): 

Cash balance of oarpay at: ei-O cf period 
Sham pace at erd of pa-icd : 

rihe folloAM smarises S7s pa: Rmra-re t) date : 

CFEPAEM 
FR= 

-750.00 612.32 
-750.00 102.62 

39408.63 

2592.32 

12.91 

3.85 

37309.47 

. 97 
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MT SEPRE REILIFN CN S-FM 
=CD MANX REVERE(%) PR= CAP. Ew. (%) P= 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 
2 84585.70 49.88 3711.65 6.28 1.19 
3 127035.30 67.54 5591.89 8.64 1.40 
4 39408.63 12.91 2592.32 3.85 . 97 

Average ptoat/loss per period 4238.60 

Average RXE per period (9. ) : 6.97 

* *'QaTET= = RERM: PMCD 4 
M-e fl)llcýdng data smnarises the trading results of the ccqýeti: thr f ban 

PICC= ci C2 PIUCE 
SAIM 

RBEýLE 
1 4.00 1.00 2.68 150427.90 
3 1.00 5.00 3.21 27799.89 
7 2.00 2.30 2.26 87713.52 

Total sales reýam fx -U-n period : 265941.30 

TDtal prcfLt/loss (irrL int. & clqml. ) fac period 17359.91 

GJipeting ffmýs share of nErlet revme for period 87.09 

Ompetitcr = for period(9. ): 19.97 

C-di balarre of caq)aatcr at End of pericd 64418.11 

Ctnpetitcr sbare price at end of period : 2.09 

**PR= SIRYBAr CF CCn: ET= = EEREDý** 

*ýCbTpetitar didn't intrcdm any roý pndrts this paiý 
*'CbTpEtitcr didn't vAtIOrw ary pmdmý this pericd . 

S)e fz)llaAdng is a sxm-my of cmpetitcr perfamance 
tD dabe : 

MT S-1AM REMN CN apm 
P[MCD RRESTLE MENU(%) PF= CAP. EMP. (%) PRICE 

1 19008.29 31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 
2 84989.30 50.12 9331.6B 15.18 1.98 
3 61064.70 32.46 8072.89 11.61 1.61 
4 265941.30 87.09 17359.91 19.97 2.09 

kpý prccf-Lt/Icss per period 10047.33 

Awrage FUE per period (%) : 14.29 

**'Dacisicn Feriod 5 

SJ: )ject S7's Decisicro fcr the Rmied 

PA and SA Operatcrs : Foxiod -5 
91-o foUmang 'sýgnifbcm-rt facts' ham beEn cutFut as a -31 resalt. cf pm. atlM S71s IA and SA qzerabxs. ilyzne frmn 
the irFLt tc) the DS, EPPS, IMO, Maard PRDM q: eratcrs. 
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abject S7 - Po: -fiamam 
IBkL IAST 

FMCD 

Marlik S)are ICK 
RDCE : lCw 
Ercdfit44uty Iow 
a3are Price : ICK 
Cash Balame is suYSEX= 

CHXýW IAST 
IERECD 

EB:: RMM 
EECRMý 
EECFEAM 
fECRE)M 

Subject's Pm3x-t Perficumnae Ia---t Period : 

Pmd. ut lb. yEx3T-t 9)aye aim Folicy 

2 um=ý INUIRSE: 

4 LN=ý BID 

5 LIEU32ESSEM INTE)SE 

8 UZUTESSRL mw 

Ctnpetitrr - lorf3mýam 
JIMM IAST 

PERRD 

Marlet Eqiam HM 
RDM : Mi 

HDai 
alrare Price HBM 
GEh Bahrice is GDOD 

GaipeUtcr's Prcdrt Eurkmaire last Fer-kd 

Pioaxt I\b. mmjqýt S-am Pdm Policy 
1 9MMSEM EeamzcE 

3 U\FJJJE33EM EMUSE 

7 sujauam EECMM 

FLA ati Pcim 

aaAiUTnVF. 
HB91 

IJcw 

CUM LMIT 
PUUCD 

BlaussE 
INJMM 
miamm INCHMM 

m atý Pdm 

MPErTim 

OaVEEFUM 

ICK 

CtnpeUtcr Prolr-t 3 is RINMM 

Ompetitor Pxo3xýt 7 is PIN= 

Gaipeator's OveraU- Price StratagH A33AISLVE 

OaTpetitorl s CveraU Poodx-+- StrataW ND CHWE 

11EG Oýeratxr : Patiod -5 
9he faUpdiij proimticn mles w-te If ind' to sim2ate 
t1m qf-plicatidý cf tle DS cpezab= ly abject S7 : 

ES Rile 1- Fired 0-itput as ... 0,, eraU Straý -> An; ESSM 

DS R-de 2- Fired Oitput is ... Strategic G: >al -> IMMSE; MUIM SEMM 
ES Rfle 6- Fired Qxtput is ... Price St: rat: egy -> 70a'F-QSI\E 

EB Rile 7- Fired oatp& is ... Pxdýot SbateMr -> ? 

*DPES Cparabx : Ftriod -5 
91-o fc4cwm- les wýre 'fired' to sfimlate .q 

proamticn ru the capplicat3di cE tle EFFS cparat3cr ly s: bJect S7 

SIEP 1: Mw Pff Xbct Intma-r6a-L 
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EM Rile 1- Fired : Oitpit is 
ProftýL Strataýy -> ND CUMT 

2: Pmdzt Afthdrakal. 
rule 4- Fired : oAlat is 

Picax-t Strabzcff -> ND CrPI\GE 

*DES Cperatcr : Etriod -5 
Ihe fbUoAnl-u prolutim nAm were If LreT to sunflate 
the aFphcatkn cf the EPS cperatcr hy abject S7 

EFS Rile 3- Firsd : Qatpitis .. Pdm StrateI7 fcr Pbcdrt 2: LýAMMM 
EFS Rile 3- Fired : Oatput is . Price StrabEýcH fcr ProlL± 4: I! 6mmm 

ITS Rile 3- Fired : Outlait is - Pidce Sbmtegy fzr Prca-tL 5: IYCRIM 

DES Ible 3- Fired : Cutp& is 
Rice StrabscI7 fr-r PcodajE 8: 

*PRICE Cpa-dtcr : Feadod -5 

.U 
prc3a:: tam rules w r1he fia4par 

-re 
Ifired' to shiulate 

the caglicatiCh cf the PRRE cperatcr Iv sd3ject S7 

PIUCE Rae, 3- Fired : Olpt- is 
Price for Picdr-t 2 is 3JO 

R-ile 3- Fired : 014xit is 
Prim fcr PaAct 4 is 6. '20 

RUCE Rile 3- Fired : 0-ItImt is 
... Price for PxoJ-i--t 5 is 1.55 

PFaCE Rile 3- Fired : OAPt is 
... Price fhr Pff Aict 8 is 3.160 

***SUB= S7 - RESMTS : FMCD 5*** 

ribe fbillaiing data amarises j= tLading results 
UTT sum CFERA= 

PFCELTT cl C2 PIUCE Sim RFIý PF= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.10 0. . 00 -750.00 4 4.0 8.0 6.20 0. . 00 -750.00 5 2.0 1.0 1.55 131789.204273.70 5839.47 
8 1.0 6.0 3.60 14210.51155.34 670.98 

Ibtal sales ma3z for period : 255429.00 

TDtal pt: ofLtjIcss (irr-L int. & depcO fzr period 7995.23 

Ctnpmy sham cE m3alzt re., am for par-icd(%) 64.50 

FCCE fcr period(%): 10.62 

Cash bal of cmpmy at end of period 45304.70 

Siae prim at erd of period : 1.20 

Ihe follixing smad-ces S7s perkma-ce to date : 
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MQ S-pm REMIN CN S-]AM 
=CD ME\TE IFMIE (%) PF= CAP. EMP. (%) PRDM 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 
2 84585.70 49.88 3711.65 6.28 1.19 
3 127035.30 67.54 5591.89 8.64 1.40 
4 39408.63 12.91 2592.32 38 8 % 
5 255429.00 64.50 7995.23 10: 1: 

Awrage lmofit/hss per pmod 4989.92 

Awzagr-- FCCE per padod (%) : 7.70 

*"CCMPET= FUR4 ITSMIS: PER= 5 *** 

r1he fDlkwuig data sumBrLses thp- trc-ding results of 
the oaipetitýr firn 

pl; c= cl C2 
SUES 

PIUCE I; Eý 

1 4.00 1.00 2.68 140571.00 
3 1.00 5.00 3.21 . 00 
7 2.00 2.30 2.26 . 00 

T--tal sal ieverm fcr th-- pericd : 140571.00 

Rtal r-rcfit/loss (irr-L int. & depa-0 for period 12106.51 

Omletirg fhaWs share cf mFilot munua- Ex period 35.50 

Chnpetitcr FCCE fcir period(%): 12.23 

(lash balcarre of cuTpetitcr at End of pericd 76524.63 

CbffpetitCr -Share IM-ICe Et End of period : 1.53 

**PFC= SIRMY CF MIT= = EMCDk** 

*'Gmpetitcr di(Wt inbmcbm ary nm pmdiats this paricd. 
**Ctipetitcr didn't vd: ffiJrcw ay prca-rý this pedcd . 

T-ie faUcw-Lrrj is a ammy cf ampetibzr perfo=ce tc) date : 
mu MUE MMM CN _qjUE FERM REUTIE IEVNE M Pl= CAP. EMP. PRICE 

1 19008.29 31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 
2 84989.30 50.12 9331.68 15.18 1.98 
3 61064.70 32.46 8072.89 11.61 1.61 
4 265941.30 87.09 17359.91 19.97 2.09 
5 140571.00 35.50 12106.51 12.23 1.53 

Awraga r-rof Lt/lms per pa-icd 10459.16 

Aw-rage FCCE pEr Fedod (06): 13.88 

***DaCL9icn Rriod 6 **** 

aiýect S7 Is Decisicus frr the lbriod 

* PA ard M' Cýeratcrs : lbrLcd -6 

.g 
's: Tie ýDlkwdn ignificant fýcts' ham beEn cutmt as a 

resilt of siftflatm-)g S7's PA ar'd SA cperabcrs. 9hese fcm 
tln irpit to the ES, EIIES, RXIM, EID8- carld 11M cperatars. 
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abject S7 - Pcrfmnarre : 
TML IAST GANTE IA5T 

LNhrhat share : 
PERM FEPICD 

FCCE : B113H JN--Bmm 
Lýýtq#uty - 

SMSFAclay DOUISE 
'Share Ptice -* 

Icw mu 
1ý SATEgAmýz - -UM Is : GDCD IMMU 

SubjecVs P(Olr-t Perfmmrjm last Etriod 
PLcdlct a% btrjet qBm Pdce Eblicy Iblative PAM 2 uEujassým MIRMCE 031RITIME 

4 uzu3m3sFm EECREASE ICK 
5 SIMSSRL MMMSE. a, -mmEam; E- 8 SUMTOCEW EMUSE CGýM[Tlm 

axrr-etitcr - R--ýý : 
IML IAST CRYM MR PERM) MUM 
Im EECRAM 

Iýtýbýty -9MTSFACIUN EBME2M 
alze Price - 

Blal FECRMM 
C3sh Balance'is SATFSMCMU EECFacE 

Cbqxýtitc: r, s P'ýucl-r-t PlErfaMnm Iast Foriod 
Pmdr-t Nb. yalila-at Iqlale Pcim Ibdicy Iblative Rice I SU33TSKL H: ID OavPRITIZE 

3 
HID Iow 

7 UZLULESSEUL H: ID 03MITME. 

ctnpedtcr 'vnýt Pxoart is: 1 
Pmdr-t 3 is PiNm; ED 

GJqll-d'bcr Pmdr-t 7 is EgNrEna) 
CtrqDedtcr' S ovimall Prim stlata3y NCN 7(3ME3SZE 
Q3Tpedtc)rls ORxall Ejo3xt Str abEgy : N: ) CwM 

'DS Oca7': xtx : ItriOd -6 
'RI'3 f6u PýOýý "IlEs wze 'fLzed' tx: > sinulate the ar- - pjicat: ý: ji CE -'S CVýr 't'le L clb:: r hY sdojmt S7 

DS Rile I- Fixed is 
... aErall strauw -> 

DS Rile 4- Firrzd is Stratag'c GDal ->*IN3 M PR: FTUN3j[M 
ES Rile 5- Fixed : outat is 

... aý Sb: aý -> UN 70a; ESSIW 
DS Rile 7- Fixed : is 

... Pmaxt Strý ->oj8um 

Cperabx : ped_cd -6 
-oc 212ý f'olkwlng R ýý lukS [red' to ELTrLtate 
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thE application of the EM cperabcr by sLbject S7 
STFP 1: New PmdLrt RiLrcdrtiý 

EFES Rile 1- Fired : Oatrut is ... PrOCI-10t Straball -> NEW PXEUCT 

MES Rile 2- Fimd : o-tpit is 
... R)rtfD]io Charrp -> +1 

EPES Rile 3- Fired : Wýý is ... Rw Ftudy-t %? pe -> COMM PR= 
Etcdr-t Sb: at&ff TAm -> Pl= MDJMM 

SUP 2: Prcdr-t ýfithdcaoL 

EFES Rile 4- Fired : Wtl: ut is 
amlý StratExH -> No GmE 

*ýF= CParator : Rriod -6 
ghe faLlowing pmaa2ticr. niles ware T Lred' to sinulabe tle aUplicatkh cf the HMO cperatcr ly abject S7 : 
PAM Rile 2- Fired : Oatpit is ... nw Pff xlr-t C-ratio Cl = 5.00 

C2 = 1.00 

'11-S Cýa-cltor : Rxind -6 
T-le f: )Iladln'j loroal7tim rulm wme 'fired' to sinulate tl, e ca; Uplicatidn- cf the DPS cperabcr by abjer-t S7 
DES Rile 3- Fired : O-t3k is ... Price Strý fcr PccdtL 2: 

EFS Fule 3- Fired : 0-itaTL: Ls ... PrRn 9xabegy f cr Pff dz+- 4: 

ITS Rfle 2- Fired : aitpý is Pdja-- Strý fx Pzodrt 5: f&D 

M Rile 2- Fired : Wtjý is . PAM -Stmabagy frr Pmdizýb 8: fl! ED 

EFS Rile 6- Fired : -OutpiL is . Price Strategy fcr Pmduct 9: Iýftl 

'PRD2E; Operatcr : Period -6 
TB follDdrri PLTXIrLicn rules wme 'fLred' tp sinulate the canDlicatich- of tle MUCE cperatcr by abject S7 
PRKE R-ile 4- Fired : OAput is ... Prime for PmdycL 2 is 1-05 
PIUCE Rile 5- Fired : 0-Itpat is 

Price for Pmclx-t 4 is 6JO 

P= Rile 1- Fired : Qtpxt is 
Price for PmchcL 5 is 1.55 

P= RAe 1- Fired : Oitput is 
Price fcr Pmclx-t 8 is 3.160 

PRICE Rile 7- EirEd : Oqýmit is 
Price Em: Pmftý 9 is 3. D5 

***aBJB'-P S7 - MUM : PEIUCD 6*** 

ghe fDllcjhirg data srammri-ces Tur traffiM results : 
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s= CPEPAITG 
PIC= ci C2 PIUCE CSU-ES reiNLE PF= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.05 51162. 156044.20 1808.09 
4 4.0 8.0 6.10 14656. 89402.98 715.63 
5 2.0 1.0 1.55 0. 00 -750.00 8 1.0 6.0 3 60 38427. 138338.80 3092 73 
9 5.0 1.0 3: 05 62431. 190414.00 2371: 55 

T-tal sales re, ýaý fcr period : 
Total prccf-Lt/loss (irr-L int. & c1qpcO fcr period 

ampary dnm cf nurkat raEnxý fcr period 

FCCE fcr period(%): 

Gish halanm cf anpffy at end of pericd 

, qjare 1=Lce at end of period 

T7e fDlloAM sLmmrise s S7's perfrmnmm bz) date 

mu SR*E 
FEIUCD MIUIE IEMM M PFCFTT 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 
2 84585.70 49.88 3711.65 
3 127035.30 67.54 5591.89 
4 39408.63 12.91 2592.32 
5 255429.00 64.50 7995.23 
6 5742DO. 00 100. OD 10862.38 

574200.00 

108G2.38 

100.00 

12.61 

48667.07 

1.42 

RMM CN swm 
CAP. EW. PREE 

9.13 1.63 
6.28 1.19 
8.64 1.40 
3.85 . 97 

10.62 1.20 
12.61 1.42 

kveý rwof Lt/Icss per pa: iod 5968.67 

hxxage FCCE per pedod (o) : 8.52 

**ACaI3E= FUM PERM: PERMC 6 *** 

917e follodM djo amrarises the tradLrrj results of 
the cmpatittr fim 

PR= ci 
SAIM 

C2 p= % REMIIE 

1 4.00 1.00 2.68 00 
3 1.00 5.00 3.15 00 

10 1.50 4.88 3.32 . 00 

Total sales reuý frr the poJi-od. : 

9btal prcELt/loss (inal. int. & clqmi. ) fur pajod 

Oaqmtixrj f bW s share cf mmýý re, ýaý kr period 

OaTpeUtzr MCE fcr period(%) : 

Cb, sh balarm cE ompeUtcr at: end cf period 

Ompetitcr share prwe at end of period : 

**PR= STM= CF CCnEITICIR = =CDk-** 

**ýý pax'i7ct laund-Ed by ampetitrr this pE=d : 

PR= cl C2 PIUCE 

10 1.50 4.88 3.32 

. 00 

-1128.03 

. 00 

3.96 

75396.59 

. 95 
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**PLcamts vdtlOraAn by caqa*--itcr this pEriod 

PIK= cl C2 

7 2.00 2.30 

Ihe fOl«k>-n-ig IS a SLITMUY Cf C31petibX PMýÜ=Eff 10-- 
to date- : 

MT SEAM M= CN MUE 
PERM MME R RENTLE PF= C7\P. RJP. PRICE 

1 19008.29 31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 
2 84989.30 50.12 9331.68 15.18 1.93 
3 61064.70 32.46 8072.89 11.61 1.61 
4 265941.30 87.09 17359.91 19.97 2.09 
5 140571.00 35.50 12106.51 12.23 1.53 
6 . 00 . 00 -1128.03 3.96 . 95 

Aw-xage rwcfit/Icss per period 85Z7.96 

Aýaý FCCE; per pa-lod (%) : 12.22 

**13ecisim Period 7 

S. bject S7's D2cisicrr. fr-r the Period : 

* PA- and EA Operabors Perica -7 
2-e fnlljdý -sf- facts' haýe beEn ojtg& as a 
xesult. cf siftulat-mg 

PlIs 
IA and SA opný. Une frxm 

Idn irpL& to the ES, EPPS, RMO, DPS-cmd cpzxat=. 

Sibject. S7 - ForknTarm : 
IBM IAST CRq\M LAST 

MiJet Share Hmi IN= 
RDCE Tay= INIGMEE 
1) 
: mfitpWity HM Ma= 

Share Prime cWT, l Sc7CM INJEU: 
03Eh Balare is GDCID 

s Pxdmt Perfmrm-)o-- Iast 

Paxly-t Nb. MmJnt Smre Rice Eblicy lblatiw Pdce 

2 DaPc= Maua; lcw 

4 sz== EEOUCCE HEM 

5 Mlmý HID laý 

8 su! == HDED iow 

9 SUMEsam nw ol)Fýý 

Ompetitcr - Ferfomenoe 
LML IAST 

EMCD 
CEZIN93 IASr 

FERECD 

EBa= 
EBZRMSE 
DEIMEE 
DEOMM 

MmJet Share ICV7 
RDCE : ICw 
Iýmf Ltýty Iow 
Share Price 
Cadi Balance is GDOD 

Ompetitx's Product Furf3m-arm Iast Rýý 
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Pff Art Nb. MmJa-t Share 

1 LNSUMESSý 

3 UN=MSFM 

10 UNRMý 

Priae Policy 

LECRMM 

MN 

Iblatiw Price 

Lcw 

HM 

lcw 

Ompetitor Tniget Pmclxt is :0 

OmFetit= Prodrt 1 is PIN= 

Gmpetitor's Owzall- aice Strý UN A33RESSIVE 

proart lVitb3am 

FFC= 7 

*ES (IDarabcr : Period -7 

gr ahe folkwin 
-roclx--b-cn rules xzre IfJ red I to sinulate the- aEplicatkh of the ES cperatar ly abjecýt S7 : 

ES Rile 1- Fired Cutput is ... Ojerall- Strategy -> A33ISSIVE 

DS R-de 2- Fired Cutput is ... strý (3ml -> INaTASE M= sim 

ES Rile 6- Fired : Cutput: is Prim Strategy -> 703ISSRE 

DS Rile 7- Fired : Cutr-ut is 
Plochat -Strabegy -> ? 

*DPES CPerab= : Ftr: ýDd -7 
In RAIMIg pmartim rules wm: e 'fired' to sinulate the applicatidi cf the EPES cpaatcr by abject S7 
SUP 1: Mw ProcIrt IntxcdLx:: tion. 

MPS Rile 1- Fired : Cutpit is Pmarýt Strý -> M CMNM 

SUP 2: Pmck: ct IV&thdraAaL 

EPES Rile 4- Fired : oitpL& is PrCCbCt StrdbBW -> M CREZM 

'US Cf)aa'bzr : Rarý -7 
ihe follcwh-rj Frodr-ý llaes wye 'f ired' to simAabe the ar-plicatich cE the EFS qperatcr by abject S7 
DES Rile 4- Fired : oitjý is 

... Price Straý fcr PmcILLt 2: LECHMM 

DES Rile 4- Fired : O-tmt is 
... Price Strategy frr Prodm-t 4: EECMM 

EFS Pule 3- Fired : Cutrat is 
Price StrabeW fr-r Proart 5: Y62FUSE 

DES Rile 4- Fired : oatjý is ... Price Rr-ý frr ParbzýE 8: 

EC-S Rile 4- Fired : 0-itput 2s ... Price ScLi-ategy frr Proax. -L 9: 
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*PIUCE Cparator : Ibidod -7 
The frAladrg pmdrtacn mles vk-xe 'fired' to skailate 
U-p- cq: pha#idi of eýe PICCE cperatrx by abject S7 

PRICE Pule 4- Fired : altput is ... Prlcxý frr Pmavt 2 is 3. D4 

FRICE rule 4- Fired : O-ItpLt is ... Pcice fcr Etcd=t 4 is 6.05 

FRICE, Rile 4- Fired : OAP& is ... Price fcr Prccl=t 5 is 1.54 

PRICE Rile 4- Fired : Output is ... prkE! fcr Pccdýt 8 is 3.55 

FRME rule 4- Fired : CLi#ut is ... pcim for Pmax-t 9 is 3.04 

**ISUDBIT S7 - M= : PEPjCD 7**-* 

91-e fAIDAiri data smmdses ycur trading results 
SAIES CFEE; SIRrz 

FR= cl C2 PIUCE snuis RRESILE P= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.04 0. . 00 -750.00 4 4.0 8.0 6.05 31990. 193539.60 849.52 
5 2.0 1.0 1.54 0. . 00 -750.00 
8 1.0 6.0 3.55 14384. 51063.70 -30.79 9 5.0 1.0 3.04 83723. 254519.20 2598.94 

9btal sal raxme fcr Fericd : 499122.50 

Tbtal prcELt/loss (irr-L irt. & dEpcrý fcr padod 5810.99 

ampary sham cE rpark-t rewme fzr period(%) 90.75 

FCCE; bor period (9. ): 6.32 

Cash balanoa cE cc npany at erd cf pericd 54478.07 

8hare prace at end of period : 1.14 

In folladM smm: L-r--. S7's per-f amff m to dabe : 

m2 s= IUUME CN simE 
ESUCD EM2M EWNE(P. ) Ein= CAP. EVP. (%) p= 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 
2 84585.70 49.88 3711.65 6.28 1.19 
3 1Z7035.30 67.54 5591.89 8.64 1.40 
4 39408.63 12.91 2592.32 3.85 . 97 
5 2-55429.00 64.50 7995.23 10.62 1.20 
6 574200.00 100.00 10862.38 12.61 1.42 
7 499122.50 90.75 5810.99 6.32 1.14 

Awrage- r-rCEit; /IDSS PEX parkd : 5946.14 

Anrage = pEx period (%) : 8.21 

**AIIIIEI= HIM REMM: FE= 7 *** 

gh-- frMann results of g data stmarises the trading 
the cmjpetitcr fi3n : 

SZIM 
PIC= Cl C2 PRICE RRMILE 

10 1.50 4.88 3.22 50877.51 
11 4.00 2.40 3.30 . 00 
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9btal sal rewme kr the- period : 
Rtal p: cat/lcss (inal- int. & depm. ) fx: r period 
anreting f i-im's stiare cE rrark--t revm-ie frr period M 

OaTpetibx IUCE; frr period(%): 
Cash balano-a cf oaTpd±txr at end of period 
CtTpetitzr share p= at erd of period : 

**PIU= SUN= CF Oabllý r= IM(: E)*** 

*I, hw lxoclyct lardmd hy ccffpadtcr Uiis period 

PR= cl C2 PRICE 

11 4.00 2.40 3.30 

w-itbdraAn by ompetib--r this pedoa : 

PR= cl C2 

1 4.00 1.00 
3 1.00 5.00 

rke fbUadxg is a simmy of cmpetii3, r perkmmme 
tc) date : 

508777.51 

-4964.54 
9.25 

5.42 

77932.05 

. 69 

HZ suw KHUEN CN SIDM 
PER= RRE\TE IUE\ILE(%) PF= CAP. Emp. M p= 

1 19008.29 31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 
2 84989.30 50.12 9331.68 15.18 1.98 
3 61064.70 32.46 8072.89 11.61 1.61 
4 265941.30 87.09 17359.91 19.97 2.09 
5 140571.00 35.50 -12106.51 12.23 1.53 
6 00 . 00 -1128.03 3.96 . 95 
7 50877.51 9.25 -4964.54 5.42 . 69 

AErEge ImofLt/lcss p2r pa-lad 

Avercge FCCE per period (%) : 

6600.46 

11.25 

***lf2, D CF FS = S11=(N TMM HR SMJH2 S7 * 
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CHAPTER 7- APPENDIX II 

This Appendix contains a summary of the financial 
erformance for subject S7 and the competitor firm in 
he actual decision makinq task. The decision outpýit data can be compared with S7's PS model trace in Appendix I of this chapter. 

***aMJBZr S7 REIM : EERFCD 1*** 

rih-- fbI-Iadm data aima rises your tcaairxg msats : 
uur SAIES Cr-EF=-- 

PR= ci C2 PIUCE &= FOAME PF= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.60 0. . 00 -750.00 4 4.0 8.0 6.50 6260.40691.71 2380.13 

Ibtal sales revEme fDr pariod : 40691.71 
9btal p: oat/lms (irr-L int. & &r-cO fcr pericd 5058.54 

Ompary share of rrarlet ze)erm fr-r perirfl(%) : 68.16 

MM kr period M: 9.13 

Cash balanoe of ompary at En3 of period 40413.62 

alaire pace at e-d of perLod : 1.63 

Ihe frDllo£ng is a --zmna-ty cf perfcmErne bD cbte- : 
m2 SHUE FEMM CN SPIE 

r-ERM IUMLE IE=(%) r= CAP. EW. (%) PRICE 
1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 

Average prcf it/loss per period 5058.54 

Average RDCE per period (%) : 9.13 

**kXl+'ET= FIEM I; ESJL'[S: RIUCD 1 *** 

T-e fbljcýw-q data sumurises the tradLrrj results of 
the ampetitcr Lin : 

SAUE 
PR= ci C2 PFUCE FOAME 

1 4.00 1.00 3.25 14903.21 
3 1.00 5.00 3.90 4105.07 

TDtal sal mErue fcr the padod : 

ýbtal- lmofLt/loss (im-L int. & dq=. ) frr period 

OmPeting fiurýs dim: e cf rraJet rea-me fcr pmdod M: 

Ctmpadtcr FCCE fx period(%): 

Cash balarm of carcetitcr at crd of period 

QnpeUtar -slic-um p= at End of period : 

19008.29 

5424.83 

31.84 

10.40 

37L53.64 

1.56 
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**PR= SIR= (F CMEITICR MIS I: EIUCEPk** 

*ICUTedirr didi't intrcduze aV iaý- pmdacts this pericd. 
**Gtiyetitcr dich' t vzLddrcv ary pmajz: ý this padod . 

Ilhe £Dlladng is a simEiry ciE ccffpatitor parfamErce 
tr) date : 

me SPIE M= CN saMe 
FERBM MINE RDMIE (0-. ) p= CYP. 12ýP. (0-0) p= 

1 19008.29 31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 

Avm-ag-- Ixofit/Icrs per pencd 5424.83 

Amarag-- ICCE per pm7icd (%) : 10.40 

***aMJBZT S7 REaIZS : EERM 2*** 

%)e faUming data sxmB rises yr-ur trading maats : 
UIUT SU-M CFERZ= 

PFC= cl C2 PRICE Salm RFMa\T. E PFCFIT 

2 3.0 3.0 3.10 19345.59969.52 1184.50 
4 4.0 8.0 6.70 0. . 00 -750.00 5 2.0 1.0 1.55 158U. 24616.18 44.07 

TDtal sal revenn fr-r pa7icd : 84585.70 

'Ibtal jxof it/loss (incL int. & dr=pcrO fcr pariod 3711.65 

Ctffgiry sljmýe cf mdet rekKnie fir paricd(%) 49.88 

RDCE for pa-iod(%): 6.28 

Casch halEme cf caq)my at Eril cf pa7kd 36625.27 

, qiare pnm at m3 cf penod : 1.19 

Tn folloAdM is a sumaty cf perfammm tD date : 
MT SpM IEIUN CN SPM 

PEIUCD RRUIE IUMN-E(%) PF= CAP. EW. PRECE 

1 40691.71 6B. 16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 
2 84585.70 49.88 3711.65 6.28 1.19 

Awraga prof it/lcEs pEr pEriod 4385.10 

Avwage FCCE FEr pa: kd (%) : 7.70 

**'MýFEITM FM RESLM: PE= 2 *** 

T7e faUaAaM data saurErises the tradirig results of 
the ccnpedticr firm : 

PR= cl C2 
S= 

MCE MANX 

1 4.00 1.00 3.00 1777.10 
3 1.00 5.00 3.30 83212.20 

rlbtal sal rewrin fx the pericd : 84989.30 

TDtal p: cat/Icss (inr-L int. & dq3m) frr pericd 9331.68 
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Gaip2ting f im's share of muJqat reum frr period 50.12 

Oaq: eat3cr FCCE fcr period(%): 15.18 

Cash halanoa of cmretit3cr at End of pericd 46485.32 

GaTpetitor djare prue at end of period : 1.98 

**FI3= Sff= CP ClaNEETZECR = FMCDk** 

*Iampstibcr didn't intrcau-- any nEw pmdr-ts this pr=nod. 

**Carpetibzr didn't xdthh-. wmy pnd-uý this pmdcd . 

lhe- f: )lla&g is a 
to date 

REKCD MANE 
1 19008.29 
2 84989.30 

s=ary of ccnpeatcr perfimnmce 

mu SPM IUTJN CN S-PH 
RBE\IE(%) P= CYP. EMP. (%) PREE 

31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 
50.12 9331.68 15.18 1.98 

A', ý-ý rwof it/lcss per pa: iý 

A, aý = per paricd (%) : 

7378.26 

12.79 

S7 RaM : PEIUCD 3*** 

91-e follcAig data sumErises jur tradirg results 
UTT SAIES CFERTERG 

PR= cl C2 S= REMRE PR= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.10 15828.49067.88 832.84 
4 4. o 8.0 6.40 6722.43021.16 1938.82 
5 2.0 1.0 1.55 20218.31338.62 260.92 

Total sales revam for perica : 123427.70 

TDtal prcELt/loss (incl. int. & dEpcO Str period 5962.61 

Gaipary share cE rmrk--t remim fcr period(%) 65.62 

= ficr pa7ica(%): 9.16 

Cý-ch balarm cE oaTpany at end of pericid 42587.88 

Rim: e pnce at Erd of period : 1.40 

917e fi2ladng is a suurary of pa: EmmBnce to dat3-- : 

MT SPIE m= CN SI%M 
EIUCD rBJESIE PEU XE (-. ) PF= CTP. EPP. (%) PRIE 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 
2 84585.70 49.88 3711.65 6.28 1.19 
3 123427.70 65.62 5962.61 9.16 1.40 

Auragz- prc£Lt/lcss per pE! ricd 4910.93 

A. eý RDCE per pa-jod (%) : 8.19 
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"ClvFE= FIEM RE=: PERIED 3 *** 

The faLlaolig data smn-arises the tradirg msults of 
the CaTetitcr fim 

PRUET cn C2 
SAIM 

HZICE Iffl2XE 

1 4.00 1.00 2.73 32359.76 
3 1.00 5.00 3.47 32312.57 
7 2.00 2.30 2.35 00 

T--tal sales re)eme f3cr the pa7ica : 

Total r-uDflt/1css (irr-L int. & depcrL) frr period 

GirpeErg f ban' s sl-k-ze of irEdT--t revenie fr-r pa7iod (96) 

Gmpetibcr ROCE kr period(9. ): 

a)-sh lailarm of ompeator at end of pa7iod 

Ompetitcr shýEe p= at End of period : 

**PR= MR= CF GIRTIM 9H[S FEREC[Yk** 

*I, hw prodLy-t laxdnd ly cr-npetitor this penod 

PFCEUT cl C2 PRKE 

7 2.00 2.30 2.35 

**Ctipetitcr didn't v&ffilrw ary pmarts this pericd . 

Ilie- fr)llcuiM is a 
tr) date 

Pf MCD PUERE 
1 19008.29 
2 84989.30 
3 64672.34 

CtrinDly of cm 

MT ECHTE rOXNLE 

31.84 
50.12 
34.38 

Average jx0f Lt/Icss per period 

Avýa RDCE per pEricd (%) : 

'*SUa= S7 aSLM : FERM 4*** 

lhe f)Lla%, ing data amarLses ycur traliM nEsAts 

7771.18 
12.60 

UlUT SAIM CPEPI= 
PR= cl C2 PIUCE SVIES RRE\TE FR= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.20 0. . 00 -750.00 4 4.0 8.0 6.40 0. . 00 -750.00 5 2.0 1.0 1.60 0. . 00 -750.00 8 1.0 6.0 3.80 4023. 152B8.17 456.96 

TDtal sal rwam fnr period -. 15288.17 

TDtal pircELt/loss (irr-L int. & cbpaý fcr pe7iod 1613.99 

Ctnparry -chare cE nuJg--t revem kr period(%) : 5.01 

64672.34 

8557.03 

34.38 

12.22 

47542.35 

1.70 

peti-tcr p2rkmrmce 

MULIEN CN ICHUE PI= CAP. RP. FRUM 

5424.83 10.40 1.56 
9331.68 15.18 1.98 
8557.03 12.22 1.70 
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FCCE : 9--r pedcd(%) : 

CýL-ý bala-re of caTFffy at End of period 

Share pace at End of paricd : 

The fbilijAing is a smum-y cf pm: fm-rE= to date : 

NT lq-ym PERIM IEVENUE IU)EUE(%) PR= 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 
2 84585.70 49.88 37-U. 65 
3 123427.70 65.62 5962.61 
4 15288.17 5.01 1613.99 

2.42 

36701.87 

. 92 

PEIUN CN Sim 
CAP. EMP. (%) ERKE 

9.13 1.63 
6.28 1.19 
9.16 1.40 
2.42 . 92 

Avmmg-- r-rofLt/Icss psr pericd 4086.70 

Aerage IUM per peri-cd (%) : 6.75 

**'CavEETEM FUM RaM: FERECD 4 *** 

gh:! fcAlon#g data 
samariEes the trading results cf 

the ampetitx firm 

FR= cl C2 
Sam 

PRICE RRHM 

1 4.00 1.00 2.69 149064.20 
3 1.00 5.00 3.23 31682.36 
7 2.00 2.30 2.26 109315.30 

R)tal sal rewrm Rr tIn pericid : 

Total pLofit, /1css (incl- irt. & dEpcxL) for iper3ccl 

(Impethig f h2W s sham of marke-t reven-7a fir period 

GaTpetitor FOCE fcr period(%): 

Cýsh balano-- cE ompeatar at end of period 

Ompetitcr sham prioe at End cf period : 

**PFCDLCT SIRX03a' CF G14EITICR MRS PMCEPý** 

*-I(bTpetitcr didn't inb: oJý ary nw pmclicts this peracd. 

*lUmpetitcr didWt ýdtbdrav ary pýoý this pa: kd 
. 

Sn is a smmmy cf caq3aUtcr- pEcfam-aiý 
to date : 

290061.80 

19490.64 

94.99 

21.77 

67032.98 

2.21 

leT S-DIE FEU-m CN SCHW PERED RE7ENLE rEVEMM PF= CAP. EMP. (%) F= 

1 19008.29 31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 
2 84989.30 50.12 9331.68 15.18 1.98 
3 64672.34 34.38 8557.03 12.22 1.70 
4 290061.80 94.99 19490.64 21.77 2.21 

Averaga p3ofit/loss per panod 

Aa7ag-- RDCE per pa-iod (%) : 

10701.04 

14.89 
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***S3= S7 FEUTS -FERICD 5*** 

ahe BaLlminj data sumBrises yaw trading msults 
SUES CPERUDL 

PR= ci C2 MCE ICKES FEý FF= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.05 28722.87602.35 696.10 
4 4.0 8.0 6.20 0.00 -750.00 
5 2.0 1.0 1.55 85627.132721.80 3531.34 
8 1.0 6.0 3.60 11191.40289.21 369.14 

Tbtal- --al raerue fcr parlod : 260613.40 

ýbtal pmfit/Icss (incL int. & dEpcn) fr-r pa7iod 6772.73 

CtmpaTy share cE mikat menue far pedod(%) 65.81 

RDCE for pedod(%): 9.22 

Cash balance cf cmp-7Ty at end of pariod 43474.59 

, qk-ze pace at end cE paricd : 1.08 

rlbe follming is a sumary cf perfimmnoe tx) date : 
HT IqHE WILEN CN SHNRE; 

PERIM FUENLE FEXEM(%) PB= CAP. RP. P= 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 
2 84585.70 49.88 3711.65 6.28 1.19 
3 123427.70 65.62 5962.61 9.16 1.40 
4 15288.17 5.01 1613.99 2.42 . 92 
5 260613.40 65.81 6772.73 9.22 1.08 

Aixnýý, prcfit/loss pEr pai cd : 4623.90 

A, ý RXE per period (9. ) : 7.24 

**'CGPET= ETIM RERM: PERDM 5 *** 

qhe Sallowin as g dat ulirarise s the tradirrj zesults of 
the caqmtitFcr firn 

PIC= cl C2 
SAIM 

PRBZE ERE 

1 4.00 1.00 2.69 135396.60 
3 1.00 5.00 3.23 . 00 
7 2.00 2.30 2.26 . 00 

ýbtal Sal revm--e kr tin pa7iod : 

T)rtal pmfit/lcss (im-L int. & clqzcxL) frr period 

GaTpeting f inn's sh3xe cf mrk=-t rejai-e kr periDd 

(hup-ati-bor = fir period(%) : 

GLý balcmce of carpetitor at end of pa--icd 

OmIDetitcr sham pam at end of period 

**PM= S=3aý CF CavEEI= MM Pf MCE"* 

*AompeUtcr didn't inb3oam ary rEw pmda--ts this period. 
**ýQmpEtibcr didift vzLthdcaa ary pmdLrts tl-iLs padod . 

135386.60 

12649.28 

34.19 
12.38 

79682.27 
1.61 
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T-e fallcwLTij -is a sLrmBiy cE ampatitcr perfmi-Effre 
to date : 

MT ICHW Ram CN SEPM 
IMCD REBIE RRE\XE(%) pr= CPP. EW. P= 

1 19008.29 31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 
2 84989.30 50.12 9331.68 15.18 1.98 
3 64672.34 34.38 8557.03 12.22 1.70 
4 290061.80 94.99 19490.64 21.77 2.21 
5 135386.60 34.19 12649.28 12.38 1.61 

A=g3 pýodt/lcss par p2riod 

Aw-rage =per pedod (%) : 

** an= S7 RERM : FERM 6*** 

T-ie follcuing data --mradses y= trading results 

11090.69 

14.39 

UlUT Mim CIPEMIMV3 
PFC= cl C2 MCE sv_m RBjRE PR= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.10 0. . 00 -750.00 4 4.0 8.0 6.10 18604.113487.40 LUO. 44 
5 2.0 1.0 1.55 135554.210108.20 6027.69 
8 1.0 6.0 160 38427.138338.80 3092.73 

Tbtal sal ruame fDr pariod : 461934.40 

'ibtal p: ofLt/loss (imL int. & d2pcr4 frr pe=d 12958.84 

OmIxuy share cf mEirket revemp- fcr period(%) 80.45 

RDCE fx period(%): 14.99 

Cash halance of curpmy at End of period 56433.44 

gBre p= at End cf pericd : 1.37 

Mm ii)LlMxrj is a sam'ery of perfmrarm to date : 
mu silm IEMN CN SHAM 

PERKU PEMM RR=(%) PluLL CAP. 11ýp. PRIM 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 
2 84585.70 49.88 3711.65 6.28 1.19 
3 123427.70 65.62 5962.61 9.16 1.40 
4 15288.17 5.01 1613.99 2.42 . 92 
5 260613.40 65.81 6772.73 9.22 1.08 
6 461934.40 80.45 12958.84 14.99 1.37 

A, ý 13rofit/lcss pEr pE2: jzd : 6013.06 

Averag-, = per padod (9. ) -. 8.53 

**! lOaMPEI= FUM RESMIS: FERY-D 6 *** 

Tie RiUcan chta EumBrises the txadh-xg iesul-ts cf 
_g tin caqmtibýr finn 

SAIES 
cl C2 PIUCE RREIIE 

4.00 1.00 2.69 112265.70 
3 1.00 5.00 3.15 . 00 
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T--tal. sales rew-rin frr the pe=d : =65.70 
TDtal. prcat/loss (irr-L int. & &pcn. ) fzr period 7782.58 
Carpe-tirg flmýs share of nark-t racrm for period 19.55 
OmIzetit: ir ROCE fcr pa7iod(%): 11.62 

Cash balance of ompetitcr at end of period 94964.84 
Ompetitcr sbare Iri()-- at erd of period : 1.24 

*'PR= STFA= CF C32, FETZM 9HIS PEM), ýý 

*'GaTpetitcr d: hWt inbndme ary new pndiats this peTijaL 
"Pmduats uitlrl: &n by ampeatcr this period 
PB= cl C2 

7 2.00 2.30 

Ube fiDlkwing is a saminy of ompetitor parfamlaim to date : 
UT SMM I? E= CN MAM 

=CD lohm MERE(%) PF= CAP. EW. (%) PROM 

1 19008.29 31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 
2 84989.30 50.12 9331.68 15.18 1.98 
3 64672.34 34.38 8557.03 12.22 1.70 
4 290061.80 94.99 19490.64 21.77 2.21 
5 135386.60 34.19 12649.28 12.38 1.61 
6 112265.70 19.55 7782.58 11.62 1.24 

Averag-- prcfit/lcss pEr pericd : 
Average- =per perlod (%) : 

**ýSý S7 RESMIS : PMCC- 7*** 

Ube faLlaviM data ammrises y= todirij iesults 

10539.34 

13.93 

LKU suls CFERUM- 
NCEUET ci C2 MCE EBEIZLE PF= 

2 3.0 3.0 3.05 0. 00 -750.00 4 4.0 8.0 6.05 35684. 215885.70 1034.20 
5 2.0 1.0 1.54 0. 00 -750.00 8 1.0 6.0 3.55 22760. 80796.42 387.97 
9 5.0 1.0 3.05 83055. 253317.90 3402.73 

T--tal sal reueriie ýbc pericd : 550000.10 

Tbý prat/Icss (irr-L int. & dEpcd frr pEricd 7839.61 

Gtnpary share aE miJot rmenue fcr pericd(%) 100.00 

IUCE f: r period(%) : 8.32 

Cadi balance of curpary at: erd of period 56773.05 

Share prace at Erd of perml : 1.13 

rile folloAl-g is a -quuu3iy cf pm: famance to date : 
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mw SUME HULM CN SRIIE 
PERLCD lZmý FB/E, XE (-. ) Pl= (7'P. EýP. (%) FRME 

1 40691.71 68.16 5058.54 9.13 1.63 
2 84585.70 49.88 3711.65 6.28 1.19 
3 123427.70 65.62 5962.61 9.16 1.40 
4 15288.17 5.01 1613.99 2 42 gi 
5 260613.40 65.81 6772.73 9: 22 1: 0 
6 461934.40 80.45 12958.84 14.99 1.37 
7 550000.10 100.00 7839.61 8.32 1.13 

Avamga r-rof Lt/lcss per pmod 6Z74.00 

Awxag-- = per pedod (%) : 8.50 

**-ýCM=CR FUM I? E=S: =CD 7 *** 

ahe frAInwp-U data aimurises the trading n-acats of 
tha =FetitEr firin 

MIM 
PFc= CL C2 PRICE RRMUE 

1 4.00 1.00 2.60 . 00 
10 3.00 3.75 3.50 . 00 

Tatal ml xwene far the period : . 00 

T: )tal pmfLt/lms ýmL int. & clepmL) fhr period 1097.19 

OmpeLing f ime s d-ore of narkat reiemr- f cr period (-0. ) : . 00 

Ompetibar IUCE frr period (%) 5.49 

Cash balame of calm-titcr at Erd of period 96062.03 

CaTetitcr sbýcre p= at End of period : . 77 

*VR= SEE= CF ME= THIS PERBM*** 

*llaw prodrt laxrfrd hy ampetitor this parkd 

PK= Cl C2 PPJCE 

10 3.00 3.75 3.50 

"IYalicts xdthchEw., ly ccnlLIdtcr t-ds 
PR= ci C2 

3 1.00 5.00 

Ihe R)lkx%ing is a swimny. cf cmpedb3r pazämnmre 
bD date : 

MT SH%IE I; Em CN SIME 
RUAM IWESILE Pi= CAP. EýP. (-06) ERICE 

1 19008.29 31.84 5424.83 10.40 1.56 
2 84989.30 50.12 9331.68 15.18 1.98 
3 64672.34 34.38 8557.03 12.22 1.70 
4 290061.80 94.99 19490.64 21.77 2.21 
5 135386.60 34.19 12649.28 12.38 1.61 
6 112265.70 19.55 7782.58 11.62 1.24 
7 . 00 00 1097.19 5.49 . 77 

Avrag-2 profit/kss pEr pa7! cd 9190.46 

Avemge MCE per pericd (9. ) : 12.72 

****END CF SInIAIICN FEN ECR S7**** 
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rIT-I'A Incrivr) 0 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

8.1 INFORMATION PROCESSING THEORY AND BEHAVIOURAL 
M-Wrrvm-r-rvr-- 

The central purpose of this research has been to present a 
comprehensive statement of a methodology f or studying and 
modelling human decision processes in economics. This 
f ocus upon decision processes highlights the concern of 
behavioural economists with the need to observe actual 
decision making behaviour. However, human behaviour in 

complex tasks cannot be understood by simply conducting a 
structural analysis of the choice outcomes f or a decision 

problem. At best this will only provide a surface 
description of the decision processes being used. 
Unfortunately, we still only have a limited understanding 

of individual decision making processes [Simon et al 
(1987)]. It is, therefore, surprising that there are few 

examples in the economics literature of empirical studies 

of decision making processes using the type of techniques 
introduced in this thesis. 

The work of Herbert Simon has promoted an 
interdisciplinary approach to the study of decision making 
and problem solving. In this research we specifically 
draw from work in the fields of artificial intelligence 

and cognitive psychology. In this respect, many of the 

concepts and techniques we have introduced in the early 
chapters of this thesis are not original. However, the 

synthesis of these ideas into a coherent framework for 
behavioural research in economics is novel and will 
hopefully stimulate further research. 

Human information processing (HIP) theory is the dominant 

psychological research paradigm. It is a methodo logy 
for the study and modelling of human decision processes 
which overcomes a number of the difficulties that have 
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constrained behavioural research in economics. In 

particular, the problems associated with observing actual 
behaviour and the absence of a well established 

theoretical language for modelling decision processes. 
The former difficulty characterises the difference between 

the well established deductive methodology of the 

neoclassical economist and the rather limited use of 
inductive research methods by behavioural economists. 

The second problem regarding the lack of a theoretical 

language for process modelling reflects two related 
factors. First, technological difficulties that have now 
largely been overcome because of the availability of 

powerful and less costly computer hardware and software. 
Developments in computer modelling techniques that allowed 
Newell and Simon (1972) to link verbal protocol analysis 

with computer simulation programs was a significant event 
for behavioural research method. Early behavioural 

research (eg. Clarkson's computer based process model of 

an investment trust officer] provides some good examples 

of the technological constraints that faced the 

behavioural researcher in the 1960's and 19701s. Second, 

the language problem referred to by Cyert and March (1963) 

has been totally neglected in subsequent behavioural 

research. Specifically, Cyert and March identified 

computer simulation as an appropriate language for 

modelling decision processes. However, they did not 

present a general form for computer simulation models as 

an approach to representing observed behavioural 

phenomena. Research in the cognitive psychology 
literature has resulted in PS models becoming the well 

established formalism for modelling human decision 

processes. As models of information processing systems, 
PSs are relatively easily transformed into computer 

models given the programming and modelling techniques that 

have been the output of research in the artificial 
intelligence and expert systems literatures. 

Approaches to behavioural research in economics are varied 
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and it is difficult to integrate research methods and 

results. In consequence, three decades of behavioural 

research has not resulted in a wide range of general and 

novel conclusions about economic behaviour. In this 

research we focus attention on what we see as the 
distinguishing feature between the neoclassical and 
behavioural research paradigms. Notably, the study of 

actual behaviour for the purpose of modelling decision 

processes. Simon (1980) has argued that an important 

direction for behavioural research in economics is the 
discovery of the important invariants of human decision 

processes across a variety of different task domains. As 

with early behavioural studies of over 30 years ago, we 

see the study, of firm behaviour remaining as a priority 

research area. 

The previous argument suggests that recognition of the 

exploratory role of behavioural research in economics is 

long overdue. There may be many reasons for this. The 

present study has highlighted that behavioural research of 
this type is painstakingly slow and costly and is unlikely 
to satisfy the demand for economic models that produce 

rapid and general predictions. There is, however, a 

great need to understand and explain the wide variety of 
human behaviour that characterises many real world tasks. 

As general models of human decision processes emerge the 

need for the detailed type of analysis of decision 

processes that we have presented in this thesis will be 

reduced. However, developing these empirically founded 

general theories about the behaviour of- intelligent 

systems will only emerge from the extensive observation of 
human problem solving behaviour. As the present study 
illustrates, the type of models that will initially result 
from this kind of research are likely to be task or 

subject specif ic. Research in artificial intelligence 

and expert systems supports this interpretation. 

In summary, information processing theory is a descriptive 

paradigm that is primarily concerned with how individuals 

make decisions. Combined with the technique of protocol 
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analysis it provides a general framework for modelling 
decision processes in terms of a set of problem space 

operators (which can be defined as production rules). 
Problem space operators have an important psychological 
base in terms of Newell and Simon's elementary information 

processes (eips). However, our analysis has emphasised 
the interpretation of operators in the context of a 
particular task domain. In this way we have been able to 
identify regularity in information processing behaviour 

across our sample of subjects in terms of a set of 
generic decision strategies. Each of these strategies had 

requirements in terms of the type of information that was 

processed. In brief, they reflected an implicit priority 

ordering of the various knowledge elements that defined 

our subjects' problem spaces. The important role of 
protocol analysis was to provide an approach to 
discovering the nature of the operators (cognitive 

processe s) used by the subjects in our experimental 
setting. 

8.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE INFORMATION PROCESSING PARADIGM 

The integration of HIP theory into disciplines outside the 
field of cognitive psychology is still in its infancy. 

While the fundamental concepts of HIP theory are well 

established in the psychology literature, the ability to 
build computer models that behave intelligently at a level 

that provides a meaningful approach to modelling human 
behaviour in complex tasks is a relatively recent 
phenomena. Indeed, it is only in the last decade that we 
have seen the feasibility of being able to generate 
information processing models in the form that we have 

presented earlier. This has largely followed from the 

recognition that computers are not limited to numerical 
analysis but are general purpose symbol processing 
systems. 

The previous argument suggests that it is the combined 
developments of research on human thinking and computer 
modelling that is likely to be a major factor in the 
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building of information processing models by behavioural 

researchers in economics. However, technological 

constraints do remain important in terms of limiting the 
development of HIP models, since there are still many 
tasks that humans can perform which computers cannot carry 

out efficiently (compare serial and parallel processing). 
That said, technological constraints on HIP modelling are 
diminishing rapidly with the result that modelling 

opportunities are being created for the behavioural 

researcher, eg. the modelling of learning and conflict 

resolution. 

The particular application of HIP theory in this research 
does, however, highlight other limitations to this 

approach to modelling human decision processes. The 
descriptive nature of the research paradigm emphasises the 

need to observe behaviour and it is for this reason that 

we introduced the combined use of laboratory 

experimentation and protocol analysis in Chapter 3. These 

are important elements of our approach to capturing and 
translating decision processes into a HIP model. 
However, both our laboratory setting and the use of the 
technique of protocol analysis constrained our ability to 

model certain aspects of our subjects' decision processes. 

The choice between af ield and a laboratory setting is a 
difficult one and the researcher is required to balance 

the advantages and disadvantages of each setting in terms 

of control and realism. The literature on 'the use of 

experiments in social science research presents a variety 

of conflicting views as to whether the laboratory or the 
field setting is likely to yield results that are more 

general to other situations. In this study we were 

concerned with linking the use of protocol analysis with 
the control that can be achieved in an experimental 

setting. This was an attempt to validate the use of 

protocol data for the purpose of developing behavioural 

process models [Ericsson and Simon (1980)]. 
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The discussion in previous chapters has highlighted some 
difficulties in using laboratory experiments to study 
behaviour in complex tasks. For example, the short 
decision episode over which subject behaviour was observed 
limited our ability to model important evolutionary 

aspects of S7's information processing behaviour. 

Equally, we were concerned to study the behaviour of our 

subjects in a realistic task when viewed against the type 

of generalisations about strategic behaviour that were the 

focus of this research (ie. broad strategy). of course, a 
thorough test of the external validity of our experiment 

requires repetition with different subjects and using 
different experimental procedures. We have tentatively 

suggested how we might use external validity evidence to 

support the broad findings about decision making 

strategies from our experimental setting. 

Clearly, more attention is required to acquiring expertise 
in the design and running of experiments f or behavioural 

research of this type. It is, however, important to 

stress that the application of the information processing 

paradigm is not restricted to developing theoretical 

models of individual subjects in experimental settings. 
Indeed, the techniques we have presented in this thesis 

can also be viewed as providing a methodology for the 

development of expert systems - that is, models that 

have a decision support role in a real world setting [see 

Slatter (1987)]. 

Within the framework of HIP theory, detailed knowledge of 
human decision processes is an essential requir ement for 

building behavioural process models. We have used 

protocol analysis as a vehicle for collecting and 

analysing a large amount of behavioural data about the 

information processing that takes place during decision 

making. Despite the methodological limitations of 

protocol analysis, the work of Ericsson and Simon (1980; 

1984) provides guidelines that underpin the careful use of 

concurrent verbal reports as behavioural data. Under 

certain controlled conditions for observing behaviour, 
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protocol analysis provides a rich and accessible source of 
behavioural data. 

As with many other research methods, the judgement and 
interpretation of the researcher plays an important part 
in the coding of protocols and the identification of 
production rules that describe a subject's knowledge 

operators. As the application of protocol analysis 
outside the domain of cognitive psychology increase, more 
general principles will emerge that will increase the 

validity of using this technique. Moreover, protocol 
analysis should be viewed as one of a range of techniques 

available to the behavioural researcher. Wherever 

possible, protocol data should be cross-validated with 
other sources of behavioural data. Analysing verbal 
protocols is expensive in terms of research time and 
effort and protocol data is inevitably incomplete for the 

purpose of capturing a subject's information processing 
behaviour. However, we would argue that protocol analysis 
is a robust technique. If carefully used, it provides an 
important basis for conducting behavioural research that 
is concerned with opening up the 'black box' to study 
human decision processes. 

The analysis and discussion in this thesis suggests a 
number of directions for further research in the 

application of human information processing models in 

economics. First, there is the the need for behavioural 

researchers to devote considerable ef fort to collecting 
empirical evidence on how decision makers cope with ill- 

structured and knowledge rich task domains. The study of 
expert behaviour in both laboratory and field settings is 

vital to increasing our understanding of how the complex 
and uncertain tasks that characterise the activities of 
real economic agents are solved in practice. We have 
illustrated the application of techniques from artificial 
intelligence and cognitive psychology that provide the 
framework for conducting this type of research. 
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Of equal importance is the further development and 

refinement of the behavioural research methodology 
introduced in this thesis. In addition to the problems 

surrounding the application of laboratory experiments and 

protocol analysis, we have noted the task specific nature 

of production systems as a theoretical modelling language. 

For example, the structure of our PS model in Chapter 7 
largely reflected the observed variables that 

characterised our decision making task. This, of 
course, is a strength of computer simulation languages for 

studying behaviour in tasks that are characterised by rich 
and qualitative knowledge. However, it is also a 
weakness when evaluated in terms of the general and 
powerful language of formal mathematics used in 

neoclassical economics. As we observe invariants in 
human behaviour across a variety of decision making tasks, 
this may result in more general representations of PS 

models of economic behaviour. 

The previous argument emphasises the need for more 
research directed towards establishing the validity and 
generality of the human information processing paradigm 
for research in economics. This study provides some 
guidelines as to how we might proceed. Inevitably, we are 
left with the hope that this thesis will have served to 

stimulate others to examine further the approach we have 

presented for studying and modelling human decision 

processes in economics. 
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